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Then in 16 we went on to look at the godly and what they were supposed to

do, but 21 takes us back again to the nation as a whole, and now we see the nation as

a whole in the situation in which they are to be placed because of their failure to follow

God's word, their turning away from it, their ignoring it, and because of the outwork

ing of that in this plan of Ahaz, which has brought in the Assyrians presumbbly to

help but act1y by removing the buffer state, has put them into a much more serious

situation than they were before, and in the result of all this, now Isaiah takes a

glance forward through many centuries and he sees a general picture of the situation

of the ungodly or of the nation as a whole, looking through centuries ahead but includ

ing a period rather near, when the Assyrian arms begin to march into the land of

Israel. So he says in verse 21, And they shall pass through it-these are the people

who have refused to follow the Lord,-hardly bestead and hungry: and it shall come to

pass, that when they shell be hungry, they shall fret themselves and curse their king

and their God.. Up to this point, utter desolation, utter darkness, utter misery,

,hey look upward,
nothing else. But tnen/tney curse tneir king and their God, and look upward. There

we have the beginning of a little light. It is not all darkness. It is not all misery.

It is not all desolation. There is the coming of light. They will look upward. That

is just a little suggestion of improvement in the situation, a little light coming

amidst the darkness. That's if you take the verse alone,ad whoever made the

verse division thought you should take it alone " and the fact, it doesn't say they

look up, look down, look all around, and don't find any help, it doesn't say that,

it says, look upward, and then it says and they shall look to the earth, and it is a

different word used for look. First one is they lice upward, which could very well

show the beinnlng of a turning to Dod. They face upward, a new light. But then

it says, they shall look steadily (4) it is more of a hunting for

something,unto the earth. They don't look up very long. They look to the earth.

Or if you run the two verses together, you can say, they curse their king and their
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God, and they look up, and they look to the earth. In other words, they look In all

directions,eDdjMT..t? nothing but darkness and misery. So if you run the two verses

together, and ignore the fact that you have two verses instead of one, which (4 1/2)

could be used in such a case, you have just a continuous picture of dark

ness " but as it stands there is a possibility that there is a suggestion of a coming of

light, just this little bit at the end of verse 21. Now we go on to 22, we still have

darkness, yes, but they look to the earth, and behold trouble and darkness, dimness

of anguish, and they shall be driven to darkness, still darkness, gloom, misery,

the nation has turned away from God. But 1s GA going to allow them to continue

forever in darkness ? Is ?k going to do that or will He bring them light out of the

darkness? Will He give thorn deliverance/ as part of }s election of grace, for His

own purpose of preparing the way for the coming of His n into the world? Well,

the last phrase in this, in the KJV, "they shall be" is in italics. It is not there.

darkness, dimness of anguish, driven to darkness. Well the participle in it can be

past, present or future. 'Bu What they behold is trouble and darkness, dimness of

anguish, driven to darkness. Do they behold driven to darkness? Are they driven to

darkness? The word actually, however, does not mean driven, it means 'driven

away, to darkness, Well, there is no "to" in it, it is actually "darkness driven

away." But you can take that darkness as an accusative of direction, you can take

it, it does not have an endirç on which would indicate direction, but you don't have

to la ye that on necessarily. In fact, this particular form being a feminine already,

it would be difficult to put it on. So it may be that they're driven to darkness, but

it is not altogether satisfactory. Maybe it means the darkness is driven away, and if

it does again you have-here you have all this darkness, gloom and anguish, and the

darkness is driven away. A/ suggestion at the end of this verse of light coming,

a better suggesn than the one that ends the verse before. A look upward.
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Now these are suggestions here. Are they real? Is there a beginning of a

piercing of the clouds, a beginning of the coining of light? We can't be sure. I

t hink the words ar e intentionally used. This in not a mathematical formula, this is

a literary sIe. They are intentionally used to create a certain impression. To

create in us the impression as we read that maybe in the midst of all this darkness,

God is starting to bring light. Maybe, we can't be quite sure, but we have a suggestion

that perhaps He is. Well, what about the next verse?

Well, according to the KJV, the next verse Is all darkness too. By the way,

the Hebrew, you know, calls the next verse 423, 'tarts with the following verse as

the first of the new chapter, and actually them is no reason in the world for a chapter

division here. It is better to have it one verse later, u like the Hebrew does, or still

better to have it two verses earlier, the beginning of a paragraph. Nevertheless the

dèmness shall not be such as was in her vexation-oh, does that mean it is going to

be a little lighter, the dimness won't be such as it was. Such as it was whsn?f

"When at the first he lightly afflicted the land of Zebu*n and the land of NaphtalI,

and afterward did more grievously afflict her by t way of the sea, beyond Jordan in W

Galilee of the nations." This is how the King James renders it. The King James

states it, this is then showing the coming of the Assyrian army. First they enter

through Zebulon and Naphtali end perhaps they're rather courteous at first when they

coma in, they don't meet much opposition, they just come in, but then they take over

and the people begin to realize what M in happening, and as they go further and

coma to the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, Galilee of the nations, they afflict them

more severely. At any rate, it is all darkness, the way the King James Version has it,

but 60 years ago a new translation was made, the American StandamVersion. In

some regards it is an improvement over the 1CJV, in other regards It Isn't as good, but

it was made on the whole by godly men, who sincerely tried to figure out what the

Hebrew meant, and to put It into English. And I have known very godly Bible teachers
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who have felt felt' the ASV was the best translation into English. They have been very

devoted to it. It doesn't have quite the literary value the KJ does, unfortunat4. I

used to think, well, maybe they're right, maybe I should turn to the $ MV Instead

of the KJV. Because I knew so many godly men who always seemed to prefer it. But

Then I was in a class teaching Hebrew, and we read in judges, about Abimelech,

andllooked itupin .he ASVand it said, hegethimuptothetopofahills and!

thought the Hebrew is just the went up.' Well, I thought, in the KJV made 300 years

ago, if they say he get him up it is understandable, but far something made 60 years

ago when nobody used such language, to pt it ,he get hire up," I thbught if ey

can't do any better than that, I'm going to stick to the KJV. So I have not made

much use, since that experience, of the ASV as I tended to before.

But where the MV differs from the KIV you can take it that there to some

pretty good grounds for considering another possibility of interpretation. And it may

even be that it is a mm !!??tendering. I don't take it. U the MV has it I take it

rather then the KJ note, but I say if the MV differs It Is worth your looking in the

Hebrew, and seeing which of the two you feel is right, and knowin g that the chances

are there are good grounds for both. There are a few cases where the K7 has departed

frorethe Hebrew, in ,et' view of their understanding or of some New Testament

quotation, where the ASV is a '
little more literal. But in this case it is amazing

to see the difference. I hope that you have your lCJ before you now with the verse

I just reed you: chapter 9.1. U you have, follow it as I read you wist the MV has.

The MV says: But there shall be no doom to her that was in anguish. Isn't that

different? But there shall be no glooè That is real light. Nothing like that LnJ.

There it says: in the former time he brought into contempt the lend of Zsbulon end the km

land of Naphtali, but in the latter time bath he made a glory. Quite different from: he

did more grievously afflict her, as the KJ says. In the latter time he made his glory,

by the way of the sea, beyond the Jordan, Galilee of the nations.
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And the fact of the matter is that it can be translated the way the AV has,

or the way the $ AS has. Both are possible from the Hebrew. So you see, We have

verse 21 ending with perhaps the suggestion of light. Maybe not. Maybe so. Verse

22 ding, perhaps the darkness driven away, the suggestion of light. Perhaps not

can't be sure. Verse 23, or 9.1, perhaps it is all gloom like the K but perhaps

instead of its being, of (11 3/4) being "more g perhaps it

_____his glory, it could be translated either way, and actually If you're

going to build a whole theology on this verse, you better not do it, because it is

too uncertain what it means. But if you're going to interpret the antext and find that

he used language which again shows continuation of the darkness end gloom, and yet

suggests that perhaps it does mean glory is coming, that glory is coming in Galilee,

in Zebulon, in Naphtaii, in the place where the Assyrian armies first entered and

brought darkness and misery to the land, you have a background there for going on

to the next verse where the light shire a in fully and the people that walked in darkness

have seen a great light, they that dwell inthe land of the shadow of death, upon them

hath the light shined.

I believe that we have here a case, not of sudden sharp transition but of a

gradual transition from the terrible darkness of verse 21, showing that this darkness

is not the end, God has for His people, purposes of blessing and of glory, and as you

go on you think you as. light begin to come, you're not quite sure, you think you

see glory, is it glory, or i It greater affliction, you're not quite sure, and then

all of a sudden the light bursts in full intensity upon you, the people that walked

in darkness, the people in this area where the Assyrian army came marching in and

brought the beginning of the times of the Gentiles to Israel, the beginning of the

gloom and misery that lasted so many centuriesright in that very region light is

going to begin to be seen in (13 1/2)

So that I feel that you could make an argument for following the Hebrew
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until
Bible and saying a new chapter starts. Light. Everything before is darkness, end the

new chapter starts. But I don't think the argument would be conclusive. I think it

is much more reasonable to say here is the transition between the present darkness,

which Isaiah described, to the great outpouring of light which is to corn. in that very

region, and W an in that very region, there the light began to shine in the form of

Jesus going about there and giving His great term, bringing the light of the world to

the people, Matthew says these things were done that it might be fulfilled which was

spoken by the prophet, and then he does not read the full meaning of 9.1, he just

indicates the geographical places: Zebulon. Naphtali, Galilee of the nations, atd

then he says, upon these people, the light has shined, that waØlked in

darkness have seen a great light. Yes? (14V2)***

M.29a. (3/4)

... that's the ASV translation of " The Authorized says

"nevertheless the dimness shall not be such as was in her vexation." The ASV

says," but there shall be no gloom to her that was in anguish. To take the phrase

just alone it is rather herd to be sure what to get out of it. I incline toward it, yes.

It is a picture of d*rkness,loom and misery, not as bad as it was when the Assyrian

army first came in, but still it is ft region of darkness, a region where they suffered

from the Assyrian inva4on, and perhaps the very region where all subsequent

invasions first e tsr the land, and where they suffer from that, but in this very

region the light first begins to shine. There is no organit connection between the

fact of the darkness beginning there, which-0 3/4)

and of the light beginning there, but it is just an interesting thing-you might say,

almost a coincidnce, that the Lord points out 700 years in advance, so that it's

just an added indication that that is the one He is referring to, when it actually

happens. Well, it is a very interesting chapter and the transition between 8 and 9

1 feel is intensely interesting, leading us up to the future life that is coming, the
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darkness comes from Ahaz, but the light corm 8 when the true Emmanuel comes, the

one of whom ewws have spoken earlier in chapter 8 and in 7, the great light comes

when he comes and His coming and its effect are described in those next few verses

in the wonderful section which I'd better leave till next time.

M.30. (3/4)

... great difficulty to Jewish interpreters 50 years ago. I have recently heard quite

a bit of the new translation that the Jews are making this year. They have been working

on it several yearsl, the new translation of the Old Testament. They 'vs been working

about 4 or 5 years on it, have finished the Pentateuch, except that they have to go

over it all again, once more, and they are really doing some excellent work end

gotting some fine interpretation at many points, but when it comes to the Christian

predictions have got some very clever new ways of evading them, pushing

them aside, some very clever ways, so I wouldn't be a bit surprised that if when they

come to Isaiah they find some kind of a new clever way to evade this one.

But certainly Professor Margolls of Dropsie College, when he made what is

today the standard Jewish translation of the Bible, when he did it, he did not see any

very satisfactory way of evading it, so what he did was simply to tra*sliterate, o

the Jew. who have the holy Scriptures, open it up to this version to read: For unto

us a chid is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall be upon hits

ahouldon and his name shall be oNlied (1 3/4) ,

" and shar Salom. And there is that long combination of

sounds that would mean nothing to him, that's His imite. His name was (2)

now His same is

But he dbes have a footnote which says something like this, 'or, the might God, the

everlasting Father, the prince of Peace, the' is counselling a wonderful thing.

Now of course that evades it too. The translation in the footnote, but as it stands

His earns shell be called, end then we have a list of names W ich is very ev ently
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not a name in the sense of a designation, to be used as a handle in calling a person,

but rather a descriptive name, a name 'iloh describes His character and His

attributes.

I have just received with a request that I should review it, a new translation

of the last half of the Old Testament, called the Amplified Old Testament, job to

Malachi, and there they're issuing the second part first, they say the first pert vi 11

follow kW In that I noticed that inst4ad of having as it is here, wonderful, counsellor,

it says wonderful counseller, Well, now, that of course simply shows the utter

Ignorance of Hebrew of those who were responsible for that particular paragraph.

Because the, as it stands in the Hebrew, as you all know, 'htJ1 adjective

in Hebrew, an4/ attributive adjective always follows the term, and consequently to say

wonderful counsellor you'd have to say counsellor wonderful in Hebrew, but the order

of this to wonderful, counsellor,, that is the order. It might seem to us more logical,

you've got tour names, each of them with two parts, so the first one would be wonder-

ful counsellor, but that is not what the Hebrew has. The Hebrew has (4)

wonderful, or wonder, and then a counsellor, not a counsellor wonderful,

which we would translate a wonderful counsellor. So that that lack of a comma Is quite

incorrect as far as its being in any sense a translation of the Hebrew is concerned.

Well, some have tried to take it as a conflex say, a wonder of a counsel, and that's

not quite so bad, thought it doesn't seem quite right to me. I think the best way is

undoubtedly to do as our KJV has and consider that her. you have *not four name

with two parts in each, but five names, the first two having one word, and the last

three having two. Yes? (4 1/2) We were saying that this name is $1 bsiLeve con-

s Idersd as having fit', elements instead of four, and He is wonderful, not just that He

is a wonderful counsellor, not just that this coming child is a very fine counsellor,

but that He in wonderful, He Is a wonder. Isaiah aaid I and my children are for signs

end wonders. He is on. who is wonderful In every ay, one *ho is transcendent.
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He is one who goes beyond all other $ ho ever lived. It is not just a wonderful

counsellor, it is wonderful He is. And then of course He is a counsellor. Here is a

very great part of His activities, Jesus Christ as prophet, His words, His advice,

He a counselter par excellence. And His teaching such as no other man has ever had.

He is indeed a great counsellor,, and this is very fitting, to have some reference to

that stage of his activity, because that is what we have beck in verse 2 the greet

light that comes is La preaching, it is ndyet Is death, it looks forward to His

death, but is not et there when He preaches in Galilee. And then it calls Him the

mighty God, and that is a tremendous thing to call a child. No wonder that Margolis

says in a footnote, the znightyGd, the everlasting father,, the prince of Peace is

counselling a wonderful thing. But auch..I don't know of anyone else in there Wi o

got a nane quite that long. It certainly is not just a series of attributes, the way he

takes it, as we have it,- His Yomdw nature, because that wouldn't ba describing

anybody's character to say that the mighty God, the everlasting rather, the prince

of Peace is counselling a wonderful thing. There are mary gods, many m me* in

Babylonian and other sources from the old time that such a god is helping or has

dora a great thing, or has given a great gift, a or something like that, but they none

of them have the god named in three long phrases like this. And the name of the god

would naturally come first rather then last. It is quite without parallel as a long

name like that, and certainly nc* the order in which you would expect to find anything

like that. So It is an attemp*d evasion. The fact is that quite (7)

that this one is goir to be born who will actually be wonderful, a counsellor, an d the

mighty god, (7 1/4) the word is often used for

a very strong men, sometimes translated "a hero," so some a god, a hero, but that

doesn't make much sense, a god of a hero, (7 1/4) but it doesn't

_. the mighty God, the powerful God, is nearer to the natural interpretation of

those words. Of course that is a tremendous thing to call a men, it is surprising the
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people in Isaiah's day to read such a thing. They might have thought well surely

there is some mistake in text. How can a child be called the mighty God? But they

preserved it and it lasted and is in all the manuscripts. Yes? (73/4) To make a

sentence c the thing you'd want to put the whole thing into one sentence but to take

one of the four sections of it and make a sentence uW be pretty hard to fit into

this as a whole. He is god of a hero, or better, he is the mighty God, He is the

(8) God, the God that is powerful. Yes? (8) I have not paid a great

deal. of attention to those accents because the accents are quite late anyway, they

come from the Massoretic time. We believe that the vowel points were handed on by

tradition, and big handed on by tradition, some errors have éome in but we think it

wonderful, how accurate the vowel points are on the whole. The consonants were

written, the vowels simply remembered. We think they are wonderfully accurate on

the wbble, though occasionally errors have come in, in the vowels. But when it comes

to the accents, that would be the way they pronounced it, or the way they thought it

ought to be, it would be pretty hard to keep the accent purely from generation to

generation that way. So we note where they put in end of a verse sign, or where they

put the note vth ich they think indicates the póiciple break within the verse, but, and

the other, the system is quite complex, there are many of these different accents, and

we usually don't pay a lo of attention to them. That would show what they thought.

But some particular man, we don't know who, thought. But we don't know how

far back that tradition tz.tght have gone, it certainly wouldn't necessarily go to Isaiah's

time, but then, the next phrase: the everlasting Father, there it is Uter1ly the

Father of 01/2) . That would surely be a " The Father of

and I'm not sure that everlasting is quite so good for that, because,

while he is everlasting, of coursI'm not sure the word necessarily goes that far.

It shows a long, long, long time. It shows that. But the philosophical idea of

endlessness, I am not sure is included in the word. I heard people say, well, it
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must be, what other word have they got for endless? Well, you an ordinary

person, you go through five pears ad take all the differt things he says, how often

do you inci the word "endless / ? Unless you have the theological concept of eternity.

It is nothing that would occur in daily speech, so why would there necessarily be

a word for LU The ordinary word, of course, is ala, which expresses a long, long

period. And the fact the olam does not express endlessness is proven by the fact

that somettims they say (10 1/2) That is, the age of eternity.

Eternity of eternity. You take this long, long stretch, far ea as you can see, and

then you say, just as many as there are of that, that many more stretch as long as

this. Well, it still doesn't say endless. I believe it teaches tlt, but I don't think

it is necessarily right within the particular word. But here, he is the P3ther of

eternity, and that doubtless means that he is the one who characterized by the

it suggests
F$her of eternity, not that ft. here the creation of eternity, but the one who has

no beginning or no end, or at least as far as you can possibly look in either direction

you don't see any beginning or any end. Now there is another word that means booty

that has this same sound, had so some take it pt Father of booty, but of course

that is going pretty ar from the whole thought of the passage as a whole, to get

Father of booty into it. There you get hack into the mythological realm very clearly,

any kind of a spiritual interpretation, Jewish or Chriscian, ,ówould certainly not be

satitfied with calling *wt this word, Father of booty. But of course It is a tremendous

name to give to a youngster. This is one of the verses that far Jewish evangelism

I a just very, very hard to evade. Her. it is, in Isaiah, in all the Jewish Scriptures.

Of course, the average Jew knows nothing about the Bible. The orthodox low pays

great attention tothe Talmud and very little actually to the Bible. Jesus sad you

have made the word of God of no effect by your tradition. Well, the tradition is

supposed to be based on Scripture, but it pits a tremendous lot over it end around

it, and puts the attention on that rather than on the Scrturê. Mr. Golin? (12 1/4)
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he construct is very often used to indicate that the eme word is followed by a

characterizing word, like a stk of gold, a chair of wood, that it Is something which

characterizes tht! j.z%f itkt.ii takea *'exactly as the NJ takes it, that

the Father of, entirely, or very, very often, is the father, the one wh o is distinguished

by it, so the everlasting Father is quite a good name.

Now of course in modern Arabic, Far is very often used for possessor,

possessor of eternity, for instance. I read about one Arab, tot instance , who was

very, very excellent at sitting at his desk for long hours doing very fine work, but

he had what the Germans call (3 1/4) sitzfleisch, result he could sit and wait for

long hours, so the Arabs just called him by two Arab words which meant "the father

of the two brothers." In other words a man who tldwas characterized by his

ability to sit long time s without getting tired, but Arabic uses the word rather very

frequently that way to indicate some quality, or some attribute.

Now one night suggest that there was a similarity here, that the Father of

eternity meant the eternal one, but I don't think there is a parallel use to any great

extent in Hebrew, but I would incline to think Lhat it rather means actually, the

eternal rather. Of course it is very hard Wion you just )a ye two words together like

this to build a tremendous lot on them. They can-you don't have much contact

with this idea (14) You might say like a bolt out of the sky, here

is what this one is going to be. And you say what a tremendous thing, how can this

ever fit anychild that is going to be born. But the verses befa e show very clearly

that it is a wonderful child, something tremendous, it is not just any ordinary thing

that Is going to ppen. But this goes beyond the wonderful, this goes into the

realm of the transcendent. And of course when we get to the New Testament we find

that is exactly what did happen...
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... last meeting together we had fizshed chapter 8 and we were just starting chapter 9.

We noticed a gradual transition between 8 and 9, The Bible is not a book of mathe

matical formula. It is not an attempt to pat things in ABC proposition in such a way

that they cannot possibly be misunderstood. It is a great literary work in the course

of v ±ch God endeavors to get through to our hearts not merely intellectually, but

also emotionally, and He tries to drive home thoughts to us and to give them in

such a way that they will reach many different kinds of people at many different

times,, in many different situations, and the rosul'L is that there are many things that

are crystal clear in Scripture, there are other thi ng that we may not know until we

get to glory, and then there are other things in which there are all aorta of pentages

of certiinty as to what the meaning i, and sometimes I have no doubt there is an

intentional impression created rather than simply a series of logical theories. And

so here we have the description of the misery that lz to come, to these people who

are following human expedients instead of seeking the Lord for their help, and

these -we see them going t- in darkness and gloom but gradually we see suggestions

of light breaking through. And eventually in vme 2 of chapter 9 in our English

artangement, I in the H ebrew arrangement, we have the light there, tremendods force,

tremendous power. But the verse just before that is very difficult to know whether

it is all darkness or whether there is the beginning of light, already, and in the two

previous ones there is a suggestion which maybe the coming of light and may not.

f we only had these three to go on, we could not be dogmatic at all, but when we

have verse 2, a tremendous light, we are justified in saying that there is a gradually

becoming aware of the light, unti4uddenly one realizes it has broken upon him in full

force. And of course that is true with every great advance in civilization. It is true

of every new idea, it is true of every great presentaioa of God's will, that it comes

gradually to different people at different times. One man has a great idea. He

thinks it's wonderful and it may be completely wrong. And he gets a lot of people
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to follow him, but it d4es out. And LlteuAnother person has a great idea that is

exactly what the Lord wants people to have, but he has a hard time getting people

to follow him, but gradually understanding comes, gradually it is spreading, and

then when everybody has accepted it they don't know how people could have been

such fools as not to see it before. That is always the way. When we get to under"

st d something " then we just don't see why ovorybody couldn't understand it before,

But here in verse 2, the light, there is no question, the light is there, In great

power. The people that walk in darkness lave seen a greet light. Who are these

people? The people of Zebulon and aphtali. People beyond Jordan, Galilee of the

nations. The people in the area where the Assyrian armies first entered, where the

darkness of the turninc over of Israel to the Barbarian control, those people where the

darkness first entered, those the people whore the great new life first began to

shine, and Matthew said that Jesus Christ began His preaching in that very area in

order that this passage here might be fulfilled. The coming of the light there was

the preaching of our Lord in that area, and t4-at it was poured out there exactly as

Isaiah had predicted. Matthew said these things were done in ordethat pi it might

be bUllied. Well, that is true, but
hand.

more true to say these things were

written in Isaiah because God knew that's what He was going to do later, and therefore

He predicted it in advance, and it gave an tncidont& inorganic propiecy, a little

certificatigon that Jesus Christ was the one who was predicted, that it began right

in that place here mentioned, something that would have been very hard to predict in

advance, but when you see it, kou 1 see how it fulfills this fact. Where the

darkness first came, there the light comes, first begins to shine in its fullness.

And so in verse 3 we have a statement which is read in two different ways, one version

says, thou hast multiplied the nation id not increased the joy, the otr says thou

hast multiplied the nation and hast increased his joy. The two are exactly opposite,

a ml nthody on earth can tell, which is right. Absolutly no way to prove it. ft is my
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impression that the ASV has increased its joy, the Z3V says has not increased the joy.

The thing is that the word "to" can mean the joy to him, or it can mean not Increase.

It depends whether it should be written with an aleph or with a wau, and as to that

position fitting. We don't know which actually was in the original manuscript, the

eleph, or the wau, the pronunciation is exactly the same and one could spend a long

time trying to decide, but it does not affect the passage as a whole very greatly. As

you continue, this verse 3 is all joy, just as verse 2, verse 3 is all joy. they joy

before thee according to the joy in harvest, and as men rejoice when they divide the

spoil. Pec'rhou has multiplied the nation. We Ithid of wonder why we should sy,

has not increased the joy. If this verse was back before verse 2, it might be quite

reasonable. The nation he multtpliod but with the multiplication has come misery

rather than joy. They need the light that He will bring. But this comes after the

mention of the tight, the last half of the verse is full of the expressions of joy, I

don't..-if there is no proof one way or the other, It seems more reasonable to think

that it is an expression of joy, the second phrase, than that it Is an expression of

the lack of it. 80 I would 1nc1iJIin this case, perhaps, "increase his joy" would

be more probablq, but it does not affect the teaching of the fact of the whole actually,

whether we have hero again a little flyback to the darkness that preceded, or whether

you are now entirety in the realm of light and joy. They rejoiced. Why did they so

rejoice? Verse 4 For thou best broken the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his

shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, as in the day of Midian.

I think that one writer has said that the "staff of the shoulder" Is the ceremon

tel law, and the "rod of the oppressor" is the civil law, and! think it quite unnecessary

to red that into the passage at all. It would seem to me that actually he is referring

to what he has been referring to right along, to the war, the tumult, the misery that

comes when Ahaz turns away from God's plan and tries to use his human expedients

ir& order to deliver his land from the attacks, attacks more on him than on the land,
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and this constant difficulty has continued from that time right up% to the time of the

'oman conquest, and of course that is continued through this present day, but when

the preaching *km comes, the preaching of the Prince of Peace, there is presented

that wMOPin principle which will eventua,tn actuality, put an end to war, ad

bring the universal realm of peace, a realm which will come with the Lord's actual

return, and so Verse 4 I think we are justified in saying is referring specifically to

spiritual.
human war and physical injury rather than to anything specifically - Thou

has broken this "as in the day of Midian" What Is the "day of Mt"? I am sure

every Bible student saysimmediatety that is Gideoi, that refers to the way that, in the

time of Gideon, there. was a sudden tremendous destruction of the enemy through God's

power. God had the army cut down to only 300 and with these 300, in a very special

way, he won the tremendous victory. And God is going to bring in universal peace,

not by t ;.. u& great human plans of the United Nations, or Leag M Nations, or

Disarmament Conferences, or that sort of thing, bpt by divine intervention, he Is going

to accomplish it in a sudden drastic way, much as Re 'gave Gideon the victory. He

is going to bring that then in a sudden drastic way which man has nothing to do with,

and 'then this preaching comes, described in verses 1 end 2, this preaching is pre-

senting the declaring, the ultimate complete reality of the end of war, but It is

pre-sentingthat war, all that is wicked is in princlplee soon to be destrryed through the

action of the Prince of Peace, the one who destroyed the power of the devil. So that

I am quite certain is the reason for verse 4, not a declaration of freedom from the

ceremonial law or anything of the kind. And then verse 5, certainly backs up this

interpretation of verse 4, very strongly, for verse 5 goes right on to refer specifically

to physical human war, for every battle of the warrior is with confused noise, and gar

ments roiled in blood." The terrible misery of human warfare. The confused noise, the

garments rolled In blood, the frightful things that exist in every war, you can read about

them today in VietNam, the terrible tortures that are being done, that sort of thing,
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you can read about Algeria, how just today, or yesterday I suppose it was, the French

Secret Army/ threw bombs on a French army barracks. I don't know what they ever

thought they'd gain by that. y certainly couldn't destroy the French Array and if they

did it wouldn't give them the ability to destroy ten times their number in Moslems

Utterly confused, as it says here "with confused noise, but it's typical of the anarchy

and war and rAisery which is the result of sin in this world. But the deliverance from

war, deliverance from all this, is to come in the first instance not thh a great

conqueror coining, that is to be a part of it, but a later stage, not the first stage.

So we have that surprisLig vrse 6, a surprising verse and yet a verse which can take

us right back to chapter 7,4, Imrnnuei i to be born, a child who is to be born is the

answer to the biom, and of core u in verse I ia 2, we read of the great light

that comes, the light cornea bcauco c the preaching of this child, but it is not be

cause of his wonderful teachings, wonderful as they are, or of his great ideas, but

because of who He is, and what He is eventually going to do, so we read

"Tor untx us a child is born, unto us a son is giver"and of course this

phrase, "unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given" is typical Hebrew parallelism,

a nd very frequait1y n Hebrew parallelism you have the same thing said in two

different ways, two parallel phrases and the difference between the two has no

particular meaning, it is the central tact emphasized and stressed by the parallel.

But there are cases when the parallel shows two different sides of one truth, and I

don't believe there is any doubt of that here. I don't think that would be obvious enough

that a person reading this for the first time would necessarily see it, or that a

person could prove it from this. But once we have proven from other facts that this

child who is born has two very contrasting aspects to His nature, then we can see

how dits verse very definitely points forward to that. Well, unto us a child is born.

Here is a \human being, a ild born under normal processes, a true man in every 'way.

But unto us a son is given. He is not merely born, He is given, He is the 4ift of God,
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the Gift of His own Son, the one who is indeed fully man nd who is fully God.

As I
Wiey say you cannot prove the doctrine of the person of ç Christ from th*s verse.

Nor would a person in Isaiah's time be expected to understand that from this verse.

But when he sees what happens he should be able to say why 1 that ,ctly fits with

what was predicted, the land wi-th is to be taken, even more literally than I ever

would have dreamed of before, ectJy suggests the two aspects of Ills nature...

M.32. (3/4)

.by these tremendous things, you might say, metaphysics. He is the one who

has the being that's eternal, Ft is the on that (ii

tremendously important, but we end with the practical, and the Bible is always

practical. He is the Princ' of Piace. Fe Is the one who establishes peace, He is

the one who controls pence, He is he one frcm whom and from i...i1one, peace can

be secured. And of course peace is right in our whole context. The darkness tl*t

was from the Assyrian invasion, at the beginning of this chapter, the wars described

in berse 5, the end of wars described kiwrse 4, He is the Prince of Peace, He Is the

one who does not mer* talk but He acts. He is the one who does not merely say !ebe

peaceful, like these students that are picketing the White House, iet's throw

away all o atom bombs, cause if we have an atom bomb why everybody is going

to be killed so let's throw them away, let's let the Russians walk in a:d take us.

As Bertrand Russel says, better to be red than be dead. Thej thing they forgot when

they ay that is that they will all be dead if they're red, because the reds will kill

off everybody that is of capitalistic background, that is to say have a father who owns

as much as a cow, why he was a capitalistist and they will be killed off, so that the

slogan , "better red than dead," is a slogan that only the poorer type of laborer could

poss1thly use, and in Russia they did kill off the whole class of the $ Czarist days,

all of those who in those days had anything. Of course they were a comparatively small

percent of the population but still they were at least4 million people, they Jt t killed
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them off .ntlrelyY, or if they didn't kill them off they told the children you cannot

get any education, you cannot have any opportunity to do anything except the poorest

type of menial labor, and It ended all future whatever, for them, and that's what

they would do here, if they got control, but the Prince of Peace is not the or, Wi o

ever takes peace by surrender. Peace by giving into what is evil, but the one who

will establish peach by doing away with what is evil, and bringing it under control,

so it in fitting that the practical aims that apply to the problems that are here in view,

as Ahaz is trying to get peace by his wickedII methods, and God says you can

get peace only through trusting God and through the true method that He gives, that

it is to come and Is come through a child that is to be born, who will be indeed

the Prince of Peace. Then we have this statement of the increas of His government

and peace, here shall be no end, and that of course would be a wonderful post

minnial var... Take it by itself and say that there is a gradual increase as His

government spreads over all the world, and there will be no end to it, but it does

not have to be interpreted that way. It fits perfectly with the postmill.nnial interpre-

tation, but it does not require poatmillennial interpretation. Calvin had excellent

commentaries on the Bible, they vary tremendously In quality because some of them

are commentaries that he worked over and over, revised, studied, and tried to make

excellent commentaries, while other, are just his expository lectures t)*t he gave

with very little special effort as he went through the Bible and they were taken down

in shorthand by somebody who heed them and some of them heard it without his even

getting time to look them ov4r, so that you have tremendous variations among the

differe t volumes of his commentaries he worked over thoroughly are

of course extremely fine. Th. others vary greatly, but even Calvin was sometimes

affected by what is called the Rabbinic method of interpretation Md here is 4is a

verse where he was. Because In your Hebrew Bible, where it says increase of His
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government and peace, the word increase" is written with a final name at the be-

ginning of the word. If I recall correctly it I. the only case in the Bible where we

have a final name at the beginning of a word, so in his commentary he asks why do we

have a final name at the beginning of the word, and he says the answer is because

the name has a hole in It. the name as you write it is open, while the final name is

closed, and consequently this is closed to show the absolutely final nature of the

increase of His government and peace which nothing can stop. Well, tis what

we speak of as the Rabbinic method of interpretat ion. We don't find much of it

in Calvin. We don't find many people who use that sort of an Interpretation today,

but it's interesting that you do have this one Instance of It in his commentary. "Of

the increase of His government and peace there shall be no end." Now the fact

that there is no end to it does not mean It just keeps on increasing through all eternity,

because certainly He is going to control all the world and It couldn't go any further.

There shall be no end. Surely nothing can stop it. Nothing can stop it until it has

succeeded in taking everything under its thumb. So of the increase of His government

end peace there khali be no end upon the throne of David, and this ties right back

to chapter 7, where he told the whole house of David of 4r Immanuel who was coming,

Yes? (6 1/4) I would incline to think that somebody felt sleepy when he was

copying, wrote a final a in the wrong place. That is, I do not feel we have a

Bible which God has given us these letters precisely as they are today, they've gone

through a long period of copying. The vital thing is the ideas In It, the ideas that are

expressed in words, the words have been kept remarkably free from error, but yet

some errors have crept in. Well, now of the errors that have crept In, I think a

comparatively minor one Is to get final name in the place where ab ordinary name

occurs,, and the fact that it MUM have happened very, very early, but the fact that

they kept it absolutely the same, they preserved It, they copied it, they find a final

name them, It doesn't belong there, but they copy it. That is a wonderful evidence
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to us of the care they took in copying. at they found in their manuscripts they

thed to copy, but my guess would be it's an error in a case like that. I don't think

the Lord intended to give us a meaning by the fact that a particular letter was written

in a special way. Yes? (7 1/4) We don't know how far back the final names go.

We don't know just when they were introduced. There is one case In Candle. where

a sentence just doesn't make any sense, and where, on the assumption that the name

that should be at the end of a word has been by a wrong of letters, has

been copied at the beginning of the next verse " You get perfect sense ol.t of it, and

also get what the Septuagint has. So that whether the final names go back extremely

if you ever
far, I don't believe we know, and also, y .....i do any writing for publication,

you'll be amazed how easy to overlook matters that ae much more striking than that

Oh, it's the hardest thing to get rid of errors.

That little article 30 pages onArcheology end the Bible, that was In the MA

publication that I wrote in 194$, the VenKampen Press sent me the stuff for proof

reading and they evidently hadn't done any proof-reading, and I must have averaged

two mistakes to a line, for the whole thing, that I found, and I read it through probably

15 times and every time I found two or three errors In the setting. Every single time,

and even the last time. It is amazing how you can overlook.

I was editor of our college paper for a year and I had to read proof every week

this
on It, and at the end of a year I could look at a paper like and spot a typo-

graphical error like an ink spot on the table, but it's amazing how the average person

never notices it. You see a rd, you recognize the wo,jd, you don't noUc4 that

the word Is actually spelled quite wrong, you don't notice it. 4m .1 .$IWTIL

I'm not so sure people would have noticed it necessaily until it has been

there a while and then they think it is part of it. Well, this not a vital point of

exegesis of Isaiah, but it is an interesting one here, that there'll be no end of the

Increase of His government and peace. That ii, that it cannot be destroyed, we
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read aboutthe kingdom of Christ, it cannot be destroyed. No one will be able to

destroy it. Now some people say how can there be a millennial kingdom, a millennial

kingdom has an end by definition. It has a thousand years, it has an end, and yet,

of His kingdom there is to be no end. I don't take this to be no end, this means

there won't be changes in administration, or end of one stage and beginning of another

phase, or even turning over everything to God the lather, that God may be all in

all, but that nothing is going to be able to destroy It, to bring an end to it, and

upon His kingdom, to order it and to establish it, with judgment arid with justice,

from henceforth, even forever, again the word "forever" I don't think in itself means

with no end on and on and on, but it does mean on and on, as far as you can see,

and probably involves that there is ending, but I don't think it to spec1fically stated.

Arid then the zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this, this is something which

God's power will establish, it Is God's doing, nothing that men can do. War is

going to come to an end, peace is coming, it is not going to come by these clever

human schemes, all of which in the end backfire, get twisted up, each foolish eLtu

ation, it is going to come because God intervenes with Hiw own marvelous power.

And here is a break that is far more important than the break at the beginning of 9 or

at the beginning of 10. Surely right here Is where you should start a new important

section. But I incline to think that very likely this to the main division in the middle

of our book Imnr&nue1, Is right here. Everything has moved along very smoothly

from the beginning of 7 through this point. But now here we have a rather sharp

start again, that looks forward to the wonderful climax of it all, now we go back

again and look at the beginning of it, the Lord will send a word to Ji..)si. L-3acob

and it lighted on Israel. There again you see the use of terms, you see the two

names, simply parallel, there is no difference here between Jacob and Israel. It Is

not that one document has "a word to Jacob; and the other document had 'it lighted on

Israel, t' It simply is a (12) in having two that mean substantially
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the same thing in parallel. And all the people shall know, even Ephralm and the

inhabitants of Samaria, -you see, we have looked forward into the future, up to the

time of the miag of the Prince of Peace, Now we come back right to the time of

Ahas, $* because it was during Ahaz' time that Samaria was destroyed, it couldn't
be
be after that. But right during his time, we look again at Samaria, and they say

in the pride and stoutness of heart, the bricks are fallen down,, we'll build with hewn

atones, the sycomores are cut down, we will change them into cedars Wonderful

statement, you admire the pluck who when they're down they're not out. They lose

a lot, they start and rebuild and go ahead. Verse 10 would be a wonderful motto for

most anybody to take in life. It to something which is very, very commendable, but

the thing here which makes it not commendable, but deserving of
two- DMIAtt

is

that this wonderful thing in said in pride and stoutness of heart, because the catas

troph. that comes to them is not a natural catastrophe which is wonderfully plucky of

them to $ not be downed by, but lift up and go forward, but It is a catastrophe which

God has sent because of their turning away from Him, therefore, they' re saying that

here, inst4ad of turning to Him in contUon and seeking His forgiversa and His

leadership makes this thing which would otherwise be wonderful be a matter of pride

and stoutheartedness. So it is too bad that we can't lift the wonderful verse ott of

there and use it because it Is such a wonderful verse, but it to with the wrong back

ground end purpose, and therefore becomes bad. It is in the pride and stoutness of

their heart that Ephreim says we are going to go on and pick up where we are, and

carry on, continuing to forget God in the future as we have been doing in the recent

east. The refcre the Lord is going to send enemies against them and they will devour

Israel with open mouth, for all this His anger is not turned sway, but his hand is

stretched out still. I guess we )aye to atop them until tomorrow...
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...we have hare then this series of stanzas of this poem, end you notice that the

poem starts"-we look at those wonderful verses last time aboutthe coming of the

wonderful child, which is described at the beginning of chapter 9, and then we

notice that at the end of verse 7, there is one of the major changes in the apter,

one of the major turning points. We have gone up from starting with Ahax, we have

gone'.k%o that great climax which we reach, "in the increase of His government

and peace there shall be no end." Looking way forward into the future, into the

conlete victory of Christ. Ihen we come back again tnto the immediate situation.

And now we have four stanzas, we have a stanza from v 8 to 11, another from 13 to

17, another from 18 to 21, and another chapter 10.1-4, and why on earth a chapter

division is ever put after three stanzas and before the fourth, as if in one of our

hymns they have the first three verses on one page and the fourth verse on the next

page. It just doesn't seem to make any sense at all. But here are these four

stanzas and every one of the four ends with this declaration,, that for all this His

anger is not turned away, but His hand is stretched out still, end so in the first of

them, as we mentioned at the end of the hour last time, we have in the first them,

that wonderfuherse showing real determination, verse 10. The bricks are fallen,

but we'll build with hewaj stone. The sycamores are cut down but we will put

cedars in their place. We've lost all our good things, we're going to make better

ones. It is a wonderful determination but it is expressed hi the wrong sitt'ton.

The previous verse aay(n pride and stoutness of heart they did it. So the Lord is

going to bring enemies against VNVOW who will devour them with open mouths, and

perhaps, "in spite of,, here would seem to fit perfect1y,wouIdt it? It could be

because of, and go back to verse 9 and 10, because of their pride end stoutness of

heart, the Lard's anger is not turned away, His hand is still stretched out, or with

what immediately preceded, in spite of all they're going through in this, with these

enemies attacking and devouring them with open mouth, in spite of that, it is God's
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anger still . Then the second of these describes the condition in

Israel, the wickedness within Israel, the people have not turned unto Him that smote

them. Neither,bave they !!!tthe Lord of hosts. He has brought this punishment

on Israel, and Judah sees what is happening to Israel, he has brought chastisement

upon them, they have not sought Him, not turned to God, when He has chastised them.

Therefore, the Lord will cut off from Israel, head and tail, palm branch and rush in

one day. The elder and honourable is the head, and the prophet that teaches lies, he

is the tail. I don't know just whet the figure really means., altogether. The head of

c course is the honorable man, the elder, Lhe leader, but what does it mean that the

prophet that teaches lies, is the tail. Certainly there is f condemnation of a prophet

that speaks lies, but how is he at the opposite extreme from the other? I don't quite

know, am quite curious, any suggestions any of you have about it. But, verse 16

is a great verse, they that leave this people cause them to err. The people are at

fault, they that are led cf them are destroyed, the p pie are coming into terrible

results, but It in due to they that lead. And of course Abet is exactly our2MAMM

in Am.ricajtodey. You go into the bulk of our churches, and the people i.4ø believe

that the Bible is true, most of them wouldn't go to church if they didn't believe that

they think the Bible is true, they think Christ is God, they j think Christianity 11

vital, and important, but their leaders have mostly today been trained in schools that

have taught them that social improvement is all that matters and we can't be sure

about these religious things anyway and after all the Bible is ttil of error, and so on,

and the leaders, the ministers, the heads of churches, they may nct say this, but

it is implied In an awful lot they say, and it is gradually influencing the people,

half of them drift out of the church, and don't come back any more, except in times of

calamity, the other half becomes attached to this unChristian teething, and the people

as a whole, you can say, are not responsible. It is not they who did it, it is the

leaders, but it is having an effect upon the people, and the people will inevitably
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suffer for it, and that's exactly the condition he describes here, he pits the blame

where it belongs, on the prophet that teaches lies, on they that cause His people to

err. Therefore, he says, the Lord will not rejoice over their young men, neither will

he have compassion on their fatherless and widows, for every one is profane and an evild

doer, and every mouth speaks folly. That is pretty strong language, every one. It

certainly the great bulk, it certainly does not mean every religion. Mr. Cohen?

(5 *14) An interesting suggastio that the prophet who speaks lies here isn't

simply a prophet who likes to say what is false for the sake of saying false things,

but a prophet who is winning his position, his money, his approval by doing what the

people in established leadership will be pleased by. That is a very interesting

suggestion. Very interesting. I can't quite feel that the prophet is saying that the

prophet who tells u.k is bad but the leaders and the elders are good. If the leaders

were good I don't think God would be punishing the nation. I think they are included

In the wickodeese, in fact, they are to quite an extent responsible for it, they that

cause this people to err wouldn't just be the prophets, but surely the particular

leaders. But this idea that Mr''4Whas suggested, that maybe the prophets are

time servers, as it were, trying to get the leaders approval, and therefore he speaks

of them like the tail that wage, that is a very interesting suggestion. Yes? (7)

I would incline at the moment toward that interpretation, it is a little hard to be sure,

but It is true that the next verse does suggest it very strongly. The leaders, the

honorable men and the elders, they are leading them wrongly,_ Ahiz, for instance,

is making this wicked alliance with Syria, they e leading the people wrongly, and

the prophet is one of those who is led wrongly and not only led wrongly but he is giving

aid and comfort to it, he is helping to mislead the people, but doing it in the direction

that the leaders want it. So that that, I think, has a lot to be said for it. Well, the

Lord says, l1 the people are going to suffer, even the fatherless and the widow,
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even the ones who would say, you would say, these poor people, what can they do,

up against s it completely, won't you have compassion on them? He says, no, the

whole nation is going to suffer, as a result of this evil leadership, which has been

permitted to gain control over it. And so he says, here is certainly the cause of it

fits very well, wouldn't It, because of all this, his anger is not turned away but He

is keeping on, his land is still outstretched, or it could be in spite perhaps, but it

doesn't seem to be much to suggest "in spite' In this particular sense, does it? Mr.

Gregory, what were you going to say? (8 1/2) !t is Ia rd to say, because the word

Israel means all the descendant of Jacob, so that all of both kingdoms are Israelites,

but the northern kingdom being the larger kingdom, the northern kingdom is often called

Israel, in distinction to the south em kingdom named after its principal tribe, called

Judah However very frequently when they call the southern kingdom after its principal

tribe Judah, they callthe northezldngdom after its principal tribe phrat,n, and they

refer to them as Ephraim and Judah, and then once the northern kingdom has gone into

exile, the am them kingdom takes over the title Israel, which really belongs to it

just as much as to the northern, except that It's smaller, once the northern is done,

It is the Israel, so it calls itebif Israel, after that. So under the circumstances, our

first stanza/ spea1very specifically about the northern kingdom, doesn't it, speaks

of !pbraim, and Semaria, the first one, so that*ould seem to suggest that it is the

northern kingdom in the first stanza, but in this second stanza here there is nothing

that would tie it necessarily jtE t to the northern kingdom and It, as far as the terminol

ogy is concerned, I think it could fit either one equally, and as far as the fact is

concerned, the northern kingdom had its wicked leadership which was leading it to

d ter, and Ahaz represents the same thing in this other kingdom, so whether the

second stanza Is supposed to be restricted to the north a or restricted to the south,

or to cover both, is hard to be dogmatic. I would incline a bit toward that it covers
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both. (10 1/4) Yes but in the first stanza it is the ii*yrians that are before and the

philistines that are behind. Well, now I am not quite, of course the Syrians were

next to Ephra, not next to Judah. But were the Philistines next to Ephrairn? Were

they to Tudah? Not quite sure about that. My inclinatiorw' they were

certainly very definitely next to 7udah. They were in the southern region. Now

whether they also were against Israel to warrant binding that to Israel,

I don't know. But of course then you take the next verse, yet the people have not

timed to him that smote them. Does that mean that the people of the northern king

dom who have had these effects, will not, have not turned to God who sent these, or

does it mean the people of the southern kingdom, seeing the northern kingdom go

through all this misery have not turned to him that has smitten the northernktngdom.

The pronouns like that are rather delnite to say must be one or the other. We don't

use a noun, just use a pronoun. Therefore the Lord will out off from tareel all this

fn one day. Well, as a matter oUt, he did that tot he northern klngdan and he did

it to the southern kingdom later, a hundred years later. So what you can confine to

the northern kingdom, I think it is very doubtful, particularly when it fits the southern

kingdom so very excellently. Now in the third, you have the northern kingdom involved

again.




The third stanza, wickedness burns as a fire, it4m devours the briars and

thorns, kindle in the thickets of the forest, and they roll up together in a column of

smoke, through the wrath of the Lord of hosts is the land burred up, people are as

a fuel of the fire, no man spares his brother. What is he talking about? Northern

or southern kingdom? One shall snathh on the right hand, and be hungry, he shall eat

on he left hand, and they shall not be satisfied, they shall eat every man the flesh

of his own arm. Manasseh, Ephra.tn,Ephraizn, Manassah, they're in the northern king

dom. But, and they together shall be against judah. For all this his anger is not

turned away, but his hand is stretched out still. Is he here-he is certainly her. deal
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ing with the northern kingdom, but is he thinking of the south, or is he thinldrg of

the two, under the one, people of larMi, the people of God. Yes, Mr. Vannoy?

(12 1/2) I do not $ think there is any suggestion hee of mercy in this verse. His

anger is not turned away but (12 3/4)

Could be, but I think you'd have to have more to make it bring in a different idea like

that, I don't think the word would do it alone. He asked for mercy, fine. It expresses

that the stretched-out line usually expresses power, using of force, rather than

I stretched out-all day3JgL, I stretched out my hand, unto a people that would not

accept. The stretching out of the hand is a picture often of mercy. But the stretching

out of the arm is a picture of power, perhaps of destruction, We read that God

brought the people ott of E'pt with an outstretched arm, so the beating of the

Egyptians, forcing them to let them go, I think it is more a picture of power than of

compassion.

Now that again is the 0 sort of a matter you have to look at cases. I gives

you my impression I had of it, added them up...

M.34. (3/4(

...well the third stanza then, and it shows confusion and turmolk in the land, and

when you get tot he fourth stanza, there you have the social unrighteousness, which

is inthe land. Woe unto them. Maybe ins of starting like the others, the Lord

sand a word to Jacob, tat the people have not turned to him that smote them, for

which (1) It starts differently. Woe ubt them. Well,

the archbishop thought this must be a chapter ditision, but the refrain shows It Is

a continuation of the same line. Woe to them that decree unrighteous decrees, and

to the writers that write perversely. I don't think that in the light of the Wt ole context,
C-q

A
he 'imply talking about the northern kingdom. I think his emphasis Is on Judah,

be is talking to Judab, he is living in Judab, he Is dealing with the people of J'udair,
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he can very well some times, showing God's wrath against the northern

kingdom but I incline to think that when He does He is going to make it absolut*

clear, that otherwise it is His own people mainly that He is talking about, and He

a ays these _ that write perverseness and turn aside the needy from judgment,,

rob the poor of my people, of their rights, that widows may be their spoil, end the

fatherless their prey-he says " woe to them. What will ye do in the day of visitation

-what is the d of visitation? Is that the day when the committee comes to investi

gate, or just when somebody comes to maká call? What is the day of visitation?

That's an old English phrase, I don't believe we use it much any more. Visitation,

here, the day of a powerful change, the day of a strong (2 1/4) coming

in, historically, not merely investigation (2 1/4)

Question? (2 V2) I think, it doesn't have to be. Now let's look

at the Hebrew of that. That is chapter 10.3. This noun here in verse 3 translated

visitation is derived from the barb (2 3/4) which verb is trenl*ted

visit, I don't think it ever means visit without a modifier. It is an intervention by

a higher power, and when a government (3)

an intervention of a higher power over a lower. It represents

the activity of a government (3 1/4) a ruler, a prince,

a leader, over those under him, controlling, or as gods over those Wio in comparison

to him are very weak. They say, that the Lord has visited His people. Now that

doesn't mean that He has made a call on His people and forced the people into (3 V2)

,,..d Ikat

It is a word that is heard a good many times. In Isa.24 It is

and in the new Amplified Old Testament, in Isa.24, the last verse, the word here

translated, visited punishment, is a different word from the word (4)

and it is an intervention of a

higher power for the purpose of either making a change in conditlbn either for the
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better or for the worse, it can be either. In Isa.24 I'm sure it means for the better,

rather than for the worse (4 1/2)

Well, the day of visitation. What will you do in the day of visitation,

very clearly means an Intervention, a change for the worse. And,1e desolation

which shall come from far? to whom will ye flee or help? and where will ye leave

your glory? They shall bow down under the prisoners, and shall fall under the

slain. For all this--what does for all this mean-for all this mentioned in verses

I and 2, and for all their wickedness? On account of all their wickedness His anger

is not turned ay? His hand is stretched out still? Or in spite of all this, this is

Things tat
going to happen, is anger is still there? "ft ritywith the In spite of", I'P seemlto

be nearer in the third and first, than the things that fit with "because of." In the

second it is "because of.,, I'm not at all sure how you get the "in spite of" out of

(5 1/2) unless you can find a *rallel, which I doubt. I would incline

to think (5 1/2)

?en those four stanzas are this little poem, end certainly ought to have been

a chapter by itself. Surely it is long enough to be a chapter, 18 verses, representing
halt

one definite poem, . the last half of one chapter and the first verse of another,

is a very queer unsatisfactory combination. Yes? (6 1/4) I would incline to think

that hare the wrath indicated God's continual purpose In judgment, and that this

judgment is not satisfied by anything that has yet happened, this judgment has to

continue because the greatness of sin (6 1/2)

and these were things yci see, which you feel very sorry about, they are not -they

do not atomfor sin,, sin is too great to be forgotten about, (6 3/4)

And of course 7udah, after Assyria comes into

Israel and takes Israel captive and takes thousands out of udah captive, udah is

still nominally indppendent but subject to Assyria. So we go on now to a new
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chapter which begins here with verse 5 of this chapter, and it is a new subject, it

should be the start of a chapter, and it runs either to 11.10, a natural place for it to

run to, because that is quite unified. There is a progress and a contrast, and a

Mod
further progress, it could run to 11.10, but it is a pretttopping place, where the

11th chapter begins, because there certainly is a vital contrast between what pre'

cedes and what follows, but I think they surely should be understood together.

Now verse 5 which begins a very definite section is a theodacy(?) It is a section

in which the ways of God are justified to men. It is a section which studies the

dealings of God with His people, and explains them. There are the people of

Israel, they are sinners; there are the people of Judah, they are sinners But it

you compare #tie people of Israel end the people of Judah, with the people of the

other nations round about, you say what wonderful people, what pure people, what

people of lofty character, what people of tine benevolence, what people of splendid

antecedents. N their attitudes were abominable when compared with the divine

will, and they were abominable in comparison to the standards which God had set

down, but they we an awful lot nearer those standards that the attitude of the

heathen round about them. And so the Lord is dealing with His people, who have

greatly benefited by His law, His instruction, in tact, he people as a tho1e are

definitely affected by it. Now you take the United States here, look at our sin, look

at our wickedness, look at our turning away from God, you wonder how God judges such

character, but then you compare on the average the moral life, on the average, the

decency of the average American with most other countries, and you will find it very

definitely superior. The word of God has had its influence upon people's character,

upon people's general attitude. You take the way people here are talking about how

we should throw away our bombs and just make ourselves just be nice for fear you'll

hurt anybody also, no matter what danger it puts us in. You won't find many nations

where they'd even tolerate anybody talking that way. England comes the nearest
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to it of any nation, and of course they also have much the same background as we

have. But most nations woulcWt even tolerate a thing like that for a minute,, the

people wouldn't even think of it. There is a lot of liberal, hu manitexianism which

is illogical and not Biblical faith, but which does show an attitude which is a by

product of true Christian chatacter, which you will hardly find in other places.

You do have a real effect of the gospel " but the Lord doesn't deal with us

on an absolute basis, He dls with us on a relative basis, And He deals with us in

re1atiox with the opportunities we have, to what we should come up to. In a way,

you might say the difference between one of us and another, is like the boy that

stood up on a chair and said to his brother, "I'm nearer the moon than you are. Well,

he was, but in comparison with the great distance which he stands from God's

standard, there is not much difference between hem. And so the Israel and Judah,

from an absolute standpoint, they were very much better than the nations round about,

but in comparison with God's standard, they were way down be1ond they were more

culpable than the others because they had more light, more opportunity, and so he is

going to cause them to go into punishment, into misery, and immediately as in the

prophet Habbakuk, He says-the prophet Habbakuk starts in with, look at the sin, the

wickedness of His people, what is going to happen? Why the Lord says, I'm going to

send the Chaldeans, a wicked people, to destroy them. Oh, but Habbakuk says, the

Chaldeans, these wicked people, they're much worse, how can they win in a war,

how can a wicked people win against the godly, how can they? How can God's

enemies win against God's people, it is impossible. Well, the Lord answers it in

this passage here.

What Is the Assyrian? Is the Assyrian he great wicked enemy of the people

of God? Is the Assyrian the great aggressor that destroys everything that gets in his

way? Is the Assyrian the one that we just ought to sweep off from the face of the earth,
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because of his terrible attitude and action? God said, 0 Assyrian, t)* rod of mine

anger, the staff in whose hand is my indignation. In other wards, God says, these

Assyrians may be very wicked, they may be very disgusting, they may be harmful

people, but He says they are my instrument, they are the staff in my hand, the rod of

my anger. So we read elsewhere in the Scripture that God make a the wrath of wicked

men to praise Rim. God uses that which is wrong as His instrument, and here is this

great end wicked Assyrian empire, and God is using it as His instrument. So He

introduces this theology, this explanation of the ways of God to men, with the

words, Ho, Assyrian, the rod of my anger, the staff in whose hand is my tndtgnatn,

(13 1/4) Ahaz things he has brought the Assyrian in by payQ~Mig tribute in

order to deliver them from Israel and Syria, but God says, no, Assyria is my Instru-

ment which I'm going t6se for my purposes.

So He says I will dend against you a profane notion, against the people of

my wrath, that's Old English, in Hebrew, you wouldn't say in modern English, the

people of my wrath, in modern English you would say the people whom I am angry

with, the people of my wrath. Will I give him a charge, to take the spoil, and to

take the prey, to tread them down like the mere of the streets. But here, verse 7,

ows us the attitude of the Assyrian. He says, howbeit he zneaneth not so The

Assyrian Is Gods instrument, but the Assyrian does not think that he is going to

serve the Lord. He thid H he is serving himself. So hero we have a situation

with the Assyrians, God's instrument, used of God for God's purpose, but the

Assyrian thinking that he is the end in itself, he is doing what he wants to do, for

his own purpose, and so you have a confused and involved situation. They are God's

instrument to do His will, therefore God's will will be done even though a wicked

instrument be used, but they are not God's willing or voluntary instrument, God uses

them but not because they place themselves in His hands to use. He uses them without
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their knowing about it, even in spite of what the desires would be, therefore,

the wicked thing they do deserves no favor on account of his being hi line with

God's purpose. The accomplish what He wants, but they don't deserve any credit,

in fact they are just as czab1e as if they were doing what was contrary to God's

Will 41 0.

M.35. (3/4)

... chapter 9, end we were looking at that form which ends with the refrain that in

all this, His anger does act come to an end, His arm is still stretched out for

judgment, and we notice that this poem runs through four stanzas of which the last

one ends with verse 4, and then we started where chapter 10 really should start,

with verse 5, and here we have the justification of the ways of God, it is in some

wa parallel to the book of Habbakuk, because in the book of Rabbakuk we have

the prophet mourning at the sin of the nations and 'what can be daze about this, and

the Lord says rm going to king the Chaldeans, a terrible pp1e who will destroy and

do all kinds of injury, and then that's the answer to the first problem, but w the

problem comes to Habbakuk, how can the Caldeans, a wicked people, far more

wicked than Israel, be God's instrument to panish the Israelites, and the book of

Rabbakuk is directed to the consideration of that problem and God's answer. One

of the books much quoted in lie New Testament (1 3/4)

Now here we have the statement of God's attitude toward the Assyrians, and

in this statement here of His attitude toward the Assyrians, He starts out with a

definite statement of the purpose of the Assyrians and of God's purpose In relation

to them. 0 Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, and the staff intheir hand is mine in

dignation. In other words, you are entirely wrong when you think that God is the

God of Israel, Jehovah is the God os Israel,, Aeshur is the God 01 AasyrMn, there is

a contest between the two to see which can protect his people, and in the contest

you will find which is the strongest, which of the two can protect his people best.
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The Assyrians are e amiss of Jehovah, therefore God will naturally give support to

His own people and will hold back the Assyrian attack. No He says, Assyria is

the rod of my anger, the rod °L my ange4( of course means the rod that is used by

my anger. The rod that is available as an instrument for the expression of my anger.

Not the one I'm angry against but the one I use to exert my anger, and the staff in

their hands, the hand of the Assyrian, is my indignation, so that God says I'm not

a imply the God of the little country of Judah, or the somewhat larger country of Judah

and AM northern kingdom together, I'm not simply a god of this little area that has

to meet enemies from greater regions, I actually control Assyria, this great brutal

aggressive world force is actually an instrument for the accomplishment of my purpose.

So that is a tr- claim made in that third verse, a claim which the critics

will agree, you would hardly find anybody holding until the time of the second Isaiah.

The second Isaiah, you come to he great understanding of Monotheism, the clai

that God is the creator of the universe, that God controls all things. But the first

Ih thinks of God simply as the majestic king of M own people, and had not

reached the point of believing that the other gods do not exist, He would hold that

they shouki only worship Jehovah, but that the other gods et exist and U they worship

Jehovah enough maybe He can try to protect them from the other gods. Well, you

can't get that out of this, so of course that is very easy far the critics to answer,

allthey have todoietoleave this verse in the chapter, and put It over to the time of

the second Isaiah. Of course that La what they do. They put all the passages of what

seem to hem a primitive idea of God together, and all the passages tint seem to have

an advanced idea of God together, and then the passages of the primitive idea of God

are early and the passages of the advanced idea of God are late, and then having

dated them and arznqged them, then you see the development of the idea of God

right from the primitive to the more advanced. It is arguing In circles actually.
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Because the dating is done to quite an extent in view of the idea, and then you claim

you see an evolution of Ide1rom the date that has thus been given to them, but we

do not have anything in the Bible actually that has what we're entitled to call a

primitive idea, but we have many statements i4Uch have fuller expression of God's

character, than others. We have-'the critics say that in the J document that God

breathed, He talked, He moved His arms, He takes the dust of the earth and He

f ashions a man, that's all very low and anthropomorphic, while in P you have the

great abstract advance (5 3/4) Well, of

course we don't admit that one was more advanced than the other, but we take it

one shows one aspect 8fthhttr' the other shows under a different figure, a
different aspect.
When you say that God is the d of Israel, you are not saying God is the God of the

whole world, but you're certainly not saying He isn't, so if you speak of God as the

God of Israel, you can say there is God as God of a smell section. God as creator

of the universe is a loftier conception of God, but the difference is you are looking

at a differe t part of the account. If you said He is only the God of Israel, He did

not create the worlds, that would be a lower conception, but you don't find that.

You find partial statements which they say claim to mean that there is nothing more

to it. Well, here is one of the most tremendous use of God's (6 1/2)

that even this greatest force of the time, this tremendous

world-shaking empire of Assyria, was simply a rod in God's hand, which God could

use (6 3/4)

And the next verse refers to the people of Judah and Israel and says that

Assyria is going to come against them, that )e is going to use Assyria to take spoil,

to take prey, to tread them down like the mire of the street, the Assyrian is going

to do terrible damage to God's own people, because it is God's purpose to use them Ln4I

that way. But then verse 7 you get to the other phase of the problem.

"Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth his heart think sorba the Assyrian
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does not recognize that he is God's instrument at all, in fact, he does not recognize

God at all, He does not tLnk of himself as God's instrument, he thinks that he is

the great powerful one who can destroy and devastate as he chooses. It to in his heart

to destroy and cut off nations not a few. He says, are not my princes altogether

kings? Are not my ledding ones the greatest of kings of these nations, opposing AV"

Is not Calno as Carchemish? is not Hamath as Arpad? is not Samarla as Damascus?

Are not these places I haven't yet conquered in the same category with those I have?

As my hand has found he kingdom of the idols whose graven images were far greater than

those of Jerusalem and of Samaria, shall I not, as I have done to Samaria and her

idols, so do to Jerusalem and her idols? What had he done to Samaria and her idols?

Well, of course, the correct answer to that question depends upon when this was

statedl. If this chapter is written at the time when Isaiah want and spoke to Ahaz,

the time of chapter 7, then the Assyrian had not yet done anything to Samarla and her

idols. He does that in the very near future, after, so this might conceivably be two

or three years after (9) but I don't think it is necessary to

think so It can be that it is looking forward and picturing the Assyrian over succeed

ing years after he overwhelms. He overwhelms Damascus at the time of AMz, and

Samaria he has practically in his )*I but he allows Hoshea to continue as a puppet

king and then 9 years later he destroys Samaria, and this can be looking forward to

what the Assyrians said. The a Assyrians conquered Damascus, they conquered

Samaria. Is not Samaria as Damascus? Then he says, as I conquer Samarta, I'm

going to conquer Jerusalem too, same way. So he is looking as at a picture over the

future, not necessarily a picture right at the time of chapter 7 " I don't think we have

to say that the passage is written later on, but it is looking forward over the pro'

cession of years. Now the Assyrian is going to do away with these two kings of

whom Ahaz is afraid, the king of Damascus, the King of Samaria. The king of

Samaria is succeeded by another who is a puppet king under the Assyrians. Nine
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years later he does away with him, destroys Samaria, so that the Assyrians would

naturally say, shall I not, as I have done to Samaria aid her $ola, so do to Jerusalem

a rid her idols? Picturing the on-moving of the Assyrian power which people could see

coming forward, irresistible, settled, taking section after section, and as it comes

the next in line after Santaria is going to be Jerusalem. May be they won't take it

right away but eventually they certainly would plan to take it. 8haI I not, as I have

done to Samaria and her idols, do to JeruMlem? But the Lord said, Wherefore it'll come

to pass that whenthe Lord has performed his whole work on mount Zion and on ...

Jerusalem, I will punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria, and the lory

of his high looks.

God is going to use the Assyrian to punish Samaria and destroy the northern

kingdom, God is going to use the Assyrian to punish, to do God's work on mount Zion

and on Jerusalem, to ptat the people into a state of panic, seeing what they face,

id to take great parts of Judah captive, but the whole work that God is going to do

now is far short of the work He is going to do eventually, when He brings a different

people altogether from Assyria, the people from Babylonia, and *hen they corn., and

conquer the southern kingdom, 150 years later, but now He says, the Assyrians

think they're going to take Jerusalem, but the Lord says, I will punish the fruit of the

stout heart of the king of Assyria, and the glory of Ms high looks. For he says,

now who is speaking in verse 14, Mr. Abbott? (12) In our English manner of

printing the Bible, as in the Hebrew from which it is translated, there is no indication

of the change of person, change of Weaker,, and the Lord of course is speaking in verse

5 " The Lord says, Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, and the Lord continues to speak in

5-7, but then the Lord quotes the king of Assyria, vas 9-11. Then in 12, the Lord

is speaking specifically. I will punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of

ssyrta-you notice how He speaks of Himself in the third person and in the first

person in the same verse.
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When the Lord has pal ormed His holy work I will punish the fruit of the

stout heart of the king of Assyria, That I of course is not the prophet, that is the

Lord. The prophet of course does not claim to be the king of Assyria, but the Lord

speaks of Himself __ in the third person and in the first person, both in one verse.

But then verse 13, For he says,-'so here is the Assyrian quoted by the Lord again,

showing the Assyrian's attitude in verse 13 and 14, but in 15 It is not the Assyrian

talking any more because it doesn't fit the Assyrian at all. It is very evident that

the Lord's quotation from the Assyrian ends at the end of 14, and that 15 continues

the Lord' s declaration. Now that is the sort of thing that you have to notice in reading

or it doesn't make sense. A person reading dils right straight through, it just doesn't

make any sense, and it is all the harder for the ordinary person to read, because

in our English we use quotation marks and other indications like that, to make clear

n'I the transition, but it makes a tremendous differezde to the sense here.

But vs.1344 then is again the Lord continuing to speak, and, or rather the

Assyrian continuing to be quoted by the Lord. The Lord says, the Assyrian is the rod

of my anger, I am using him for my purpose, but the Assyrian said, bythe strength

of my hand I have done it, and by my wisdom...

M36. (3/4)

...for I am very skilful, and I have removed the bounds of the people, and have

robbed their treasures, and put down the inhabitants like a valiant man. The

Assyrian tells what he has done. He has conquered nation after nation, he has

done it with his valiant power,,/his And my han2i e fruit

of the stout heart of the king of Assyria (I V4) and

as one gathers, my hand has found as a nest the riches of the people--there is a

figure of speech, as if a man goes out and finds a nest somewhere in the woods, my

hand has found the riches of the people, there is nothing to stop me when I come to it,
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and as one gathers eggs that are left, drive the bird away fran the nest and take the

eggs,, so I haviathered all the earth, and there was none that moved the wing,

or opened the mouth, or peeped. The figures are used, the figure of expression

doesn't mean no person moved wings, isn't referring to the wing of the airforce, it is

a reference to the animal, it is a figure of speech to show tint the Assyrian (2)

Just like a person goes into a flock of birds and takes what he wants,

so the Assyrian is conquering the nations one after another, and if you redd the

Assyrian annals (2 1/4)

But then after this most of the tone was criticizing v.12, the stout heart of

the king of Assyria has been illustrated here, then he Lord gives His judgment upon

it. God is going to use the Assyrian as the instrument to pnttah Israel, but that does

net mean that He is not going to punish the Assyrian also. Shall the axe boast

itself against him that heweth therewith? or shbl 1 the saw magnify itself against

him that shakes it? as if the rod should shake itself against d*n that lift it up, or as

if the staff should lift itself up, as it it were not something simply made of wood?

Goays it is ridiculous for the Assyrian to boast when it is simply God who permits

it for God's own purpose, like the New Testament says, what heat thou that thou heat

not received? A Christian, if he works hard, and studies hard, and prays much, may

be used greatly of the Lord. but when he tends to think that he is such a wonderful,

that he has done It and accomplished things, that it's his will, his cleverness, and his

ability, pretty soon the Lord throws away that particular one and uses this instrument.

And so this picture applies to all instruments that the Lord uses, the staff is not to

boast itself against the one that uses it.

Therefore, shall the Lord, the Lord of hosts, send among his fat ones lean-

ness; and under his glory he shall kindle a burning like the burning of a fire.

And the light of Israel shall be for a fire, and lb Holy One for a flame: and it shall
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burn and devour his thorns and his briars in one day. There is a figure, a picture, of

the sudden calamitous destruct of the Assyrians force. This picture is given, a

sudden calamitous destruction of Assyrian force, and since it is tied up before with

the statement that the Assyrian thinks he can conquer Jerusalem, as he has Samarla,

God says, shall the axe boast himself against him that uses it. I'm going to destroy

it in one day, you think of the sudden destruction and you look for an instance where

this suddenness of God's intervention against the Assyrian ,....,. was fulfilled, and to

your surprise you find two of them, you find there was a beginning of destruction,

of manifestation of destructive power against the Assyrians, in the failure of 4

Sennacher to take Jerusalem, and God suddenly killed thousands of the Assyrian

troops in the night, left the Assyrians helpless. So if we're thinking simply of

whether the Assyrians can conquer Jerusalem, the end of it, the fulfillment of this

would be In the destruction of Sennncherib's force, which happened maybe 20 years

after Isaiah, or if he is thinking of the ultimate destiny of the Assyrian empire, he

can be thinking of a century later, when not in one day exactly, but in a very short

interval, her. was a destruction of the greatest empire of the time, and its absolute

end, to where people two or three hundred yeersI?4In't even know where its capital

was, Ninevah completely disappeared from sight, one of the greatest cities, and the

empire lingered on another 7 or 8 years, and then it was defeated at the battle of

Carchemish and never amounted to anythng again in all of history, so that here it does

seem as if the fulfillment is more exact to the failure of the Assyrians to conquer

Jerusalem, rather than to the ultimate end ofthe Assyrian empire, but that both of them

share in this one quality of a sudden tremendous overwhelming destruction. God

doesn't say here precisely (6 V2)

That the light of Israel will be a fire and it will burn and devour his thorns and his

briars in one day. Of course that could mean any action of the Lord, so it could
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refer to the attack of the Modes and the Babylonians together a century later

than this, but prol*ly iniew of the previous references to Jerusalem, the immediate

reference is the destruction of Sennacherib's (7)

But then he goes on and says, and shall consume the glory of his forest, and of his

fruitful field, both soul and body " and they shall be as when a staidardbearer

faints. Well that probably could still describe the destruction of Seacherib'a host*,

or it could be that between *k 17 and 18 it jumps forward from the destr\ction of

Sennacherib's hosts, but looks to a century the destruction of the whe\pire.

V.19 and the rest of the trees of his forest shall be few, that a child may write them.

Well, that could fit either one but perhaps it fits the immediate one best,

because thousands of the army were destroyed, Sennacherib found such a small

number left, there was nothing for him to do but 1 Judah and go back to Ninevah.

And the rest of ft trees of his forest were few--ft's a figure of speech,, but the figure

is very clear. The trees of the forest mean the forces over which he had control.

The empire is spoken of as the forest, end the trees of the forest would refer b his

power of control. So few that a child shall write them. And it shall come to pass in

that day. Now again we have the phrase in that day, and again I suggest that the best

interpr.cn of it is that there will be a day coming, it will come to pass in

the day which I am now about to see. In our ordinary English we think the most

natural wçy of taking it would seem to be, in the day of which we have just been epeak4

ing. But if that is so, it certainly was not fulfilled, because in the day when

but
Snnacherib's host was destroyed, J'udah was tremendously relieved I don't think

you could say this verse was fulfilled then, end also in the daVuben the Assyrian

empire fell, you certainly couldn't say it then because within a very few years

after that, God sent the Babylonians to conquer Judah end to take themIl! into exile.

So that this verse 20 must refer not to the day just spoken of but to a day to which

the Lord is going to refer. Many say, in that day, is a specific technical term meaning
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'the day of the Lord." I think the evidence is too small to make a definite statement

like that, that it is a specific term for "the day of the Lord." I feel that it is much

better, in view of all the uses of it, to consider it as a general reference to some time

that is sure to come, a time as I described. So that it will come to pass that there

will be a day when the remnant of Israel, and such as are escaped of the house of

Jacob, shall not more again stay upon him that smote them, but shall stay upon the

Lord, the Holy One of Israel, in truth. This is a strong rebuke to Ahaz.

You notice how exactly this refers back to the situation that we had in chapter

7. Ahaz, instead of trusting God is trusting in the Assyrian to deliver him from Israel

and from Syria, and those the Assyrian will come and smite Israel, and Syria, but

will also smite Judah, and eventually will try to smite Judah very hard, and instead

of trying to play off human powers one against the other, and to try to work clever

human schemes, instead of that the time is coming when eiey will put their trust

entirely in the Lord the Holy One of Israel. (11 1/4)




that they

turn awy from this sort of human scheme of fighting fire with fire, thinking, like we

did, in the last war, when we thought we could destroy Hitler by making alliance with

Russia, and then we would be absolutely safe from Hitler, and we would stand together

with Russia, and Roosevelt thought he could jolly Stalin into being a good boy, and

after that the Russians would be democratib and everything would be wonderful.

And what it amounted to was to remove the buffer state and put us face to face with

Russia, with nothing in between, and it did exactly as in this case what it did to

Judah when it put thorn face to face with Assyria, with nothing in between.

And if we u1d stand on principle instead of on these clever schemes, we

would be furbr along in the end, they generally backfire as they did in that case.

But He says a day is coming when they won't 6o that anymore. Now is he speaking of

Israel? Well, Israel certainly has not yet reached that point. Is He speaking of the
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church? ! don't see any evidence in the passage of the church He l speaking of,

but! .,.. certainly doi t think you can truly say it is of the church either, because

the church up tothe present time has been full of elements relying on clever human

schemes. I remember hearing a story 30 years ago.

Dr. Mrnhouse down here was accused by the Modernists of the Presbytery.

They w accusing him that he was interfering with their crowd s and with their

people, because he would go out to Daft and speak in a theatre on Sunday night.

And they said that hurt the attendance of their churches, and some of their churches

that hdd.20 people in ordinarily it may cut down to 10, and Is was there and he'd have

800 or 1000 In the theatre, and he would speak, and they all kinds of charges

which they were bringing ainst him in the Presbytery. And these charges, they

were threatening him with, and finally they scared him so that he completely capiU&tod,

but *t this time he was standing rather strongly against them, an it looked as if

the thing would go to the presbytery and then to the synod, and that would take place

in the next few months, end theneer1 and a quarter or a year and a half, the matter

would be before the General Assembly. So it came to the election of the representatives

of the Presbytery,, to the General Assembly, and there was a modernist elder in one of

the modernist churches of the Presbytery, and that church had not beet repreea ted in

the Assembly at all, for several years. The fundamentalists had been e1ected'th.ir

representseves to the Assembly, so Dr. Barnhouee said to a few of his friends, let's

all Vote for this men as representative this year, then he'll go to the Assembly this

year when things aren't so serious, there is nothing important coming up, that we know

of, and then he says, next year he'll be out of the way and we'll have a fundamentalist

elected to the aaaebmly that considers my case (14 V2)

80 that's what they did and they elected this man to the Assembly to get him out of the

way. Whet happened when he went to the Assembly was that he was there elected
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to the permanent judicial committee, so that if the case had gone to the Assembly he

would have been one of the ones to act upon it.

M.37. (3/4)

..Dr. Machen. I remember Dr. Machen was very much upset at that time. e said

that he couldn't vote for a modernist on principle, that to vote for a modernist to

get him out of the way he thought was wrong. Dr. l3arnhouae thought he would

accomplish his ends by this but in the end it would have had the e,ct oppote result.

So often that happens. The Lord said the time is coming when we will not do that

The remnant shall return, even the remnant of Jacob unto the mighty God. For though

thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea yet a remnat,4 return, ,tn-tlwe

That doesn't make very good sense, does it? . ..yet only a remnant. Though thy people

be as the sand of the sea, yet only a remnant, or is the figure the sand of the sea,

of the sand being overwhelmed, means it won't be completely so, there will still be

a remnant left. At any rate, that is the idea of it, there will be a great destruction,

but there will be a remaant delivered. The consumption decreed shall overflow with

righteousness. The destruction, the chastisement that God is sending is going to be

very complete, but is going to go just exactly as far as God desires. (2 V4)

As Jesus said, the very harts hairs of your head

are numbered, every detail is under the Lord's control. (2 1/4;)

There is to be then a great calamity in Israel and judah, there is to be a tremendous

catastrophe before the time when these wonderful promises take place, a complete

loyalty to Himself, a complete turning away from (2 3/4)

There is going to be a great calamity but the calamity is not going to be complete,

there is a remnant to be delivered, and the Assyrian is God's instrument but the

Assyrian himself is going to be punished. We have a lot of thought in this chapter,

so rather involved complex thoughts interlaced together irtis chapter. So there
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he upresses, he summarizes this with giving an exhortation to hli people, therefore,

thus says the Lord of hosts, 0 my people that dwell in Zion, be not afraid of the

Assyrian. Put your trust in %d and male your fear of doing what God does not want,

rather than fear of the Assyrian, because the Assyrian can go just as far s God permits

him and no further. Yes? (3 1/2) But here is the exhortation, v.24, be not

afraid of the Assyrian. The Assyrian was a force at that time. Of course the

Assyrian was such a great aggressor, such a terrible enemy, cruel, that it could come

to be used a s a figure far any such great enemy of fu" time. It could be used today

properly as a figure of speech for any great enemy. But I think that the effort should

be made to take it literally first, before you decide to take it as a figure (4 1/4)

that the people there in Ahax's time, when

they see the Assyrian come down andcstroy Israel, destroy Syria and Israel, they are

right next to them then, and see that Ahaz' s clever scheme had the opposite result

from what Ahaz intended, made them more (4 3/4)

that then they realized that now they should be fi1d with terror at the Assyrians,

but that they should put their trust in God. Don't be afraid of the Assyrian. 00

He says, the Assyrian is the rod in mind hand, an instrument for my purposes. He

is making a consumption but it is a consumption in righteousness, that is, In exact

direct control by God, so that it goes exactly as far as God intends It to go, not a

bit further. (11/4)

So it seems to me that it fits perfectly with the immediate situation. I see no reason

to think that he Is speaking of another at a later time. Not in this particular passage.

He says, for yet a very little while and the indignation shall cease and mine anger

in their destruction. And this 25th verse, like the verses 17 .19, was literally ful

filled, that when the Assyrians came and attacked under 8.nnach.rib, called on the

people to surrender and said there was ncthing they could do against him, it was a
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very little while, within a period of four years, that the Lord destroyed Sennacherib's

hosts to where there was nothing he could do about It. The indignation ceased, my

anger in their destruction. And in another century the Assyrian ceased to be a force

at all, was entirely destroyed by a sudden destruction.

So therefore thus says the Lord, verse 24, be not afraid of the Assyrian, he

shall smite thee with a rod, shall lift up his staff against thee, after the manner of

Egypt. As the Egyptian seemed such a terrible danger when the Israelites were

fleeing them, then God opened up the Red Sea and akwed them to escape, similarly

the Assyrian seemed a danger from which there was absolutely no escape, but God

is going is ping to, in His own wonderful way, give (6 3/4) , give

deliverance. For yet a very little while and the indigaatlcn will cease, and my anger

In their destruction. And the Lord of hosts shill stir up a scourge for him according

to the slaughter of Mitten at the rock of Oreb. Now this of course ers back to Gideon.

To the time of the great hosts oEL& win one night suddenly overwhelmed.

And the whole situation changed, after many years of being subject to them they were

completely powerless, completely destroyed 1n a very brief time, and again it is

a good figure of what was to happen 20 years later when the Assyrian danger reached

its height in Sennacherib's attack which seemed certain to take Jerusalem and God

gave the marvelous deliverance in one night. The wonderful deliverance there

parallels the deliverance from the Midianites under Gideon. (7 3/4) According to the
slaughter of Midlan
at the rock of,%eb, and as his rod was upon the sea, so shall he lift it u after the

manner of Egypt. Again pointing back to the other sudden dUvsrance of which we spoke

a minute ago, when the great Egypti force came against the Israelites, and God

opened up a way for them through the Red Sea the Wilderness, and His rod was

on the Sea then, so shall it be now. And it shell come to pass in that day, again there

is a day, there will be a time, not necessarily the precise time (8 V4)

but there is a day coming when his burden wk shall be taken from
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your shoulder and his yoke from your neck, the yoke shall be destroyed because of the

anointing. (8 1/2)

God is going to de1 the land from the Assyrians. The deliverance took place

under Sennacherth, but though the Assyrian empire lasted another century, the Assyrians

never did (8 3/4) and it is only after the destruction of the

Assyrian empire that Jerusalem was taken first by Pharaoh Neccho of Egypt, and then

by the Babylonians. So that we have another sharp break between v.27 and v.28.

And the passage of 28.42 is a difficult passage, it is very similar in detail, but

difficult in Its overall presentation. And I have an interpretation of it which I

believe to be the correct one, but which has certain difficulties. I think there are

wore. difficulties In any other interpretation that I know of, but I think there are

still difficulties in the view I present. It may seem to some of you insuperable, but

here I. the passage, we have the passage-and what does the passage say? There

are certain things that are absolutely clear in the passage. Well this is clear of

course, that there is not a complete change of subject between v.27 end what follows.

That is very clear. 2Vts burden shall be taken away from off they shoulder, and

his yoke from off Ow/neck. V.33, the Lord, the Lord of hosts, shall lop the bough

with terror, the high ones of stature shall be he" down, the haughty shall be humbled.

Wouldn't 33 seem to parallel 27? Wouldnt that suggest that what goes from 28 to 33

is a parallel to what goes, to what is described in 2527? It seems to me that it does!.

But that may hot appear to some of you quite so clearly.

However, whether it does or not, at least the similarity is sufficient that you

can't say, well with v.27 we flrbed our discussion of 4 Assyria, now we're at a

brand new subject. That hardly seems reasonable. But we do start a brand new

paragraph, because in 27 we have the taking off of the yoke and in 28 we have victory

on the part of a foreign conqueror. Tia t is quite plain. You look at these places

iqwitianed from 28 to 31 and they are all places which can be identified,, and they are
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places just north of Jerusalem. There is no question that what is described here is

the triumphal progress of an army down the central ridge of Palestine, from the north

toward Jerusalem, through the towns that are quite near to Jerusalem, that is what

is pictured. It is a very vivid picture that is given. He has come to Math, he is

passed over to Migron, at Michmash he has laid up his carriages, --remember Mtohmash

where Saul was, just north of Gibeah, where he had a great victory. They are gone over

the passage, they have taken up their lodging at Geba, Ramah is afraid, Gibeah of

Saul is fled. Lift up thy voice, 0 daughter of Gallin*, cause it to be beard unto

Laish, 0 poor Anathoh. Now Anathoth is a town of Jeremiah. You remember that

when the Babylonians were beseiging Jerusalem, and their armies were almost to the

edge of Jerusalem. that Jeremiah went and purchased a piece of land in Anathoth his

own village, the town from which he came, which was only a brief didtance north of

Jerusalem, and he did this to show his confidence that the Urn. would corn. when

they would again be buying and selling land, in the territory which was now controlled,

by the Babylonians who were threatening to conquer Jerusalem and did a short time

thereafter, as Jeremiah said they would, the Babylonians were going to conquer

Jerusalem, but that is not the end, God has a purpose, He has a remnant of grace,

this region of Anethoth is still going to be worth something, and so he did not simply

-you know, If the Russians were holding New York in their hand, and a man comes up

to you and says look at here, I own the Empire State Bldg, end I'll sell It to you for

$100, 000, if you had the hundred thousand dollars to buy, you'd say a hundred thousand!

I'll give you $5, 000 for it, what good is it to you the Russians have got it, you'll

never (13 1/4) But when Jeremiah goes and bays

something that is in the hands of the enemy it is the evidence of his faith that it is

going to be worth something in the future, that it is not going to remain in enemy hands

forever. And that of course is the picture there in Jeremiah, but the town is mentioned

here, as he mentions these towns, one after another.
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I came riding on horseback down through there with Prof. Albright onto, and

he po*ted cut these different towns, the different tells which represented where the

different towns had been. As you came down toward Jerusalem over this route.

Well, the picture e then is a very vivid picture of an army coming down.

They lay up their baggage at this place, they cross over the path here, the people of

Qtheab flee, Anathoth is taken, they're in subjection. Macireanah is removed, the

Inhabitants of Gebim gather themselves to flee. As yet shall he remain at Nob that

day, he shall shake his hand against the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of

Jerusalem. And ) re you see the people of Jerusalem, looking out over the walls and

seeing the army of the enemy coming almost to them. Well, now, I don't say it to

impossible that this is a picture of something that is going to take place Inthe last

days, but if it is, it hardly seams to me proper to say it is a picture of going to

Armageddon, because Armegeddon is way north and west of this. Armageddon is way

up near Mt. Carmal, a long ways from Jerusalem. And this is a progress away from

the direction if Armageddon, heading down toward Jerusalem, coming right through the

edge of Jerusalem, a vivid picture of the progress d an army in that direction, and

this army comes right to the edge of Jerusalem, and then he shakes his hand against

the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of Jerusalem. Behold, the Lord, the Lord of

hosts, shall lop the bough with terror, and the high ones of stature shall be hews

dawn, and the haughty aball be hbled, and he shall cut down the thickets of the forest

with iron, and Lebanon shall f11 by a mighty one.

Surely this is a picture of a victorious comig of a great...

M.38. (3/4)

...well, I think that, thus far, is speaking of what is cestain. It is a progress of

an army toward Jerusalem, an army that seems to carry everything before it, an army

that looks as if it is going to take Jerusalem, it gets right to Jerusalem, and the Lord

lops the bough with terror, and the high ones of stature are hewn down.
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Well now if this is a literal picture--the only situation On t I know of that

would exactly fit it is the coming of the Babylonians who came down that northern

part, took Anathoth--remember " Jeremiah was tirusalem at the time, and came out

and then took Jerusalem, so that it ended not as (1 1/2) so that

it can't be a picture of the Babylonian attack on Jerusalem because that ended in

Jerusalem being taken. The whole context there is about Assyria, and my personal

inclination, which I arrived at after a good bit of cogitation, is to think that we have

here a *ture not of what happened, but of what the people feared and thought would

happen. In other words that the coming of an army along the line from which we would

naturally expect a hostile army to come was exactly what the Israelites expected o uld

happen during thosethree years when they were shut in with Sennactherlb' a army down

in the Philistine plain, to the west and a little south of them. And Sennacherib's

representatives coming up and standing outside the wall and speaking to Hezekiah and

to the people on the wall, telling them they'd better surrender, that the Assyrians

would utterly destroy them, and they'd better give up. Hezekish give up to them.

How can he possibly rst them. That this is a figurative presentation of the attack

on Jerusalem which they expect to take place. Since the army was down in the

Philistine Plain I'd sort of expect them, if they attacked, that they'd come directly

up from there, rather than go way to the north and come down again from the north,

but if you're coming direct from Mesopotamia that's the way you come, becse you

can't cross the desert straight across, you go up to the north along the edge of the

desert and then you come down from the north and you uld come down this very route

as the Babylonians did. But they are expecting to be taken, they vividly imagine

what is going to happen e time .,.. after another falls, he gets right to the edge of

it, but then just at the last minute God intervenes and destroys the Assyrian forces,

and of course He actually did intervene and destroy the Assyrian forces, but H e

destroyed them dowi in the Philistine Plain. And there He caused that Sennacherib's
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should be stricken n the night and as the bordérs of Lebanon toppled he was left

with only a few (3 3/4)

(break in record beginning again 4 l/*)... yesterday we were looking at the 10th

chapter of Isaiah and we noticed the great picture of the oncoming of the Aasian

toward Jerusalem. Whether this is a picture of an actual max*iof the Assyrians that

proceeded down and stopped just short of Jerusalem, or whether it pictures what the

people of Jerusalem thought was about to take place at any time but which God stopped,

as described in #0.33.34, we have no historical evidence upon which to know the

certainty. The fact that in Isa. 37, 36, the Lord says that they will not come to the

city nor raise a battlement against it, and that there is no statement izány of those

three places t1 tell us about Sennacherib's defeat, telling of his army actually

moving toward Jerusalem, but a good many telling about h threatening to do so.

leads me to incline to think the latter rather than the former. But we have no way of

(5 V2) We do know this though, that the

Assyrians were in the position where destruction by them of Jerusalem seamed certain,

humanly speaking. Humanly speaking, nothing can stop them, and we know that God

intervened with His mighty power and destroyed the great body of the Assyrian army

to where they were helpless and Sennacherib had to go back, and then we noticed

that Sennacherib never again came to harass them and that his successor did not make

an attempt to conquer Jerusalem, during the next centnry, but Assyria itself fell

before the pdes and the Babylonians, and it was Babylon, not Assyria, that

finally conquered. So we have vv. 33 and 34 which can be taken as covering two

areas, first, the Lord lopped the bough. The high ones of stature No brought down,

the ughty were humbled. He humbled Sennacherib. He brought down his force,

he made him unable to take Jerusalem. Then, not only did humble Sennacherib,

but a century later He, as described in v. 34, completely destroyed the Assyrian empire,

so that Lebanon fell by a mighty one. The thickets of the forest were out down with
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iron, the Assyrian empire fell to the ground, never agat n to rise. This had been one

of the greatest factors in the near east for two thousand years, and *ich for nearly

500 years had been the great eiire, the greet forest, ;;... for a far longer time than

the British empire was of any importance in the modern world, this fell with a 0 sudden

crash, and never rose again, so 33 describes exactly what the Lord did to Sennacherlb's

army, 34 describes what happened to the Assyrian empire a century later. It crashed,

it did not destroy Jerusalem, but it crashed itself and never was rebuilt.

How would 33 and 34 be fulfilled? Well, the bough, high ones, the forest of

Lebanon, what does that stand for. It could stand for many things. In the conte,

just speaking about aj great army, in the further context, in a few chatters further,

where the Assyrian empire is the great force, it is a reasonable guess that the fors*t

stands far the Assyrian 4e force, that is, this is the great forest outside the land

of Palestine, it ihe foreign area and a tremendous force, and it is a natural figure

for great world empire, which is a great factor ar the time. Now It wouldn't have

to be but in the light of the context that would seem to be the most likely interpretation,

in fact, there is no other suggestion that would have anything that would be even

probable in comparison to this one, for what that stan de far. Now what we're told

is that that's going to fall, by the Lord's action, with a great destruction. Now how

it's going to happen, when, all that, we'fe not told, but we learn ten years later,

what did happen, and then a century later what happened, and when we found out whet

happened, we considered back, and say that fits exactly with the Isaiah prediction.

You wouldn't know that but there are many other predictions all pointing to that thing.

You get them all together, you could (8 3/4) (Btu)

Isaiah had said, the Assyrian army is going to march down the central hill country

of Palestine, going to come down, going to make at attack, come right up to the gates

of Jerusalem, but then God is going to bring it to defeat, if it says then it would be a
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false prediction if the Assyrian army did n1 come down, but he does not say that,

he doesn't say anything. He does not say who is coming, he gives us a vivid

picture rather than a specific prediction. There is a vivid picture of an army marching

down, and coming nearer and nearer with all this a vivid picture of that occuring and

then a vivid picture of its suddenly coming to destruction, and you say, what does

this mean? Poes this describe the event that is going to happen to the %Ass yrian

army, or does this describe the danger which the people of Jerusalem are g1ng to find

themselves in, the situation in which they expect at any minute that this attack is

going to start, from any one of several directions but most likely from that direction.

It is a message to assure the people first of the fact that Ahaz' clever scheme has put

them into terrible danger, and that they are to face a period of very great danger.

To assure them in the second place that this great danger which is coming is one Ith Ich

will not reach its climax but which God will bring to an end, and in he third place

that this great force with which they're dealing up to this, is one Wiich God is going

to completely destroys in His own time. That is definitely taught, but as to specific

statements, if he says the Assyrian army will come, so-and-so, I would say it

certainly had to be fulfilled (10 3/4)

but we 2s no evidence that it did d the

indication, it looks as if, while the emotional situation is exactly (11)

the people of Jerusalem, faced with this tremendous menace Lch is threatening to

destroy Jerusal*m, and it looks is if any minute it is lng to attack and take

Jerusalem, holds them In that suspense for nearly three years and then suddenly (11 1/4)

Well, these last two verses then are very figurative, we find about tees cut

down, the great forest, but in he situation, in that ti e, knowing nothing about the

future specifically, we could quite definitely say, this seems t*e%Le Lord's provision,
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that this great Assyrian menace that Ahaz has brought in, which after all, God is using

as His instrument to accomplish His purpose there, this Assyrian force, God is going

to bring to an end. They am very proud, He is going to punish them for their pride,

punish them for thinking themselves thgreat, punish them for their cruelty, and

carrying out the things He desired to be done, but certainly not in the crulL'1 they

did them. He is going to punish them for it, and He is going to destroy them utterly,

end you wouldn't f1now whether it is going to happen ne* week, next month, a year

from now, twenty years from now, a century from now. Actually, it happened suddenly.

Now of course it could conceivabl3i%n put off by 100 years, but we do find

things that happen twenty years hence that exactly fit with 33, thingthat happened a

century hence that exactly fit what is said in v.34 " Mr. Golin? (12 1/2) The city of

Nineveh the greet capital of the Assyrian empire was the capital from which Sargon,

'who conquered the northern kingdom, and from which Sennacherib came, who

made the attack on the southern kingdom. This city of Nineveh was attacked by its

enemies in 612 B.C., and destroyed. They used to say it was 606 till about 30 or 35

years ago new tablets were found which proved it was 612 when it happened. Then

after the city of Nineveh fell, the remnant of the Assyrian empire established a new

capital at Haran on the Euphrotds, the place where Abraham had lived centuries before.

And there in Haran they were able to maintain a capital until 614, then in 604 Pharaoh

Neccho of Egypt came up to help the Assyrians, that is,; he came up two or three years

before this, but he was trying to help them in 604. The 'Modes and the Babylonians

were attacking, and th4 Assyrian-Egyptian coalition was complet* defeated at the

battle of Charchemish in 604. and as a result of that battle, the Egyptians went 400 flee

ing poll moll dawn the coastal valley of Palestine toward Egypt, and Jeremiah in Jer.46

has a vivid (14 1/4) over the Egyptians as they had this defeat and

as they fled. That gives that date and you see, it is 721 B.C. when the northern
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kingdom fell, so about 730 B.C. Is the time when Pekah died, so this predtton would

be about 735, somewhere between % 735 and 730. Yes? (14 3/4) Well, 2/would say

that there is no question that is a poetical setting forth, of that there is no question.

It is a very high quality of poetry, a vivid poetical picture, not given as a simple

straightforward prediction of an event, but as a poetical description, highly figurative,

like this about the boughs td the forest and all, of the situation as given then.

Well now you might say it is undoubtedly describing an enem y of Israel

because they're coming down against Jerusalem, there is no question of that, so there

is no question there is a peeticel restriction of the enemies of Israel attacking and

God intervenes to deliver them. But as to what enemy it is referring to, I think there

is no question that it is specifically referring to the Assyrian enemy, and that it is

in..

M.39. (3/4)

some people take it as something that is a more bit of poetry and that means that it
can mean
anything or nothing, just like some people think of something as figurative, well,

what does that mean, figurative? Revelation is just a symbolic book, you can't

believe Revelation, it is just a symbolic book. Well, that is nonsense. You can

express truth in symbols, you can express truth in gures, you can express truth in

poetry. Only that in the types of presentation, you do not use as precise language,

you are giving an emotional picture, rather than so much as a specific statement of

technical fact, but your poetical picture has definite ideas to present and study of the

(!1/2) study of the background, study of the situation, gives you the

basis on which to discern. It is quite difficult to tell just what is meant. One thing

that I feel eh is tremendously important in approaching the Bible, or any verse, is

not to say, does the Bible teach it this wy or that way. I think that is one reason

why a great amount of error :._ has come Into existence, and a great amount of
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unnecessary some people

think, well, doss the Bible tsch that Christ ms cniWled on Friday or on Wednesday?

Which does It teach? Well, if it teaches Friday, and you believe Wednesday, you

can't be in our church. U It teaches Wednesday and you believe Friday, you can't

be in our church. Well, if the Bible sgUclty said Christ was crucified on Yriday,

it win! would be rLculous to say Wednesday, but it do.&h,Yt say it. The question

is, doss It say this, does it say that, or does it actually settle this particular question?

Because there are thousands of questions ei you could ask that would take hundreds

of boks to even give a brief answer. And the question is, does God intend to give

us an answer to this specific question. And we may not know (2 3/4) on examination

whether God is goiag (2 3/4) or not, but let's, as we look at any

question, ask three question. Does it say yes, does it say no, or

to say that the Bible does answer this specific question. Maybe it does, but let's

not say it doss till we find sufficient answer.

WSL Isaiah then shows the downfall of the Assyrian empire and I think a

serious question could be raised as to whether a chapter division should occur where

chapter 11 begins, A very serious question can be raised about that for this reason.

That It l tightly tied to what precedes it. He does not give chapter 10 and then,

now we're going to start again and d*scuss snci her chapter and give chapter 11.

There ar1aces where that occurs, sometimes in the middle (3 1/2)

We finish a subject and we start a new chapter. At the end of chapter U, we are

dealing with prediction, with prophetic statement, and then chapter 12 is a song of

praise to God. There is a sharp transition between U and 12, a sort of a benediction

at the end of the book of Immanuel. It would be the proper place for chapter division.

The archbishop was entirely right in making a whole chapter out of just six verses in

chapter 12. And back in chapter 10 in v.5 we have anjend of the poem, the tepetitlon

of its refrain, the last of its stanzas, we have a new shart, that would be a reason
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for a new chapter. You could start right there, you don't need what has preceded,

but with the beginning of chapter ii, there is an implied relationship, Important connectia

trhat has preced4d. We have a picture of a great forest, and this forest falls. A

mighty empire topples end is destroyed forever. But chapter 11 shows a new beginning.

And the new beginning is not from the forest of Lebanon, but it is from a different

reason altogether, and there shall come forth a rod, a little shoot, a little branch

that comes out of a tree, that appears to have completely disappeared. There is a

tree that has fallen like the forest of Lebanon, fallen, the tree is ended, but you can't

tell (5) whether it is ended or not. If you watch it over a

period of time, nothing goes up, it is decaying, the tree wad dead. But now the

tree can be destroyed and yet there can be real life in the root, and from those roots a

new shoot can spring up and a new tree can grow, out of those roots, and here we

have exactly that picture. There shall come forth a rod, a little shoot, out of the stem

Is
~Arlngof Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of this root. a rebirth of the

forest which toppled in the previous two verses? Is it a reestablishment of the tree

which God lopped off in 33? utte clearly not, because that was definitely stated

of Lebanon, that was outside the area of God's dealing. That was an external thing,

a great powerful force, a mighty tree which fell. Here is a much smaller tree. This

one is called the stem of Jesse and that makes absolutely clear whit we are talking

about now. We are not now talking about any great heathen power, about any great

world empire of that time, we are talking about the house of David, which (6 1/4)

and we are implying that the realm of the house of David

falls, and of course it did fall (6 1/2)

but more than a century later the house of Davi d fell end there has not been again

since that time a king reigning visibly upon this earth from the house of David.

So that there is an Implication in the first verse of chapter 11 that the house of Jesse

is also going to fall, like the forest of Lebanon. It is going to be reduced towhse
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it seems to be dead, and after the destruction of Jerusalem in 56, hundreds of years

went by and there was no man of the house of David ruling, you might say the stem of

Jesse was absolutely dead. But then we are surprised by finding that a little shoot

comes up from that stem, that a branch comes up from the roots, and this bramh that

comes up from the roots there, proves that there is condnu*nme to it, there is life

to it, and that of course is what we would expect being familiar with God's promises

to avid, the house of David is to have a continuous line, and of course back i it

chapter 7 we road that the house of David is told that Immanuel is cbrning, there is

coming this one whose land this is, chapter 9 tells us " this one whose name is the

mighty father, the everlasthg God, the prince of peace, that one is coming, you don't

know when he is coming. 1.1 tells us nothng4out his coming, we know that ther*

will be quite a fall first because it was like the Lebanon before only it is not dead,

there Is life there.

And so this one comes, so we are now in the realm of empire. Now of urse

it is possible in comparison with an empire to bring something else of somewhat

different nature, but at least the first expectation that it will probbbly be something

is somewhat related to that with which it is (8 1/.2)

The great Assyrian empire falls and dies, the end. The little kingcb in of Jesse

ial1 but a new shoot comes up, the branch grows out of the tree. And this word

Branch, then, in the connection, is capitalized in my copy of the Bible here and very

properly, because it would seem quite definite that it is a figure of speech, figurative

language. 4'! Just got a letter asking from a man in Swarthmore College asking me to

tell how to relate the literal interpretation of the Bible to the finLngs of evolution.

(9 1/4)




Well,, I'd say the literal interpretation is a rather unfortunate phrase. I mean

that the Bible is true, not that it is literal. But it is true arid we have to find what the

meaning is, and as In any other book, U you're going to get meaning instead of confus"
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ion out of it,, you have to recognize that it is overwhelmingly literal, that the great

bulk of it Is literal, but in the literal there can be figures of speeci, and here we

have them in this verse, this is a tree represented, it stands for a family, tI*e is

a branch growing up which at-ands for a man. That is quite obvious. This bani

means a man, a man from the hots e of David. It is a reasonable thing to think this

wU.. be the same Lnmanuel described in chapior 7, and that this will be the same

wonderful child doe cribod at the beglnnin of chapter S " So we have this man, and

what about Him. V.2 makes it very clear that it's not a tree we're talking about,

because there we have more literal language. V.1 Is very figurative, but the meaning
ative

of it i very clear. Figuree language doesn't necessarily mean obscurity or lack

of clarity, but I; may mean equal or greater clarity with a beauty which literal

language cannot have. The Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him, and now six

characterizations of this Spirit are given: the spirit of wisdom and understanding,

the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of kxoW.dge and of the fear ox the Lord.

These six characterizations are given o the Spirit of the Lord, certainly not separate

spirits, the spirit of the Lod is descrthed with six types of description. And this

Spirit is going to rest upon them. Now if He is Inimanuol, He is God with us, why

does he need. this Spirit of the Lord. We find in the New Testament that Jesus, though

He was God. lived His life in the power of the Spirit. The Spirit rested upon Him,

without measue, the Spirit entered Him like a dove, rested upon Him. Mr. Goli.n?

(11 1/2) Knowledge, wisdom, and understanding are quite similar, Counsel is quite

similar, but might is quite different, and then knowledge again is quite similar to

wisdom and understanding, but the fear of the Lord is very different. So that we have

of these six, we have four that represent different aspects of intellectual ability,

but we have one which represents power and one which represents the relationship

to God, so that I would say that they are six distinct aspects, but four of them are
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closely related to one another, and it would be very Interesting to take those four

words and look at, not the English, but the Hebrow, and see how those Hebrew words

are used elsewhere and what further light it gives them, on the nature of the Spirit of

God and upon TTi activities in relation to Immanuel. And then we read in verse 3 that

this Spirit is going to make him of quick understanding inthe fear of the Lord, and

you notice how the understanding now and the fear of the Lord are tied together.

Proverbs tells us that the fear of the Lord Is the beginning of wisdom, so the fear of

the Lord is closely related to wisdom but yet a distinct quality.

Shell make him of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord and he shall not

judge after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his ears.

Here is one man who has an ability to understand things in a way that is beyond what

you can get from yotr mere human sense. We read in the gospels that Jesus did not

need anyone to tell Mm what whs in man becai se He knew what was in man. He

said behold an Israelite in whom is no guile. Nathaneal said, whence knowest thou

me, he said. When the Lord saw him under the fig tree like that, he said, thou are

the on of God, thou art the king of Israel. He said, do you say that just because I

knew this about you, because you'll see grater things than that. But I spoke not

like the Scribes end Pharisees, spoke with authority, because He knew what you

would not guess by ordinary processes of gaining knowledge...

M.40 (3/4)

so then we have this one ti o has far more ability o think things through after

HI, to understand things, to deal with them correctly. Now someone will say,

are th/ese three verses a picture of the first advent of Christ. And the anewepfs

no, these are not the picture of an advent, these are a picture of an individual.

These are, it is Himself that Is desbed thus, not what He does. It says He won't

judge Israel, He won't reprove Israel. It doesn't say what He will do, but it says

what He can do. It is a picture of His character, it is a picture of His spiritual
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power. We do not have a picture of particular events as yet but a picture of an

individual. This Immanuel is going to be like this. We are told, in verses 1 and 2

and 3, whet He is going to be like. He will not do these things according to purely

human knowledge, judge after the sight of his eyes, nor reprove after the hearing of

his ears, but what will He do? H. will judge poor with righteousness and reprove

with equity for the meek of the earth. Well, now is that a picture of Nis first coming?

Well, He certainly spoke not like the Scribes and the Pharisees. He gave wonderful

teaching such as no man had ever given. He did marvelous things In His first coming,

but are they properly to be expressed by this language--to judge the poor, and reprove

for the meek of the earth? The language sounds more like a king who is active with

power than Like the teacher who is going about with wonderful mes rages " It sounds

more like, it doesn't quite seer to fit what Jesus did at His first coming. It suggests

that something more is involved. I dofl't think we can prove (2 fl)

Yes, Mr. Golin? (2 3/4) As the natural interpretation of these words would seem to

be a situation like, let us say that you are here in Philadelphia and you are a poor

man, you have a little bit of land here, you are working on this land, getting support

for yourself and your family, and there is a powerful men who owns a hundred times

as much land as you do right next to you, and he is putting up a building, and his

building, in order to build it the shape he wants he takes over half of your lend, which

leaves you with insufficient. What can you do? I come walking along. You say,

will you judge for me? I say, sure, that men has no right to do that. I tell him, you

shouldn't do that. Well, he says, that's what you think but I don't care what you think

I could judge the poor, and I could reprove with equity for the meek of the earth, but

nothing would be done about it. The implication i. that it is one who steps In and

says look at here, this men, oven if he doesn't have power, he has rights, he has

right to just treatment, and you have to give him the just treatment to which he is

entitled. It seemsto imply action with power behind it and with authority, rather
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than simply be the expression of beautiful truths, no matter how beautiful and how

wonderful they may be. That seems to be the implication of this part of the verse,

but then we go on to the next part of the verse and we find even more a ugqestion

of power, and He shall emits the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath

of his lips shall he slay the wicked. Shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth

and th the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked. Is that whet Christ did on

His first advent? Well, Grossius, in his commentary " says, this describes, this

the breath of his mouth smiting the earth, the -,*p rod of his mouth, the breath of

his lips slaying the wicked, this describes how Hezekiah prayed with the breath of

his mouth, and a. a result Sennaoherib's army was destroyed. So 'ekieh with

the breath of his lips smote the earth and slew the wicked. Well, that was taken

quite figuratively, and of course, if yuib coiivinced that the rod that comes out of

the stem of Jesse is Heekiah, maybe that is what it means, but we note that it

does mean power (5) end perhaps the breath

of his lips might express prayer. It in a figure for something, certainly. We don't

(5 V4) If somebody falls over, you don't smite the wicked

with the breath of your lips in that sense. There is something, exactly whet this

figure means might be difficut to say, and commentaries have various statements

about It, but the strange thing is that the bulk of lehu the commentaries look for

Scriptural evidence. If you want to interpret Scripture the best way to interpret

Scripture is by Scripture. Scripture is its own best interpreter. So we take this

phrase and say what does this phrase mean: to smite the earth with the rod of his

mouth and 3lay the wicked with the breath of his lips? Well, do you find a

similar statement anywhere in the Old Testament. if I don't know of any. However,

we know, that as Augustine said, 'The New I in the old contained, the Old Is by

the New explained. We can look at the New Testament and see If it says that throws
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and very naturally we come to Rev. 19. There we read of one of whom it says in v.15

that out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations

and he shall rule them with a rod of iron, end then you look on to v.21 and you read

after the great battle that he had that the remsant were slain with the sword of him

that sat upon the horse, a award proceeded out of his mouth and all the fowls were

filled with their flesh. Well, here is a similar figure, does the fure here throw

light on the figure there? Well, the, danger is, you lave two figures and you don't

know what either of them mean, you can explain one by the other end yauj' just make

the ignorance worse, that's the danger. So we want to see if we can tell what this

figure means. Well, o is this one we read of in Rev. 19? This section of Revelation

starts with v.19, chapter 19. 1 sew heaven open, behold a white horse, he that sat

upon it was called faithful and true, his eyes were as flame of fire, on his head

were many crowns. He was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood, and his name

is called The Word of God. V.16, and he has on his vesture and on his thigh a name

written, KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS. Well, there is no question then

that that is the Lord Jesus Christ described. It is impossible for a Christian or even

for a non-Christian who'I Revelation as a whole and sees what it talks about,

to say that this one who comes on the white horse, and i89' described by these lows

terms, can be any one other thank' Jesus çbrist, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the

Lamb that was Lain before the foundation d the world. Well, now, if this is ?J.sus

Christ, then, John sees heaven open and sees Christ come on a white horse, and

leads His array and cells on them to beat the armies of the beast end the fals, prophet,

and defeat them, and v.21 says, and the remnant were slain with the mvord of him

that .' sat upon the horse, which sword proceeded out of his mouth, and all the

fowls were filled with their flesh. If we can tell what the sword proceeding out of his

mouth, with which he smites the nations means here, surely it will be a help in

understanding what Isaiah means, that is, the figures-you can say, you have a tree
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used somewhere In the Bible, that doesn't prove what a tree neons somewhere also.

But when you have as an unusual figure, it would seem quite likely, I a. worft

say a hundred percent likely, we must not be dogmatic, unless you have evidence on

which to be dogmatic. But it would seem quite probably this throws light on that, and

especially that talking about Immanuel's coming, this is talking about the Lord Jesus

Christ, another coinir* back. Well, Warfield, who has written many very wonderful

things on systematic theology, occasionally got outside of his field, and then his

language was still beautiful but his thoughts were sometimes turgid. And he wrote

an essay on this portion of the bo't of Revelation, and he did not write a commentary

on it as a whole, just dealt with this book, and there we turn to him to see if we can

learn something from it about what this ness, and we find that Warfield says in his

article which is reprinted in the hook called "Biblical Doctrine," which I was unable

to lay my hands on my copy, my books of that type have that grey painting cover over

them, and we can't get at them, and I went up to the Library and the book seems to

be out there. Otherwise I would have brought the book to read to you from it. But

to briefly summarize, Warfield ' says that this one is the Lord Jesus Christ, and he

says when it describes Him leading an army and conquering and destroying It, why

he says that everything in Revelation is symbolic so he says you don't expect to find

actual direct statements, everything is symbolic, and nothing is what It says It is,

it's all a symbol for something else. Well, then, why isn't the Lord Jesus Christ here

a symbol for something else? He takes it as actually the Lord Jesus Christ. But he

says Christ here is symbolized as having a great victory. Now how does Christ gain

a great victory. He wins the victory through the preaching the gospel, therefore,

the sword proceeding out of 3ia mouth is a picture of the gospel. And It shows that

Christ' s word goes forth with the preaching of the gospel, and the gospel . spreads

through the world, and conquers the whole world, and he says that in the passage the

most important thing in the passage is the last verse in which it says that the remnant
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were slain with the sword of him that sat upon the horse, which sword proceeded out

of his mouth, and all the fowls wets filled with their flesh. He says the important

thing is the if completeness of the victory. Therefore, from this passage in Revelation,

we know that the gospel is going to conquer the whole world, and every man, woman,

and child on this earth, is going to be Converted. By the gospel. Well, that is the

interpretation, a thoroughly post-millennial interpretation which Warfield brings out

of this last part of chapter 19, and it lwnderfu1 hope, if the Lord has really given

the (111/2) on which to rest that hope, but it is a very discouraging hope

if we look at the condition of the world today and see that today thore are more non

Christians in it than there were a -'---ry ago, before the great outspreading of the

modern missionary movement, that there are more noi-Chrl3tians n the world today

than there were then, partly due to the trendous population lr.craa* but even

among the real Christians, apostasy has spread to such an entont that great Wonderful

churches founded by the most godly people you'd ever know, in which the gospel was

preached with power, are today under the ntrol of leaders who deny the gospel,

deny the Scripture, and the people are like sheep without a shepherd, wanting the

truth, and thinking they're getting it and getting a stone , and in a situation like that,

you say, wall, the gospel Is going to conquer the whole world. If the Lord definitely

promises It will, fine, we can trust Him to know that what He promises will be don.,

but does He promise it? Well, we oant build that promise just on this very figtiv

according to Warftsld, section at the end of chapter 19 of Rev. But let's not let our

observation of oonditlions of the world decide our interpretation of the Bible, lot's

look at the Bible itself to determine what it means, and so we ask ourselves does this

figure appear anywhere else in the bible? And Izemediat* we find that not only

doss the figure appear )*t the figure appears in a fonn even more like what we have

In Isaiah than what we find hi Revelation, end nc* only is it a farm move like what we
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find in Isaiah, but it specifically refers to it as something already past. Revelation

doesn't do that. Revelation might conceivably be entirely unrelated to Isaiah, the

same figure is .lused but that doesn't prove the two are the sane thing but this

other passage, 2 Thess., is a passage which we cannot leaveout of consideration b.caw

the fig= is so strikingly similar and not only that but the apostle specifically says

this is something already known, and now referred to. And so we find that In chapter 2

of 2 Thess., that the apostle says, 2.7 or looking back a little further, to the end of

3 and 4, describes that man of sin and the son of perdition, who Paul says Is still

future, and now he says, in v.6 now ye know what withholds it that he might be

revealed in his time, that is this man of perdition. Th is something that is not

yet revealed in Paul-'s day, somethirg th?'tt is still future. And ilto ks this one I

Well, v.7, the mystery f iniquity already orks, although he who n hinders will

hinder until he be taken out d the wa". Wh o is that? The Berkeley Version has

a footnote that says that's the Roman Empire. He that now hinders will hinder. He

says that is the Roman Empire v*ich Is spoken of elsewhere as the son of perdition,

that raises himself up against God. Well, how does the n of perdition that raises

himself against God hinder the revelation of the son of perdition that raises himself

against God' I think Dr. Verkuyl got his figures a little mixed when he put in that

particular footnote. There are various interpretations of he who hinders will hinder. .

M. 41. (3/4)

it is that he who hinders the coming

is not simply the Holy Spirit, but the Holy Spirit acting through the church, that the

Holy Spirit In God, the Holy Spirit is everywhere, the Holy Spirit can't be taken away,

H" is always there, but the particular influence of the Holy Wt can be taken away,

just as the Holy Spirit didn't come on Pentecost as if He wasn't here befte. He is

God " He is ev.ryhers, He was always there, but at Pentecost He manifested Himself

in a particular way. When a person is converted the Holy Spirit exerts a special
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control over their life, he exerts Himself in a particular was. So he who hinders

will hinder until he is taken out of the way, the effect, holding back the force of

wickedness, which would reduce the whole world to utter (1 3/4) the

greatest force holding it back is the effect of the Holy Spirit's work as shown in

the church, shown through those Individuals who have the Holy Spirit controlling

their lives, and *en that is taken away, then wickedness can reveal itself in a way

that never possible before, and when that is taken away, the son of

perdition can be revealed, the man of sin. And so we find that Paul says, in the

next verse, then, 'when that one i taken out of the way,, then shall that wicked be

revealed. Now that's old English, ,that wicked," notice Wicked Is capitalized here,

then shall that Wicked be revealed. You dcr't sey Ir irtodem !nglish, then shall

that Tall be revealed, th3n shall that Short be revealed, i would. then become that

Short one, that small one. So this is that wicked one, that wicked individual, that

wicked one, 11 be revealed, that wicked one whom the Lord shall consume with

the spirit of his mouth. What is the spirit of his mouth? Well, the Greek ward

could just as well be translated 'the breath." It is a word that could be *nzlated

sl*t or breath and I would think "the breath of the his mouth,f "would make more

sense, than spirit of his mouth, but it is interesting that the Hebrew word used in

Itah 11 can also be the breath of his lips, it can also be "the spirit of his Ups."

So that 1* is an exact parallel, he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth,

and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked. Then shall that wicked one

be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume withthe spirit of His mouth and shall destroy

with the brightness of His glory. So Paul said, there is one who is not yet revealed,

and who cannot be revealed until he that hinders is taken out of the way, but after

that he can be revealed, and he is the wicked one, whom we have already been told

about, that wicked one whom the Lord is going to destroy with the breath of his lips,

at His coming. So Paul, very specifically says, that Isai&{ prediction of what he is
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going to do is a prediction of something that Immanuel will do in connection with His

second coming. Not something that He did in connection with His first coming.

Paul makes that absolutely clear, but it Is amazing how commentarieaCoverlook it.

(4 1/4)

Perhaps in New Testament commentaries on Theasalonians you would find it clearly

stated. I don't see how they could avoid it. But commentaries on Isaiah, some of

them overlook it. But Paul said, this prediction in IsaIah 4 is still future, it is 'et

to come, it is coming in connection with a certain sign, It cannot happen until after

that which now hinders is taken out of the way. And then when Paul had specifically

said that, then surely you have a basis on which to interpret more accurately Rvelatloxij

that the one who comes on a white horse conquering, and conquers, and who is called

THE LORD OF LORDS AND ING OF KINGS, Is Jesus, not (4 3/4)

So that it seems to me that if we thus let Scripture interpret Scripture, explain Scripture

by Scripture, we can find what it really means, and so we are now speaking in the

last half of verse 4 about the second coming of Christ and the first part, as we

noticed. doesn't seem to describe the meek and lowly Jesus golngthout giving wonderful

teaching, but rher describes One who is going to come .th power, and authority,

at the second corning. That is what is there foi nd, wnd we have a further description

of Him in verse 5, and righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins and faithfulness th

girdle of his reins. The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie

down with the kid, and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together. What a

clear, clear aèlectation of verses. Doesn't it seem that the archbishop made the chaptei

division at the wrong place, he should have made it at the end of 5? Righteousness

will be the girdle of his loins, faithfulness the girdle of his reins, end of a chapter,

we start a new discussion, talk about animals. What have animals bot to do with the

stem that comes up out of Jesse? It is a complete change as far as words are
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concerned. It talks about something entirely different, d is it a brand new start

of a new section, perhaps a new book, or is it properly interpreted as related to

what precedes? Well, if It La interpreted as related to what precedes, there would

seem to be only one way to interpret it, and that would be that the result of what was

done is the establishment of the situation which Is described in (6 3/4)

So either we have a complete break in a brand new section starting, which

seems rather unusual, or also we are now told what is going to be the result of the

activity of this wonderful one, as a result of his activity, the wolf will dwell with the

lamb, after the wolf oats up the lamb they naturally dwelling together, but the

lamb is dwelling inside of the wolf. The wolf will dwell with the lamb. The Ispsr

leopard will lie down with the kid inside of him, they lie down together. The calf

and $e young lion and the fatling together, the young lion is oing to get a lot to eat,

both the calf and the fatling. But then a little child 0.-1 lead them, how does that

get in there? How can a little child lead them? Well, perhaps because the lion has

got all he can eat already md . having eaten the calf and the fatling, he won't

bother with the child. (stu.7 3/4) The lion is galloping after, and the Little child

is leading. And the cow end the bear shall feed, and their young ones shall lie down

together, and the lion will eat straw like the ox. Why will the lion eat straw, like the

ox? What do we care what the lion eats. Well, what it mean.. is the lion isn't eating

the ox. They're both eating straw. The way the world is now, the ox eats the straw,

end then the lion eats the ox, but then, the lion will (8 1/4)

There is going to be a change, a biological change. Well what do we care about that?

What is the point of all that? That is a question we have to face and try to see if

there is a reasonable answer to it. Well, we continue then, the sucking child plays

on the hol. of the asp, and the weaned'-weU what Is strange about that? was out in

New Mexico and a man told me, he said I was out in the desert and he said there in

a little cabin there in the desert, I was sitting in the back room reading, end he said
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in the front room of this little cabin my little child was sitting there &a the floor,

in the front romm, and he said I )e ard a sound off something hitting, end then I heard

a sound 4f something harder hitting, and then he said the little child would laugh with

glee, having lots of fun, and he said thin again there was a sound of hitting, and then

something twice as heavy hitting. And the little dt Lid just laughed in delight, he

said that kid is having a real good time, but he says out here In the desert you don't

know what is around, I'd like to find out what it is an about. So he came up very
t

quietly In back of the child and looked in and 1*. said his blood nearly froze, because

outside of that door there was a great big rattlesnake and the little child saw the

rattlesnake and the door was just a screen door, end the child would look at the

rattlesnake and then take his hand and hit the screen door end it would fly open and

the rattlesnake would give a swing end hit the screen door and the door would shut

with a bane and the child would laugh with glee. So it anybody says that this is a

prediction for the distant future " that the sucking child can play on the hole of the

asp and the weaned child put his-ft*g hand on the top of his den, there was one right

there that wasn't a bit afraid of the rattlesnake but va.ektkv was having a good time

playing with the rattlesnake. But some way the father wain't happy about it, you know,

he said he grabbed his gun, he rushed out the back door and went around to the front,

and shot that snake, just hoping to get there quickly before that screen broke and the

snake came through and struck the child, or maybe the child would hit the screen door

and it would fly open too far and this time the screen door wouldn't be in the way when

the snake struck. It would seem that the wciing of this goes beyond the English

words. Not rust that the child played with the dangerous ponous serpent, but that

it can play with It without involving danger. You just take the words in their simple

literal sense, they mean nothing. But U you take the words the reasonable impli-

cation,, it means the removal of danger, and that La what the whole passage means, the

_. .I *r al Ianee - Wall. we have to etøc there now. we continue next Tuesday
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..we have been looking at Isa,11, a very important chapter in the development of

the book and its presentation of future events, but we have just about finished the

s.cticn that was clear, when you examine it carefully. T)n t was the great section

which begins the thapter running from verse 1 through verse 9. We had just a very

little more that we might say about verse 9, where we read that the earth shall be

full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea. What does this man?

The waters cover the sea? There must be some meaning to the phrase, the sea is made

up of wate, but the sea has water in it, well that is not saying anything, it wouldn't

be a sea if it didn't have water In it. So what do you mean when you say the waters

cover the sea? The only interpretation of it that makes much sense is to think the

sea here as meaning the bottom of the sea. By the bottom of the sea you mean any

area, extensive area that is cover*i with water. So you mean just as the large areas

of the earth's surface that are uoussed with water, are covered with water. In cthr

words they are completely covered. It is not thinking of islands, which is not consider

ed as rt of the sea. It Is thinking of the sea simply as a watery section, great bodies

of water, but there are not little parts of the bottom of it which are free from water and

other parts Oat are covered. Not like a marsh, where you have a little wet and a little

dry, a little wet and a little dry, it all varies, this is a continuous body that is

similar and homogexz in some special regard. And that surely is what this means,

that the knowledge of the Lord will cover the earth as the waters cover the sea. It Is

not at all a picture of Christianity having Christians in every nation on earth, with

individuals in every coun' you want to enter, who know the Lard and who are inter

ested in His law, It Is a situation in which the law of the Lord to an ecive vital

force, very strong in the consciousness of every individual, within the area. And in

that sense, this passage cannot possibly be said to have been fulfilled up to this time.

U someone wants to say this means that people are changed from being wolves to

being lambs, they're no longer lions, they're cows, they're harmless, they don't
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injure others, wd 1, it wouldn't fulfill the passge unless everyone were thus changed.

They will not hurt or destroy in all my holy mountain, does not a an that a few indi-

viduals, or even many individuals who used to be very destructive are no longer so.

It means that destructiveness will no longer be a danger, it is speaking of the removal

of all external danger, because every individual there will be effected by the knowledge

of the law of God, and so under these circumstances there has never been a city in

the worlds history of which this could be said. The passage has never been fulfilled

at all, ' There may be certain sibdiaritias to certain parts of the passage, but

never has there been a real fulfillment of this passage at all. It must be definitely

future. Wall, that ends the section, v.1-9, and the fact that we have a new section

is indicated by the phrase
t' in that day.' The phrase "In that day" I think you can

quit. clearly say is 4Ii* not meaning in the day of titich we have just been speaking.

It could mean that perhaps, but Is more apt to mean "n r.hat day" In the Hebrew usage,

in the day of which I am bbout to say.

There goi to be a day which will be as follows. It seems to me to be the

meaning of "in that day. We might before the semest3r is over give an assignment

to look up the uses of the phrase "inthat day" and see hw many we find clearly fit the

idea of in the day we have just been speaking of. And how mazy there are which could

not fit that and therefore would have to have the interpretation I just gave. The inter.

pretation I lave just *mn could fit any of them. But the question Is are there instances

where the other interpretation would not fit, thus proving the necessity of this one.

I thihk you would find quite a number. But in this particular case, it is hard to be

sure whether verse 10 is saying in the time we have just described, the time when

the earth was full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the Sea, there

will be a root of loss* which will atai d for an ensign of the people, that is a banner,

something that attracts their attention, and to this the nations will come, and his

rest, the place where He is, will be glorious.
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Whether this means that this is connected with the days just described, and

it fits with the description of the Millennium, chapter 2, where we found the people

going up to the mountain of the Lord, with the Lord' e house es$lished on the top of

the mountain, whether that is what is here described, whether it is describing that

period or whether it is referring to an earlier period, when people are attracted by

this root of Jesse from many nations, is hard to prove. The only way you could prove

it is that the Millennial period is, if the phrase "in that day" means the day we've

just been speaking of, but I don't think that it necessarily ns that. Now in this

phrase, in this verse, the last statement that is of interest to u1s rest shall be

glorious. What is a rest? The word nuaph in Hebrew is used in two senses. It means

to rest in the sense of regaining strength, cessation of labor in order that the body

may be refreshed, rebuilt. That is one sense of rest. And we extend it to a person

who is dead, often saying he has gone to his rest. Whether rest really belongs in

rest
that sense at all is a question, because resimply ceasing labor, stopping, you

might say any cessation is rest, but if rest means stopping in order that you can get

built up again, in order to do more effort, then we would hardly think of death as being

a rest. A rest from their labors, they cease from their labors, they no longer get

weary, but ordinarily rest has that idea of becoming refreshed. Well, in this case,

there are translations which translate it, his resting place, it has the name, they

translate it ,his sepulchre." His sepulchre shall be glorious, and of course the Roman

Catholic Church makes a great deal of the holy sepulchre in Jerusalem, one of the most

holy places , according to them, and the great purpose of the C rusades was to recover

the Holy Sehre f from the Infidels, and so they sometimes make something of this

verse, this sepulchre will be glorious. But I don't think it ha1neen rest in any such

sense at all. I question whether sepulchre really is rest in the roper sense, such

as rest, and anyway the Hebrew word*uaph has the two senses, to rest in the sense

that you rest from your labors, and in the sense that the pencil rests on the book.
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And there are two different forms of the hithphael, one of which is used to indicate

to rest in the sense of being refreshed, the other used in the sonsof owing to rest,

the hithphael,, in the sense of placing, causing it to be there. I would incline to

think that thighs rest,f$g shall be glorious," means the place where he is, the place

at which he places his headquarters,, I would think, rather than the place where he

rests. That is a comparatively minor thing in the interpretation of the passage but a

rather important thing in relation to the Roman Catholic Church. Now again we have

a new start in verse 11, and if you're going to divide the chapter in two parts, the

question might be raised, should the new paragraph begin as indicated in this Bible

here with verse 10, or should it begin with verse ii? Verse 10 begins, "in that day,"

but verse 11 says, "it shall come to ass in that day." As far as a start is concerned,

it might be either one.

Vera. 10 may be something that is not so much the millennium as the period

that precedes the millennium, and yet it certainly has a close affinity to the statements

in chapter 2 which definitely refer to the millennium, and so that makes one wonder

whether perhs it really goes with precedes. But verse U is more of a place than 10,

not just "in that day" there shall be, but "and it shall coma to pass in that day.'

Well, now, I haven't checked those right now in the Hebrew, they may be identical,

perhaps it would be good to take a second to check that. It is very interesting that

the Hebrew is identical in verse 10 and verse 11, but the KV translates It 'and in that

day there shill be," and then, "and it shall come to peas in that day." Which iould

lead me to think that the KI translators thought the first one wait with what preceded

Indicates
it, and that the second was a new start. It Mrimombe more of a break, I think, what

they have here in 11 than the way they start 10, but of course the H ebrew in identical.

We have a picture, verses 1-9, then we say there is going to be a day when something

happens, maybe that is the same day as what preceded, but another aspect of it,

maybe it is describing what has preceded it. But it would certainly seem to me that
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verse 11 precedes the passage from 1 to 9, it certainly seems to me to be the case,

so glib et repeaBverse 10: And




it vill "as in that day-there is to be a

day when it will come to pass-' that the Lord will set His hand again the second time

to remover the remnant of his people, from all these various sections of the world.

Is that going to come after the millennium, or does thet precede the millennium'?

And he shall set up an ensign for the nations and assemble the outcasts of Israel,

gather together the dispersed of Judah. Here they have three groups, the nations, the

outcasts of Israel end the dispersed of Judah. They're all to come from the four corners

of the earth. Is tint a description of the millennium, or of something that precedes

the millennium? Verse 13 speaks of a situation within God's people, the envy of

Ephraism shall depart, and the adversaries of Judah shall be cut off, and Ephralm shall

not envy Judah, and Iudah shall not vex Ephraim. Doing away with the division in

the divided kingdom, doing away with the disagreements between different parts of

the people of Israel.

Well, you can say, if you take this literally, verse 13 shows the ending of

disparate groups hating one another among the Jewish people, if you take it literally.

If you take it in a general rough way, it certainly could be a figure for all of God's

people, reaching a stage where there no longer are groups an, tng them tl are at

sword points with other groups. I don't know whether the ecumenicists have taken

this an important verse for their movement, or not. Chances are, two or three

of them are familiar with it, particular sections, more or less, to mean much to them,

but u1s verse taken alone could certainly fit in with that very well. But look at

verse 14:

And they shall fly upon the shoulders of the shoulders of the Philistines, they

shall spoil them of the east together, they shall lay their hand upon Edom and Moab,

the children of Amman shall obey them. Does that sound like the millennium? Or does

that rather sound like a picture of something before the millennium? That might
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perhaps the present situan where the people of Israel, 3 or 4 years ago, captured

the Gaza strip and went with their armies down into Suez and seized all this territory

to the west end or it might refer to the present situation where they're attacking

Syria, I don't know *how far that has gone but it began at least, was it yesterday

it might become something big, it might be just a small skirmish, but it might describe

something that would develop out of a local situation there, I don't know, but is it a

deacr1Øion of a situation in he millennium? 4t=' It hardly seems to fit into the

millennium, it seems surely as if verse 14 describes something previous to the millenn

ium, rather than anything that is described in the Bible as happening durir' the

millennium. Now verse 15, thu Lord shall utterly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian

sea, with his mighty wind shall he shake his hand over the river, and I believe that

this is speaking of the two directions, Egypt and Assyria. People were taken captive

into Egypt, taken captive into Mesopotamia, now we zind the Lord destroying the

difficulties in both these directions. It refers back to the crossing of the Red Sea,

it reminds us of that, that picture of future event of similar nature, whereby God

reveals the obstacles in the way of the return of his people, and verse 16 looks

forward from Isaiah's day to the going into xi1e. It would not be literally true, a high.

way from Assyria, because Assyria was destroyed before Judah was taken, but in the

time when Isaiah was living, the northern kingdom was taken to Assyria in captivity,

later Assyria was destroyed, the southern kingdom was destroyed, the southern kingdom

was taken by aby1onia,x' but Asiyria being the first conqueror, taking the northern

kingdom, the words could be used to cover all the eastern conquerors, that if this

could refer to the return from the exile, quite satisfactorily, It wouldn't be a case

of a precise statement pointing to the fact that they've come sack from Babylon rather

than from Assyria, but a general statement pointing to the fact that they will return

from the oppression, from the exile which was begun by the Assyrians. It could be

that, and therefore, it could be looking wimply to the return from the exile, or it
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could be looking beyond that to some greater return, but it does seem as if from verse

II to 16, is before the millennium, rather than being the millennium itself....

2 (3/4)




.it is often said that the prophets looked forward and see the two advents as one.

I am rather sketcal. I think that they look forward, We in the beginning of chapter

11 here, he is seeing the person of Christ rather than an advent, the first two verses.

And what is said about His character could fit either advent, but certainly what is

described, all of this from vane 5 ç, Certainly is describing the condition after the

second, there is no specific relation to the first except insofar as U=charecter is

the character which could be seen at any time, but ac to he precise thing here de

scribed, it sury is the second coming, rather than the first coming, and I would

incline to feet, I rather incline to think it is a picture which may not mean much to

those of you who have not lived in a region with any nigh mountains, but it may not

even mean anything to somebody who lived in Los Angeles in recent years when there

was lots of smog, but in the days when I was there when there was no smog, you

would look up and you would see a range of mountains and then theres another

range right behind it, and there is a big valley between the two, but if you look from

a distance you see the mouontains in the front range and you se the mountains in

the back range and it often was difficult to tell which mountain was in the front range

and which was in the back range. So if you were to describe what you saw there you

would describe this mountain range, this one, this one, you'd go along, and you

wouldn't necessarily be always able to tell which was in the front range, which was

in the second range, which was in the third range, .... the highest ones would stand

out if you were some distance away, so it seems to me that often the prophet looked

forward from a logical rather than from a chronological statement, that is, they're

taking some subjects and looking forwad and seeing what is going to happen in relatior

to this subject in the future, and relationship to that they might describe something
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in connection with the first coming something in connection

with the second coming. But that the first and second viD uld be so blended that the

same words would refer to both, or t t the picture would be ; Just a composite

picture, I am rather skeptical. I incline rather to think that they deal a little with

something in one and then they deal a little with something in the other. (stu.2 3/4)

But there are those who think they are so blended you can't distinguish them. I don't

think that is so, although I do think that there may be places where he deals withone

and then with the other and where you wouldn't be able to tell where the transition

cams, if you didn't have your New Testament evidence as to what one of them was

like, and then you could ass how fir it fit that and where it ceased to fit. The

fitting goes back and forth rapidly, there are so many right in the one picture (3 1/4)

Well, the picture then in chapter 11, the first 9 verses are tremendously import-

ant In our whole understanding of Christ and of His work and of His future plans,

they are tremendously important, the first 9 verses. The 10th verse is not quite so

clear but rather clear, and certainly fits in with New Testament teaching very well,

when you come to he 11th through the 15th Iou1d incline to think that they are a de

scription of events that would take place sholy before the return of Christ, rather

likely. But I feel that way particularly because of verse 14, Verse 15 could describe

a change which would take place rapidly but it wouldn't necessarily be a figure of the

picture of the removal of obstacles against the return of people to Palestine. You

might, somebody might have said 15 years ago, well, how would the Jews in Yemen

ever get back to Israel, how would they ever get up there, they're way down in

southern Arabia, they have a tremendous desert area in between them, very difficult

to cross, filled with hostile marauding tribes, how could the Yemenites ever get back

to Israel? And of course after Israel became a nation they hired the American Flying

Tigers, an American airline, to bring the Yemenites up to there, they had been kept,
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held under by the Arabs of Yemen, they were very oppressed by them, they were in

very bad condition than, and they had never seen a wheeled vehicle, the first wheeled

vehicle they ever sew, were airplanes. In tact, they were so unaccustomed to wheeled

vehicles completely, that they say they put them in these flying tiger airplanes and

flew them over into Israel and there occasionally this would happen, that a man vdotkI

be In a (5 1/4) he would simply walk to the door and ope' the door

and step out, becai se he wasn't familiar with a wheeled vehicle, he didn't realize

the danger of this situation at all, they had only donkeys down there (5 1/2)

no wheeled vehicles at all. They jumped fran a very primitive situation right into

the middle of the 20th century, but the difficulty in the way of gettln beck from Yemen

up to Ismel, were removed tie way nobody could have predicted in the time of Isaiah.

A marvelous way which could be a fulfillment of what the Lord said her. that he would

utterly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian Sea and with his mighty wind shake his hand*

over the river and smite in In the seven streams, make men go over dryshod There shall

be a highway for the remnant of his people which shall be left. It describes the removal

of all difficulties In the,y to their gettin back, and it is marvelous when you think

that today there are people here in Philadelphia who will go over to Israel for a week

or so at a time, it just was unimaginable even 30 years ago to think of going for a

weekend, in Israel, or to go just for a week. Now that-it may be that there are

specific geographical changes here, which would take place at the beginning of the

millennium, making specific movements which would correspond In more features of

the literal relation to them, but the central idea is the return to Israel and the returning

with God remuuing obstacles which formsiy seemed almost impossible. Yes, Mr. Cche

(7) Of course they didn't actually go on eagles' wings at any rat but the getting

on an eaØ and being flown back with an eagle is something which the Lord could

bring to pass but wkt ..i_a an extremely unlikely?!! would choose to do.
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The figure. Flown back on eades wings, shows a removal of obstacles in the way,

taking them back with an ease never before dreamed of, and he gets nearer to it by

the going by plane than anything also you're apt to think of but (7 1/2)

But doubtless a fulfillment in a most

remarkable way. Well, that section then, I don't know how much more meaning we

can get out of it, this last part, than we have. I don't know how much more specifically

we can understand it than we've noticed yet. It does seem to be a prediction of events

probably including the return of the Jews to Palestine, but describing events I would

think before the millennium*her than during it.

Now b1 the passage of cows. continues, chapter 12 is on. of the shortest

chapters in the Bible. We actually clearly saw that chapter 13 begins a new section,

the burden of Babylon, you have a series of burdens-it starts with the word burden

of such-and-such. So, we saw there should be a break at the beginning of 13.

Well, he could have made 11 and 12 one chapter and that wouldn't have been an overly

long chapter, but it was quite obvious to them that 12 is quite different from what pre'

ceded. It is a song of praise and before there had been specific predictns of future

events, and so it seemed to Kim appropriate to ma km a chapter out of these few verses.

But they surely are closely connected with what precedes. We had in that day what's

going to happen in verse 10, again it shall come to pass in that day, verse 11, and then

in chapter 12.1 we read in that day thou shalt say. And what is the day that is now

spoken of? I don't think you can say this is the same day as verse U on, and that is

the same day as verse 10, and that's the same day as here. I believe all we can get

out of the statement is, there is going to be a day when He will say. And what will

they say-now that day may be the one spoken of, but I don't think it follows from (9 l,')

What will they say? 0 Lord, I will praise the. though thou are angry

with me, thin. anger is turned away and thou comfortedst me. Surely that is a picture

of salvation. It is a picture of one who was under God's wrath and now the wrath has
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been taken away. God has changed his sorrow into joy. He will praise God because

of this tremendous change in relation to God, and this theme of salvation continues

in verse 2, behold, God is my salvation, I will trust end not be afraid. For the LORD

JEHOVAH--one of the four places I believe where the authorized version takes the word

Jehovah, usually this combination they nslate as the Lord God, GOD in capital letters,

to stand for the (10 1/4) For the LORD JEHOVAH is my strength and

my song, he also is become my salvation, surely the stress is on the salvation of

thoswwith whom God was angry. Now$ has His anger turned away from them. He is

their salvation and they are trusting in Him. And it begins with, thou shalt say, surely

an expression of the personal relationship to God which can be attained through the

root of Jesse, which is to be an ensign of the people and to which the nations are to

seek. In Him they are to find relief from the anger of God, in Him they are to tIM the

salvation, in Him they are to find One in whom they can put complete trust. Surely

salvation by faith is very clearly in this chapter. Therefore, with joy shall ye draw

the water out of the wells of salvation, certainly not a usual way of saying, therefore

you're going to overcome the Philistines end no longer be subject to them. There is

much mare to it than that, (111/4) to drew

water out of the wells of salvation, surely this chapter is stressing what the son of

Jesse is going to do as he makes salvation available to all who will trust in His name.

And in that day shall ye say, you notice the great word of verse 3 again, repeated.

Does that start a new section with verses 4$, which is different from what precedes?

Or is it simply another section of it? Well, it is the contimiatn of the song of praise,

so it would seem most likely it is the same time, though you can't prove that simply

from the Ithraee. And in that day shall ye sat, praise the Lord, call upon his name, de

clam his doing. among the people, make mention that his name is exalted. Certainly

the thing for one to do who is trusting in Him, who has had His anger turned away from

him, is to praise the Lard and declare His doings, to witness to Him among the people.
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And to make mention about His exalted name. Sing to the Lord, for he his done ex-

cellent things. Now what about the last pert of that? Let's look at the word (12 1/2)

In the Hebrew, what was the form of it? 12.5. In other words, when the Massorete

puts vowel marks in the Hebrew Bible they stuck to the consonants that they found in

the majority of their manuscripts, but in some cases they thought the consonants they

found In the minority of their manuscripts were the correct consonants, and in that case

while the majority of the manuscripts had what they didn't think were the correct ones,

they kept them in the text, they put in the margin the (13 1/4) whet they

found in the minority of ntanuscriits, what they thought was correct, they put in the

margin, and then in he main text. where they put the vowels In, they put the vowels

that go with the text they put in the margin, the (13 1/2)

Instead of what is written, which is the consonants. And so that dotjd the jod makes

absolutely no sense, it cannot be a doubling of the jod because it his no vwels

preceding, they're all following, you can't double a vowel without a full vowel preceding

end a full or half vowel following. So that the dot there 15 not a doubling of the jod

but is a (13 3/4) itisadotover awau, and youlook lnthe margin,

it says suray, and then it has name wau, there...

3 (3/4)

" the real reason I wart ad to call your attention to this in Hebrew there is

is to note the fact that there is no expression of time in connection with the participle,

It doeg't say this has been made known, it doesn't say this is being made known, it

doesn't say this is gog to be made known, it does not indicate which it is, and every

participle is, a participle does not express time itself, you have to either have something

with it, to tell what the time is-'I wak living, I am living, I will be living-you have to

have something with it to tell the time in English, or in Hebrew, or else in Hebrew it

may not express the time, then/you have to infer from the situation of the verse from

context. In other words you are left free to cbnaider various possibilities of time.
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So it co*i be this has been made known, this is being made known, this will be made

known. Now there is added feature. This is note niphal, this is a hophel, but there

is a peculiarity of the niphal participle which occasionally in also found in the hophel

participle, and that is that the niphal participle on quite a number of cases corresponds

to a tack of (2 1/4) in other words, a form which says not what is

but what ought to be, what is going to be, what there is some compulsion about its

being, end in Gesenius' grammar, when he discusses that, he gives one instance bhere

it is a hophel which carries that (2 1/2) And you find one instance

of It where Joab goes to this town in northern Palestine where the people are protecting

the man who made a rebellion against David, you remember, after Absalom's rebellion,

and the city was shut in and 7oab came with his army and besieged the city, was going

to destroy it, and this wcmanYeaYs a wise Woman, called out from the wall, and she

said to Joab, why are you going to destroy a mother in Israel " Well a mother in Israel

is the same as our present war phrase, a metropolis, a large, a mother city, a big

town that has a lot of stuff in It Why are you going to destroy a mother in Israel, why

are you going to destroy one of the big cities of Israel? And 7cab said we haven't

got anything against this city, we don't want to destroy it, but he says its this man here

who is being protected in the city, we have öcme to get him, and then the women, his

heed--I think it's a niphal participle, It's either that or hophal, I think it's niphal'

throw from the wall. Well, it's the gerondum, this Is what the solution ought to be,

that his head should be thrown fromthe wall--the gerundum idea.

Now there is another instance that he gives where 7oaeh was a boy,

and Athaliah his grandmother decided to kill all the seed royal when she heard that her

son was dead, but a nurse stole away Joabh the little baby from among the children-

either niphal or hophel participle-being killed, among the haing killed ones. Not from

among the children that were killed, she stole away him, but from among the children

that were to be killed, of whom there was a certain compulsion, a necessity, a
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determination to kill. He was stolen. away before they got him, and so that gerundum

Idea may be in the hophel or the ntphal. Now in this particular case it seems to be

that that gerundum Idea would fit very well. Because it says, sing to the Lord for he has

done excellent things, known thM to be in all the earth. This shall be made known, this

is the massage which must be brought to all the earth. Not simply that all the earth

knows about it, at that all the earth must be Informed-It canA'be dogmatic, bet it

has to be apathetic, certainly a strong possibility. Now of course if it should be

that the Hebrew has been incorrectly trasimitted here and that the Greek was correct,

(5 1/4) that would be a very good parallel to what precedes. Sing

unto the Lord, He has done excellent things. Make this known in all the earth. That

would make a good parallel. There seems to be quite a bit of change in the litters

as they stand, so I incite to think that the other is more accurate. This is to be made

known in all the earth. Or else this has been(5 3/4)-we cannot be dogmatic which.

But then it continues with the imperative: Cry cut and shout, thou inhabitant

of Zion, for great is the Holy Oe of Israel in the midst of thee. Is this a song of praise

given in the millennium to the Lord, or is this the song of God's true people prior to the

millennium, as a great climax to this section ,f Immenuel's showing the Joy of those

who trust a and who receive salvation through Him. A song of praise lik, this, it is

pretty hard to be dogmatic, but either is according to true facts of scriptural teaching,

but I Incline at the moment toward the feeling that this is a description of the joy of those

who see the root of Jesse standing as an ensign for all the nations who have found

e,ktion through Him.

Well, t) cnmpletes this section, and I was very sorry today to have to hold

the class for an hour when two members can't be here. I think Mr. Vannoy is probably

working on his thesis, the first draft has to be in by this week, and I know he is pretty

jammed with it, but there were two members of the class who have another class at

this hour, and I was very sorry for theft sakes, to move it from 1:30 to 2:30, though I
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did feel that it was important that I should get to a meeting that was held

I thought I would get some information very much worth having, and since this hour was

the Graduate Hour I thought it wouldn't hurt this time to have the undergraduates

have that hour. I'm sorry that those two had to miss it, but I didn't feel that this

section was near as important as what preceded it, the first part of 11, which I par

ticularly wouldn't want them to miss. But now we have to go on and probably not spend

more time just at the moment on the book of Immnuel, unless you have some particular

question about it, but to go on to the other section that we're dealing with in this

course, and that other section starts with chapter 28.

Now if I just give a few minutes introduction-we have only five minutes more-

if I give a few minutes to chapter 28, I hope it is posb1e for Mr. Gregory and Mr.

GoLin to get this rapid introduction from some of you before the next meeting, because

we want to get into this new section. Someone might say, why in this course do we

jump arouond, take 36 and 39 first, then we jump back to 742 and then we jump up to

28-3a. Well, it's not quite as lumpy as it lokg, because 28-35 comes immediately

before 36-39. Nevertheless we are making a big jump from 12 upto 28. Well, first

place, why did we start with 36-39? Becauei it gives us an idea of historical back

grouond which is very important for considering 7-12.

But you remember that we noticed in connection with it some passages in 28,

29, 30, 31, we pointed to quite a number of passages in the beginning of the cows. in

these four chapters. In other words, section 742 and section 28-35 deal with the

same general sita tion. They both e affected by what follows, Now I think we can

safely go beyond that, we can say that chapters 28-35 are dealing with exactly the

same situation, as 7-12, and you notice it is a rather complex situation.

742 we start In__ with the situation in 7 where Ahax In order to defend

his nation from the Syro-Ephraimitic attack is calling in the Assyrians. And then we

look forward and see the results of that, the results of that will mean an Assyrian
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attack with the buffer state removed, with great danger to Israel, *nd we see that

God will for a time deliver them from this attack by a most miraculous means. Now

that is a*ther complex situation which is involved in background of 742 and you can't

really understand 742 without having that in mind. Well, exactly the same background

is there in 28.45. There is this difference. That In 7-12 enough of the background Is

stated that you might be able to figure it out fairly well for yoursel f from 7.12 with

out knowing a lot about the 35.39. But I 'm not sure you could in 28*35. 28-31 you

would be in a mate of difficulty, a lot of isolated verses difficult to understand,

if you don't have that historic background clearly in mind. With that in mind, you find

even more here that is explained by the backgrouond than you found in 7.12. but it is

it simply is assumed, and so for that reason these chapters and 742

belong together, deal with the same historic situation, the same great lesson, general

spiritual lessons are contained in both sections.

Now there is a difference between them, there is a difference of emphasis,

in chapters 7-12 there is constant emphasis on the coming king. Immanuel in chapter 7,

the wonderful child in chapter 9, the root of Jesse who is going to bring in the

millennium in chapter 11, conitant emphasis or, the wonderful coming king who is the

answer to the problem of God's dissatisfaction with the present unsatisfactory king

Ahaz. Now AMz does not figure in chapter 28*35, but in 28.45 our attention is not upon

Ahaz the head of the nation, but upon the men just below Ahsz, the trusted counselors.

It is upon the trusted counselors, upon the leaders, and upon the nation insofar as it

reflects the character of these leaders, and that is what our attention is now focussing.

In the same situation, the same spiritual lessons, the same general development, but

a focussing on a different portion of the people (12 1/2)

That is, I think, the vital Introduction to this section and if you could pass

that on to Mr. Golin and Mr. Gregory, before tomorrow, I'd appreciate it greatly, and

we'll get on into this material tomorrow...
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...I had to switch yesterday the other class to the other hour because that meant that

two of them had another class at that time. I would not have done it If we had been on

one of the most important sections, that previous material on U, I would have skipped

class
Waif altogether rather than to have two of them have to miss that but the latter part

of 11 is not nearly as important as that earlier part, andrI hated to hwe you miss

it I thought it was well worth it in order that (1)

So though mm sorry you missed that I think you can get some idea from some others of

what we generally covered, and while it's an interesting section it's not nearly as

Important as the Eection we had just before. Now rd like to ask the Graduate students

to return to their time (10)

and then rd like to mention about the assignment for our next meeting. You have the

rest of this week to get the assignment, there Is no need

but since we root the first day after vacation why I thought I should mention it now.

The assignment for next time, for the undergraduates, the four, if you read over chapter

29 very carefully, make an outline of It, and state as well as you can what it is talking

about in this section. Try to have as good an idea as you can. Now you may have some

pretty tough problems but don't worry about thcm. r'm not asking you to make extensive

investigation, but to get a good idea of the general content, a general outline, and of

the problems involved in it, and turn it In, ready at the beginning of the hour please.

That is for the undergraduates. Now for the Graduates-you have a much larger amount

of required work to do, so your next assignment will not dealwith 29 but with 30 and 31.

And I would like you to compare 30 and 31, that is to make an outline of 30, and then

make an outline of 31, and see if you can find a parallel betweent he two chapters,

if you can see whether they fall in more or less the same line of tbought, and if so,

which verses of one correspond to which verses of another, and what are each of them

talking about? Study that as fully as /you can in the time available , looking into

commentaries, whatever amojint you think would be helpful or necessary in connection
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with it. That is the assignment then for our next meeting

Now the last five minutes of our last meetizivre particularly important because

in that time I mentioned the fact that we were now leaving the book of Inanuel, 7-12,

and skipping over to chapter 28, the material from 13-27 is of quite a different nature.

I%- In fact, one rather wonders why it Is arragged the way it is. This material is of

a different nature, probably was written, some of it, at the same time, but much of it

at a different time. Possibly it was to avoid a certain monotony in the book, that it

was arranged this way, because 742 handles a certain definite subject, and then 28-35

handles a vec1oee1y related subject, retracing a fair amount of the isterial of 7-12,

though with much change and related to quète a number of facts that are quite different,

but the same general viewpoint, I would think, written at just about the same time, but

instead of going through the same thing twice, perhaps it seemed better to put in

something of quite a different nature, and then come back to this agn, I don't know.

But for purposes of study and of careful understanding of It, it is much better to study

the two together, and each of thcm throws light upo the other subject. Particularly

the 36-39 and 742 throw light on 28.'35. I 7-12 he is speaking in the situation which

involves a number of elements. First, with the Syro-Ephraimitic invasion, with the

frightful fear that it engenders. Second, the clever scheme of Ahaz and his nobles to

get safety from this. Third, Isaiah's assurance to Ahaz that this scheme is a something

that is absolutely contrary to God's will and is going to backfire and bring harm to the

laud rather than good, because it does away with the buffer state, brings them right

back to the Assyrian empire, places them in tremendous danger, which is going to result

in great catastrophe for Judah. That is the third feature of it is his assurance to them

of that. Then the fourth feature of it is, that assuring them it is going to bring

tremendous danger so tlu t Jerusalem will get to where it seems certain to be destroyed,

yet that God is going to protect His city, aid the Assyrian is not going to be able to

take it, but God will wonderfully protect it.
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Now that is Øqult. an involved historical course but all tl*t,Y is included, as

you noticed, in 742, In the promise that God givestP?a.h to the people, promise

and rebuke, mingled together, given to the people in the tim. of King Ahax, looking

forward into the future as far as the deliverance from Sennacherib, and then with

occasional glimpses here and there, far beyond that time, Into the much more distant

futa, as he makes wonderful promises to the people of God. Now that La a summary

of 7-12, which also is a summery of 28-35. They each make a new start and then go

through this. There is of course a great difference between 742 and 28*35. 7-12

has its central feature, the King Max. AMa is an unworthy stan of the house of David.

AMa has proven utterly unworthy. God is going, in His own time to replace Max by

His San Immanuel, God with us, and so the big figure in 7-12 is Imasnuel, God coming

King, the Stan of the house of David, who is going to dowhat is needed for this whole

world. That is not In 28-35 to any great extent. That is the great c.ntz*lfigurs of 7-12,

lacking in the main in 28-35, but the histuical situation is all he same.

Now what thk.s the place of the central figure of King Max Wto is rebuked

and assures that God Is going t deal with the kingship of lie son of less*, replacing

it with His own son of less*, the great Iminanuel. What take a the place of that in

28-35? I don't think you study very far into 28.35 before you become aware of that

which is nowhere plainly stated but I think it is clearly involved in it, that what is dealt

with here is not the king, but the nobles. It is the nobles, the leaders of the people.

It I the nation rather than the king that in in mind. It is the people of God i*ler

than the king over God's people that is now in mind. So he Is dealing With the people

rather than the king. Now of course he is dealing With them about he same thing, in

relation to the same thing, and consequently there is much in common. But the emphasis

is different. Zkid yet there are many ways in which the message is strikingly similar.

And you will be amazed to go through, once you get this key, and to see how they
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correspond. Now to get this key you have to study into it quite a bit. We can't take

time this minute to have you folks study into #1 it with no guidance, and work into it

and try to find the evidence that points to this key, but the beat we can do is for me

to give you the materiel that I have found, giving you the key, showing you how it fits,

having you see It fits end work out further details yourselves, but also o course checking

constantly that this is the correct key because I don't want anyone to take my view

for anything. The Bible is the standard, not what I say or what any other men says.

And I may be wrong on anything! say and I want you to check. For purposes of marking

it is necessary that you know what! hold and why! hold it, it is not necessary for

you to agree at all, but to know what it is, and to know what the reasons are why I

hold them. If you feet these reasons are insufficient, don't hesitate to say so. But

particularly I'd be happy to have you soy so if you have a substitute idea that is

definite. I don't think you will have on the major things, but on some of the minor

things you might have very helpful improvements to what I give. And if it should be

that in the major things I have some strikingly wrong interpretations,, I would be much

happier to have the class find them than to have some more hostile people find them

later on, if! put them in prin. So don't hesti?ste to mention anything you think is

weak or not sufficiently substantiated.

So now we are going into an area here which is much harder to interpret, 28-35,

than 7'42, and that's why we take a section. We take the other first and learn much of

methods of interpretation, learn much of the progress of thought, learn much of the

relation to the historic background, learn much of the way in which the ultimate future is

brought in and related to immediate situations. So that it is, with what we learn from

7-12, not so much of matter, perhaps, as of method and general approach. We are in

a position to look at 28-35 and get out of it what we would not expect to otherwise.

I remember one year going through this, with a fellow, and he said chapter 28,

he first read it, it was just a mess. He says, "it's just a mess, just a lot of confusion."
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No idea of what any of it tells us. But when we open it up and have the key, it is

most logical, most clear presentation, once you have the key. Now the key is not

clearly stated, there are certain things we have to figure out, but I believe we have

figured them out on the basis entirely of evidences it tie chapter. I'm going to give you

these matters of background, you will see how the worth' come to life, when you have

these in mind. But if you go on ou will see the evidences for them, and I believe

you will feel that you could yourbelf, with sufficient time, have looked into the chapters

and seen these evidences, which give meaning to the chapter, the key that fits.

Now the first aspect of the key to 28 is one which I got from a commentary

by George Adam Smith, who has all sorts of critical ideas on Isaiah, and Maw things

that I don't agree with at all, but who occasionally has very clear insight, and

whether he is original in this or whether he took it from others, I don't know. But the

more I look into it the clearer it seems to be,, tit the beginning of chapter 28 Is a

Banquet Scene, Ut tlre is a banquet there of the nobles, and that Isaiah has come for

this banquet, and there in this banquet he is speaking to these nobles and they are

not anxious to have him speak. He comes in there and speaks to them more or less

against their desire, but it s difficult for the it to keep from permitting him to speak.

So the chapter begins with a situation where I think we are warranted to imagine it

the nobles of judah, having been with )%haz in the council, in the determination of the

plan, know that he has sent tribute off to Tiglath-pileser, and they are convinced that

Tiglath-pilaser will come, in payment for the tribute d deliver them from Ephrelm and

from Syria. They're quite convinced they are coining, they're definitely expecting him to

come. And in that situation, expecting them to come, they of course are facing the

grave danger, he Syro-Ephrainiitic invasion, they want the people to fight valiantly,

to &Ie city a Jfl..-the rescue comes, but they 1 ye no doubt the rescue Is coining.

And so they're holding a banquet rejoicing, but the peeple don't know what they're

rejoicing for, but they know. They're rejoicing in Ahaz' clever scheme with which they
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have joined. And as they rejoice in this they are at the same .ime in their banquet

tzng to raise up the morale of the people so they will fight well in order to hold off

the Syrians and the Israelites until idath.-pilas.r gets there. So that the chapter

starts with Isaiah, uninvited, walking into the banquet hall and beginning to speak.

And it was customary for the prophet to stop at a street conAr or anywhere they felt

like and start to talk. And this is not simply a little group of ads, the banquets

which the nobles liked to give were more or less open to the general public to step in

a ad enjoy some of their bounty. They could step in and make themselves free with

some of the food and wine that Was there offered. They were entertaining the city to

some s=ent. But the nobles are sitting there with their rejing and their big celebration.

Without having told the people what they're oelebng. So Isaiah steps in and he looks

attba nobles and says, e to the crown of pride, to the drunkard. of £phraim, whose

glorious beauty is a fading flower, which are on the head of the fat valleys of them that an

overoome with wine? Behold , the Lord has a mighty and strong one, which as a tempest o

hair and a destroying storm, as a flood of mighty waters overflowing, shall cast down to

the earth with the hand. The crown of pride, the drunkards of Ephaim, shall be trodden

under feet.

And you can imagine laaiah came inside...

7 (3/4)




going to be a situation where
" . jon. rumor comes alter another, and you don't know to think, the resudt of Ahaz'

clever scheme, and verse 20 is an interesting LigE. of speech, thoroughly a figure of

speech. Take v.20 alone, what has it got to do with the rest of the oapter, what has

it got to do with the book of Isaiah? For the bed is shorter than that a man can stretch

himself on it. What'. that? And the covering is narrower than that he can wrap himself

in it. Somebody says I take all he Bible literally, every ward of it) take literally.

How does he take this word literally? 1hat is it talking about? You should have longer

beds so he can be comfortable. That's certainly not the message of the book here.
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The message is the figure a speech for the way that these people are trying to protect

themselves from Syria-phraim, and thinking they're going to be safe from the waves of

the future sea. Ho says your scheme is nsuuLicient to accomplish it, it's like a bed

that's so short you can't stretch yourself in It, it's like a covering that's so narrow

that you can't cover yourself. It is a vivid figure of speech which would mean much

to people in those days when 'ii it was difficult always to get proper accommodations

Mi. MiLler, you had a question? (1 3/4) That's not a terminology. The word literal

as usually expressed means that when you say a bed you mean a bed you don't mean

a scheme. When you say a sun, you iIi.-nzaean a sun that's in the heavena, you don't

mean some kind of a prince, and of course we do have those who allegorize the Bible

to where you don't know what anythi ilg means. And that is utterly wrong, and produces

nothing but rtusion, and a reaction against this figurative interpretation that reduces

it to nonsense, many good people go to the other extreme, and say I take the Bible

literally, every word literally. But it simply doesn't make sense. And when we go,

going away from an evil position, when we go in the opposite direction, and go to a

(2 3/4) position, even though it' u not immoral, not wrong like thee4l

position is, from which we're fleeing, it is no, efficient, it's not safe. It puts us the

position where we're easily destroyed. Yes? (3) My guess is that he walked in, that's

my guess. And my guess is that there is a possibility that he continued and give the

whole of the 7 chapters, but I think there is a bigger possibility that at some point in it

it was interrupted, and he went out and continued it otide, to j those who followed him.

I think that the whole thing is what would have given in there U not

interfered vi th. The whole thing, from this to 35, but my guess is that he only gave

a part of it, and that he gave the re outside to those who were intereitedwith

possibly some who were (3 3/4)

That's my guess, that's a very good question. We don't know for certain.

It is not impossible Isaiah just sat in a room imaging 5ti?i banquet, and made it
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all up, but I think that is very unlikely. (break in record, starting again at 4 3/4)

...now ! believe! asked you to have some work ready for today, that is, really you

had plenty of tine before vacation, I gave it nearly a week before vacation. How many

have it ready? Only Mr. Gregory? Mr. Abbot, do you have it? Yes. That was the

batline of which. We weren't quite through wtth 28. Let's take 28 and then let's discuss

that together as soon as we finish 28.

We noticed that chapter 28 is the start of a new section aid that it parallels

chater, 7, that it is the came historical situation exactly as that in 7 but he is dealing

with a different group, he is dealing with the leaders, the nobles, rather than with the

king, specifically. And he tells them that this plan is not going to be suffftient to

accomplish the d3ective they had. Because v.20, for the bed is shorter than that a. men

can stretth himself on, and the covering narrower than that he can wrap himself in it.

In other w de, making an alliance with Tiglath-plieser and thinking that under Assyrian

alliance they can be safe from Assyrian aggression is the sort of a thing that just won't

work. In the end they'll be worse off than they would have been before. And of course,

we had exactly this brought out in chapter 7, and there he said the result of it is to

destroy the buffer states, to l'ring Assyria right next to you, to put you in such a grave

situation that thee'll be no human escape for you, you will be bu the verse of being

utterly destroyed, but then he says, when the great attack comes, God will deliver you

by His own power, to show His great power, He will deliver fromSennacherth, and then

he says the Assyrian empire will fail, end Israel also will fall but from the seed of Jesse

will come forth a new branch. That was the wonderful promise in chapter 11.

Now here in chapter 28, after being told that this will not work, v.21 says, for

the Lord shall rise up as in mount Perazim, he shall be wroth as in the valley of Gibson,

that he may do hw,rk, his strange work, and bring to pass his act, his strange act.

What is very strange language In v.21, and I doubt very mucht it could be fully understood

by anybody at the time at W ich they heard it said. The Lord will rise up as on mount
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Peram and be wroth as in the valley of C iboon. Do you recall what these would be

apt to refer to, these references. Mr. Cohen? (7 l,'4) o& t think that was Gibeon. (stu)

Let's look at that. I remernbcr )ja1on but not Giboor. . 17 says, sun, stand still upon

Gibson. Now the suggestion made here in Ellicott's commentary, is that Gibeon, 1 Chr.

14.16, and they smote the host of the Philistines from Gibcon even to Gazcr, when

David was king. You notice at this particular that you have also a reference to that

peram, because hereou have in 1 Cbr. 14.8, how the Philistines hoard David was anoint

over Israel anc! they went up to seek David, and David Inquired of God, shall I

go agains t the Philistines, wilt thou deliver theminto mine hand, and the Lord said,

go up, for I will deliver them, so they came up to Saal-peraztm and David smote them

there, and then we read further on, that they smote the host of the Philistines from Gibson

even to Gazer. Now there we have both the words togo$lr, erazlmand Gibeon, which

which are mentioned here in 'sa.28.21. Now you have one of the two words, Gibson,

In the case where the people were pursuing in the time of Joshua, and when the Lord

caused the sun to dtand over Gibson. Both would be alike in that it would be a marvelous

intervention of God. God intervening on behalf of His people and giving them victory.

But it certainly doesn't sound Me just any ord4nary activity, and you notice It says

':he Lord will rise up in mount Pereziin, He will be wrbth as in the valley of Gibson, that

he may do his work, his strange work, bring to pass his act, his strange act.

The people would gather, I think, that the Lord is going to deliver, but what

would be so strange bi the l,onfa delivering. It surely is a suggestion that there Is going

to be something very unusual. Something extremely different from the ordinary. And it

seems to me that it probably Is a hint ahead of the deliverance from Sennacherib.

Here they are told just before, that your scheme won't protect, if the Assyrian comes

they'll flood through, the waters will overflow the hiding place, but he says, the Lord

will rise and he will wroth and do his strange work. I question whether for the Lord

will rise up is the correct translation here. The bed Is shorter than that you can stretch
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awe, in the time of Sennacherib. He 1* going to give them another chance by * purely

divine miraculous intervention. And then cony a a very peculiar section hmse of this

chapter, vv.23.ui29, Give ye ear, and hear my voice; hearken, and hear my speech.

Four full repetitits, you could get four different documents there, couldn't you?

And he says, does the plowman plow all day to sow? does he open and break the clods of

his ground? When he has made plain the face thereof, does be not case abroad the

titchss, scatter the cummin, and cast in he principal wheat and the appoirt ad barl,y

and theg. in their place? What do you think about vv24 and 24, what is the meaning

of these two verses? just above this we have the Judgment (14)

we have the overflowing scourge pass through, but then we have the lord delivering, and

thenwe have a consumption after that. We have changes in God's manner of dealing,

and he says, now I want you to think for a minute, how is it agriculture. Is It just the

s am. thing done over and over, no, it's a purpose, there's something accomplished by

it...

8 (3/4)




.here we have the claim that the human being who was in agriculture got some

divinely given wisdom. He has a purpose, an objective, in what he does, for the

fitches are not threshed with a threshing Instrument. Here is a cartwheel turned about

upon the cummin, but/1e fitchos they use a staff, for the curnmin you use a rod.

Bread corn is bruised, you don't want to thresh it, you don't want to break it with

the wheel of a cart, or bruise it with the horses, you have different methods, to deal

with different agricultural things. That which is very excellent in one case would be

utterly destructive in another case, and what the farmer does is adapted to the purpose

that he has in mind. God says this also comes from the Lord of hosts, who is wonder

ful in counsel and excellent in working. You don't need to think that things are just

going to go the way whatever you decide to do, that your method is going to be worked

out and whatever you think is going to happen is going to happen. God has a purpose,
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God is like a frmer who is trying to accomplish something, God has a purpose in

Israel, and therefore for this purpose lie is not going to just destroy Israel, He is not

going to tear it up, on the other hand He is not going to let you go ahead and do w)'a t

you feel like, and feel that He is going to protect you in order hat you can enjoy your

self, that you can have a good time, and you can get what you want, He has a purpose

in Israel, He is going to accomplish His purpose, and He will send chastisement, He

will send a bruising, He'll send a crushing if necessary, to make the good grain.

This has to be ground, has to go through these processes, you might say He's just

going to wreck it, well, no#', He is not going to use a method that just wracks It

but the method that fits it for the purpose He has in mind, and therefore He ends this

chapter with the statement that all this is ing to happen. You think you have your

schemes o how to carry on your life, and you're going to make this, -.'$ght firs with

fire--and make your deal with Tiglathupileser whereby you gain your pirpose, but

God a' a if you're going to succeed lnkfe , the only way to do is to trust Him, and

follow Hin)ánd do His will and that way you will be much better off than any other

way, and He is going to accomplish His purpose, and if you won't fall in line with

it voluntarily, if you are essential to this purpose as Israel is, He will force you

into this, to accomplish His purpose. He will send the chastisement, He will send

the judgment, He will deliver befce they are destroyed, tie will do that which

will accomplish the purpose that He has in mind. So I think the meaning of these

verses when we once begin to look into them and see what they are talking about

and compare it with the situation, it becomes quite obvious. But simply the way

it is given, you pick out two or three of these veaea and ask somebody what they're

talking a)xut, you wouldn't have any idea. And the average person who just reads

28 and 22, you say what a sharp transition. The transition is not a sharp transition,

it is a further development of the same thing. But the exact inferences are not

stated, the thing is so given that the inferences can be easily gathered from it,
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but they're not spelled out in
ABCS

language. So the chapter division between 28 and

29 is purely a matter of indicating place. You have a definite paragrath division,

the agricultural just given and the picture of the hearth of God that follows, are two

distinct paragraphs, but they are not two distinct sections that follow, it continues

straight on. God has a purpose and God will accomplish this purpose. His purpose

is not destruction, His purpose is purification. His purpose is cleansing His own,

fitting them to do the purpose that He has in mind. So He continues:

Woe to Ariel, Ansi--end what does Anal mean, do you know, Mr. Gregory,

(5) it becomes very claar, from what follows, that Jerusalem is

what he is talking about. But why does He call Jerusalem Ariel? I think I went into

that but I dMn't discuss it. Do you recall that? An, in Hebrew, there are two words

that are pronounced and spelled Art, one of them means a hearth, a place where you

burn things, where you warm your place, or where you cook your food, the other art

a 4on
is " So the word can either meanthe lion of God or the hearth of God,

either one. And you tI*k of the lion of the tribe of David, you think of the lion of

Judah. Anal as the lion of God would seem quite appropriate, and perhaps a little

of that is inthe mind of the person speaking, as they think of the lion of God, Jerusalem,

The lion of God, but as they go on you find that the figure he has in mind is not the

lion but, as we have posted out, it is the hearth. We find that clearly because that

is brought out in the next few words here, the reference to it is as the place where

they kill sacrifices, the place Where there is the fire, the place Whete the Lord per

forms His great work. Now right here, I asked the undergraduates who are taking it

for undergraduate credit to give us an outline of the chapter, and do two of you have it,

or three? All right, Mr. Gregory, give us... kind of thing, simply on the ground of

content, that we would say that vv. l-8 is specifically speaking of a sJ.tuetiori,, somethin

that is going to occur in the future, something that is goigg to occur to Aniel.

Woe to AnsI, v.1. Artel, v.2, and continues talking about it, v.7: and the multitude
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of all the nations that fight against be as--and then he stops his speaking

in the third person about Ariel, and starts talking, addressing people in v.9. I

would think that from 1-8 Is a future event which is going to happen In connection with

Anal, 1-8.

Then you come to 9 and the suggestion was made that you have a dealing

With PeOPlI skitual condition, which would seem to be in 9, 10, 22, 12, end 13,

wouldn't it? That's in those verses. Now whether you'd find anyt)ing that would

go under that same head later might be questioned, but certainly the bulk of what there

is after verse 13 deals more with what God is going to do than with what the people's

attitude is. So that it would seam to me you have three main divisions from the

viewpoint of content. l-'8, something is gthg to happen to Jezusalezn. 9-13, the

spiritual condition of those whom he has just criticized, and then 15-24, what he

is going to do to the people whom he has criticized.

Now that's not so different, a little different in words, but the division points

are pretty much the same, as were given by the different ones. Now we want to go

more into detail though and I think we will notice in the detail u1te a bit that

isn't on the surface, but it's quite important, particularly when we have in mind the

comparison with what we have in chapter 7, Now In t1 beginning hero, the first

section, 1-8, we looked at the beginning of that section 1'8, and we read that, Woe to

Anal, add year to year, let them kill sacrifices. Yet I will distress Anal. What

have the sacrifices got to do with this, Mr. Gre day? (8 3/4) The t's it, e2actly.

He says, go on year after year, mee a lot of sacrifices, do a lot of forms, and yet

I will distress Anal. All your formal religion, all your sacrifices, all this, if that's

all there is to it, what good is it going to do. As long as you're trusting Tiglath

pileser instead of trusting God. You're not going to get saved through all these

sacrifices. What is the good of all the forms of reion, if there is no meaning to
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it, if you're not trusting God, if you're trusting Tiglatbpileser? What good Is it

going to do you, yet I will distress Ariel. Make all the sacrifices you want, it won't

do you any good. You're going to be distressed. So he says, in spite of anything

you can do in this way, of formal religion, Ariel will be distressed and there will be

heaviness and sorrow, and it will as unto me as Ariel, that is, it won't be just a

place where they're makkg sacrifices, it will be a place where there ii real burning.

A place ere there is real destruction, a place where there is real upheaval, not just

a gce that includes hearths, but a place that is on the whole one great hearth.

Mr. Abbot? (10) Very good, v.13 is epresslng in specific relationship to the people's

spiritual condition, the very thing that is implied in v.22. It is a formal external

thing rather than a real relation of the heart. So you do all the sacrifices you want,

yet that won't win God's favor, you have turned against Him in human

earthly means of advancing yourselves, instead of in the face of someiing you can't

possibly overcome, in your own power, looking to God as your source of deliverance.

So he says, yet I will distress Ariel, there will be heaviness and sorrow, it shall be

unto me like just a hearth of God, a place where there is real burning, real tension,

real turmoil, real difficulty, And that is shown in v.3 of course, and I will camp

against thee round about, and will lay siege against thee and I will raise forts

against thee. Whether that literally is ever fulfilled, I mean 2lffl1ed in the time of

which he is now speaking, or whether it is fulfilled in he sense that the land is

fill with an enemy whih may at any time come and erect forts against Jerusalem

and destroy it, at any rate, it shows Jerusalem getting into terrible danger, as a result

of their plot, of their alliance with Tiglath"plleser. It shows them getting into terrible

danger as a result of it, of being in a situation where destruction appears imminent.

Yes? (111/2) I'd say that where there is a Drediction of a specific event, and the

specific event occurs which fits the prediction, I would say that that Is the fulfillment

of the prediction, Now if you were going to say youa re going to have experiences
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like this, then the first can be an example, but I see no reason to say that something

which has been fulfilled once is to be fulfilled again, unless you find clear, specific

evidence to that effect. I mean in the specific case, I don't think you have a right to

assume as a general rule that everything is going to be fulfilled twice. God said to

Isaac that there are two children in he womb of Rebecca, there are two striving and

the older will serve the younger. Well the children were born and the youger, Jacob,

assumed eventually the preeminence, and eventually the Edomites the descendants

of Esau came to be subject to Jacob. The elder was Inferior to the younger.

Doss that mean that ever after, whenever ah,r there are twins, or wherever there are

two children the elder is going to serve the younger? Does it look forward to the last

days and show something that is going to ppen then t [which will be fulfilled in

the sense of the elder serving the younger. I know of nothii to which it could

refer. It is very easy if you know something about a distant thing, you know some

thing about a near thing, you find a similarity, to say there is a relationship. Well,

there may and may not be. But I say let's not assume It unless we have deftite

evidence. Now if we have something given as a prediction of something to occur,

and we cannot see that it has yet happened, then we are justified in saying it is yet

to happen, but if it has already happened, there is going to be the virgin will bring

forth a child, Jesus will be born, there is fulfillment of first coming. Is that a pre'

diction also of second coming. Is something in connection with the second coming

revealed here? I see no warrant. I think every )rophec y has to be looked at to see

what is prophesied. Is it describing a series of events, or is it a prediction of a

spetific event? If it is a specific event, it either has been fulfilled, or it is yet to

be fulfilled. I don't think we can say it is both, has and to be, past and future.

That is, if it is an event. Now if it is the movement, something like that-OW

says I will pour out my spirit, does He mean once He will pour out his spirit, or does

He mean over the different ages, there are going to be various times when He ' 1
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pour out his spirit? With perhaps one of them being the greatest up to t!u t time, the

one at Pentecost, and there being a still greater one perhaps Inthe millenniujn. That

(14 1/2) I will pour out my spirit, could refer

to a series of pouring out, or it could be a specific event, but if you say Jerusalem

is going to be defeated and God is going to deliver it, well, it you say this is going

to happen cwer and over, find, but if you give it as one specific prediction, I don't

see any reason to look for tnore than one fulfillment. I think you just introduce con

fusion. What right do you have to say that about thii and not about the elder serving

the younger, not about the virgin birth, not about His preaching in Galilee

9 (3/4)

the Scofleld Bible like any other human work has got a little tM t' s good, or much

that's good, or a great deal that's good, but no human work has everything that's good.

Any human work is going to have flaws and weaknesses, and the easiest way for

flaws to cow into any human work is when we get a good idea which a very excellent

to bring out, and then we carry it to an extreme and apply it not only to many places

where it excellently works but to others whe.e it doesn't fit. That is the human failing

that occurs in almost everything, but we have to make allowance for It, in other

people' a work and try to avoid it in our own.

Well, now, this then in ". says, a sie is coming, you might say this

siege is going to be the result of human people' a attitudes like that of these nobles

in the time of Tiglath-pileser, you might say the:. A person can make an ument

that way. I don't personally feel any such argument is necessary here. I feel that

here it is specifically dealing with this particular attitude. Now if you find evidence

later, somebody, when you get a similar attitude, similar results come, yes. But

This now, I think it is talking about this attitude at this time and ahow-ig the resktt

that is going to come from this attitude at this time. And that result I believe is the

specific attack of S.nnacherib. The culmination of the Assyrian, the result of the
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Assyrians being placed right next to Judah by the added action of Ahas and the nobles

in destroying the buffer state, by inciting Ttglathpileeer to conquer what's between,,

and get right next. So that as a result there is going to be a time when Jerusalem

will be in tremendous danger, which he describes here as if there was actually a

siege. Well, they are just much in danger as if the siege had actually come, and

the siege fnay come as far as anyone can seeat any time, and v.4 shows what is

going to happen to them, and thou shalt be brought down, and shalt speak out of the

ground, and thy speech shall be low out of the dust, and thy voice shall be, as of

one that has a familiar spirit, out of the ground, and thy speech shall whisper out of

the dust. Crushed, down, whispering, on the verge of utter destruction, that is the

situation they come into as a result of Sennacherib's attack. That is certainly an

exact predition of what's going ko happen, and he continues th. terrible prediction

of the situation they're going to get into, moreover, the multitude of thy strangers

will be like small dust, and the multitude of the terrible ones as chaff that passes

away, yea, it shall be at an instant suddenly. Is this 5th verse a good description

of the further details of the further misery of the scene 2 How many thins that it is,

would you raise your hand? How many think it isn't a great description? How many

don't think? When you say are there other possibilities, you imply that this is a

possibility, and that is something Uias. I would liie explained to me, is how this can

be possibly a description of the horrors of the siege, what does it mean? Verse 5.

Really I am perplexed as to what the authorized translators were thinking of, when

they translated it this way, there is just one word that I think they should have

translated utterly differently than they did. One word. I have no objection to

anything else they translated in the verse, except one word, but I feel that most

readers just see the one word, end as a result of the on. word interpret the whole

verse utterly fentastickily. Like)( if I would say, some baseball team is going to
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go down and down, they're going to be defeated by this one and to be defeated by this

one and defeated by this one, and they're going to play with this other one, and when

they're playing with is other one, they're going to make ten home runs and to end with

a score twice as great as that of the one they're playing with. Well, the and would be

quite out of place because I'm gluing a series of going down and then I go on in the

lye lad
same tone of voice but actually say the exact opposite. . a rather silly attitude

for the last 30 or 40 years of rather enjoying saying a thing in a tone of voice e$' that

said the exact opposite of what the words meant, just to notice how often people say

yes, yes, isn't that right, when your words say the exact opposite. It is amazing

how often they will do that. Well, I tried to do it just now with this verse, because

I want you to look at the words and see what they're really saying, what is Involved

here. What is the terrible state of siege, which, suppose you were to say the

people of what city in he last war was besieged for quite a while. Well, take when

MacArthur was in Bataan, and you say you were in Bataan, and you are going to get

so hard up for food you're gig to have to eat mice and rats and going to be so near

out of sheèls that for every ten shells the eth= enemy shoots against you, you can

only shoot one in return, it's going to look absolutely hopeless, and those who are

attacking you are going to just be exploded to pieces and utterly destroyed until you

find there is nothing left of your attackers at. Now you .e it wouldn't make

any sense at all. Now who is he taUthg about in the next verse? Moreover, the

multitude of thy strangers--what are your stranç3rs, when you're besieged? What is

the multitude of your strangers Isn't that the enemy, the people that are strange

to you, the people that aren't part of you, but are part of your enemy, the multitude of

your strangers, well, they will be like small duet. You might say that shows how

many there are, like small dust--small dust is numerous. Why is smelt dust particularly

numerous? You can have a little small dust or a lot of small dust. I don't think that

small dust necessarily means it is numerous, it would be more at to show something
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else about it, butat 'ass and go on to the next point and the mu1tthic1 of the

terrible ones, what is the multitude of the terrible ones? Is that the ones you're

afraid of, the ones that are all around you, what's going to happen to them, they

will be like chaff that passes away, yes, at an instant, suddenly. Is not the whole

point of v.5 that the enemy that is around you and seems as if it is utterly going to

destroy you, will be annihilated and disappear? All of sudden, and if the wau that

begins v.5 instead of being translated "moreover" would be translated but" which

it could just as well be, the next step after the terribenss of the siege you were in,

is that the siege just ends, all of a sudden, the enemy disappears, your siege La over,

your danger is over, at an instant, suddenly. That's the only change I feel is necessary

in the verse is the change "moreover" to "but." Of course in our English it is immediate

obvious that strangers means enemy, because it certainly doesn't mean friends, and

it isn't immediately obvious that the multitude of the terrible ones meats the attackers,

but when you're in a siege you don't think of yourself as the terrible ones, you're

that is
more apt to think of the people attacking you,'e surely what is meant hem. But at

least when they say that like chaff it passes away, and in an instant suddenly, if they

would say, moreover, the multitude of your friends are going to be like small dust,

and all of the leaders of your community ate going to be like chaff that passes away

suddenly, that would mean your sl'ge was going to end sudnly with your total

destruction. But the/ terms used here seem to refer to the one who is attacking,

rather than to yourself, so that I would feel that while verses 1.8 form one section,

a future event related to Jerusalem, that between 4 and 5 there is an extremely

important division in it. This Bible I have in front of me here has a paragraph divtsibn

at v.7, which I think certainly ought to be at v.5 instead of v.7. Verse 7 says the

same thing in plain language. The. multitude of all the nations that fight against Ariel

shall be as a dream of a night's vision.
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I went over this briefly last fall in no, last February, in the beginning of

our discussion about the historic background, end showed how this was Sennacherib's

attack and God's deliverance. And in the test I asked you to name passages that de

scribed the deliverance, remember, but of course it is quite a while ago we've had it,

it's not surprising that it didn't stick. SLit I want it to stick from nown, I want to

make it emphatic, because it is a very vital part of this section of the book is Gods

deliverance of the people, of Jerusalem, from the attack of Sennacherib, and it is vv.48

Now we noticed v. and 7, v.7 is almost identical with v.5, except that it is in

clearer language, but v.6 says that it is God who is going to do it. Thou shalt be

visited of the Lord cl hosts, with thunder and with earthquake, a great noise, with

storm and tempest, and fame of devouring fire. This is figurative language. It

mears an intervention by forces which you could not bting and you could not prevent.

It is an intervention with forces which only Gad could control, and of course the

sending of the pestilence when thousands of Sannacherib's army died in the night,

that is described very clearly in vv. 5'7, though v.6 I think is undoubtedly a stressing

of the supernatural aspect of the delivnce that is coming from the attack, that it

is God's miraculous intervention that will deliver. Yes, Mr. Gregory? (11 1/4)

The question her* that you/vs asked goes partly back to how much of this wording

is Isaiah's and how much of this wording is dictated? Isaiah is inspired, kept from

error, but more than that, he is an instrument of God's revelation, he is God's prophet,

God said in v.7, go to meet Ahaz and say this to Ahas, and then God said, when Ahaz

answered and tried % to get rid of him, God said to aim, say this, 0 house of David,

you do this men, will you do it to my God also. Therefore, God will give you a sign,

a virgin shall conceive and bare a son, thou shalt call his name Immanuel " How much

did Isaiah know? Did Isaiah know that 700 years later there would be a virgin-born

Messiah? Did Isaiah think that perhaps this was going to happen in the next 50 years?

We don't know how fully Isaiah understood it, but we know that there was more to the
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prophets' words than they themselves understood because I Poter 1 tells us that the

prophets when they spoke of the sufferings of Christ and the glottes that should

follow, were searching out and trying to understand what and what manner of time

the spirit of Christ that was in them did signify. So we know that God put into the

words of prophets, often, meaning beyond what the prophet understood, but how much

and how far w lo&t his own understanding of it went, we don't know, but the wo ds

were so different, that tl* people hearing the words would get a message from God

but the people later on reading the words would get this message the people got before

plus added insight that would not be available before ('.3 1/4)

And so I would think, I can't say what Isaiah would have done, butt would

say that a person listening to isaIah's voice would know this, that Jerusalem is going

to go through a time of terrible danger when it looks as if destruction i absolutely

certain but that this is going to come to an end with a sudden divine intervention

which will destroy the enemy so that they will just seem like a dream, as if they had

never been there, and it will come when the Lord will send thunder and earthquake

and great noise and storm and tern pest and devouring fire. You might say, well now Is

th*gurative language or all these different kinds of calamities mentioned are all going

to happen at once, or when he uses a11t!se, thus it seems that perhaps it isn't

actually any one, but that they are a figure for the fact that ' Is divine intervention

by superhuman power, which no man possibly could have produced in a way which only

God could do. We don't know for sure 'which. Perhaps there Is going to be an earth

quake and thunder and a storm and a tempest and a devouring fire, all coming at once,

perhaps, but perhaps it is a figure for iethIng of which it can possibly be a figure,

but he wouldn't know. But then when the event occurred, I think it would be made

absolutely clear that it was a figure for the (14 1/2) a figure for divine

power that man could not be given, you could tell us about this storm that was corning

in New Jersey, you could have warned us two months before, but there was nothing
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we could have done to prevent it. We could have gotten the people out of the way,

so they wouldn't be Injured,, *wad of time. We could have tried to strengthen the

houses, it probably would've been impossible to strengthen them to such an extent

there wouldn't be at least half as much damage done. It was power beyond what man

could resist, and I think we must say, in w of what happened, that that is what

is meant. But those are very good questions? Let's try to figure exactly what these

words mean because I think there is * lot of teaching there, a lot of teaching, not

only about the mmsdini ., but about God's manners of dealing with men in

general and also about principles of interpreting...

10 (3/4)

" he said your strangers, h. said your terrible ones, now he says the nations that

fight agalist Ariel so it Is petty clear her. that it is the strangers and the terrible

ones, they're not saying themselves who are In such danger, but the people who are

attacking them, and making them be in such danger. He says that these people are

going tobeJust 1i. adream lnanight vision, and it will be as when a hungry man

dreams and he is eating, he wakes and his soulØ is empty. Or a thirsty man dreams

and behold he drinks, but he wakes and hs is taint and his soul has appetite.

So shall the multitude, of all the nations be that fight against Mount Zion, they're going

to just seem like a dream that fads.. Israel, doss it seem like they're sating and

drinking, when they're in this terrible calamity? Yell, the answer is that probably

the one having the dream isn't the people of Israel but it is king Sennacharib. He is

just about to reach out and take Jerusalem, and 0g. force in gone, can't do it, he

was going to sat and drink, has to flee ck to home before people realize how weak his

army has become and come and attack him, just like he to dreaming. Of course, it is

in a way, like a dream to them too, the calamity seems almost unbelievable to have

been, to have even been there, once it is gone. You go down to N. J. today, you

look out there at the peaceful quiet shore, can it be there was such a storm, water
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up this high and all that? It just doesn't seem possible until you see the houses

there in their wrecked condition, and then you admit that it must have been. Yes?

(2 1/4) I think that the thing is that the Assyrian empire had already conquered a dozen

or more nations and thee 1tationa were incorporated into the empire and their

forces were utilized, and so that it was actually an attack, not of one country being

attacked by another, but one country being attacked by another which has in its army

a dozen nations which it has conquered, so that"the nations" is not out of place.

Well, I guess we have to continue there tomorrow then. Look. over the rest o the

chapter and think a little more about its contents and try if ycucan to see the progress

of thought in line with what we have already been talking of. Does it go back again

to the siege of Jerusalem now described, or does it look on to the future beyond that?

Does it have any similarity to what has been said about King Ahaz? Back in 7? We

are not talking about Ahaz now, we're talking about the nobles, but does It have

anything to do with them? This must be a very sleepy hour.,,. (3 V2)

tartthg again at 4 1/4) ... a development of thought which once you see how it is

moving impresses me as one of the most interesting to be found any*.r. in the entire

book of Isaiah, yet one which is comparatively little known. We lave noticed how

the chapter proceeds directly on from chapter 28. Ahas' scheme In 28 Is not going to

be effective, it is going to fail to accomplish what Ahas wants to, it I. going to

backfire against hint, and yet God is going to rise up in His wrath, and to work His

perfect will. Neither Is the scheme going to result in good, it's going to do harm,

but neither will the harm work out as it naturally would, because God is going to Inter

vene and prevent It So we start at chapter 29 and have a chapter whicbâivides rather

naturally into three parts, and the first of them, vv. 1-8, describes an event which is

to occur at Jerusalem and the first ltd of that tells how Jerusalem comes into terrible

danger, it seems to be just about to be absolutely destroyed, and then the last four
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verses of it show how God is going to intervene and to rescue by a marvelous,

miraculous int.rventlkn of God, how He is going to rescue Jerusalem from this so that

it will not be destroyed but be delivered there from the terriblenger that laces It.

This is the specific thing he is going to do about 20 years after the time at which

Isaiah makes the prediction. Then as the rest of the book, at the chapter rather, can

be considered as being summarized In two v, vv. 13,, and 14. V.13 says, Wherefore

the Lard said, Porasmuch as this people draw near ma with their mouth and with their

lips do honor ma, but have removed their heart far from me, and their fear tawad me

is taught by the precept of man; 14 says: therefore, behold, I proceed to do a marvellous

work among this people, for the wisdom of their vise men shall perish and the understand

Jug of their prudent man shall be hid.

Now we have then two verses here, the first of which describes the condition,

the second shows the result, what God is going to do on account of this danger. V.13

describes the spiritual condition of the leaders of Israel, that is of the southern king

dom. V.14 describes what God is going to do about it, we are reminded at the book45

of Ipjq&i%uel, chapter 7 and f where God rebuked Ahas for his wickedness, showed

how he was an unworthy sign of the house of David, God was going to replace him in

His own time, with His mighty Imasnuel, the me representative of the house of David.

Here we have the nobles, the leaders of the people, people who are showing, going

through lip service toward the Lord, honoring Him with their lips, but remove their

hearts from Him, God is going to do certain things as a result. How much is the

parallel in this to what was said about Ahax? Well before we come to seeing how

mud of a parallel there may be In that, we want first to look at the first section,

the description of the spiritual condition of the people, that runs as we've noticed

II U With v.13 summarizing what precedes it and 14 summarizes what is going

tug
to follow. Sow. say what is here summarized here in 13? Well, v.9, he

turns directly to the noIs again, and says, Stay yourselves, and wonder, cry ye out,
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and cry, they are drunken, and immediately we remember how in the previous chapter

he faced the nobles and said in v.7 of chapter 28, but these also have erred through

wine and through strong drink, are out of the way. The priest and the prophet have

erred through strong drink. They are swallowed up with wine, they are out at the w y

through strong drink, they err in vision and stumble in judgment. Isaiah points there

to the table filled with filthiness, he points to the nobles who have made their clever

plans of delivering their land from the attack of Ephraim and Syria by bringing in the

Assyrians, he points to them and here they are with this great crisis facing the

nation and they're sitting there in drunkenness, sitting there and gazing In this

drunkenness and ignoring the word of God. That's what he said then but now he goes

a step further, he says there they erred through wine and s strong drink, Instead of

humbling themselves before the Lord, instead of praying the Lord to give them the best

possible wisdom to go face the emergency, praying the Lord to give them * sober

spirit and handle the difficult situation, they are giving way to celebration of the

wonderful victory that they think they've secured through their clever scheme then,

but now he says, they are drunken but not from wine, they stagger but not from

strong drink. Does he here contradict what he said a chapter earlier. No, verbally,

it is a contradiction. Anybody says the Bible doesn't contradict itself has never read

the Bible. Every book ever written contains numberous contradictions, but the

contradictions in an intelligently written book are contradictions verbally r her than

in inner thought. A cleverly written book may have very few verbal contradictions,

but be full of a ntradictions of real thought, but one Wi ich is really intelligently

written goes into things and there are all sorts of contradictions in life, contradictions

because we don't see the whole story, we see one side and then we see the other

side, they seem to be opposite. Actually it's like Gen. l which starts with a watery

chaos, and Gen. 2 which starts with a dry wilderness. They start at different points,

at one point one is true, at one the other. It's just the opposite. No contradiction If
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yoáee the real significance. So also here. They have erred through strong drink.

Instead of being seriously given over to the great task to which as leaders of the

nation they should be devoting their time and attention, they are giving themselves

up to a wicked type of relaxation, celebrating the victory they think they've had.

But now he says it is not strong drink and wine that is producing the trouble. They

are drunken not with wine, they stagger not with strong drink, these are =or*

symptoms, they are not the cause, they give themselves to this strong drink and to the

wine because there is already something spiritually wrong with them which leads

them to do this. This is a minor symptom rather than a major cause. The major

cause of their staggering , of their drunkenness is not that they use a drug which puts

them in that shape but it is that they refuse to pay the proper attention to God and His

commands and they are in a spiritual condition which is the real cause of their plight.

So he goes ahead here and describes the spritiasi condition which has led

to their clever scheme to get A3taz, the spiritual condition which leads tthe drunken

ness, the spiritual condition which eventually will get them into a situsion where

Sennacherib seems on the point of utterly destroying them, and that spiritual condition

he describes, but before giving details about it he says in v.10 for the Lad has

poured on you the spirit of deep sleep, and has closed your eyes, the prophets and

your rulers , the seers he has covered.

Well, what do they have to do with it then, how can you blame them if the

Lord comes. The Lord has poured out these griefs upon then* the Lord has covered the

prophets and the rulers and the seers, the Lord has sent them this spirit, low can you

blame them for it? That's the old argument. Well, I can't help it, it's the way I was

made, the way I was brought up, it's my environment, my heredity, my unfortunate

situation, not my fault. And the answer is that there are many things that people can't

help, but nobody is ever in a situation where he can't help some things. There is a-

the person who has the greatest possible opportunity of environment end heredity and
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everything, can utterly fail to take advantage of his opportunities end go bad, and

the person *ho has the poorest possible heredity can strive and do his best to rise

above his background, and so the argument is, people are-they can't help themselves,

they're pawns in God's hands. Well, God says, the person that rejects the truth,

God gives over to believe a lie. The person that goes against God He pertits to

go further into sin, He sends strong delusion upon those who refuse to accept the

truth. There is a definite hardening activity of the Spirit of God, as well as a

blessing activity. SomebWy said wherever Paul went there was either a riot or

a revival, there was onedect or the other, it was impossible to remain neutral.

So the word of God which brings joy and help to some, brings misery to others when

the indifference, the easy sensation of just sliding with the current is no longer

possible. And here it recognizes the fact Gods sovereignty, the fiat that no

one stands still, the fact that !-who rejectl the word of God will inevitably

go into that which is far worse. They have rejected God and now the Lord permits

them to further on in the direction in which they have deliberately gone. Be we

have that very interesting description in v.11 and 12...

11. (3/4)

... txt verses 11 and 12 we read that they are like children, or no, not yet, they are

like people to whom a book is read, and here is a sealed book which is handed to

some one who can read, and they say to the man who can read, read that. Re says

I can't read it, it's sealed, Well, if it were sealed and the people that gave it to them

had no right to break the seal, and he didn't either, very proper not to react a private

communication, but the fact that they go to hint and ask him to read it, shows that

they are supposed to have the right to break that seal, and when toy come and say here

read this, he is expected to open up the envelope and read it. And he says, I cant

read it, It's sealed. So then they go another man who can't read and they say read
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this, end he says I can't read it,, I can't read. In other words, everybody will 'ive

any kind of an excuse rather than pay attention to the word d God. The person who is

reedy to keep the word 6 God can find it. The person who is ready to give heed to

the light that he has, God will give more light to him. It is the st of the indifferent,

the spirit of honoring Hin with their lips, but their heart far from Him, t1 do not

bother, they always have an excuse why they whould follow along to know the Lord.

So he gives the very interesting comparison of them, people making any kind of an

excuse rather than to study your word. Learn to read if you can't read, loam how to

break t seal if you don't know, but get into the word and see what it means. So

he concludes in v.13, therefore, the Lord said this people draws nigh/with their

mouth and with their lips they honor me, but they have removed their heart far from

me, and their reverence toward me, their ceremonies, their attitude La folloWng

men's commands rather than following God's way. They do it this way becaa so their

ancestors did it, they do it just the way people say, rather than because this is

what they find in God's word, and what He wants. Yes, Mr. MLUe (2 3/4) Yes,

you've raised a very Interesting question of hermeneutics. You take a verse by

itself, and very frequently there are many way. in which it could be interpreted. it

is true in almost any sense, in almost any discussion. You take a sentence by itself

and there are different ways of Understanding It, some sentences, there is a great deal

in it, but it is so clear, there is no question about it. In other., there is quite a

variety of possibilities of interpretation. But just about every sentence has to be

interpreted in the light of context, and you have to see what is the basic idea in the

context,, and then see, does this fit into that, does it represent a departure from it,

does it represent a change of thought, does It add to the understanding, does it

illustrate, what is its relation toward the central thought in the context? Now the

central thought in the context here is v.13, and the previous expression is vv.9 andlO.
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And in those the whole note is denunciation of people because their heart is far from

God. And therefore the vision is become to them, he says, like this, this we will

expect then, will be an illustration of that which is stated in plain language before

and after. Now if we find that it isn't then we have to investigate and see whether

this represents a change in thought from what precedes and follows, or wther we

have perhaps misinterpreted what precedes and follows, there are alwys those

possibilities. d it is true that as you look at the excuses which are given there,

it would' they souond very plausible, they sound very plausible, and it might very

well be that instead of 9 and 10 and 13 being like the, you might say, these people

are in a very unfortunate situation, they have no access to the word of God. The word

of God in their country is in such a situation that the king and the church have forbidden

people to read, and therefore the people who are learned, the Bible is a closed book

to them, they are unable to read it because it is sealed, they are forbidden to look at

it. On the other hand, in this country there are peop who have access to the /Sible,

but these people are unfortunately people who can't read, and therefore,UPcan

look at the pages, it means nothing to them, they can't read it. That is to say, these

two verses could fit very well into that type of context, because each of them can be

interpreted as a valid excise, but since what is before and after describes a people

whose eyes are closed and their ears are covered, they're In & deep sleep they're

staggering but not with strong drink, and then the Lord condemns them for it and says,

they draw near with their mouth, but their heart is far from me, it seems to be necessary

then to put the stress in what is-in the middle, not on their being valid emusox,

but on their being hunting around for something for an excuse, and it impresses me

that therefore we are required to say, well, these people who say they can't read it

because it is sealed, there is some way they could get it unsealed, it is an excuse

rather than a reason, and these peo who can't read it because they can't read,
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well they could get someone else to read it, or they could learn to read. In the con

text it seems to be required that the excuses are not valid excuses It could be,

those two alone, I think, very readily, bould be a picture of people in a condition

where they have no appetite for the word, they're cut off from it, but with the de

nunciation after, it seems rather to be a picture of people who are taking their dis

ability and being satisfied with their disability and not trying to remedy It, but

making them an excuse for not following the words of the Lord. Mr. Abbott? (6 3/4)

A new start and a brand new subject in 13. If the chapter ended there it certainly

would not be impossible, but v.13 says wherefore the Lord says, and he denounces

them. It would seem to requtre that the thing that he is denouncing them for is what

has immediately preceded, and what has immediately preceded is a description, an

example of that which he is here generalizing. It is a matter of interpretation In

relation to context. Now of course if you leave out vv.ll and 12, you take 10 followed

right by 13 and say the Lord has poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and

has closed your eyes. 13, W!larefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as they draw near with

their mouth, with their lips do honor me, but have removed their heart far from me,

then you are faced with a problem. God has done it, and yet he rebukes them. But

you are faced with that problem any way you read it. There is an element in it of a

situation which multiplies, and which God Himself contributes to, but there is also

a definite denunciation, which implies that the people deliberately tak an

attitude of indifference, and failure to follow on. Mr. Miller? (8) We have to

assume that from the context, this 13, that shows that this is a picture of a wrong

heart condition, that the excuses, though they have a great measure of apparent

validity are yet insufficient to account for the failure to readl( the book that the Lord

has given. That reminds me of an English official, his name slips me, he was an

English governor of Jerusalem, and then Governor of Judea, then they transferred him

to Cypress end he was governor-enora1 of Cypress, and he told how when he got to
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Cypress, he found that the peo in the government dflce were working 6 hours a

day. He said that he said they should do two more hours work, so he said some

them came to him and said well we can't, we can't start earlier than 10 in the morning,

it is absolutely impossible, we can't get in from our places where we live, into the

offices, before 10 In the morning. He went to others and they said we can't possibly

work 4tore than 6 hours in a day because we have to leave at 4 in the afternoon for

our golf courses, it would be impossible. And then e found they were hatng a long

lunch hour he says how about cutting dawn on the lunch hour, and they said that, s

impossible, bbsolute ly. In this hot clim we have to have the relaxation of the

lunch hour, and so he said they all had reasons why they couldn't work more than

so many hours. So he says, all right, let's forget the reasons, w$Won't argue about

it any more, we just say that I'ou put in 8 hours. So they pit in 8 hours. They all

had excuses and they were good excuses, and he couldn't answer them all. Never

theless the object had to be mat and it was up tothem to find some way around,

and that was the way he expressed it,, and I think that is what the Lord is saying here.

If we really put Him first, we can find a way to serve Him. We can. We have

valid excuses, we have valid reasons for not putting the Lord first, but

is not of account when you compare it with the magnitude of the obligation. It is

sufficient validity for many ordinary things, but for the obligation to follow the Lord

with your heart and make your
life

count for Him, the excuses given are not sufficient.

So his conclusion is that we draw near with our mouth, and with our lips we honor

aim, but our heart is far from Him. Like the salesman I heard of who said that he

was in a very hospitable area and he would come through there every week and stop

at the different places, and there was one piece he always stopped at 12 o'clock and

got their order and every time they'd say well now won't you stay to lunch? Please

stay to lunch, and he sk said they were so very hospitable but he always had to

hurry on. So he said oh I am so sorry I can't, and he went on, but he said one time
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I thought, I guess I will, so when they said, won't you stçy to lunch, he said, why

I guess I will, thank you. Oh, they said, we didn't mean today. Their hospitality

was a hospitality of the lips, not of the heart. It was a beautiful gesture.

A man was in Cuba, was it, arltT in a Spanish house, and he saw a

picture, a beautiful picture. My, he said, I love that picture, it is so lovely. Take

it, Senor, it is yours, take it. So he sent the porter over from the hotel the ns* day,

to get the picture, and they were quite indignant, they never dreamed of giving him

the picture. It was just good Spanish politeness to say take it , it's yours, when

you admire anything. There is a lot of that that is understood to be politeness and

nobody ever things of taking it seriously, but God doesn't want to be treated that way.

He wants us to drew near, not with our lips, but with our heart. Yes? (12) There

is in the immediate statement no evidence of drawing near with thd lips but I think

it is implied that they are. (stu.) Well you have to assume the situaticn " He says,

Foasmuch as this people--he is describing their whole situation, and before he has

been simply illustrating one aspect of the situation. Their not drawing near with the

heart, but we can assume they say an awful lot more than (12 V2)

Although of course, even 11 end 12

can (12 1/2) they're drawing near With their lips. You say, road this,

please read it. Oh, he says, I'd so like to read it, ' Here is this man highly

educated, knows several languages, Oh. I'd be just tickd to reed it through, I'd

just love to, but you see, it is sealed. I couldn't do that, I couldn't break the seal.

I'd just love to do it. They're very, very polite in the Ix language, and then you come

up to this other man and you say, will you please read this to me, and oh, he says,

sure, he says, unfasten it. No obstacle. I'd be very glad to read it, I'd like to do

anything I could to help, but I'm just so sorry, I just never learned to reed, can't do it.

They've always got an excuse, in other words, rather than seeking to find a__.. a

way around the excuse, and I think there's an implication when you say, read it,
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that
and he says I can't, for this reason, n how much hike to, how very happy

he is to help you. It isn't expressed, but I think it is implied...

12 (3/4)

.ao we have here then an attitude which is similar to that of Ahaz. Ahaz says I

will not tempt the Lord. Beautiful. What kind ofYlovtier expression of piety can

you ask? Isaiah says ask a sign of the Lord, ask it in the heights above or the depths

below, ask a sign of the Lord. Ahaz says, I won't tempt the Lord. He is a beautiful

pious man, very, very loyal to the Lord, except that he won't do anything to sews

the Lord, he just has beautiful language, that's all. So Isaiah turns on him and

says, oh, house of David, is it not enough that you weary men, but will you weary

my God also? Now here he turns to these nobles and says, this people drew. mw

to me with their lips, but with their heart far trom me, therefore, I will proceed to do

a marvelous work among them. A marvelous work, a marvelous work and a wonder.

Something that is most unexpected, surely this language means. This Isn't just an

ordinary thing, why look at this boy here that I've awed to chop some wood and to

clean out the porch and 80 on, and he has done nothing tout it, I'm going to paddle

him good. All right, you say, but you wouldn't say, I'm going to do a marvelous

work end a wonder. You don't use those terms, there is something very unusual. He

is not simply going to chastise, He is going to chastise in a very unusual way. There

is something very remarkable when there is a marlous work among these people,

even a marvelous work and a wonder, something very unusual. Well, we had the same

thing back with Ahaz.

God will giveyou a sign, a virgin will have a child, this is a marvelous thing

that is golrq to happen. Ahaz, the unworthy sign of the house of David is going to be

replaced by a worthy on. to sit on his throne, who is indeed to be Imznanuel.

Now what's going to happen to this people? Well, it's a marvelous work, what is it?

The wisdom of their wise men will perish end the understanding of their prudent will
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be hid. What is so marvelous about that? What is so wonderful about that? What is

so out of the ordinary about that? Well, the implication is , there is something that

is very unusual, very unexpected, something strange. 1yhat is the strange thing that

is going to happen? Well, a portion of it is that the wisdom of their wise men jish..,

a portion of it is that the understanding of their prodent men shall be hidden. We have

been told that in v.10, the Lord has poured a spirit of a deep sleep on them, the Lord

has closed their eyes, but now we're told a remarkable thing is going to happen,. the

wisdom of their wise men will perish. What is it that's going to happen?

Well v.15, Woe to them that seek deep to hide their counsel from the Lord

and their works are in the dark. Who seeks to hide counsel from the Lord? The nobles

are making the clever scheme along with AMz, not telling the people about it, not

telling the ecclesiastical leaders of the nation about tt, but they are going around,

behind everybody's back, to hire Tiglath-pileser to come in and thinking that is going

to protect their nation. They are trying to hide their counsel from the Lord and are

putting human wisdom ahead of Gdd' s Revelation and of the protection that God can

give. Well, what's going to happen about this, what's d going to do?

V.16, surely yourturning of things upside down, you turned things upside

down, you put human wisdom on top and used God's wisdom merely as an excuse,

you're reversing the true order, instead of coming in prayer and in careful study of the

Word, to know what God wants you to do, you make your plans then you ask God to

bless your çbns, you make the decision and then you look to Him to bless it and to

enable you to carry out what you think is wise, instead of seeking the divine wisdom

your
contained in the Word, to find out what you should do, turning things upside

down shall be esteemed as the potter's clay--unusual phrase, what Is the potter's clay?

The potter's clay, as Jeremiah tells us, the potter takes the clay and he makes the

veseM and then the vessel is marred in his hands, and he changes it and makes a

different kind of a vessel. The potter has complete control over the clay, to make ott
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of it what he wants, but these people are trying to use God as a sort of a magical

thing to carry out their devices, instead of God's being the Lord and their being His

servants, they are ordering God what He is to do, and we try to do that so much in our

prayers today, such a tendency that way. We want to do this, we may think this is

the greatest thing for the glory of God, but we're going to do it the way we think it

ought to be, and so we turn things upside down. Isth says that is wrong. Shall the

word say of him that made it, he made me not, or shall the things fran ad, say of him

that framed it, he hath no understanding? No instead of making these clever human

schemes we should look to the Lord and trust Him and try to find out what His will is

and get oursdvès in line with it. They say " during the Civil War, somebody said to

Lincoln, Lincoln, do you think that God is on our side? Lincoln said I'm not half so

interest.d to know whether God is on our side as to know whether we're on God's

side. And that's what Isaiah says here, if we as on the Lord's side, if we are following

what He says, His word, then we can be sure that He will carry things out according

to Al is will, and it is a much more important question, are we on God's side? Be

cause if we are on God's side, then we know He is one our side, and if we're not on

God's side we have nay' right to ask Him to bless our clever schemes, and our plans,

and our wisdom, so He says what He is going to do. What is He going to do? Is Am

not yet a very little while and Lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field, and the

fruitful field shall be esteemed as a forest? This is what He is going to do, what God

is going to do? What is He going to do? He is going to turn Lebanon into a fruitful

field. And He is going to make the fruitfulf field be esteemed a a a forest. Well,

somebody says here is an improvement in both. God is going to make Lebanon become

a fruitful field, going to make the fruitful field become a forest. Everyth.ng is goLng

to impve. That is good post-millennial doctrine, but! don't find it in this verse.

It seems as if the verse, Lebanon tertainly is the forest of Lebanon, there is no

question of that, there is a parallel here, of two things in one order and then in the
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revers, order in the next. One is changed and the other is changed. That which was

wild country becomes a fruitful field, that which was a fruitful field becomes wild

country. Now what is Lebanon? What does Lebanon stand for? Well, we had

Lebanon just beck in chapter 10, and you remember that there in chapter 10 we found

that he spoke about the Assyrians, and the Assyrian " the greet enemy, he said,

would be cut dawn and v.34 says he shall cut down the thickets of the forest with iron,

and Lebanon shall fall Dyl mighty one. The forest there was not a figure there for

that which is uncultivated, but for that which is trong and powerful, but more important

which is outside. It was that which was outside of the land of promise. It was the

greet forest outside the area of , Israel which God had promised P'.,"(8 V2)

this is going to fall. But from Israel, the stem of Jesse, the kingdom of David which

has fallen, cut of that a branch is going to grow up out of his root, so Lebanon there

stands for that which is outside of the area of God's blessing, of God's people,

of God's message.

Well, now here surely in v.16 we read of your turning things upside down,

certainly they have turned things upside down, now God is going to turn things upside

down. How? He is going to take Lebanon which is outside the area of God's promise,

Lebanon which is the untilled forest, the uncultiVated forest, the region where the

trees grew up wild and he is going to make that like a field that has been carefully

cultivated and is producing fruit, and you remember how we read in the New Testament

a bout Jesus said that he had a vineyard and he let It cut to husbandmen, and he came

to them and asked whether the vineyard was producing, and you remember the iig tree

he said is not producing figs as it should be, and he cursed it, his fruitful field

is supposed to be producing, and when he finds that it isn't, it is apt to be cursed.

But hers that which is ou*ide and is not cultivated, and is not expected to be pro

ducing, is olng to become a fruitfulè field, and that which is inside, which has been
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cultivated, and i ich one would expect would be the place which was producing, it

is going to be considered as if it were a forest, as if it were something outside the

area of God's plan. Well, this is the marvelous thing that he is going to do, the

marvelous work among Is people, the marvelous work and the wonder which involves

the perishing of the wisdom of their Wi ø men, and the hiding of the understanding

of their prudent men, and in Isaiah's day, tern sure people would read this and say

what is the marvelous work that is going to come? Are these Assyrians going to

become God's people? Are they going to become the ones whom He teaches His word

to and are the Israelites going to become like the Assyrians? Is that what it means?

And they wonder and nobody kkew for sure exactly what it meant, $o they pondered

over it until the apostle Paul said, here is what was predicted, here we see it,

that Israel who has been following God and saying the words He gave, and pod orniing

the ceremonies, they have not attained to their (11 1/4) that they

should have attained, because they }a vs been seeking it, not with faith, but with

forms and ceremonies, while the Gentiles Who have not been seeking, to them He

has brought the message of salvation and among the Gentiles, a sizeable group which

would become larger than the group from among the Jews who had accepted it, who

were receiving the message of salvation, and so we had in Isa " 7 the prediction of

the removal of the unworthy leader, the unworthy sto of the house of Datd, and the

substitute for him of God's own appointed One. And here we have, speaking to the

nobles the declaration of the removal of the grace of God( from the nobles and the

leaders who should have been the leaders of God's people, but who had been following

Him with their lips instead of with their heart, and the substitution of others who

by God's marvelous grace, are selected from among those who had not had the same

equal opportunities, Of course, neither one is complete, it doesn't mean that all

of one is rejected, or all of one accepted by any means, there are many Gentiles,

innumerable ones who are not elect and there are innumerable Israelites who are
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elect, but it means a change of the leadership of God's people, a change in it from

these who have proven themselves unworthy to a different group, and so this is the

marvelous work that he is going to produce. Marvelous means not just something that

you can't Imagine how it will be done, but something t is very strange, very differ

ent from what you would expect would be done. Something that you wonder at because

it is not what would normally seem would be the natural thing to occur, and so Me

continues, He speaks About these who have been outside the pale completely, these

who have not known the truth, He calls them the deaf in v.18. He says the day is

coming when the deaf will hear the words of the book, and the e of the blind will

see out of obscurity, d out of darkness. Ye who were quite outside of the family

of Israel...

13. (3/4)

...tnew nothing of God's rd, ye who were blind and deaf, they are going to speak

of salvation, and many of them are going to rejoice " The meat offering, those who

seem to be, those who am not proud d king their places as leaders yet, but those

who are humbly desiring to know the Will of God, they will increase their joy in

the Lord, and theØow among them will rejoice in the Holy One of Israel. For the

terrible one is brought to nought, and the scorner is consumed and all that watch for

iniquity are cut off, that make a man an cf fender for a word and lay a snare for him that

reproves in the gate, and turn aside the just for a thing of nought. Therefore thus

saith the Lord, -who is the Lord-the Lord is the one who redeemed Israel. Why

did He redeem Israel? Redeemed Abraham? You might say, why does God redeem the

people of Judah. Because they're children of Israel, they're descendants of the one

whom God has blessed, they we the ones who deserve it, because they're His de

scendants, then why did He bless Jacob or Israel? Because was Isaac's son.

Why did He bless Isaac? Because he was the son of Abraham, the frid of God.
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But He doesn't allow any of those answers, because Re calls Himself, very unusual,

not the God who has redeemed Jacob, but the God who has redeemed Abraham, and

there is absolutely nothing in ancestry to account for the redemption of Israel.

Abraham is one to is gabbed from out of the miscellaneous mass

who is the recipient of God's wonderful sovereign grace. He is the one whom God

calls out from the wicked city of TJr and brings Him His blessing, so this is stressing

the sovereignty of God in redemption. Not th. one 'who is fulfilling the promises he

makes to the fathers which He will fulfill, blessings to thousands of generations

that follow Rim and that do His will. No, this is the soveróign grace of God re-

, the
cevinne who who could have no possible clain upon him, the one who redeemed

Abrah What does He say about the house of Jacob? Jacob will not now be ashamed,

neither will }s face wax pale. Well, why won't it wax pal.? Jacob is God's, the

heed of God's people, he looks at his descendants, they should be the leaders of

God's people, he sees them turning into thb clever scheme of alliance with the

wicked Tiglath'pileser, using their human schemes in order to advance their ideas,

and thinking they get deliverance and peace in that way, Jacob is ashamed, his

face waxes pale, but he says, he will not now be ashamed, nor will his face wax pale.

Why? He sees them turning off into paths of wickedness, he sees them heeded for

destruction, naturally he would wax pale, but he is going to see something else,

he is going to see his children, the work of my hand. He is going to see the true Israi

of God, that is the Israel who are the work of God's hands, those W a have enjoyed

the wonderful blessing of God's sovereign election, those vèi o have had the redemption

that God has given them, those whom He has selected whether Jew or Gentile, He

sees them in the midst of him, He sees them in a great number of he Israel of God,

so Jacob no longer waxes pale but he sees what God has med.. Remember, Jesus

said, that God can of these stones ma*e those to praise Rim. Well, ever one that

is a true believe is a stone made into a child of Abraham, because it is only God's
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sovsrign grace that made anyone, 10w or Gentile, to be a true believer, a member of

the family of God, so bro sees his children, the work of mm. hands, in the midst

of him, he sees the greatly increased multitude of his descendants but the multitude

was enlarged, because the true Israel had boon enlarged by those whom God had brought

in. It is as the olive tree In Romans, a picture of the olive' tree, when you say,

in which the wild branches have been grafted in. He sees the.. and they shall

sanctify my name and snctUy the Holy One of Israel, end fear the God of Israel.

So we have here a marvelous picture in these verses of God's future plan, just as lea. 7

give us His marvelous future plans in substituting for the leadership of the house of

David His own Immanuel. This shows us His marvelous future plan in substituting

for the leadership of His people simply those who thought they had a hereditary claim,

In moving for a time the center of His blessing to a people who are drawn from outside,

from Lebanon* the forest outside, but who are the work of His hands, and graft It

in to the Olive Tree, His true revelation. And I see, and it would be possible to

interpret v.24 as a continuation of what has raeded, but I feel that in line with the

t.achIags of Paul about the Olive Use,, and in line with k. previous whole picture

whom man goes so far and then God Intervenes, I feel that v.24 represents a new

ides, a different Idea than has been given before. In v18 we have the dead and the

blind, those * o can't help themselves, they're outside the e, but God In His

marvelous grace, permits them to see and to hear and to learn His won! and to become

as the children of Jacob, the work of His hands, but now we have not those who were

blind, not those who ,?I?&d.a1 not those who are outside the family of God, but those

who have erred La spirit, but those who have erred In spirit, those who have wandered

astray, those who were physically Israel but who have wandered astray, they are

going to come to understand, and they that murmured shall learn doctrine , and that it

seems to me is a parallel to the last part of Paul's picture of the olive tree where u1
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says that if the casting aside of the natural olive tree branch and the grafting in of

wild branches, if that had been salvation and blessing for the world, what will

be the regrafting in of the natural branches but resurrection from the dead, so here

we have, I believe, the grafting back into their n olive tree of Israel as a nation

born in a day, at the end of the age, as so described in Roman. where Paul says,

and so all Israel shall be saved, and Christian interpreters through the ages until

recen1?nJcY that as meaning that all of Israel is going to be a nation, born

in a day, brought into the kingdom at the end of this age by a marvelous act of God

wonderful grace. There are Intl*se recent days certain amillsnnlalists who write

books in which tey say it doesn't mean anything like that at all. When Paul says,

So all IsraelM*1l be saved, he means that this is the way that any of Israel who wobs

were saved, will be saved. So, so all Isra$l will be saved means no Israelites are

saved except those who are saved through accepting Christ, but in the context,

Christians have through the ages accepted it to mean that a great outpouring of Gods

grace upon Israel as a whole at the end of the age, and if you take it that way, that

most Christian interpreters till recently, and I think the bulk today, have interpreted,

it seems to me that this parallels to them. So that in this last verse we have that

final step in the process as God permits Isaiah to noe forward into the distant future,
throuh th distant ages.

as to His dealing with the people of- Go4' So you see why (8 2/4)

look at this 29 th chapter is a very wonderful chapter with its picture of God's dealing

with His people, in His plan of the coming of Christ and through the whole of the presen

age and on through the future. Mr. Vannoy? (9) Yes I feel that generalized dictates

as tc)*hat you can or can't do are simply false method of reasoning. I feel that you

have to take the facts and see in the light of context what is taught, and I would say tha

Israel as a nation of individuals of a certain blood, and Israel as the true believers in

God, have to be distinguished as to which is in mind in any particular passage, but

the two overlap to a very great extent, and they cannot be cktlnguished in the sense of
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being completely separated. There are times when they overlap very largely, and there

are times when they overlap to a vey considerable extent, and there are times when

they overlap only a very little. But to put them in two categories, I sea no warrant

for that anywhere in Scripture. But I've heard people say, that there are God's earthly

people who were promised land, and there are God's heavenly people who were

promised salvation. Well, what good would lend be to anybody without salvation?

I think that is ridiculous nonsense. God called a people to be the medium for giving

of His ward, and preparing the way for the coming of His son, the purpose was

spiritual, tl*knd was a minor but important feature of the spirtual purposes, but the

vital thing is the spiritual purpose, not the land, and in the original calling to Abraham

there is nothing said about the lend part, the land as time goes stressed a little

more than before, but that's not the major thing at all, and a. to just what distinctions

there may be in the millennium, why we can't tell a lot about it, there will be dis

tinctions of certain types, of course, there is specialisation in the Lord's work, in

evitably, but to get it right down into very simple divisions, why you just don't have

the data, and those lines don't usually work out like that anyway. I would feel that

there are those who explain away the millennium, all through the Scripture. They say

it is simply the preaching of the gospel, that's all. Well I think that is entirely

wrong, and then there are others who want to find the millennium in every verse. I

tl*tk that Is equally wrong. And I thlk we have to take each passage and see what it

is talking about, and decide. And where I used to teach, before I was here, you

had a great task to persuade people that isaiah 2 was talking about the millennium.

I think it Is very clear, there is no question it is the millennium, but then when I began

teaching prophets in this seminary, I found people were aghast when I pointed out that

Isaiah 4 was not a picture of the millennium but a picture of the present age, the

picture is antithetical to that in 2 " There are two different pictires, different situation

altogether. One is a time when there is no external danger, the other is a time when
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there is protection from the external danger that is all around. They are utterly

different pictures, and the people who say there is nothing about the present age in

the Old stament. Well, you show me one place in the New Testament where it says

there is nothingt the presen9in the old Testament, and I will say if that is

God'. Word of course it is true, but until you find such a statement it is purely

imagination. And this passage and quite a few other passages make perfect sense when

you see them as picttr of God's plan for the ages, and if not why you're almost as

bad off trying to interpret them as you are trying to interpret the millennial passages

from an audllennial viewpoint, where you get into other matters. (stu 13) 1 don't

think the linear figure quite fits. U you use the word dispensationalism in a harmful

sense, in a sense of making false divisions which just don't exist, I think aaiilennial"

tern is the most dispensational view there is, in that sense, that's my criticism.

I think the word is an unfortunate word, because it stresses certain very wonderful

things and can be interpreted in such a way as to stress certain misinterpretations.

It can be used in c good way ore bad way, Ithink it is anunm*anateword. I think

the same wayith covenant theology, it is used in a bout 50 different sense., some

of which are excellent, and some of which are terrible, and the two of them lave to be

deftnbd, but I think the thing is to see what is in the word and stand on whatever you

find there, wherever you find it. And I believe we find the millennium very, very claarl

and I think we find the course of this present age depicted as the prophet glances

(141/2) I think God gave marvelous MMw glimpses

and this chapter I think is one of the finest of the

I think this interpretation I've given, everything falls in line, it just words

straight out, it is very clear, and otherwise you've got a lot of wards, a lot of rather

unrelated sentences.
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..at that place I think that particular note is in error, I don't think this is a description

(3/4) and

I think v.24 is the very end of this section. Yes? (1) Yes, thank you very much. It

Is better to give it to you now than to put it on the board Friday because you have much

more time to work on it, and you can do a much better job. The assignment has 3

parts to it. The first part is this, please it down rapidly, I meant to give it to

you at the beginning of he hour. The first part briefly examine Isa.13.1, 15.1, 17.1

and 19. 1. Just see what those verses mean and what do they have in common. Very

quickly done, nothing to write. Number 2 write a brief discussion of Isa.30.6, just

brief, vft emphasis an that W ich is like the verses you've looked at before under *1.

That brief discussion I 0d like turned in. Isa.30.6. Numbewrit4 a full-this is not

brief, 3 is as much as 1 and 2 put together and multiplied by LO-write a full outline

and discussion of the progress of thought entire chapter. Now this one,

the people who are taking this for undergraduate credit I would say put at least 4 hours

on this assignment for next time. 2 credit class, 2 hours of class, four hours outside,

and some weeks we have not assigned anyt)*ig, so if anybody wants to do more than 4,

that is optional, but I'm assigning it four for undergraduates. For graduate students

six. Assignment is the same, but the graduate students do 2 hours longer. Next

Monday morning by 11 o'clock, please have them in my box so that I can look them over.

Thank you. (3 1/2, break, record starting again at 3 3/44/9/62)

" . .1 think everything falls in place, the passage makes perfect sense. It gives a

consistent picture of God's plan, fits in with other parts of the Bible, every word in it,

has a purpose in the conveying of the truth that is there included. Now we went

straight through it and I believe I kought out all the vital points, but before goigg on,

I'd like to ask if there is anything that isn't clear, any question, any particular aspect

that we should look at a little further? Anybody have any such?

.factora in which there are quite a few verses that I have to say well now
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I'm just not sure what that means, but I don't feel that way about 29. I feet as if once

you get the key, see how it fits together, how it relates to what precedes, how it re-

lates to Isa.7, and what the parallel is to the New Testament teaching, it seems to me

that every e word falls in place, that there is no real problem involved in it, but

the interpretation I gave you, going straight through, I have not come across in any

book. Cf course I haven't looked up every book on it, 4 it may be some where, but

i haven't seen it. But if everything to perfectly clear on that to you and you have no

questions or problems on any part of it, then we can go on to chapter 30. U not, I'd

like to look into any problems nyone has to raise. Everybody seems to understand

it perfectly, that is wonderful. Then we go on to chapter 30. Oh, I just get a glimpse

of Mr. Gregory once in a while, when he pokes his la ad around, that's better. All

right, now let's look at chapter 30.

Now in chapter 30, we start in with a title which seems to go back to the

section that ran through verses 9-43, It has the same sort of a criticism of the

people's character and attitude. It ties us back then immediately. We are not tied

up to the end of the chapter where we have this picture of God's plan, this turning

things upside down, which runs from verses i -24, we are carried back to the place

where he began his discussion of the character of the people, a character that is

quite similar to the character of Ahaz. We are not only, however, carried back tot he

beginning, tb this middle part of chapter 29, we are also carried back to chapter 7.

What is there in this verse Oft particularly carries us back to chapter 7, Mr. Golin?

How does v.1 of chapter 30 which takes us back, not to the previous 8 verses but to

what was the section that preceded them, how does it carry us back also to chapter 7?

Hope everyone is looking either in your own English Bible or your own I! ebrew Bible.

Yes, Mr. Abbott? (7) You say, as far as the time is concerned that we're moving

forward, but I don't sac any reason to think that we have moved any distance yet, here.

In chapter 29 he attacks the clever plan which Ahaz and his nobles have made, to
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rescue them from Ephraim and Sytia, and he says instead of that you should have looked

to God for help and trusted God. Your plan is goigg to bring you into terrthle situation

where Jerusalem will be about ready to be destroyed but God will deLiver. Then, he

comes beck to that same attitude again here. He says woe to hem that look for

counsel to men, not to me. He is going back I would say to that $ame*heme. Now

of course he is looking forward to a continuance of the attitude on the people' a part.

But I see no reason in the world to say that he is cutting cif (7 3/4)

at the time of Ahaz. Yes? (stu.) Well, now that's the next verse. We are not to the

next verse yet, We're on v.1 uwv now. V.1 shows the people saying we are going to

get Assyria to help us against Ephraim and Syria, that's the way we're goi4 to get

deliverance. God said your scheme for deliverance in going to backfire, He said it's

going to simply do away with the buffer state, you'll have Assyria right next to you,

Jerusalem is going to be like Ansi, going to be reduced to a terrible condition, where

disaster seems iznmediat y ahead, but then God says, I'm going to intervene and

going to protect Jerusalem from the situation into which you bring it. But then He

goes back to your chaacter that is going to bring that on it, and criticizes their

character that turn to these schemes instead of following God, in the middle section

of chapter 29. Then in the latter part, just as he told Ahas, Ahax I'm going to replace

you by a true descendant of D*d, a true leader of the house of David, here He says

to the leaders of God's people who were looking to men inst4ad of to God, I am

going to replace you with another I'm going to turn things upside down, replace

you with another people, as the center of the carrying on of the work of 'cod, but

then eventually r m going to bring you beck in to the olive tree. Now He continues

on the same theme.

He says in this verse, Woe to them that,rebelLtous children, that take counsel,

but not of ins. The nobles and Ahaz, they take counsel together, they don't ask the
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Lord what He thinks, what are His principles, what does He have in mind they should

do, instead they work out their clever schemes, and then their clever schemes that

they work out, that they think is going to succeed, he says won't succeed, so He

says this is the situation you're going to be in, you are facing Assyria, with nothing

in between, you're in far worse danger than before, and then they answer, they say

now maybe they immediate answer-they say, well, if that happens this is what

we're going to do. M ybe, however, he looks forward to what they will answer

when the situation gets into that. Here they're faced with Israel and Syria. Trust

in God, He will deliver you, if you put your heart dritirely in His will. They say,

no, you can't se God, these beautiful platitudes, but we've got to have helpers,

somebody that has got some force. Let's get Assyria. So Isaiah says well, you go

to Assyria, next you know, you'll have a worse enemy than these, you'll have

Assyria. They say, well, all right than, if we get facing with Assyria, we'll do

the same thing we did before, we look to Assyria to protect us from Ephraim arid

Syria, now with Assyria against us, now we look to Egypt, we'll play off the great

powers, one against the other, that way we'll be safe. That'll be our next step in

doing exactly the same thing we were doing before, but doing it In the next step

when we find that scheme backfires, we'll make another one exactly like it. We

will look to Egypt for help, so he says, woe to tie people that take counsel, but not

of me, that cover with a covering.-he told them in 28 the covering is too s) to

cover you, the bedding is too narrow, to wrap yourself in, cover with a covering, but

not of my spirit, that they add sin to sin. You have been blameworthy before God,

you have had sin in looking to Assyria instead of God, for help against Syria and

Ephraim, now you're going to add sin to sin, you're going to look to Egypt for help,

instead of trusting God and following Him against Assyria. God will deliver you

from Assyria, by this tremendous thing that He has promised to do, that is to deliver

you by a miraculous protection of Jerusalem, but no, you've got to go to Egypt for help.
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Well, did they ever look to Egypt for help? Well, as we find in isa. 36.6

in the section with which we began our examination of this n s sage, this semester,

we found that in Isa. 36.6, that he said, that the King of Assyria said to Hezekiah,

Lo, thou trustest in the staff of this broken reed, on Egypt, whereon if a man lean

it will go into his hand and pierce it. So Is Pharaoh king of Egypt to all that trust

in him, that is what Sennacherib's representative/ aaeto Hezeki&i about their trusting

in Egypt, which shows 'ery clearly that in the time between the failure of Ahaz' plan

to deliver them by having Assyria come, and Assyria has removed the buffer state,

now between that and the time described in chapter 36, they ) ye been doing exactly

the same thing as before only with a different people, they have been looking to Egypt

for help against Assyria, just as before they looked to Assyria for help against Syria

and Egypt. So here in this 30th chapter of aiah, here, we just started looking at this

2nd verse and we find how it fits in with the statement in chapter 36...

15. (3/4)

Sennacherib' a representative is going to say to them, when he Is actually come,

Isaiah here, I would guess, still in the time of Ahaz, though it may be that these

chapters were added on, rather than all being given immediately at the time of the

banquet, my guess would be that he is right at the banquet. My guess would be that

this is at the very time in which in chapter 28, we had Isaiah gotg into the banquet

and rebuking the nobles for their trusting Assyria instead of trusting God, and that here

now they are saying, well, if that works out the way he says and we have Assyria

as our enemy, we'll just look to Egypt, and we'll bet help from Egypt. That would be

my guess Now it's possible that instead of that Isaiah wrote it five or ten years

later, in addition. But it seems to me more natural that right then God permitted him

to look on into the future, and that he eiV)*r said this at the banquet, at which chapter

28 occurs, or else that he, having made a start at the banquet, and then finally
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gotten thrown out before he got it all said, he went on and wrote down what he would

have said if he'd gone on talking an hour or two. At any rate I think it relates right

to that situation, they're looking to the next step. He said, the Lord said, you're

not asking counsel of me, you're looking for your own clever schemes to protect

yourself, they won't work, Assyria is not going to simply deliver you from Ephraim

and Syria, you'll have a worse enemy in front of jou than you had before. They say,

well,, then we'U look to Egypt, so now we find that in thee. next few verse, he is

dealing with this matter of Egypt. V.3, therefore shall the strength of Pharaoh be

your shame and to trust in the shadow of Egypt your confusion. That is exactly the

idea that is brought out so forcibly by S.nnecherib's representative in that interesting

figure of speech, that he uses in 36.6 where it says, Egypt is a broken reed, trust in

it and it will go through your hand, pierce through your hand,

So her. he is saying the same thing in advance, they're goh to find it does

not work and S.nnacherib's representatives will (3) Now he says, your

princes will be at Zoan and your ambassadors come to Hanes, these places in Egypt,

but you will find that it Won't help. The strength of Pharaoh will be your shame,

trust in the shadow of Egypt your confusion. They are all ashamed of a people that

could not profit them, nor be an help nor profit, but a sham., and also a reproach.

You won't get anything out of this looking to Egypt, they'll take all you give them,

but they won't give you any real protection. Now v.6 begins with a verse and I asked

you today to look up certain verses. I asked everybody, didn't I? The hole class.

All right, the first of those was 13.1. The burden of Babylon, the thing

lifted up or carded, about Babylon. You go on and there I.. God's mesaage of rebuke

regarding Babylon. The next time we find that expression I. in 15.1. Did you look at

that, Mr. Cohen? Well, what do you think it means there? (4) You look at 17.1,

what does that mean? Against Damascus. A message which the prophet has relating
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to Damascus. Actually the chapter relates more to Egypt than Damascus, but it

does relate to Damascus. And then did I mention 1911? What did yainotice in 19.1

Mr. Miller? Yes, what does it say? What does that mean? Mr. Grauley, what do

you think about v.6 of chapter 30. You get light on the problem by the Hebrew word?

The answer is, no, the Hebrew word is different. And therefore Mr. Gregory is quite

right in considering that the fact that the word burden is used in many other cases,

to mean a strong me s&*ge which God has nst someone or some thing, establishes

a presumption that in a similar phrase here the word is used the same way. Then you

examine the presumption and see whether it is justified, and in em1nIng the pre

sumption, Mr. Gregory came up against a tough problem. How would you t)*k of Egypt

as being the beast cf the south? And the problem that that establishes is a very,

very difficult one, how would this be a way to express Egypt, the best of the south?

And the answer to that is the answer which Mr. C-rauley has alrea4r given us. That

though the word here is an identical word, it is here used not in the somewhat

figurative sense of a burden namely a message of woe that the prophets have from the

Lord, but in the strictly literal sense of something that is canted. You see, if you

read this chapter without having read anything of the prophets before, you should have

no problem, the burden of the beasts of the oouth is what the beasts of the south carry.

But a person shouldn't read this without reading what comes before, because we have

the word used in the other sense in Isaiah several times before, and therefore a person

normally approaching this, haVing looked at all the previous passages in Isaiah, will

immediately ask, well, what's the message about the beasts of the south, what does

that stand for? But actually, you don't find any sensible answer, and so you come

back to the strictly literal interpretation in this case. As Mr. Golin said, it is

something carried. Now when he says the beasts of the south, what are beasts of

the south? Camel, the beast of the south. % Do you think somebody in South Africa

would say the camel was the beast of the south? I think he'd say the camel was the
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beast of the north, don't you? Camel is the beast of the desert, but he is not the

beast of the south, unless you happen to be north of him. This might be camel, I'm

not saying it isn't a c' but what I'm saying is, whet is the beast cf the south?

Is it the beast that comes from the south? Is it a beast that is particularly character

istic of the south? Or what doss it mean in this case? What would you think, Mr.

Graulsy? (7 1/4) It L8 fouønd there but I don't think that is the meaning of this.

What do you think, Mr. Cohen? (7 V4) This is, I bblieve, the beasts that are

going to the south. The burden of the beasts of the south. In other words, Isaiah

gives a vivid picture. He says to these nobles, well, you say, you sent this heavy

tribute to Assyria, Assyria i going to protect you from going to deliver you from

Bphratm, and Syria, well, they will, but they will destroy them, then you will be

faced with Assyria, in won, danger than you are n. Well, they said, then we'll

look to Egypt and Egypt will prote* us from Assyria we could play our international

politics a step further. If we don't like Hitler, we'll make alliance with Stalin

against Hitler. Well, all right, then suppose you and Stalin together get rid of Hitler,

t hen you're face to face with Stalin, what are you going to do in that ass.? Well,

we'll just make a few more missiles then. If we'd start trusting God in the first

place, we'd be better off. We can't say n there is some other dictator we'll look

to for help against Stalin because there isn't any, we've reached the end. it they

thought they hadn't reached the end, they had Egypt to look to. Well, he says, you

may look to Egypt and you think you'll get help from Egypt, well, I'll tell you what's

going to happen, he says: the burden of the bents of the south. If you're going

get help from Egypt, you are going to be sending great amounts of your material off

to Egypt to try to get their support, so you're going to be Impoverishing yourself, and

wsü*tng yourself, in order to get Egyptian support, and then when you get it you'l'

find it isn't worth anything. So he gives a vivide picture, he says, the burden of the
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beasts of the south. This is what is going to happen. Just look at the burden. The

burden of the beasts of the south. Into the land of trouble of anguish, from whence

come the youn and old lion, the viper and fiery flying serpent. Is that Egypt, the land

from whence comes the young and old lion, the viper and fiery flying serpent? I dorft

think there he is referring to Egypt, I think he is there referring to the raglan betwen

Palestine and Egypt, Into which they go on the way to Egypt, and you recall how

when the Israelites cams up out of Egypt, down south of the Dead Sea there, they

cams into the area where there was a-ithere there were great numbers of these fiery

serpents that bit the people, end God gave them the brazen serpent to look to and

trust iqánd find, through God's provision, find deliverance from the poison of this

world into which they )d come, That was the region into idt ich they're going to have

to send their animals with their heavily laden burden, on their way to Egypt.

When Lawrence of Arabia came, with his forces from Arabia up to Palestine,

he cams through that region and he describes in his book how they were camping at

night, and he said it was filled with serpents, and he said they'd like down on the

ground to sleep at night and he said in the morning the first one that got up each

thg would have to get up very, very quietyly, and move himself very gradually

tiM lest he should excite a serpent that might be lying right straight against him

and scare It and it might bite him, and then if he got up safely he would go and take

a big stick and come around and pull the serpents away that were lying up against

the others for the 4t of their bodies. And he describes that region through Which

the Israelites came and through which now they're going to send all this great amount

of materials in order to get Egyptian help. He says, you can look to God, make your

heart right before the Lord, see His provision, but instead of that, you're going to

play off your clever human schemes, this is what it's going to lead to, you're going

to impoverish yourselves auJjit won't do you any good anyway.

So they are going to go into the land from whence comes the young and old
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lion, the viper and the fiery flying serpent, they will carry their riches upon the

shoulders of young asses, and their treasures upon the bunches of camels, to a

pao%ta that shall not profit them. For the Egyptii shall help in vain, and to no

purpose. I don't know as that is a very good English expression of ft. The Egyptians

will promise to help. You will seek Egyptian help In vah and to no purpose. There

fore, have I ,.s& cried concerning this, their strength is to sit still. Egypt a

thousand years before had been the greatest force in the middle east, and just a word

that the Egyptian army was coming was enough to make most people submit, because

Egypt was so powerful, a thousand years before. But Egypt had dallined end declined

in its strength until now it was just a shadow of Its former self, but there was a

very vigorous shadow. It was like when the Spanish American War began, Spain

had been the great power which held all of South America,xmspt Brazil, In its

hands, and held the Philippine Islands, it was the greatest empire in the world,

and dll the world had been rather terrified of Spain. And Spain had continued that

way for some centuries but It has been getting weaker and weaker while outwardly

it seemed to be just as strong as ever, and when the Spanish-AmericanWar began,

they say that there was hardly a country in Europe that thought the United states

had a change against Spain, they thought ft was very foolish of this little upstart

country over here to think they could defeat the mighty Spanish empire, but when the

American troops attacked the Spanish in Cuba dad in the Philippines it soon became

apparent that Spain was just an empty frame inside of which the strength was largely

gone, the people hadn't realized it for decades they had been simply going on the

strength of their name.

Well, Egypt was in more or less that situation now, and they say we'll look

to Egypt, we'll get our help. He says, yes, Egypt will take all the plunder and all

the money that you want to sent them, to get their help, but he says, when you get a'e

through with them, you will find that their strength is to sit still.
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And so we have these seven verses, the theme of Wi ich is that the same

attitude be taken against Assyria, you continue by using Egypt as your means of

getting human help instead of help fromGod, and in the end you'll find it doesn't

d o you any more good than the previous one, although the reason is a different

reason. Yes, Mr. Abbott?...

16. (3/4)

" . .(stu.) Yes, it I. The parallel is very striking and the parallel Is so striking,

I'm glad you raised the question, Mr. Abbott, about this chapter 6, verse 1. It is

quit. an unnatural way, to start telling about sending a lot of tribute to Egypt.

with the words, the burden of the beasts of the south. And there are two explanations

of it, I think, One is that ft is a very vivid picture, instead of a statement. Here I

a picture. The burden of the beasts of the south, see the beasts going down there,

one after another, withthis mighty burden that they are carrying, it is presented in

pictorial vivid form that will get the theme across much more than a simple declaration

of it. And it's true, you think back over the sermons you' beard, you will probably

all of you find you've heard many very wonderful explanations, expositions of

Scripture, some of which have stayed in your mind, and some haven't, but you will

find that among the sermons you've heard are some ry simple sermons which have

contained a very vivid picture and that picture has stuck with you, and sometimes

people say one picture is worth a thousand words. Well, It Is if you know what the

picture i an7?i usually takes the words to explain the picture. But the ture

may make a more vivid and lasting impression, so he has given a picture. But I

also, in view of our having the phrase so many times before, that the fact that he

uses it again, in exactly the same form, whom a different meaning is intended,

perhaps is a rhetorical device, to cause the reader or the listener, to stop, expect

something like before, then see tI'at he is giving something different, and then

realize that though it is something different, that there is still a similar idea, that
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it is not a burden of woe upon the beasts of the south, no, the woe in upon them

for trusting in Egypt, but that it is a message of woe for those who are doing what

is contrary to Gods will, and so it calls beck some of the emotional feeling of the

previous statement, even though in actual meaning, it is very different. But probably

that is one reason for the use of that particular thing. But then he goes on and

these first seven verses of the chapter are dealing with the bly of looking to Egypt,

and thus making e,actly the same mistake they did bgore in looking to MW". He

says that it will not help. But then there is -the next section is verses 8-12, and

vv.8-12 are similar to vv. 9-13 in the previous chapter, they are simply a declaration

of the attitude of the people. They are a pointing of the character of the leaders of

the people, a character which is here being tremendously critIcized by the Lord through

His prophet. He gave that vivid characterization of it in chapter 29.943, and then

showed in vv. 14-24 how God was going to take away the kingdom of heaven from them

and give It to a people who would really bring forth the fruits thereof. He was going

to turn the thing upside down. Here He shows their character and then shows what

He is going to do about it, so He shows the character In vv.1 8-2 " Re says

write it before them inatable, and note It In a book, that Lt may be for he time to

come for ever and ever. In other words, this is a continuing characteristic of people

who have the marvelous blessing of having God's Word, having the opportunity of

knowing Him, and then who have isbn away from making full use of it, who have,

as he said beck in 29.13, honored him vth their mouth but removed their heart from Him.

So he says the result of it is going to be, or further he describes the conditions,

he says, note in the book, write it in a table. In other words, what he Is going to

give is something important, this is important enough to write down so that in the

times that come people can know It. Now we had some of his statements about Israel

quoted by our Lord, in the New Testament. We have statements about the character

of people quoted from these sections of Isaiah, later on. Is it for that purpose, he
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says write It down? Or is it to write it down in order that the result Is going to come

from it, when it becomes apparent, will draw our attention to it, and make us to sto*

end realize that mctly the same fate can come to us, U we, having great privileges

from the Lord great opportunities, simply honor Him with our mouth, but our heart

turns to be far from Him. Mouth honor of the Lord isn't going to give any blessing to

anybody, in the end, and the greater the opportunity the greater responsibility. So

he says write it down in a book and I think one reason to write in a book is that

when you we. the result, you'll see how It is fulfilled, what is going to come. So

we want to see what the result is, but first we look a little further at what the rebuke

is, what is theft attitude he describes. This is a rebellious People,, lying children,

children that will not hear the word of the Lord.

Now he said back in chapter 29, that they make excuses to get away from

studying God's book, one says I can't read it because it is sealed, the next says

I can't read it because I'm unable to read. They ke excmas " Now he says, they

tell others not to give it to them, which say to the seers, see not; and to the prophets,

Prophesy not unto us right things, speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits.

Give us something, it doesn't mean by deceits, give us something that is a lie

necessarily, but give us something that is not the thing the Lord wants us to have.

Give us something that'll make us happy, give us something that will amuse us. I

once heard a pastor of a very large church speak, he was asked to speak in a

Christian school I was attending, on doctrinal preaching. He came end gave a

message on doctrinal preaching, end he said, people in my church came to me and

they said, Dr. Smith, won't you give us a series of doctrinal messages, give us some

doctrinal sermons. Well, he said, I said to them you think I want to have my church

emd? Why should I do that? Well he said, th.1i(,1 said, we'd like to 4ow

whit we believe, give us some doctrinal messages. Well, he said, I don't want to
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empty my church, he said, they urged him, he Mid, I'll tell you, I'll preach one,

and seewt happens. He says, you know, I preached a doctrinal massage and in-

stead of people going away, we got bigger crowds, so I gave * whole series of them.

Well, it struck me, but he was an orthodox men, but what was he preaching

for? He was preaching to amuse the people, to keep them comfortable, the important

question was will the people come? How big will my crowd be? He gave them a

true message, but there was not much of an ardent and sincere desire to give the

Lord's message to the people, to give what they need, as what he of cows. wants

to give it in a form that will keep them coming, and getting more, there is not much

pctt in giving the Lord's message in an empty desert, nobody listens In an empty room,

but his objective was to lease them rather than to get the message of the Lord to

them. When he found they really were interested in the message of the Lord, he kept

on giving it. Well, in other words, he thought that they had the attitude that it de

scribes here. Prophesy to us smooth things, give us something that will make us

feel confident, instead of pointing out our needs to us and causing us to turn to the

Lord for help, to see the wickedness of our ways.

Get you out of the way, torn aside out of the path, cats. the Holy One of

Israel to cease from before us. In other words, don't follow the word, follow our

desires. Therefore, thus saith the Holy One of Israel, because you despise this word,

and trust in oppression and perverseness, and stay thereon, 'you see, he is still

speaking to the nobles as he was in chapter 28: to trust in oppression, you wouldn't

say that to the people as a whole. The people as a whole wouldn't be trusting in

oppression unless they were a strong masterful, you might say, over another people

that they were oppressing, but it Is the nobles, the leaders who were oppressing the

others. Therefore,-'.now in v.13 we begin our statement of what the result Is going

to be. 13.14, therefore this iniquity shall be to you as a breach ready to tall,
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swelling out in a high wall, whose breaking comes suddenly at an instant. And

he shall break it as the breaking of the potters' vessel that is broken in pieces;

he shall not spare: so there shall not be found in the bursting of it a shard to take firs

from the hearth, or to take water withal out of the pit.

Here is the statement of what is going to happen but in vv. 1314 we don't

have very much specific, do we? What's going to happen? Calamity. That's about

all you can say. There is going to be calamity. There is on. more thing, the

calamity will come suddenly. There is sudden calamity for those who turn away

from God for those who fail to take advantage of the opportunity given to them, there

is sudden calamity. Well, you might say, what's this? This is just ordinary preach

ing, you can say to anybody, U you don't follow the Lord, you'll have calamity.

Maybe not immediately, the longer it's pat off the worse it tends to be. If you don't

follow Him there is calamity ahead. All right, this is very general. What is there

specific about this? Well, in the previous chapter, you had that tremendously

Thai
specific declaration of what is going to happen. 11 God would take away the kingdom

o I heaven from them and give it to a nation which would utilize the fruits thereof.

We had a specific declaration in the previous one, well, do we have one here? Well,

we look on and see what we come to. He says that there is going to be sudden

calamity, vv.l3"l4. Now we return for a verse and a half, I guess you could almost

say two verses, let's say for a verse and a half, there is a further statement of the

attitude of the people. For thus says the Lord God, the Holy one of Israel, in return

ing and rest shall ye be saved, in quietness and in confidence shall be your strength.

That is a wonderful verse, isn't it? Thus says the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel,

in returning and rest shall ye be savedi in quietness and in confidence shall be

your strength. It's a wonderful verse, but it's not the whole of the verse. I think It

is quite justifiable to quote that much of the verse, because the way it's used in the

verse, it is clearly implied that this is a message which he has given in the past.
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I doubt if "thus saith" is the correct interpretation of the beginning of the verse.

Now o course in the Hebrew where It says, thus the Lord has said, we regularly

translate it in Eish, thus the Lord said, because what He has said is of continuing

validity, therefore, over and over it says thus saith the Lord, where the Hebrew is,

thus the Lord hath said. But in this case, I think the literal rendering of the Hebrew

would fit the sentence then. As it i, you see, it doesn't make a great deal of

sense, for thus saith the Lord.. and ye would not. Why, what sense i that. ....

Thus the Lord has said, but you woulc( not. That is the verse. For thus the Lord

has said, here is the wonderful promise God gave yow in repentance and rest, v.15,

in repentance and rest shall yail* saved, in quietness and In confidence shall be

your strength. This Is God's promise to His people, which Isaiah gave in chapter?,

and said, Ahaz, ask for a sign, and AM., in mock piety, said, I won't ask a sign,

I won't tempt the Lord, then he rebuked AM. for his insincerity. And here he think.

this is the promise which God gave, that you could trust Him end follow Him and have

confidence that what He would bring to pass would be what was right and was beat

end what was best for you, and He gave you this promise and instead of doi, it,

you have looked to Assyria for help in your clever scheme, that backfired, and now

you're going to look to Egypt for help, and that isn't going to help you either, he

said.

17, (1/2)




.so he says this was the wonderful promise that God has given, not a pronie given

here, it's a promise that he is here referring back to, as having been given before.

But ye would not, of course in Hebrew--And ye would not, is a perfectly good word,

here translated "and" but g' frequently translated "but." in the Old Testament. It

could just as well mean but as arid. So our English and is sometimes used to express

the idea but, with a little different accent. I think that is altogether proper,

essentially $ "but" would make the sense of the verse clearer.
'açreading

into
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the verse, that's perfectly obvious if you examine it closely. But you would not.

So he says whet did they say. Well, first they said, we're .a4,' faced with Syria

and Ephraim, either one of them bigger than we are, we're going to look to Assyria,

perhaps , with this secret, wicked plan of AMz. All right, he says, that won't do

you any good, remove the buffer state, you'I be in geat danger, Jerusalem will be

reduced to condition described in the beginning of chapter 29, only Gods power will

deliver you. He says, well then, we're in that situation befa e Assyria, we'll look

to Egypt for help. He says, no, that won't do you any good, you'll find their strength

is to sit still. Then they say, no, but we will flee on horses. He says, therefore,

you will flee. Notkfe this 16th verse is a combination of what they say and what He

says But you say, no, we'll flee on horses, therefore you will flee. U this is your

attitude, you think you can get away, well, you'll have a chance to try therefore

you will flee. And you say, we will ride upon thed.ft. He says, therefo shall

they that pursue you be swift. You think you'll get away because you have such

swift means, well, they'll be swift too. And theb in v.17 he gives his climax to this

section: In v.17 he gives his declaration of what the outcome is going to be. They

are going to look to Assyria for help, It dose away with the buffer state, puts them

in terrible danger, then they look to Egypt for help, their strength will be to sit

still, then they think they're going to flee. All right, he says, you're going to start

a process that theye'll be no end to. One thousand shall flee at the rebuke of one,

and at the rebuke of five shall ye flee. I think that r kesif you're going to put in

*all flee" in italics in the first line, to show what is implied in the verse, but not

make
expressed inthe Hebrew, why not put in the word "all" here, it wou1duch better.

At the rebuke of one, one thousand shall flee; at the rebuke of five you'll all flee,

till you be left with nobody left at all, you are going to be reduced, you are going to be

decimated, you are going to ha, e terrible losses in war, in persecution, in difficulty,

from the Babylonians and on through the ages from attacker after attacker, and persecutc
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after persecutor, yes. This will be done until you're wiped out off the face of the

earth. But that's not what he says. Not that you shall be wiped out off the face of

the earth, but all right, until what happens? Till you're left with only a few remain

ing, hardly any of70U left. Well of course, that idea is inhere. But it is a very

unusual way to express that idea, isn't it? You notice what he says. Till you i are

left as a beacon on the top of a mountain, and as an ensign on a hill. What a

strange statement God makes in the time of Isaiah. Well, suppose that-you don't

find that in any predictions to Egypt, or to Assyria. Here is this mighty Assyrian

empire, v's going to happen? God is going to destroy you, you will be completely

destroyed, they won't even know where Nineveh was, for two thousand years. The

place will disappear, it will be just--the Assyrian empire is the greatest empire in

the world, and five years later, the Assyrian people have, practically disappeared

from the face of the earth. Never again a force to be reckoned with. Nation after

nation God rebuked and says you will be utterly destroyed and that's the end, but

here he says, you will become, be left like a beacon on the top of a mountain, and

an ensign on a hill. You don't run up the top of a mountain for safety, (5 1/4)

tothe whole world, do you? You don't run up there, do you,

where everybody can see you? You go off and hide in a valley somewhere if you

want to get sway, but he says you're going to be left like a beacon on a mountain,

and like an ensign on the top of a hill. you're going to be left so that everybody

knows you're still left. There will be few left but they will be visible to everybody.

They will be conspicuous, those who are left, not only conspicuous, there is more

than that, look at the terminology used, a flag, an ensign, a beacon, something that

is visible, something that is observable, something that is prominent, something that

causes attention to something, what does it call attention to? And It is a remarkable

thing, that here in the ancient world, you have all these different nations, you have

Edom, you have Moab, you have the Canasnites, the Amotites, the Jebusites, the
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Aspyrlans, the Iehmaelites, the Midianites, the Babylonians, and you have the Jews,

you have all of these, and they disappear. They dispppear from the face of the earth,

are absorbed into other nations, they fail to be of any importance as history changes,

and time changes, and peop1get mixed up and all that, but this one nation there,

in 700 B.C., God says of them you'll be left as a beacon on the top of a mountain,

or as an ensign on top of a hill. You will be left in such a way that everybody will

know you exist, you'll be left visible everywhere, and you go off into the heart of

China, you go way down to the southern end of Arabia, you go anywhere in the world

just about, and you find evidence that this little nation of the ancient Jews, they

still exist, they are there, they're an ensign, they're a beacon. Once they say,

that the unbelieving king of Prussia, Frederick the Great, who was a close friend of

Voltaire and was always scoffing at everything that was sacred, Voltaire turned to

his court chaplain, because his peo1o were very religious people, they were very

earnest Christian people, but they were very loyal to their king, and Frederick the

Great organized themLnto armies and left great influence in the

world, great changes many of which were for the good, but Frederick the Great once

turned to his court Chaplain, he went through the forms of religion and his chaplain

preached real Christian messages to his people, and Frederick the Great though, then,

would privately like to rather chaff t the chaplain, make fun of him, ridicule him a

little,, though publicly he maintained the dignity of the state service. He turned to

this chaplain, he says give me in one word a proof of Christianity. The chaplain

said, "The Jews." And it is interesting that God predicted in 700 B.C. that this people

brought His meseage into this world, this people who as a result of their

sin were to be driven into exile, were to be subject to such a fate as came to all the

other nations of that (8 1/2) were not to be ended by that fate as

the other nations were but were to become like a beacon on top of a mountain, Ice

an ensign on a hill, were to be conspicuous, even though cut down, even though
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suffering for their failure to follow God as they should, they were to be conspicuous,

were to be visible and an ensign, a beacon, Isn't merely something that you see,

but something that stands for something, that indicates something, to be an Indication

of the truth of Gdd's Word, that He had spoken to Abraham, that He had given His

message to Moses, that He had prepared the way for the coming of His Son, and that

His message in the book is true, we have this visible evidence of it, In the preserva

tion and the widespread existence, a few here and a few there, but conspicuous.

And mutely, often, against their will, witnessing to the truth of God's word.

I think that is a tremendous verse there in Isaiah, that He would use this particular

language as the climax of these predictions to show what God's will was to do regarding

the future oZ this people, and then He goes in the next section and in vv.18-on he

refers to other events in the future of the people, what's going to happen to them,

how they are not going to come to an end, how they're going to go through a long

period of adversity, but a period in which they are to turn away completely from idol.,

comletely from idolatry, they are to--that is to be entirely eradicated from them, the

this
nation, and it is a marvel how through the centiries Israel has maintained testimony

to the spiritual nature of God. They often fell into idolatry in Old Testevnent tines,

but after the time of exile, they were so true on this point. Then, until the time

comes when the Lord will bind up the grief of his people, in that time when the light

of the moon and the light of the sun will be sevenfold as the light of seven days.

That picture comparing with the pictures of the glory of the millennium, when God

will bind up the wounds of His people and then He ends the chapter with coming back

to the immediate situation and declaring as He had in 29 that God is going to deliver

them from the Assurians, and that this terrible thing Abaz end his peo have done

is not gotngb mean disaster, it should, but it's not going to, because God is going b

marvelously intervene and deliver them from Assyria " We continue there tomorrow...
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...any question about Iu.29 and there seems to be none, so in the section with the

Graduate student., I asked them a few questions about it, and after I asked them a

few they had a lot to ask. So we'd like to find out how well the other four understand

Isa.29. Mr. Abbott, could you explain to us just what Is the s1miIarityêthe differ

once between chapter 29 and chapter?, what points of contact are there, or what

differences? (11/4) Ahaz is told that he will be put down and God will put His own

man in his place. Wouldn't you say the same thing in 29? The leaders of Israel are

told that th.Pre indifferent, 25245-4 to follow God with their whole heart is going
r

to receive punishment and that God will turn over the leadership of His people to another

people. So you have a great similarity between the two chapters. But your funda

mental difference is that one is talking about the king being replaced by God's own

vided king, the other is speaking about the leaders of Israel being replaced in the

ldership of God's people by those whom He by His sovereign power will raise up

from outside. Mr. Golin (1 3/4)... 11 and 12 show a peo who have the power to

get the truth, they have the word accessible to them, the word is in their hand, it is

delivered to them, it is available, to them, and they're too Indifferent to study h" It

(2) They're not )blind, they're not deaf, they have access to it, but

though they have access to it, they take no advantage to the access they have, they

make excuses, they'd rather watch the television than study the Bible. It La something

else that amuses them, they prefer to that which advances their knowledge of Christ,

they are Indifferent, they are not (2 1/2) y are not like the people

in distant lands who have no Bible, don't know a Bible, they are people who have it

but they don't use it, they're inffrsnt, but you wouldn't call them blind or deaf.

So who would you call blind ordeaf, or sick? They would be the ones who had never

heard, the ones that have no access. Yes? (2 3/4) Yes, so the one who has access

and doesn't take it is the fruitful field which is going to be turned into a forest, and
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the one which has no access, has no power to get it, is like Lebanon, and I5P

going to be turned into a fruitful field, and so we have exactly what X is said in the

first half of v.17 said in v.18, that the deaf will hear the words of the bo and the

eyes of the blind will see, they who would not have any access to it, they ore to

be given access. It Is God's sovereign power extended to those who were previously

outside the pale. Yes? (3 1/2) Chapter 7 has Ahaz with his clever scheme, neath

of which clever scheme he thinks that he is going to deliver his land from the attack

of Israel and Syria. d days I am ready to deliver you, trust in me, he says for a

sign, proof that you can trust Me. Ahaz sidestepped it, he gives a very pious state

ment, he won't ask for a sign, but it really isn't becai se he is pious, but because

he isn't interested, he is indifferent. And so Isaiah says the Lord Himself will give

you a sign, he says not just to Ahaz, but to the whole house of David, the house of

David is now in the miserable situation of having an unworthy man at its head, one

who is indifferent to God's grace, and as a result of this man's scheme, resting on

human wisdom instead of following the Lord, as a result of those, the land is going

to come, the rest of the chapter tells u, into very serious dtliiculy. But eventually,

we're not told when, God is going to provide His own king, the substitute for this

one, so now we find in chapter 7 what this one is doing, and what the effects of it

are going to be, and chapter 8 continues that thought, until at the id of chapter 8

and the beginning of chapter 9 we have the coming of terrible darkness and misery

as ration after nation sweeps over Israel as he result of Ahaz/'Lndifference in tu**i.ng

away from God, and that result just when it seeexns to reach its very darkest, then

the Lord is going to intervene and bring the substitute for Alms, the one who will

be God's proper head of the house of David, the one thrgh whom all the misery

that came through the sin of AMz anon people is going to be cleared up. So he

says in v.2, the people that walk in darkness have seen a great light, in the very

area where the Assyrians began their march into the land,, as a result of Alms'
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summons, in that very area, the successor to Ahaz is going to start preaching and

bringing light whore Jthaz' clever scheme brought darkness. So the only bope of de-

liverance from the situation into which Ahaz leads with his clever scheme to the coming

of the substitute for Mat, the child the 1s to be born, who is going to govern in the

power of the Lord and in the wisdom of the Lord Instead of as Ahas did, in t1iffer.nc.

and human ideas. That ties 7 and 9 together and gives the attitude toward the king,

which is paralleled over in 28 and 29, by the attitude toward the leaders of the nation.

Y& (6) Vv 4 and 5 describe the sufferg of the war which sweeps over the land

as a result of Ma!' scheme. They are facing enemies who the men could not possibly

protect themselves against, but God said trust in me and I will protect you from them.

Ahaz, instead of trusting in God, trusted in Assyria. The result of Ahaz' trusting in

Assyria, is that the danger he feared from the coming of the warriors from Syria and

from Ephraim, is going to be multiplied many times with the coming of warriors from

greater enemies, Assyria, Egypt, the Persians, and eventually the Greeks, and

eventually the Romans, so they sweep over the land and their battles with confused

noise, the boots of the warriors marching through, the armentLlood, but God

has claimed to give all that over to burning and fuel of fire, He is going to break the

staff of the oppressor, and the way He is going to break it is by sending His own

Iminanuel, as described in v.6. Just go back, anything we didn't make *1. clear at

the time, but unless there is further question on 7 or 9 we turn to 29.

And in 29 then, we notice how 18 repeats what is in 17, In more literal language

than 17, although with still with some figures of speech, and then 19 and 20 and 21

describe the joy of the true believers at the carrying out of God's will and these verses

could fit with any declaration of God's wonderful mercy, though they don't prove a

great deal of what the passage is talking about, they simply show that God's true

people, v (8) are going to rejoice in these developments. Yes?
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(stu) ...if we can speak dogmatically on that as to whether it is Satan specifically

or whether it is those wicked people who are carrying out Satan's policy. It does

not give us a ground on which to decide between the two, but it certainly is the

defeat of God's enemies (8 1/4)

but whether it specifically states them it would be hard to say without some mention

in the context. Yes? (8 1/2) yes, I would say that 19 was probably simply those

who see this happen will rejoice in the Lord, and my guess would be that the

actual fulfillment of it came in v.18 when the gospel began to be proclaimed, and

to to surprise of those who were doi;g, greater numbers of Gentiles began to come

in than of Iowa, and as greater numbers of Gentiles began to come in, there were

those who questioned it, but the true believers,the meek, the poor among men, they

were rsjoithg to see the extension of God's mercy, both to the laws who were believ

ing, and also to that great number of Gentiles. So I would not think that the meek

here meant the new people who were coming, but meant the followers of Christ, the

ones who were already.k who were rejoicing at the development. I would incline

to think that that would be the way (9 1/2) (Btu) .

The Holy One of Israel is the Lord. (stu) Not necessarily.It could be the triune God.

The triune God is the Holy One of Israel. Now f course Jesus is God so that you

can find a fulfillment of it in the rejoicing in Jesus but I don't think that anyone at

this time would have to consider that it was anything other than simply God, the Holy

One of Israel. (9 3/4)(stu) 19? No, oh, the whole verse, you mean. Yes. The meek

rejoice in the Lord, the poor among men rejoice in the the Lord, the Holy One of Israel.

I'd say it was just a parallel, but of course when the time comes, you can say the

Holy On. of Israel, which is God, is perhaps most specifically the second person of

the trinity, the Lord Jesus Christ, but I don't think in advance that in this verse you

would have to say, well, there is a new thought brought in there. This is referring

specifically to linmanuel. I don't think anybody would have to say that, because
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the Holy One of Israel is frequently used just for God. Of course, Jesus Is God.

So then we have the general fulfillment of God's overcidng of evil and His

establishment of righteousness in vv.20 and 21. That could fit any time when God

works In a marvelous way. It does n2 necessarily point to any particular time

the way that vv. 17 and 18 do, but then when you come to 22, what do you think about

22, Mr. GO1IXt? What do you think that talks about? (tl.stu) Why it says, the Lord

who redeemed Abraham, Instead of saying the Lord who redeemed Jacob? (stu)

Going to fulfill (111/4) that's what he says here. But

it looks as if h. Isn't, doesn't it? Jacob will not be ashamed, nor will his face wax

pale. When Jacob sees his descendants turning away from theWord of God, for

getting the truth, showing indifference, not studying the Word, God turning aside

from many of them. That would be plenty of reason for J*oo) for his tic, to wax

pale, for him to be discouraged and disheartened, wouldn't it? But this says,

Jacob will not be ashamed, nor will his face wax pale, why won't it? (l2.etu.)

Speaking about here? (stu) Does he speak about any part? (atu) I doubt U he Is

in this verse speaking of any part. I think he is here speaking of the people of God,

but I think he is speaking of the fact that Jacob, seeing great numbers of his physical

descendan timing away from the Word of God and refusing to accept it, might be

expected to grieve and his face turn pale, but to his surprise he sees their numbers

made up, in fact increasing,, he sees his spiritual descendants usiltiplyltg tremendousi

And he sees in the midst of those who are his physical descendants who are also his

spiritual descendants, he sees in the midst of them great numbers of new ones, who

am not his physical desaendar but are his spiritual descendants, and these are

referre4t to, not as those who are descended from Jacob, but those who become Jacob'i

children because they are the work of God's hands, because God with His marvelous

sovereignty has got them into the kingdom as described up in the verse 17, and 18,

they are the blind and the deaf who have--God has marvelously given (13 1/2)
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and so God calls them specifically the work of my hands, and these whom He calls

the work of His hands because He has taken *em from an unbelieving background

and has brought them into the family of God, made them part of the witness, part of

the people of God, these whom *e mentions thus in v.23, He had In mind specifically

I think when he mentioned Abraham in 22, because you might thinkJ, simply say that

the Lord says, concerning the house of Jacob, Jacob will not be ashamed, you don't

need the phrase, God vth o redeemed Abraham, why do you need that? The thought

is complete thout it, but you put It in to show that the way Jacob got into the

kingdom in the first place was because God redeemed Abraham, then He redeemed

Jacob also. But you might say Jacob.

19, (1/2)




you might say Jacob is Abraham's child, Jacob is the heir of the covenant, Jacob

is the child of promise, Jacob receives these blessings because God has promised

Abraham, His friend, that his descendants will be blessed. You might say that.

It is also true that God specifically redeemed Jacob. But this aspect of it is true,

but this aspect does not enter in with Abraham at all. Abraham is taken from his

kindred, from his family, from his connection, from his upbringing, the call to

apparate from it all, and to go out into the land that God will give him, he is called

away from all of his background, he is spedilcally in God's sovereign power, brought

into the kingdom, and so he refers specifically to Abraham, when He says to Jacob,

Jacob is going to rejoice when he sees his true spiritual descendants tremendously

increased in numbers, by the sovereignty of God, by God's bringing individuals

who were part of Lebanon rather than of the fruitful field. He is going rejoice in

that and is going to realize that the God who did that is the God who j redebmed

Abraham, the God who brought Abtaham in from an unbelieving background, so that

is the soveriegn power of God to choose whom He will, is now shown in His turning
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to Lebanon and for a time away from the fruitful field. (stu) you

suggested is practically identical with mine through v.24, 211 mean. But then the

only thing is you come to 22, and 22 says Jacob will not be ashamed, but why will

he not be ashamed, v.23 says because he will se. his children, the work of mine

hands, in tie midst of him. And the question is what that means? (stu) Isn't "his

children" in apposition with the words "among them" " wouldn't it look that way?

That would be the (stu) The phrase "Holy

One of Jacob," which is here in v.23 is identical with the phrase of 19, the Holy One

of Itl, the two of them are regular terms used often by Isaiah, occasionally by

other writers, for the Lord God. He is called the Holy One of Jacob or the Holy One

of Israel, and of course Jesus is God so the term that can be applied to God can be

applied to Jesus, but I doubt that there is evidence to say that It Is specifically IV

applied to Jesus here. That is, I would think that it is rather applied to the triune

God, rathk than specifically to Jesus in these two passages. I don't See anything

in the context that would require that it is specifically Jesus. There is no specific

mebtion of Jesus in the context here. I think it is in the background, bat whether that

was understood by Isaiah or not, I don't know. (stu.3 1/2) Mr. Golin, what was your

question? (3 3/4) Yes, I incline to feel list the picture O' in v.22.23 is a picture

of Jacob thought of looking down on his descendants, and seeing his descendants who

are descendants according to the flesh but who also are the people of the promise, the

people though whom God is going to bring blessing to the whole world, and he sees

these people and he sees, as described earlier in the chapter, many of them indifferent

many of them uninterested, many of them turning aside from carrying on the work of

God as they should, and consequently the number of true believers among them is

him
becoming less and as a result of that you would expect d to be ashamed and his

face wax pale, but the promise is given hat he won't wax pale, because while we

see the diminution in the number that are true believers who follow the Lord, yet he
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sees this dimution made up by a great increase, and that number, that increase,

would be the children, the work of mine hands, who are placed In the midst of it.

When he sees the children who are the work of my hands, the children who are not

simply his physical progeny, who were not his physical progeny, who were the work

of mine hands, these put into the people of God, and greatly increasing their

number, when he sees this, he will rejoice (5 1/2) and

if so, that would be a parallel with v.18 to carry

on the same idea, from just another aspect. Mr. Abbott? (5 1/2) Yea, 80 I will

redeem them. As I redeemed--as the people of God, the family of God, started in

the first place, not with Jacob, Jacob is the great father, the great but

Jacob is the third in line, and Jacob has great blessings because of God's sovereign

action in JacobIa life. but in addition to this, Jacob was also the repository of the

promises given to Abraham and Isaac, he is, Jacob is the grandson of the one to

whom the promises were given, but he is reminded of the fact that the way that the

whole groupaarted was by God's picking Abraham out of a heathen environment, taking

one from among the heathen and with his sovereign per, telling him to come out and

be separated from him, and found the people of God. So he is saying I am gol to

make a great increase in my people, from the forest, from grabbing those who were

outside, by the sovereign power of God, by the work of His hands, bringing them in,

so that just as Abraham was redeemed from outside, similarly Jacob is going to be

among his physical descendants, that is among those of them who are part of his

spiritual ones, who are the true Israel of God, among them he is going to be a great

number, as by the sovereign power of God bringing them in from outside, just as He

brought Abraham in. Yes, Mr. Gregory? I had not really thought a great deal

about 21 before. I have aim* taken 21 in a general sense of God's overcoming evil.

I thke it irjó general sense, but now that you suggest it, I see that the specific type

evil
1 people Wi ich it speaks of, is the type of evil which was involved in the
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crutifbcion itself, so it is altogether possible that it does involve that particular

appect of evil, used as a figure for all evil, but using that one as a figure which

exactly fits with (7 1/2) I think that is a very interesting idea

which I hadn't thought of before. Mr. Cohen? (74/4) V.20 and 21 you might take

in a very general sense, they're ping to rejoice in the H0 ly One of Israel because

He is overcoming iniquity, he is destroying those who do terrible things, who do

wicked things, such as some of these leaders of the people have been doing. You

can take it in that very general sense. But he does describe a specific kind ci evil,

and he does bring it in right in connection with the rejoicing of these who see out

of darkness, the deaf and the blind, who are to be enabled to see, and the meek are

going to rejoice inthe Lord, now why are they going to rejoice? That the terrible one

is brought to nought. Now it may be just a general stt ement of Gods victory

over evil, but what if you think of the possibility at this time of the turit1te

gentiles, of specific reference being in it " and se. whether it can fit el' or not.

Why, if you try to fit that In, the terrible one brought to nought could certainly refer

to the smiting, the bruising of the serpent's head, the terrible one brought to nought.

What the Lord did on Calvary. They are rejoiding, they see out of darkness, the

Gentiles come to see the truth who before were absolutely in utter darkness add

the reason is because the message is brought to them, that Satan has been bruised

through h. tremendous act of the Lord at Calvary. Now that is not specifically

stated (9 1/4) but it fits as far as time is concerned, and

consequently one can examine it and see if it could be, not merely a general reference

to God's overcoming of evil, but a specific reference to the way in which he particularl

will overcome evil at that time, so if you do, the terrible one brought to nought could

fit, Now, "the eoornez'beinq consumed, that would hardly be a description of Satan

I wouldn't think, but that uand all that wat8i for iniquity are cut off" could be a
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general reference to the Lord, His /making that which is going to draw a sharp line

between those that follow Kim and those that continue in evil. And here it speaks of

the scorner, you think of the ecorners and those who are involved in the crucifixion

and in the persecution of him, end you read, those "that make a man an offender

for a word, and lay a snare for him that reproveth in the gate and you think right

away of how he was rebuking the scribes and the Pharisees for theLr wickedness and

they laid a plot for him, to get him at night when the people wouldn't see him, and

to bring him and to get him aondemned as a traitor against Rome, and make him an

offender for a word, he said that he would rebuild this temple if we destroy it and

he said he was greater than Caesar, and so on, add turn aside the just for a thing ct

nought, and of course they gave 30 pieces of silver to get him turned over. WtIer

there is any specific reference in that, it certainly would not be clear enough for

anybody in Iah'a time to see, but which when the time came you could see him

exactly fit whether there is or not I'd have to give a bit further study to, but it's an

interesting suggestion which I had never thought of before, end since I'm quite

convinced we have the turning to the gentiles in vv, 17 and 18, id also I believe in

vv. 22 and 23, it is an interesting thoght that perhaps in the verses in between we

have given in rather veiled language, but yet somewhat specifically things which

ntght fit exactly that which then occurred, at the time when he turned to the Gentiles.

So it's an interesting suggestion, which I'd have to study a bit further before I'd

be ready to be sure it was right, but I certainly couldn't be at all sure It's wrong.

That was very interesting. Mr. Miller? (11 3/4) . ..that it wouldn't fit with

the attitude which I found exemplified in a minor way in a fellow I was talking with

a few years ago, who is now a teacher of ancient Babylonian in a great university

in the far west, and he was telling me than about how he said he was the firstborn

in his family, and he said that the firstborn were required on certain days to fast,

and he said they didn't like to fast, so he said, there was another law that said
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that when you finish reading a section of the scripture then you rejoice and feast

because you rejoice, 80 he said when the day came when the firstborn had to fast,

he said, two a three days before they would start reading in a section of scripture,

in such a way that they would just finish the section of scripture the day before they

were supposed to fast, so he said having one law that the firstborn was supposed to

fast a that day but the other law that if you finished a section of scripture, you're

allowed to feast and rejoice on that day, they could proceed to feast and rejoice.

Well, that's the watching for iniquity I would say, I don't think it Is Iniquity

of the terrible type, but it's the Indifferent type of using the scripture simply as an

excuse to get your awn pleasure out of it. It is watching for iniquity, Isn't It?

Looking for a chance to utilize things that should be *ads in themselves, simply as

means for your own comfort ....

20 (1/2)

... the proper way to approach it to to take the word, take the phrase and see what

else we find in the prophets, or in the Old Testament, which would have a parallel

here and would therefore throw light on It, and we mibht find something which would

throw great light upon it " Now here is where your commentaries are apt to be helpful.

I find that the oommentariee are very disappointing on the vEi ole in their failure to

take passages as a whole, what they're really trying to give us, and what their

real meaning is, but that many of them are very good at taking a word and fln4ing

a parallel, finding a precise use somewhere else, suggesting interpretation, even if

the Interpretation they suggest isn't the right one, It calls your attention to something

which you can consider and see if it throws light ozft. Now that is the proper approaci

to any phrase like that. Now there is one other method of approach, but that is the

proper approach. Yes, Mr. Cohen? (1 1/2) Yes, there is an interesting possibility

that the same, what I just spoke of as this usage of getting around the law Wi ich

they considered meant they should fast on a certain day, then where swear by the
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gold, they say if you swear by the ten pie it's no good, but if you swear by the gold

inte temple that's valid.

There's a story they tell about William the Conqueror, that William the Conqueror

wanted to become the king of England and Edward the confessor was king, and the

next relative of Edward the confessor would be either Harold the Saxon or William

the Conqueror. William had a claim to it, and William had more power than Harold

did though he was across the channel, over in England. And Harold was visiting

William, T,-bald was planliing to succeed Edward the confessor as -à king of

England. William the Conqueror wanted to take over, so Harold was in France,

in Normandy, visiting William the Conqueror, and William said to him, now he said,

Harold, I feel that when Edward dies I should be the king of England, and he said

will you swear that you will suppor t me and help me in getting this? And Harold

thought well he thought said here is a piece of the true cross, if you would

put your hand on this and swear why I would be so blad to have you do it. Well

Harold knew William was a man of v*bnce, he had rudely treated many before. If

he told him that he was going to try to get to be king hint elf, William might kill

him, at least make it impossible for him to get back to England, and he thought oh,

that's supposed to be part of the true cross, it isn't at all, it's a fake, consequently

an oath taken on that it is absolutely worthless, and perfectly all right to swear on

that because the oath is meaningless, you don't have a real relic that's genuine.

So Harold said certainly I'll be glad to swear, give you every help I can tad

It, so he put his hand on the piece of the true cross, which he knew was a fake,

which William knew he knew was a fake, he puts his hand on that and makes his oath.

And then as soon as he finished his oath, William the Conqueror lifts up the table

cloth and shows that under the cloth he has got some relics that are genuine relics,

of which there is no question, and consequently he has sworn on genuine relics which

makes his vow one that is absolutely binding, when he thought he was only saying
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words because this wasn't a genuine relic. Well, that is of course, that sort of

m aking a( man an offender for a word, well, I think that perhaps comes more under

the line of watching for iniquity, watching for a chance of iniquity. I would incline

to think that making a man an offender for a word is more llky to mean causing a

m an to be convicted on the ground of a word which is Mdomw spoken or misunderstood

by the hearers, or something like that, but there again you'd want to find a parallel

to these. But that would be my inclinatin to think that that particularly would fit

under the watching for iniquity rather than under making a man an offender for a word.

Yes? (4 3/4) 1 think our law today would consider tint a promise made under a

compulsion is not bidding. I think that would be a principle of law. If you gabbed

a man down here and put a knife to his back and said sign this pledge that you'll

pay im a hundred dollars a month for the rest of your life, and he would have your

signature on that, your solemn promise, I think if you could prove that he put a knife

t o your back and made you do it, that it would not count as binding In law.

But whether in this there is a specific reference or not, I don't know, I never

thought of it before, it's worth a bit of investigatibn to W see whether it could be

so interpreted, but if it can be so interpreted, it would be the sort of interpretation

that when the time comes you see how it fits, not the sort that could tell somebody

in advance what is going to happen. Because I don't think anybody at the time of

Is&iah would figure this is talking about the Messiah, or about the redeemed, I do

think they could teu,a man at that time carefully studying this, could tell that it is a

turning to the Gentiles and substituting another group for the Jewish leaden as the

real leaders of God's people. I think they should be able to get that out of it,, but

any reference here to Christ would be something you'd only see

when the time came, if it fit, and 11t may be there. I am struck with a nunber of

points which look very much% in that direction. Well, we went beck a bit but I

think we got some ideas that were useful, and helpful ,and perhaps even more than
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what-Dr. Robert Dick Wilson used to say, I'm not interested in teaching Exegesis,

but in training Exegetes, and! have the same feeling when it comes to telling you

what! think every chapter in the Bible mean a, we could take the next fifty years and

you'd get a lot that wasn't right anyway , but I am interested in teaching you to

develop souond mods of interpretation, so that you can go on the rest of your

life studying the Bible and finding out what it means. So perhaps from that viewpoint

today was more fruitful day than the days sn I do 95% of the talking. Oh. I didn't

announce the assignment. (break In record, starting again at 7 3/4)

" . e very interesting suggestion last time, which I hadn't thought of before, that

when it tells about he calling dthe Gentiles that then those two verses in vv. 20 and

21 are referred specifically to that time, a'very interesting suggestion, because

otherwise they seemed enera1 verses, you just wonder how they do fit in the

whole context, but the meek ii gotrq to rejoice in the Lord, when the deaf hear the

words of the book, and the eyes of the blind see out of obscurity, it seems very

reasonable, but then v.20 " for the terrible one is brought to nought. Does that an

a special defeat ministered to the devil? Or if not, just what does It mean? And

the scorner is consumed, Eat could of course be parallel. But all that watch for

iniquity are cut off-is a very peculiar phrase, and any interpretation of the passage-

if it mom s the end of all people connected Wth wlsdness, why then it would

certainly, unless it referred to the very end of the age, refer simply to that which

was don. in principle, and it was done in principle (9)

I don't know of any other time that could possibly refer, except the very end of the age

And those that watch for iniquity, but then going on, that make a man an offender for

a word, and lay a snare for him that reproveth in the gate, and turn aside the just

for a thing of nought, that verse could certainly describe exactly what was done by

the snmies of Christ, exactb'how they treated him. Of course, it is not given

here in the sense of expressing a description of those great events which are coming,
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but the ectionof these particular things to mention is very peculiar, and just how

it would specifically with Isaiah' a time I don't think we ha vs any way ci knowing,

any evidence whatever. Many think it might have been said, the picking up of this

specifically, to say at this pftnt would fit very accurately with Christ. I would think,

and I don't know, of the many things that might be said as to the wickedness, just

why this particular one would be selected to put here, unless that was the reason,

so I thaoght it was a very interesting suggestion, and while I can't say that I feet

that jLt is proven, I must say that I feel at present as if the balance of

probability is in that direction very definitely. And it is a suggestion! want to look

into further.

But then the passage goes on with v.22 which I feel, weucY did we discuss

22 last time? I know we did time before last. But last time we discussed 22? What

did we say 22 meant, or what did we feel , Mr. Grauley, that it meant? (10 1/2)

Try to put it in a couple of words, I u1d incline to say something like this:

at the time of the turning to the Gentiles, Jacob, thought o f as the father of the

faithful will not be ashamed, that is to say, at the time when the fruttfujLield is

esteemed as the forest, at the time when God's mercy seems to turn away from Israel,

Jacob the father ci Israel will not be ashamed, because he will realize that though

for a time being, many of his (now this goes into 23) natural progeny will be out

bide the camp, yet that he true olive tree, the true descendants of Israel, will be

vastly increased in number. But when he sees his chiren, the work of mine hands,

when he sees the new addition, that is, that when, as you see the mercy of God

seeming to depart and many losing out, as you see the characteristics described In

the verses earlier, coming out to their natural effect, you would think that he would

be ashamed, % to see this result, and he should be, except that God is introducing

an offsetting factor, which is going to result in his not being changed, because the

m isery that this brings is offset by a new great joy, and what that great joy is, there
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is preparation med. for it, in v.22, with referring to Abraham. God who redeemed

Abraham-it lays the foundation for it, but doesn't yet tell us what it is, and in v.23

we are told what it is, so that v.22 I would say it is the negative, Veshe 'won't be

ashamed, but that 23 gives the reason why, that is, that he rejoices n the great

extension of God'. people. I would say, for instance, that h 22 the important part

in 22 isn't Abraham, it is Jacob, but Abraham is introduced a a a preparatory thought

to whet follows. It lays foundations for 23, it actually, as far as 22 is concerned,

a minor thing. The great good God has done it. If you described the gt, good

God, in such. way as to remind you of the fact that in the past He has acted without

reference to the family, ands in Ni. sovereign will picked out the founder of all

this family out of a background of heathenism, and so you're just incidentally told

that that's what the great good God has done in the pelt, but the big thing you're

told now is Jacob isn't going to lave the 5t disappointment that you would think

he would have to have, when you think of all of the misery that wuoZd come to him

from seeing the failure of his natural descendants. % Then you go on in 23 and see

why you won't because he has a great number, a tremendous number of spiritual

descendants, making up 30 times over numerically for the ones who are lost for the

time being, from the physical viewpoint. Yes?

21. (1/2)




.in mind certain parallels. I feel that taking it just as it stands, it lends itself

to the interpretation I've given, but when that feeling is based simply upon the words

here or upon my recollection of certain parallels. I'm not sure. Let's just speak of

the words for a minute, apart from the parallel. The way the words alone impressed

me is thus says the Lord. Jacob will not now be ashamed, neither will his face now

wax pal., the implication seem.. to me is, you would expect he would, when a fruitful

field is turned into a forest, when God does a marvelous work among these people

the wisdom of their wise men perish, and the underata ding of their prudent men
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is hid. And turning of things upside down Is ?tt clay,

you wuld think that now Wien God does these things Jacob would be terribly ashamed

and his face wax pale, but it won't be, the way you would expect, it won't be that

way bed*uae of a new factor, which is going to the subject. Now the reason I say

that, let me, before we part from thieperhaps just finish this thought, that it impresses

m e that I would get that thought Just from the wordaslone, but maybe I wouldn't,

maybe in saying, I am basing it upon my recollection of parallels. Let's look

at the parallel I have in mind.

I have a feeling that there are quite a number of %parallela but I don't think

of them now. But thert is one I think of very definitely, and this bne bay be what

is in the back of my mind that makes me feel that that is the right way to interpret

it. That is, if you turn to Mlcah 4 you find in Mtcah 4 that in v.8, it says, and

though, 0 tower of the flock, the sang hold of the daughter of Zion, unto thee

shall it come, even the first dominion; the kingdom shall come to the daughter of

Jerusalem. There is going to be a great worldwide rule, with its headquarters in

Jerusalem. That is a wonderful promise. Now he immediately follows tip that

promise with "Now why doe* thou cry out aloud? is there no king In thee? is thy

counsellor perished?'e is saying, that now is referring to a different time. He

says now there is a certain time we're going to think of. Why is there going to be

a time when you're in such misery? Well, he says, "Be in pain, labour to bthg

forth, 0 daughter of Zion.. .for now shalt thou go forth out of the city': m d Ii. ILo'4

(3) Thou shalt dwell in the field, thou shalt go to

Babylon; there *halt thou be delivered; there the Lord will redeem thee. Then he

says now also many nations are gathered against thee " 'Wn? When they're in

Babylon? CertekUy not. And I don't think this refers to he time before they go to

Babylon. I think this refers either to Bennacherib, which Is most likely, or to the

Maccabeans, but it's another time introduced with not. Now also many nations are
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gathered agst thee. And he describes that and then he starts the next verse, --next

chapter: Now gather thyself in troops, he has laid siege against us, that's pointing

to the Babylonian conquest. He refers to three different times, inducing each with

(3 3/4) Byj, meaning mow, In the time of which I am speaking,

the time which I picture before you. And that's my feeling from *s caae, that now,

has
in the time when these things are done ?ubeen describing, now in that time when

I picture, the result will not be what might be expected. Jacob will not have the

sorrow one might expect, because although' there is a decline to his physical de

scendants, a decrease in the number then who in the family of God, for a time. Yet

there is an offsetting factor, which would make the true Israel rejoice, in an offsetting

factor, a tremendous increase, when Lebanon is turned into a fruitful field. Mr.

au1ey? (4 1/2) I hadn't thought of that as being included in it, but it certainly

could be a fact. As he would see his descendants following the characteristics

described in vv. 943, and of course if he would see Ahaz' scheme in forgetfulness

of God and all that, he 9uld be ashamed, but it seems to me that the being ashamed

and his face turning pale, is probably not thinking so much of a moral reacn as,

you might say, a disappointment, that is, a decline. If you take it in a aather(materti

way ce that, it would be simply the turning away from Israel as a whole for a time.

But it is true, that if you think of it in the moral direction, which may be the right

way, I hadn't thought of it before, but it may very well be, that you're thinking that

all this description he has given, forasmuch as this people honors me with their

mouth but their heart is far from me, that Jabob has been greatly ashamed, an account

of all this but now he will not be ashamed, because God brings in a new factor.

I don't know, between the two, I think I incline a little more towards the other, I

see a little difficulty each way but perhaps a little less thts way. (stu. 5 3/4)

It is the imaginary, well I don't know as you'd say imaginary, we don't know of course

how much one who is dead knows about his posterity, how much direct Interest he has
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in them, so that I can't say it is not the actual but I would

think of the picture rather as being an imaginary picture of an ancestor thought of as

Looking upon the awe of his descendants, and from that viewpoint thinking of him

as the father of physical Israel but even more as the father of the people of the

(61/2) the ancestor of the true Israel, the father of .11 those who are

God's people, who are in the land of promise. And that we should be justified in

drawing from it that Jacob personally, as a real entity " La in mind I think would

be going aher than we are entitled to. I think, that we think of it as a figurative

mod. of expression, which may be Literally true,, perhaps ought to be, but I don't

think that's what $ in the prophets mind. necessarily, as he speaks. Because we

don't read often about Jacob's reaction to this, that and the other thing that happened,

but when you say, Jacob, though not now is he embarrassed,, nor not will his face

wax pale, you think of how the imaginary snoestor, if he sass has. things, how

naturally he would feel, but yet you say there is a new factor so that he need not

feel that way, he can rejoice because of what God has done. The God who redeemed

Abraham supplies him with new children, the work Gods hands. Well, Mr.

Grauley, what was )'your suggestion? (7 1/2) I incline to think that that suggestion

would be very excellent if it said now saith the Lord who made the covenant with

Abraham, but when it says the Lord W o redeemed Abraham, it seems to ma the

emphasis is on redemption, rather than on covenant, and of course we don't find many

specific statements in the scripture about God redeeming Abraham. The great

emphasis is on Abraham as the $riend of God, Abjiam as the man who followed as

God led, Abraham the man who was the pilgrim and a stranger upon the earth, and

Abraham the one with whom God made a covenant that he was going to bless all nations

through Ls seed. But the thought of God as the redeemer at Abraham is one that w.

God is the one who redeemed Israel out at Egypt. There are many aspects where we

find God as the redeemer greatly stressed. In Isaiah, La 4Qr4t As often said to
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have erred in spirit, but what basis is there in the Hebrew for the "also/" ? How

much basis do you find in Hebrew for an also?...

22. (¬(l/2)

.by simply saying "and' the ones erring in spirit shall know understanding. (3/4)

And shall fear the God of Israel,

and the ones erring in spirit shall know understanding. So that as far 4s the Hebrew

is concerned there is no actual warrant for the "also." It is not wrong though. In

stead of saying "and" they shall, you could say "they also shall", but it does imply

very strongly that there is a change of thought, and we had the same thing back in

chapter 29 wherej he said "moreover." It was just a wan. The King James translates

it "moreuver." It seems to me that in modem English, instead of moreover, "however'

would be much better. Maybe in Old English, "moreover" meant what we mean by

"however" now, I don't know. But there is a 'moreover" starting at a verse early in

chapter 29, which is just a wau, tibw in this case there is just the also. But the fact

they use the also, I'm not sure the King James interpreters thought this way, but I

incline to think they did, tIm and if the "also" were there, I would think there were

two strong reasons for thinking this was the Jews, this verse, so one Is the contrast

with v.18, and that the other is the "also," but since the also is purely a matter of

translation, we have to base it onj just one reason, and that weakens it, consider

ably. Although, I incline to think the 'also" must have come because somebody

saw It this way. Whether it was the King James translators, whether it was Martin

Luther' a, because they used Luther's Bible a lot in making their translation, whether

it was Tyndale in this translation, which they say three-fourths of the words of the

King James Version were taken directly from Tyndale, 80 years before, 90 years before.

O 'whether it was St. Jerome, because after the Vulgate e (2 1/2)

I don't know. It would be an interesting little paper. But the "also" certainly fits

with the idea# that now we have a change. And if you just say "and the ones erring,"
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Israel, God is your redeemer, but I Just don't recall it being said much about Abraham's

children, so it seems to me that the, here the emphasis is not simply on Abraham

but on Abraham as how God redeemed Abraham, and that brings in the thought that

he redeemed hint not because there was any family factor entering i to it, in that

case, because God promises to extent His mercy to thousands of generations of those

that love Him. God deals very d.nitely with families, that's very clear. But in the

case of Abraham that would not enter in. He dealt with him as out of an ungodly

family, in an ungodly day. So it is not just the word Abraham, but the redeemed

Abraham, that leads me to think that that is what Is here being stressed. That when

he says th children, the wok of his hands, Abraham was the wok of his hands,

Of course, Jacob wa too, Jacob was a marvelous instance of God's sovereignty

when he took a men who was naturally more selfish and naturally so inclined to

self-seeking in every way as Jacob was, and redeemed hIrnd regenerated him,

and made him one who could be called a prince of God, that is in a way a greater

illustration of God's sovereignty than his treatment of Abraham, but as far as the

to
family point to concerned, you might say t%e goodness e'Jacob was fulfilling a

promise to lbceham " while the goodness to *raham was pure grace. That would

be my inclination in that case. Any further qEestions?

Well, then, v.23, but when he sees his children the work of mine hands.'-

there certainly is a stress there, that in a very unusual phrase, his children the work

of my hands, in the midst of him. If it isn't a reference to bringing the Gentiles

in to the family of God it is very peculiar phrasing. And it fits that perfectly, I don't

know what also (10 3/4)

They shall sanctify my name and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and shall

fear the God of Irae1. Who Is the 2' "they" there, when he sees this, theywill-

it would seen* to me, since it is tied up with the 'he" there, it should include the 4h..

Surely the 'they will sansufy my name" means Jacob and .11 the others who are the
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leaders of the family of God, leaders of the people of God. Who else is the "they"

otherwise? Jacob is going to rejoice and praise God for what He has done, but not

only will Jacob, so will Abraham and Isaac, so will all the leaders of God's people.

They will pm praise God for what He has done, But then we come to v.24, and what

do you think, Miss Luke, v.24 is talking about? Yes, I would incline to feel that

way for two reasons. One is an inadequate reason, he other I think is an adqquate

reasons First, let me mention what I think is an adequate reason, tint is if you contrail

v.24 with v.18. V.18 says the deaf, those who have no natural ability to do it, they

will receive a wonderful gift of God's grace in being enabled to see out of darkness.

And this Is the contrast, these are not those who are unable, but those who have

been unwilling, those who have wandered, those who have erred, and this would

seem to tie back with the attitude of the people who refused to read the book, who

honor with their mouth but their heart is far from aim. There is a contrast there

which seems to me to justify thinking that verse 24 is a different group from the

group in the previous verses. I would incline to feel that we're justified in that

by the caitrast between the erring and the actually being deaf and blind, that it is

going back to v " 17 when Lebanon becomes a fruitful field, and a fruitful field become

a forest, and sayin fruitful field that has become a forest is going to again

become a fruitful field. And that would tie up with Romans where it says, so all

ith
Israel shall be saved e referencef to Israel as a nation b born in a day.

Now I incline to think we're justified in that interpretation fromthe context, between

this verse and v.18, and its likeness to the thought of the previous verses. I am not

sure however that I would have thought of that, if it were not for the fact that I

incline to think the King James trans latcs thought of it first. Or maybe if they

didn't, maybe they copies, maybe St.Jerome thought of it first, and they copied hint,

I don't know, I haven't looked it up in the Vulgate to see, but the word "also" seems

to me to say that we have now been talking about the Gentiles, then also those who
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well, you don't have that idea at all. Yes? (2 3/4) Because they have not translated

the 'and". If they said, 'and they also," the also would have to be attached, because

the wau would be translated by the "and." But they have translated the wau by an

"also" which is perfectly possible but a bit unusual. And since they have not done

so, very much before, you take v.18, starts 'and in that day shall the deal hear"

you could have said "also in that day shall the deal hear, '4 or"ln that day the deaf

also shall hear." But it doesn't. And I don't think it should because I think that 18

is just saying what was said in 17, But they have chosen to translate the wau by an

'also," and doing so. It represents a word of the Hebrew. Of course this matter of

italics is a difficult one. There are many cases where In English we have to have a

certain word to make sense. You don't have to have it in the Hebrew but the Hebrew

implies It. W.11, then why put it in italics, it is required by the Hebrew, the Hebrew

means it. It is a question. It is very difficult b knowwhen you should put it

well, let's put it this way. There are mey cases where there is no question, italics

should not be used, you have a Hebrew word represented by an English word, tech

should not be used " There are cases where you put your Hebrew words together and

it is very hard to make sense out of it. And in order to make sense you have to

assume something, and it is rather uncertain what you should assume, but you have

to assume something or it makes no sense. Therefore you assume something and you

do your reader a great favor b putting that in italics, so that he knows this is your

asawaption, this is not to be considered as if it we. God's word. But then in between

there are many cases where the Hebrew definitely requires something to get the

thought across in English and where It i perfectly obvious from the context that that

is what it meant and the Hebrew reader would understood it fully, and in those cases,

since there Is no specific Hebrew word for it, you can see you have to put It in

italics, and on the other hand, since the Hebrew does definitely mean it, you can say

putting it in italics is confusing, so that there are those cases, many cases where
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there is no question, italics are right, but there are cases where there is question

of whether you should use italics or not. So that the result is that some people like

the Revised Standard Version, they say, why put it in italics, It doesn't add anything,

they don't put it in any Italics. And if whet they put in is clearly unrelated to what

is in the Hebrew, they put a footnote and say, "Hebrew omits" so and so. And

Hebrew never omitted, they just added it, but they say, "Hebrew omits." I think

the italics are a little better then that. But in this particular case, the question of

whether to say "and" or whether toØks X it "also," is a question of discretion, but

it is a very considerable exeecise of discretion, and certainly we have no right to

build an argument on the English fact that it's altered. Excpt to say that is what

the King James writers thought. Whether they thought (6 1/4)

thought of
copied it from some previous man who got it, somebody =do a highly/translation

of the Bible, but I consider there was a break her., rather than just a continuation.

Mr. Gregory? (6 1/2). In v.23 there, that when he sees his children the work of

my hands. I don't see grammatically how you can parse it other than that what he

sees is his children and that what he sees i the work c my hands. In other words,

he seas his children who are the wiik of my hands, and therefore that he is seeing

children that are different from the normal children. (6 3/4)

that he sees something wonderful that God has done which causes him to rejoice,

and than he is reminded of the fact that in the previous verse, in a little parenthetic

phrase, he reminded them of the fact that Abraham wan called by God, the work of

God's hand, called by His sovereign grace, rather than showing his continuing resting

upon a family. And similarly His sovereign grace is going to bring into the family

those from outside. just an Abraham bras brought in to the family of God. That's very

important in my opinion, in the interpretation of the whole passage, to have that

clear. The last part of the verse, I find it a little bit awkward that it changes to a

"they" instead of a "he." Three verses in the "they." But I suggest that it includeS
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with Jacob the others who are thought of as the leaders of God's people. I know of

no other explanation for the "they." But when Jacob sees his children in the midst

of him, his children will sanctify my name, and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and

fear the God of Israel. I don't say it's impossible. It might be. Jacob will not now

be ashamed nor will his face wax kale, but when he sees his children, he will see

them sanctifying my name, sanctifying the Holy One of Jacob, fearing the God of

Israel, and then,implied,, therefore he will rejoice. That's not impossible. In fact,

it may be better, I'm 'ist not sure. There is an interesting change there. It seems

a little strange to say $ie won't now be &amed, neither will his face wax pal,

but when he sees his children the work of my hands, and then just atop, implying

that he will rejoice instead of being ashamed. It seems as if It requires a further

statement about Jacob, but it may be implied in why he does being because he

sees what these children are doing. It is a little difficult either way I'm not at

all sure.
(Btu

the children rather than he and and the leaders. N that. inter

esting idea here. When he sees these children. He and these children will do

that. I don't know, it's very interesting. There is a third point that "and It like

to have a decision between the three, but I don't at the moment feel able to make

one. Yes, Mr. Miller? (9 1/2) Csrt't do much with it. I don't think they do.

I was thrh'ti,'fn this, all these different strands seemed to me to fit together,

that this is what he is predicting. And then the parallel to Isa " 7 seems to me to be a

strong assurance that it is correct, that what he tells there in reon to the king there,

here he tells in relation to the leaders and the nobles. And all these little strands

seem to me to fit j together and to give Lt. But I doubt if you'll find many commentar

ies that give it. There is this tendency--I find commentaries on the whole quit.

disappointing because the tendency of most commentaries is to take a word and

tell you some interesting things about this word, or this phrase. This word here is

found also there and there, and they bring in some very Interesting things about it,
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but what the passage means, what the progress of thought really is, I find most of

the commentaries quite disappointing. Now I believe you would find some that

would bring out at least to some extent the progress of thought as we have re,

but I can't say with certainty Just which ones. I'm not at all sure you'll find any

that have worked out in detail like (10 3/4) But I

think we have a full warrant for not thinking it strange if we find such a thing, because

if the statement in % 1 Peter says that when they prophesied of the sufferings of Christ

and the glory that should follow, they searched, trying to determine what and what

manner of time the spirit of Christ that was in them did signify, when he testified

beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow. We have no

warrant there for believing that there is specific teaching relating to the work of Christ

and the things connected with the work of Christ a the Old Testam.nt.which would

not have been obvious to the writers when they first wrote it. We have specific

warrant for that. Now we don't to read things in, but when you read a passage and

you say well what did you talk about, just general exhortation, or is there some

spe*gfic meaning? Well, this sounds as if there in some specific meaning (12)

It doesn't sound like just general exhortation.

What is the specific meaning? There are many places where I don't know what the

quo, and it this oasis,
specific meaning. But I believe there isa a..L LU.L.L1 it just seems to me

that so many different factors converge and fit together and I don't know ow of any

real problem with this Interpretation and I don't know any other interpretation that

makes it anything other than just a series of more or less unconnected verses.

But I don't think the problem, the difficulty that the Jewish commentators have had

with it is any greater than the average Christian commentator. They don't find I

think, what is really (12 3/4) Yes, Mr. Abbott? As between

tI' three possible interpretations, you incline then rather str) 1r1 the

children? (stu.) Except that they won't do that when he sees them in the midst,
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they'll do it all the time. Yes. I em very uncertain between those three. I can see

advantages to each one. I can see very greet advantages the way you're speaking.

Very great. I think over the one I had previously taken it, that It was Jacob and the

other leaders, Israelites, there is a great ddvantage over that, because the language,

it doesn't say then you will r oice, or then they will rejoice, but then they will

sanctify, they will fear the name and so on, that seems to fit the children, more than

it doss him, on the other hand, from the logical progress of thought, It seems to me

that you more or less expect an opposite to (14) that he will

rejoice. You sort of expect what he ii gthg to do. So that I'm just not sure, but

i way from the one I suggested before, toward either that or the other

suggestion Mr. Vannoy made, that (14 1/4)

(stu) No. (stu.) I feel a little difficulty grammatically, but I would like to find

a grammatical parallel. If you can find another passage that is grammatically

parallel to it, that would settle it, but t)a ti not easy. If you have the problem in

mind, It' $ hard to ow whore to look to find such a parallel to a thing like that.

but if ou have the thing in mind, then when you're studying and reading, all cf a

sudden some time you corn. across something that's remarkably parallel to this,

and then you look at it and you see how it fits. It may be dealing with an entirely

different subject, but ramm&tically, It may be quite parallel, and then you'll see

that and you'll say my that that gives warrant for this, or that gives warrant against

this. One won't prove it, but one wi 11 strongly urge one against the other, U you

find three or four, it would probably prove it...

23. (3/4)

... 1 think we're justified in considering It as the conversion of the Jews at the end

of the age. Jacob rejoices in the new addition of the family of God from the wild

branches which are grafted in to the olive trees but that in addition the natural brance.

will again be grafted in, which is certainly strongly implied in Romans 11, that's not
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clearly expressed there but certainly strongly implied. Then we take up v.30 and

here surely the archbishop made a change of chapter division at a correct place.

The, 29, flows straight along continuously, and it would be very hard to make a

break in the thought because It is tightly bound together, but when you start with

30, you are, well, vi of 30, maybe I spoke too rapidly, vi of 30 could just be

tied right up to v. I of 29. Vi of 30 could be a direct continuation of the first half

of 29, so that whether there is such a sharp break here, he is moving forward in

thought, he has looked ahead to the distant, not extremely distant, he's looked ahead

maybe 30 years, what 's going to happen to Jerusalem when Ahas' cleber scheme

brings its bitter results, in the attack of Sennacherib. And then how God is going to

intervene and deliver them. Thfal perhaps actually you might say it would be

more logical to start chapter 29 at v.9, because the first pert follows so logically on

from everything in 28, but then in 9 he directs himself back to the rulers again,

disss.s their character, discusses their attitude, shows God's eventual turning

to the Gentiles, then he comes back to the immediate again, discusses their character,

why doss he bring Egypt into it, what's Egypt got to do with it? On. #alswór that is

given to that is to say, now, we have added on material he wrote five years later, ten

years later, this is not part of the same (3 1/4) discourse. The other

interpretation which impresses me as more likely is that he is continuing in the same

discourse, but that In the same discourse, he is dealing with the sent. answer which

they give to the situation. The answer which is in their minds. He says you think

you'll get deliverance front Israel and Syria by calling in Assyria to help, but it won't

work. You should have trusted God in the first place. Well, they say, he says,

you'll be face to face with Assyria, you'll be in terrible trouble. They answer, well,

I f that comas the way you say, you're a prophet of doom anyway, aren't you, trying

to look on the dark side of things. Here we're going to get relief through friendship

with Assyria, isn't that wonderful. You say Assyria is going to injure us, well, if they
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do, we'll trust Egypt go he says, well,

all right, so you turn to Egypt, what good will Egypt do? So he deals with their

questions. They're carrying on the same method that they're using now, only they're

extending it a little further. Was? (etu.X4 1/2) That is cii interesting question.

It is closer, but it's in the opposite direction. When the British, now I had an

illustration, about Poland, oh yes!

When the British said to Hitler, don't attack Poland, they said, in 1939,

Hendrickson said to the British, he said don't attack Poland, it is bound to us with

an alliance, why should you attack Poland. They said, be friends with us, look at

Russia, look at the great Bolshevik enemy, attack the Bcheviks, that would be more

sensible than to attack Poland. Well, Hitler's foreign minister took down a tape

recording secretly some time before this, what the British Ambassador said, and

then he played It to the Russians, and n the Russians heard It that helped them to

nke their alliance with Russia. But when Hitler began attacking Poland, the British

said to Poland, we'll defend you against Hitler, well, now the British couldn't help

Poland against Hitler. The British declared war against Germany because Germany

attacked Poland, well, what good does it do Poland, here the British-Hitler just went

in end conquered Poland. But the Russians also, the British said to Poland we'll help

you against Hitler, the British asked Russia, won't you help the Polish? Russia said,

sure well be glad to help the Poles, they said to the Poles we'll be glad to help you

against Russia, just open up your border, let us bring our troops in and we'll deliver

you from Hitler. Well the Poles said we're just as much afraid oLyou as we are of

Hitler. They said if we let you come in to our land we might aall let Hitler come in.

See what I mean to say is Poland was between Russia and Germany, and the only way

Poland could get protection through Russia from Germany was to let the Russians

come right in. Well, now, you might say that in this immediate sit8 tion Israel is

between Egypt and, I mean udah is between Egypt and Ephralsid Syria, and the
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Egyptians
thought, you say to the Iu*aLans down there, you help us, the oily way you could

help is to bring their forces right into your land, and that's a pretty dangerous thing

to do, at you say to Aayria over the other side, you protect us, they come in and

attack from the rear, they take them (7 1/4) you're

not in danger, so that as long as you had your choice between the two, the thought

would never occur to you to go to Egypt for help if you could get it from Assyria.

But then when he says now Assyria is going to be right next to you, well, they say,

we'll play the powers off against each other, we'll go to Egypt. They might have gone

to àgypt in the first place, but I think that's the reason why it wouldn't even have

occurred to them at first. Well, I guess we have to stop until tomorrow.

(break in record, starting again at 9:)

" ..discussing the 29th and 30th chapters of the hook of Isaiah. And after we

noticed how the 29th chapter begins with that marvelous prediction of God's deliv

erance of the people fron the attack of Sennacherib, by Ms wonderful power alone,

arid then we saw that crttici'*m of the character of the people who were not following

ended
Him as they should. Then we with the glorious promise of Gods calling, turning

to the Gentiles, calling out from the Gentiles those *o would be members of the

family of God during this age, en4ling in the 24th verse with the conversion of Israel

as a nation at the end of the age.

Now in chapter 30 we noticed that we can consider 30 as a continuation of the

address which Isaiah gave at this banquet of the nobles who were celöbrating Ahas'

ungodly scheme. Or we can consider that he wrote a continuation of it at a later time.

I don't quite feel we should think of it as something written years later and un

connected, because the problems are so closely connected and there is such a

continuation of thought, but the first verse of 30 would seem to * ye a reminiscence

of the plan of Ahaz to get deliverance from the attack of Israel by a means other than

that which God wanted him to have. Where do you find this reminiscence particularly
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Mr. Abbott? Something in that first verse which also refers back to the error he

is criticising. What is that, Mr. Abbot? (10 3/4) ". ..take counsel, but not of me"

there the Lord is criticising them because they are not looking to Kim for thd r

guidance, for their leading. In those days God sent Min prophets to tell His people

what to do. And the main burden of the prophetd message is, follow the Lord and put

Him first, instead of your human ideas of human advantage. In these days the Lord

does not ordinarily speak directly to us, He speaks to us through His wedier but He

wants us to get our counsel from His word, rather than from what seems to us to be

the effective way to do. something.

Then we go on to v.2 here, and in v.2, Mr. Gregory, what is the theme there in

tu. 111/2)
v.2?/qe points out that in v.2 here he is going further with the discussion of Ahas.

Of course not directly with Ahaz, but it's the idea that Ahaz has
discussed

nobles, he is either showing what they think then, or what they will think later,

which they certainly did. If this plan didn't work, then they seek another similar

Israel,
plan, if Assyria, protecting them againaAasyria comes against them, then they'll

go to Egy$, and so how far dae he go on talking about this matter of looking to the

Egyptians for help, Mr. Griy? (12) Through v.7, yea. Through v.7 is all one

united theme. The discussion of the looking to Egypt for help against Assyria, and

he points out that this will not succeed. God says their strength is to sit still. You

trust the Egyptian, they've got a big name, a big reputation, but God says the day

of Egypt's greatness is over, Egypt won't be of much help to you.

there is also another lesser and yet vital objection that he raises to going to

Egypt. Mr. Golin, could you tell us what that is? "2 3/4) Well, yes, that's the

thought though that is brought out in v.7, isn't it? Their strength is to sit still.

There is another point. Mr. Gregory? (13 V4) Well, that of course Is the big point

here, that they're not to look to that which is ungodly for their help. It is--they're

God's people, they should use God's methods, and do what God directs, but-that's
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the big main point, but the specific point for Egypt is, you're looking to Egypt to

help. Egypt won't prot you. As He says at the end of v.7 and at the end of v.6 in

this chapter, Egypt n't be able to do as you expect them to. But then there is a

lesser point also that' e brought out in the middle of these verses, quite a different

point. Mr. GoUn, do you have that in mind?

24. (1/2)

.well, that is the point just given, that Egypt is weak, it looks strong, but they're

weak. But still a different point. Let's get at it this way. Mr. Vannby, what is the

point of v.6. (1) Yes, but what's the point of it? He says in v.6, the burden of the

beast of the south, and describes animals going to Egypt, one after another, going

this long difficult trip, going through this difficult country there , making that long

trip down there, and what is the big point that he is stressing it for, just that it's

a beautifulght, camels wending through the desert? What is the point of it? Well,

that's the point we've already got. They're going to a people that won't profit them.

The Egyptian strength is to stand still. But there is another point. Why talk about

all the animals, why all the treasure, what is the stress in all that, Mr. Abbott?

(13/4) Yes, it's expensive. His point is you are expending a traaendous lot on

this scheme. That's his point. His point is that you are sending all these treasures

off, you're sending camel after camel, animals, all this (2) it,.

expensive sending these animals, it's expensive buying all this treasure to send,

it's expensive doing all this, after you do it all, it won't profit you, that's the big

point, it won't profit you, that's expressed in verse after verse here. But the

subsidiary point is, not only will, it not profit you to look to Egypt to help but you're

going to spend an awful lot while you're othg it. And that is a point that Christ

bring. cut. He says, what shall it profit a man, if he gain the whole world and lose

his own soul. In other words, what He says is, if you are expending all sorts of

effort and struggle In order to get what won't profit you anyway, you loss your soul.
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what good is it to you? Your life, without your soul, your whole existence is worth-

less, but you are spending a lot for that. Here is a man w SifI Jnd and toils

and takes it easy, and he has a little pleasure of this type
and

but he doesn't

amount to anything. Wel1Jwede very sorry to see it, and we say that man is

not sewing the Lord, he is not doing anything worthwhile, he is lost, his life is

cthless, and we feel bad about it, but we feel twice as bad, at least I dq,when

I see somebody who is really out there trying to do something, he La working bard,

he is pushing, struggling, he is working up a brilliant scheme, and I know that he

is working for the bread that perishes, and history full of examples of men W o

have worked and toiled and struggled, and shown most admirable perseverance and

most wonderful initiative and energy in trying to accomplish things, and it was all

for an ungbdly purpose, for their own self-aggrandizement, for their own pride, for

their own luxury, or something that wouldn't last, wouldn't amount to anything, it

was for something that wouldn't profit, and they put all this energy, all this effort,

all is expense on to it, so he stresses here, you think you're going to look to

Egypt for help, well, Egypt won't profit you, Egypt won't give you the help you want,

but he is also stressing the fact, that in looking to Egypt, you're going to have to go

to an awful lot of expense. You're going to have to send tremendous amounts of

tribute down to Egypt, you can send a little bit up to Tiglath"pfleser, it's a fair amount

but I mean it is not a tremendous amount, because Tiglath-pileser wants to get rid

of these people, he wants to get o he is right next to them, but when you go down

to Egypt, you're between Egypt and Assyria, and you asked Egypt to come up and help

you against Assyria, well Assyria is out of their way, doesn't do them 8%e01 to help

you, so they will charge you a tremenoud amount of of booty and then when they get

it, you'll find they cb n't profit you any anyway. So that is stressed all though

here, that if the people, v.5 says, that will not help nor profit, v.6 says to a people 4

that 1l not profit, v.7 says the Egyptians will help in vain and to no purpose, there-
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fore have I cried concerning this, Their strength is to sit still. In other words, you

are looking to a false place to get whit you need, but not oily that, you're looking

there is going to cost you se*-, a tremendous expenare, and when you get

through with all this expenditure, you just won't have anything to show for It. So

that is his big theme in vv. 1-7 here, you think you'll find protection from Assyria in

Egypt, well God says that Egypt won't give you it you'll go to tremendous expnse

trying to get it and when you get through, it'll all be just a lie. You will not get what

you want from Egypt. And then in v.8 he says, now to write it in a book, writ. it in a

book. Why does he say this in v.8? Do you think that this means tl*t the $ verse

before about the Egyptians not profiting is one of the most outstanding statements in

the Bible, and therefore it should be spread, that this should be written in a book for

the time to come? Is that why this verse is here, or why do you think it's her..?

Mr. Gregory? (5 3/4) A very good point. Yes, this is something which will take

time to fulfill, you spend, and you spend, and you spend and you spend, end then

when the time comes you look back and somebody says, well, IsaiehoW us this all

the time, another says oh I don't think he did, his empha s was different then that.

He says here is something that you will see the proof of at a later date, so write it

down in a bobk, have it here definitely before them, the witness, so there is no

question about it. Our Lord Jesus Christ tells us when He was on earth here, gave

many wondeñal predictions that aren't in the Scripture it all. You remember when he

saw one of the disciples just befbre he was called and he said, behold, an Israelite

in whom is no guile, . John 1, and the men said, where did you know me? H. said,

before you were called, when you were under the fig tree, I saw you. The man, said,

boater, thou an the Son of God, thou art the King of Israel. Issue says, do you say

that because I noticed you this way, and knew this çbout your heart? He said, you'll

see greater things than these, In other, Jesus gave a proof right then of the

fact that was God because He was able to have knowledge that nobody else had.
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And we have a few of them in the gospels but N. probably did that sort of thing

many, many times. But when He gave a prediction about what was going to happen

thousands of years later, when He described the end of the age, when He gave things

like that, It was important they be written dawn in a book, for the tine to come , so

that as they're fulfilled you can see that what Jesus said actually is coming to pass.

We can se. the proof tint He is what He claims to be, that He is the Son of God.

It Isn't so necessary on th$ immediate things, the prophets probably gave many

things that weren't written down, but something that was going to deal with things

a few years off, it is good to have written down so that it is definite, and that is

one reason, there are other reasons why-yes, Mr. Vannoy? (7 3/4) I don't think

you can confine it necessarily to one or to the other, unless you have some clear

evidence in the passage. If it refers to what is befcmtinre is a good reason for it

that Mr. Gregory just gave. If it refers to what is after, that is something he said

in several other passages. That is said many times In Isaiah, why should he say

specifically, write that in a book? What would the reason be in that case? (8 V2)

Yes, I incline to think that there are two reasons for having vritten down. I Incline

to think that one reasonwas that what they've predicted about Egypt, and also what

they predicted about the deliverance from Assyria at the beginning of 29 end at the

end of 30, will take a few years before it is fulfilled. But I Incline to think there is

also another reason which relates to what follows. That they are rebellious people.

On account of that write it down. I incline to think thadt in about at this point

perhaps that Isaiah was put out of the banquet hall. Perhaps he was giving the

message to the nolies there that starts in 28, and you notice how cleverly he speaks

in such a way as to get their sympathy, and to get their interest, and then he turns

on them and then he turns on things that they'll approve of, and then he turns on them,

and it Is a question how long they'd let him stay. Now he has gotten their interest

aroused, not their a particularly, but the interest of the people who were there, the
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mass of the people heard about what Isaiah did, how he went in there and rebuked

them to their face, they're interested in hearing the whole message. Now he says,

this is a rebellious people, they won't let me give all the message to their face,

write 1* dawn so they can read it in writing that this is a rebellious people, so

that it is available for the whole land to hear. So it seems to me tie t if it points to

what's after it refers to his being unable to get these oral hearings that he was

getting previously in the banquet hail, if it refers to what precedes, It looks forward

to the distant time when this will be fulfilled, and my guess is that both are involved

in it. Well, now he goes on then and speaks in v.8 and following, v.9 end following,

about the chaz cter of*he people who bore the name of God, but who don't want to

follow Him.

V.10, people who say to the seers, see not, aid to the prophets, prophesy not

unto us right things, speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits. If you want

to get a nice big church, if you want to have a good opportunity to live an easy life

and yet thing you're sdrving God, why follow this verse, go into a big pulpit and

tell the people tiet they're mighty fine peo and they're doing a wonderful thing to

come to church on Sunday and God is going to bless them and God is going to protect

t hem on account of itf, and if they'll just come out to one service they can go home

and live the way they want the rest of the week, you can give them, end many, many

a pulpit does, just that sort of a message, and it demands aood speaker who can get

a high position in the church perhaps, he can be looked up to, can be highly regarded,

he is fulfilling this request. Prophesy to us not right things, speak to us smooth

things, prophesy deceits. He could be highly regarded in the church, but how much

will God regard him, in the end? What is the value of it, if he just wants to get

reputation, to get a name, to get money, to get standing, why doesn't he go into

some other work, instead of into the Lord's work. If he is going into the Lord's

work, *is purpose should be, not to please the people, but to please the Lord, he
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Wants to please the people enough to keep them coming, to get the Lord's message,

but he wants to please the Lord and if he doesn't please the lord, there is nothing

gained with pleadjl"%ie people. So these criticisms here given against the people there

could fit people later just as well, they fit any people who go by the name of God,

but who drift into the attitude of putting their own desires ahead of God's Vre purpose.

So he goes on in this passage, and we notice that he first speaks of th&.r character

through v.12 end then he speaks of what is going to follow from it. This iniquity

shall be to you as a breach ready to fall, swelling out in a high wall, whose breaking

comes suddenly at an Instant. He tells how there is going to be a calamity and do

n truction for it, and then v.15 says, thus s' s the Lord, thus did the Lord say,

notice that in v.15 "thus saith the Lord" would be much better literally translated,

wouldn't it It gives a false idea here. If you leave off the last four words, this

would make a good v., for thus saith the Lord God, the Holy One of Isrsel in

returning and res t shall ye be saved; In quietness and in confidence shell be your

strength. That is a wonderful verse, a wonderful promise of God, put confidence in

Him, trust Him and do His will, and you'll be saved, but that's not the purpose here

as shown by the last four words. This is not here a promise et blessing, It is a rebuke

for not having availed themselves previously of a promise of blessing that was given,

and so it would be much better if we followed the Hebrew literally here and instead

of translating the perfect In Hebrew, as saith, as we do so often, U we here translated

It, 'thus said the Lord." This is what the Lord said to you, and you would not. It

would be much better. Is it is, I 'm sure many people are greatly puzzled by it,

25. (1/2)

simply because the Hebrew is not literally translated. We don't literally translate

(3/4) ordinarily. We translate it In the present, because what God has

said is valid today and therefore saith is not an Lnoozrect translation, but in this con

text the past is the thought, and therefore translating the verse we usually do simply
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gives a false idea. Question, Mr. Vennoy? That's a very Interesting thought,

and I think the thought is true but I don't think it is what the weds mean. That in

returning and rest shall you be saved, that In quietness and confidence shall be your

strength, this ward returning, is the very word which is often translated converting,

changing, turning about. It means in returning from putting your trust in earthly things,

to putting it in God. Now of course it is true they are putting it in Egypt, and to turn

awpy from putting your trust, but return sounds like literally come beak from Eqyt,

but the leaders weren't going to Egypt, they were sending all this tribute down, so

that is, I think, the commentaries bring out a true idea that the whole reliance on

Egypt is in mind here, but is fastening undue stress on the literal rendering of the

word, yes? (1 3/4) No, if It could be implied. Yes, I think his whole thought is,

you're foolish to trust Egypt, well, that implies, quit doing it, quit sending it, but

you couldn't bring back what you've already sent, that the Egyptians have got. You

are just out that, and as far as bringing beck the ambassadors Is concerned, they

sent ambassadors to ask help, but they would come back anyway when they had made

their request. I don't think returning, bringing back the ambassadors hardly expresses

the thought here. He is not urging them to break off relations with Egypt, he Is not

urging them to OW fight Egypt, or anything like that, Ordinarily when you bring back

your emabessadors, it means you're breaking relations. But of course the special

ambassadors, you bring them ba'k, but they'll come back anyway. Of course, if he

Lw writing today, you might say you could send a message, send a telegram, come

right back, a quick message, but you couldn't do that then. U they've gone th.Vve

gone, they'll give their message and they'll come back. But I don't think tL7.. their

returning literally fits but the idea fits certainly. Mr. Gregory? (3) He is

addressing people who should have put their trust in quietness and confidence in the

Lord, and he is saying to these people as he said back in chapter 28 and chapter 7,

that if ye will trust the Lord and do His will, you can receive blessing through Him.
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Look at 28.16.Therefore thus saith the Lord God1 Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation

a stone, a tried stone, a precious corner stone, a sure foundation he that believeth

shall not make haste. In other woes the one that is trusting the Lard doesn't need

to be looking to Assyria at all for help against Israel. And now, as you look forward,

you say well if Assyria becomes our great danger, we'll get help from Egypt. Well,

the same thought applies, you shouldn't look to either one of them, but look to the

Lord. So he then as we noticed in the next few verses, here, he says to them, you

should put your trust in God and you would not, v.15, you wouldn't turn aside from

earthly methods of thinking you're going to advance what is right, and put your trust

in God, you won't do it, you say well if this goes as bad as you say it is, well,

wdtl flee on horses, v.16. We'll get the quickest thing we can find. You don't

find so many horses in Palestine, Ordinarily they use the donkey, or the camel for

the beast of burden, they ride on the donkey, even the king, when he (4 Va)

s came sitting on an ass, on the colt, the foal of an ass. Jesus didn't ride a horse

in to the triumphal entry, he rode a donkey. The donkey was the regal animal and

it was the common beast of burden too, and when I was traveling in Palestine for

three months in 1929, we saw donkeys everywhere, some camels, lots of donkeys,

we rode on horses, but the minute my hors, would see another horse, he didn't bother

with a donkey, but the minute he saw another horse he reared up an his hind legs

and began to kick the air with his front feet, he wanted to tight, because he didn't

see enough holes to get used to them, they were fairly uncommon there, at that time.

Well, at this time the horse was thought of, not as the ordinary animal that

you use, not as the regal animal that had the style and luxury end all that, but he was

very specifically one thing, he was the fast one, the swift one, the one that would

be brought in to do a special task that needed speed, he might be used during war,

he would be useful in carrying the message speedily, and that was the purpose of the

horses, for fighting or for speeding. So they say, we'll flee on horses, these nobles,
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they have the me a available to get away from this, they don't think of the poor

people who will be left for thö Assyrian juggernaut to roll across, they're going to

get out *i the way, they're going to flee on horses, end that's the ordinary human

method of desperation, we try our human expedients and then when they don't work,

well, we'll just flee away, and you take your common literature today that Is so

much touted by he world and much of it is the literature of desperation. You take

Franz Kafka whose writings are much discussed today, and whet does Kafka write?

He wrote about people who were caught in a world situation in which they found no

help, no means of escape it's just absolutely hopeless, and that's the stress, and

not only in Kafka, but so many other writers today, that is the thing, we are in a

world situation that we just can't get out of, we're just caught hopelessly, and people

seem to get a pleasure out of reading that sort of thing and feeling, well, we're all

in the same boat together, and it's just hopeless. W

But these leaders, these nobles, the ay, well, we'll get out of this situation,

we'll just flee away. You won't catch us, if it goes wrong, it goes wrong. We

won't turn aside from our wicked lusts, or follow the Lord, we'll work our schemes

a nd we think they'll work, but if they don't, w U flee. And so they say, we'll

flee on horses. Now this is interesting, this v.16. Did they say this? lout ye
N

said, No; for we will flee upon horses; therefore shall ye fled? Is that what they

said? Does that sound to you like what they said? It is an interesting verse here,

because this is a verse in which we have the speakers very clearly differentiated

and yet it is not indicated. It is there. It is perfectly plak, but it to not indicated,

and there are many times In Scripture when that is the situation. When they do not

put in designations of the speakers, but when you can tell them from the context

with no difficulty, and you have to tell them, to make sense out of it. What sense

does that make? "But ye said, No; for we will flee upon horses; therefore shall ye

flee." Doesn't make any son** at all, does it? You have to read it in a different
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tone of voice. You read, he says, but ye said, No, for we will flee upon horses.

End of quotes. This is what you said. If Assyria will protect you from Isrseánd

Syria. Well, if Assyria turns against us, we'll look to Egypt. Egypt will protect us.

Well, he says Egypt will prove to not profit you. Their strength is to stand still.

Then they say, oh, wdl, we'll flee on horseback, Anything but to trust the Lord and

turn sway from the anti-God objectives of this wicked age. No, he says, we'll

flee on horses then. So he says, the prophet says, therefore shall ye flee. Yes,

you're going to, and again, what ye said. It doesn't state it, but it's clear. And

again what did they say? We will ride on the swift. We have got good enough horses

to get out of the way. We can still be safe. We will ride on the swift. He says,

therefore, they that pursue will be swift. So you have three changes of person in

this. There is a quotation of the people, there is an answer, there is another quotation

from them, and there is an answer. Now this may be a quotation of something they

act* ily say, more likely it is a quotation of what they're thinking, what theywould

say If they entered into dialogue, and he answers the thought in their minds, just

as Jesus so often did, when people would say, among themselves, can this man

forgive sins? They probably didn't say that audibly but it was in their minds. He

knew what was in their minds, and he turned to them and answered the thought in

their heart, Yea? (9 3/4) I wouldn't think in the context. The thought of Egypt

might suggest horses because at this time Egypt is where the best horses come from.

Maybe they were getting horses from Egypt, but (stu.lO) yes but they werrntt getting

help from Egypt In order to be able to flee, they were just getting help from Egypt in

order to be able to protect themselves. The fleeing is a last resort. They're not

sending all this treasure to Egypt just to get a few horses. (stu.) No, I think the

emphasis on the horses is if the Egyptians fall them, then they'll flee. See, first

they say, we get protection from Israel and Syria by looking to Assyria. They don't

say that but that's what they're doing, so he criticizes that. Then he says, Assyria
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won't help you. That is, it'll hot p you temporarily, but you remove the buffer state,

you're face to face with the tremendous Assyrian danger. Then, they say, well,

we're tic. to face with Assyria, well go to Egypt for help. He says, oh, yes, I see

what'll happen then. The burden d thb beasts of the south, all these animals going

to Egypt, all this, you're sending all this to Egypt, in order to get Egypt to promise

to help you, but he says you're sencng it to a people that won't profit you. He

repeats that three times. He says Egypt's strength is to stand still. You think

Egypt can protect you but Egypt I. past its day, Egypt is not In Its decline, so you

won't get help from Egypt. He says what you should have done is to trust the Lord,

He said to you In quietness and confidence shall be your strength," but you won't.

The Egyptian scheme won't work, well, the Assyrian scheme mom work,, all right,

we'll look to Egypt. Now the Egyptian scheme doesn't work, we still won't turn to

God, we'll flee on horseback be 0 f course, they may have gotten the horses from

Egypt but it Is a very, very small part of the help from Egypt (11 V.2)

We'll flee on horses then. And H. says, well, He says, that's what is going

to happen to you. He says you're going to have to flee as a result of this attitude

you have, and then we have this very striking thing where they say, we'll ride on the

swift. He saysPad *. ones that pursue you, they'll be swift too. He says, here

is what is going to happen. One thousand will flee at the rebuke of one. At the

rebuke of five all of you will flee. They say, well, this is hopeless then, Isaiah

says it's hopeless, you better trust the Lord. U you don't, it's J%a t hopeless, there

is no answer. No, that's not what Isaiah said, that's part of it, but that's not all of

it. Isaiah says it is hopeless to get deliverance through your human schemes, but

Isaiah Is implying all through, God has a purpose in Israel, and Gods purpose is

going to be accomplished,, and whatever they do, He is going to accomplish His

purpose, and He comes back to this. The Assyrian, He says, you'll be faced with

this great enemy, what can you do? But H. says, God is going to intervene, going
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to protect you, earlier. Now here He says, you will flee, a thousand will ties at

the rebuke of one, at the rebuke of five all of you will flee. Will, it is hopeless,

in other words we are just lost. Till ye be left, how As a beacon on the top of

a mountain, and as an ensign on a hill. He uses this very vivid language, the

beacon, and the ensign. Why does He speak of being left as a beacon and as an

ensign? 8omdy might have said, in the Civil War, might have said to the South

well you think you're going to divide up the nation, you're going to have your own

section down here, that will carry on the law the way you want, regardless of what

the rest of the country wants. You think you're going to do that? Well. you'll

find when it comes to a clash of strength, that you won't get anher., you think

England and Franca will come over and help you, you'll find they don't. They'll

give you a lot of words, end a little hblp, but ad much. Theywon't do anything

in the end. You will be left absolutely destroyed. Your allies will flee and there'll

be nothing left of them. But he never would have said, till you be lift as a beacon

on the top of a mountain, and as an ensign on a hill. Who would think of using

language like that to a country, to say you're going to be defeated, you'll be left

this way. It wouldn't be true. They weren't.

Some commentaries say, this shows the prophet is saying, they'll be left

so there are no two together, they are just individuals separately. Well, that didn't

happen, that's not what (14)

Why does he use this langauge? Mr. Gregory?J..

26. )

" . yes, we don't know. (stu) I don't think so, because I think he is looking further

into the future. I think that here he is looking beyond that. He is looking to the

very distant result. I t)*ik that, simply because of the language here. He is going

to deliver Jerusalem, and the other cities (1) but I don't think

that is involved here. I think what he is stressing ere is, that they will flee and
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you'll think it's hopeless, you'll think there is nothing left of it, but that won't be

true, there will be something left, something very important left, what will be left

will bee beacon, and an ensign. Although, instead of calling it an ensign, call it

a flagpole if you want, it still is the same thing. It is that which stmds as a lesson

end more than a lesson, as an indication that t which represents something. And

what he is saying is God has a purpose in Israel and the purpose of Israel is to keep

Israel alive, to keep the memory of God alive to them, as the people through whom

His Son will come into the world, but He says, you leaders of the people are turning

against God, the people as a whole are implicated with you, in what yours doing,

you are trying these ungodly schemes, one after another, in the end, it will result

in e.iLua for you, in dispersion, in being scattered throughout the world, but it

will not result in complete destruction, and it will result in a testimony, in a sign,

in an Indication, which Frederick the Grsats chaplain could point to, when Frederick

the Great said, )Give me in a word some evidence of Christianity.' In other words,

he says, I don't want a long sermon from you now, trying to give some closely spun

arguments to prove that Christianity is true, give me something brief, in one word,

that will mean something. And the chaplain took Frederick the Great at his word, it

is a good thing to take him at his word, because you might lose your head if you

didn't, but he took him more literally than Frederick probably meant it, and the

chaplain said, "The Jews." And suggested something that is unique In the word.

All the nations of antiquity have disappeared. They're the great nations. The people

have gone. Look at the great Egyptian power, the Egyptians today are Arabs, they're

not Egyptians. There is a lot of the old Egyptian blood in them, but the continuity of

culture is gone, the whole relationship is changed, the Arab conqueror has come in

and taken over the country of Egypt. The Assyrians, the great empire,, they disappear

ed. What has become of the ancient Roams? What has become of the great cities

of ancient Greece? They have all gone. And here is a nation which was much smaller
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than any of those. You could find a dozen nations as great as Israel ever seems to

be, which had their day end disappeared. The people were scattered, were divided

up among other peoples, and forgotten except somebody who is going into tomes of

ancient history, but though the leaders of the Jews turn away from God, though they

flee. though they're divided, though a few cha*se a thousand, so that they're

scattered abroad, you think there is nothing left of them, yet they remain, they

continue their existence, they continue theft distinctiveness, and they stand tore

as an indication to he world that God 'a word is true, that God's testimony is true,

and that He has worked something very unusual, very remarkable, as an indication

of the fact that He did set them apart for a special purpose, and that His word is

indeed the Word of God. So they, though' they are scattered, though they are

divided, though they are driven away, they remain as an ensign on a mountain, as

a banner on the top of a hill, an indication that cannot be hid, that stands outther,

as something that has lasted down from ancient days into this present age, and

found all over the world, indication of the truth of His word. And then you have v.18.

After 17, v.18 is one which if you do not se. the purpose of the chapter as a

whole you don't get a great deal of sense out of 18. But if you see the chapter as a

whole there is a great deal of meaning in v.18 here. And therefore, will the Lord

watt, that he may be gracious unto uou. 8c' say well the therefore must skip

back to what precedes, therefore will the Lord wt b.csise of your rebellious spirit,

because of your failure,, he will wait, in order to be gracious unto you. I think that

is a wrong interpretation of the "therefore." I think the "therefore' means "for this

reason.' Forw* reason? For the reason of the carrying out of history. For the

reason of the ensign, for the reason of the pointing to God's purpose in Christ.

Therefore, will the Lord wait, in order that He may be gracious unto, therefore will

he be exalted, in order that he may have mercy upon you. How can the Lord be

gracious to those vto are sinners? How can the Lord have mercy upon those who
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turn away from Him? How can He? He only can through fulfilling His purpose in the

Lord Jesus Christ. Only through doing what He brought Israel into existence for,

in the first place, can he do it. It is by the working out of His plan, that the Lord

can do this, and we have an occasional verse in the prophets pointing to the fact that

God has a plan, looking on through the ages, from Isaiah's time on, a puqose which

is going to result in carrying out His gracious purpose of no rcy to the 'whole world.

It is a plan Wtlch leads up to the coming of the Lord, who is going to bear our sins.

And it is all related to that. They are to be, not simply destroyed, not simply reduced,

but rendered like a beacon on the top of a mountain, an ensign on a bill, a sign of

the Lord's activity, the Lord' s control, a sign that these were the people set aside

for Himself, and that the misery that comes on many is the result of the quality of

forgetfulness of Him, which they have, which they're not unique in having, which

all the world has, except those who are really true to the Lord, but which become'
Of

particularly deserving of punishment when there is opportunity , knowing the Lord a

will and when they represent a turning away from light that is given them. But it

is not simply destruction, it is making them a sign, an indication of what the Lord's

purpose is, and what is His purpose? His purpose is to be gracious. Here He is

sitting hen, doing all this, you won't trust the Lord, therefore you're going to flee,

therefore those that pursue will be swift, and then all of a sudden, He says, the Lord'a

purpose is to be gracious. Yes, the Lord's purpose is to be gracious by doing that

which makes it possible for Him to be gracious. Why will He be gracious? For the

Lord is a God of judgment. How can He be gracious and be a God of judgment? Becaui

He works out His purpose and makes it possible for a just God to be gracious. His

purpose that makes it possible for Him to be just and also the justifier of them that

believe in Christ. So He looks forward to :he great blessings that He is going to

bring, through the carrying out of His purpose, for the people shall dwell in Zion

at Jerusalem. Thou shalt weep no more. Isn't that a sharp change from you're going tc
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flee, until you become a beacon on top of a mountain. You shall weep no more. Yet,

when will you weep no more? There'll be Ienty of weeping in Isaiah's day, and

still more in the day of leremiah, the weeping prophet, and still more in the time of

the destruction of Jerusalem, and still more at many times through the ages, but the

time is coining when you shall weep no more, a time is coining when the Lord will

have worked out His plan, so that He can bring His wonderful grace to all the world,

beginning at Jerusalem, and going on to Judea and Samaria, and unto the uttermost

;arts of the earth. Thou shalt weep no more He will be very graus unto thee at the v

voice of thy cry, when he shall hear it, he will answer thee. We did not stop on

the last of v.18: "Blessed are all they that wait for him' The Lord is going to wait,

that he may be gracious. Blessed are all they that wait for Him. The same Hebrew

word is used. Those that he is--the word is to look with expentancy. This, the Lord

is going to wait that He may be gracious unto you, He is going to look for the ful

fillment of Ills marvelous prow for the working out of it, which involves the

ensign, the beacon on a hill, He is going to wait, to look with expentancy, to the

fulfillmert bf His plan. Blessed are all they that look with expectancy to Him, that

put their trust in Him, that have their strength in quietness and ii6onftdence. And

then in v.20, you see the change of the time you look at. Thou shalt week no more in

v.20; though the % Lord give you the bread of adversity, and the water of affliction.

Well you'll certainly weep when you have the bread of adversity and the water of

affliction, won't you? You will weep. He looked at a different time. Though you

shall do this, yet shall not thy teachers be removed into a corner any more, but

thine eyes shall see thy teachrs. And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee,

saying, This is the right way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand, and when

ye turn to the left.

God is going to give His word, His means of knowing the truth, He is going to

provide His spirit to lead those who wait for Him, who look to Him with expenncy.
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This is the right way. When ye turn to the right hand and when ye turn to the left-

why should He say that? Why doesn't He say this is the right way, turn to the 1

right or turn to the left. Why does He say it this way? Mr. Miller, do you have

idea on that? (11 V.4) The point of it is, not that he is going to say, you turn this

way, you turn that, but that He is Ung to indicate where you've gone wrong, when

you turn out of the way, He will show you how to get back into it. Reminds of

Psalm 32, be not as the horse that must be held in with bit and bridle, that must be

forced in this direction, but learn to have Him lead you with His eye. It is a call

to learn from the word the way that God wants youto go, and then to know that if

you are trusting Him, that when you start to go in the wrong direction, He'll nudge

you back to the right way. There'll be a voice saying, no, that's the wrong way,

you get back to the direct way you were going. Because every one goes wrong, there

is no one who has been redeemed from sin who always goes in what is right. We are

always taking wrong steps, but if the Spirit is dwelling n us, He says, no, no,

you're turning wrong here, get back to the direction God wants you to have. Man's

life is a series of, you might say, of revivals, a series of drifting and then being

brought back. Drift and then being brought back. Naturally, we go down, It is

Gods mercy that brings us back. It is Gods intervention in our lives, when we

start to go astray, and if we are listening for the voice of the Spirit, looking for

what He wants us to do, if we put out of our minds that which is our own selfish

desire, and learn to look for His purposes, He promises that He will enable us to

hear the ooice of the Spirit saying, no, not this way, no, back to here, not over

here, no keep on, keep on following Him, don't turn aside to the right or to the left,

from His paths, and His purposes.

So that v.22 now is an interesting verse. What do you think 22 Is about?...
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.yes, there is a promise that there is going to be a real loyalty to God, but I

think vv. 21 has a great note on the personal leading of those who are really true to

the Lord, while 22 is more general ti nature. In 22 he makes a specific prediction

which would've been hard to make In view of the history of Israel, because yoead

in judges and Kings that people were constantly falling into idolatry, they were

going after the abominations of the Sidonlans, and of the Ammonites and of the differ

ent people, they were falling into idolatry repeatedly. But God says you are going

to flee, going to be scattered like an ensign on a hill, but, He says, you are going to

defile the covering of your graven images of silver, you're going to cast away out of

the temple and say get thee hence, the idols and the images, and how much since

the time of the exile has jowl been characterized by idolatry. People have fallen

into many errors, as all people do. There has been much that they could be

criticized for as there is of all of us, but the loyalty and fidelity of on this vital

point, which was not characteristic before the exile of the Israelites has been carried

through ever since. They have been characterized by their loyalty to the spiritual

nature of God and to the great principal of monotheism, and refusal to have any

compromise with idolatry in any form. They have been characterized by that where"'

ever teyve been scattered throughout the world, and that is a marvel, and something

that no one knowing their past hiay would have predicted, but Isaiah predicts it

here very definitely, in v.22. You're going to flee, yo'Jr going to be an ensign

on a hifl,, you're going to be subject to all of this, but he says, you are going to

defile the covering of your graven images, and and the ornament of your molten

images, you're going to cast them away, you're going to say, get thee hence. And

this has characterized the laws ever since, a marvelous loyalty on this one extremely

important point. And it is a marvelous evidence of the accuracy of Isaiah's prediction,

that Isaiah would pick out the one thing on which they had been so disloyal in the

past, and on which they're going to be so loyal in the future. Of course, he doesn't
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say immediately, starting in his time. You get on to Ezekiel and you find Ezekie1

carries tvtston to Jerusalem and seeing the people worshipping (3 1/2)

and worsb$pping these images in the temple and all that, the idolatry in Ezekiel's

time had coma right into the temple, but after the exile, this very important stand

was clearly taken by Israel and characterized them through the centuries (4)

and it is a marvelous prediction of Isaiah on this.

Then in v.23 he looks forward to th material blessings of the millennium.

There axe going to be material blessings of the millennium, described in 23, 24, 25,and

26, material blessings of the time when God is going to have put an end to the evil

of Iseel and established H is reign of righteousness upat this earth, and when there

is going to be great agricultural blessing, described here wonderful prosperity which

is going to come, this figure , the light of the moon the light of the sun being so

greatly increased when the Lord binds up the breach of his people, and heals the

stroke of their wound. Revelation says there will be no night there, It doesn't

mean we won't have refreshing, it doesn't mean we won't have the strengthening we

need, that we get from sleep, but it does mean that there will be a tremendous incresa

in energy and strength and blessing in every way, during that wonderful millennial

kingdom. And Isaiah just has a brief glimpse of it here, up through v.26, and then

he comes back to the nearer time and looks at the nearer blessings that God is going

to give, and we have to discontinue there until next week, but look over chapter

30 and 31 tomorrow and see the parallel between the two, how they fit together, and

see these latter verses of 30, try to be sure just what they're looking to, are they

looking to an immediate situation? Are they looking to the present age? Are they

looking to the Millennium ? Just what are they looking toward? (break In record)

(continuing again at 6 1/4) ...at our last meeting we were looking at, still at chai*e

30, a very interesting chapter. These chapters, by the way, when you start with

Isa.28, once you have the background, the historical background of 28, everything
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Just falls into line, quite simply. We get to 29 and we have one rather startling new

thingwe find, but once we find it, I think it falls into line. In 30 we get a little

bit more that is difficult I'm sure. And when you get to 3$ and 33 1 think we're in a

much less solid position, there is a good deal we can toll very definitely, but there

are many more details that we find it difficult to be sure about than there are in the

earlier chapters, but unless you have the hitortcal background well in mind and

also the long distance matters that the Lord is irteed in revealing to Isaiah, most

of these chapters are just a 1d of words, they don't convey much cf a message , unless

you have these two things in mind. the historical background in relation to Isaiah's

day and the ilatant thtng3 that God has revealed to us elsewhere that we find suggest

ed, hinted at, that we find these reed to. Vs don't went to read into it anything

because we find it elsewhere, but we want to take suggestions 'fre find elsewhere,

end see h they fit, and whether they give the key in places which otherwise

would be very difficult to understand. Now in chapter 30, we were looking I think

at the end of the hour at that 18th verse.

We might have glanced a little further ahead, but the 18th verse is a very inter

esting verse. It seems to me that it ties tightly to the 17th verse. I'm not sure that

this has been much noticed except by expositors this relationship, but it seems to

me that it is a very vital proof to the understanding of the whole material, therefore,

will the Lord welt that He may be gracious unto you. I don't think it means, the reason

the Lord is going to wait l so He can be gracious unto you,, maybe it is that way, but

I incline to think that He waits to be gracious to you in order that He may fulfil His

purpose of the beacon, of the ensign, His purpose after all which is the purpose for

which Israel was called in the first place, the purpose of being a witness to His

message, and that is what Israel has witnessed to right from the time of Abraham,

It is a witness to His message, it is that which through which He brings flis message,

and by which He presents it to the world. So the ensign, the beacon, are not just
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figures but they are figures which convey their real natural signi-

ficance, the significance of proclaiming something, and it is the proclamation of

Gods purpose, and the outwokking of His gracious purposes and also for the whole

world, that He may be gracious, that He may be gracious because He works out His

purpose which involves establishment of bases upon which He can be gracious, and

involves eventually bringing an end to all that is wicked in this world. Therefore,

will He be exalted that He may have mercy upon it, He is not just one, like an In

dulgent parent, that simply gives the child everything that he wants regardless of

whether it is for his good or not. God is a d of Judgment, He is a God who loves

His children, but a God who loves righteously, and justly, and His perfect plan

in-volvesworking justice, Judgment, righteousness, and at the same time, providing

for the gracious loving merciful gift that He gives of His own aeryalone, not

through any desert of ours. So from v.19 on, we carry on this iv*e of the mercy, this

note of the graciousness of what God is going to do, up to v.27, through v.26. we

have the constant stress on this note of God's graciousness. You find it in 1916, He

will be very gracious unto the*,, in 23-He will give the rain of thy seed, the increase

of the earth, fat and plenteous, cattle feed in large pastures; 24.-the oxen and the

young asses, the domestic animals are to have plenty to ea', the blessings H. Is

going to bive; 25.-streams of waters on every high hill, rivers id streams of waters,

the deserts to blossom like the rose; and 26-the light of the moon like the Ubht of

the sun, the light of the sun sevenfold, In the day the Lord binds up the breath of

his p.bple and heals the stroke of their wound. The graciousness then is, after a

break of a few verse., is continued in v.29 and 30, where there is to be a . song

of joy,, the glory of the g.dness of God shown in His protecting power, now. There

is a break after 26 but yet the gracious note is not ended, it continues very definitely

with 29 and 30. Then, this graciousness then is Introduced with a theme, God's

marvelous blessing in the future for His people. His people are bnq punished for
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their sins they are being told of the terrible denunciation in the first part of chapter

300 and yet there is marvelous blessingéhisad of them. God'LthJtfiVJ be

gracious, and blessed are all they that wait for Him. Here surely in a Justification

by faith, her. is the gracious mercy of God given without any desert on bur part.

Blessed are those who look expectantly to Him, those o put their trust in Him,

those who enter into an intimate relationship with Him in which He is Saviour and

Lord. And then in v.20 we have a glimpse of the fact that the marvelous blessings

that He promises in v.19, the people will weep no more. mean/ that from now

on they'll never weep any more? Well, there was a went deal of misery then. But

the time is going to come when they will weep n more, the time is going to come

when His great graciousness will be shown, but that time is not necessarily

i"mediate ly, because v.20 shows that there may be first before the marvelous

graciousness of God, when the people weep no mu., there may be first a time when

they have to undergo the bread of adversity and the water of affLiction. This time may

come first, before the marvelous graciousness, but He is going to wait before His

being gracious and showing His marvelous love, and inbetween there may be a time of

bread of adversity and water of affliction, because He has not only punishment to

bring to those who turn away from Him...

28. (V2)

... but He also has lessons to teach those who were waiting for Him, those, who were

true to Him, and it may be His will that we have the bread of adversity, and the

water of affliction, it may be His will for any of us, it is quite different, the whole

atmoshers of v.20 from the atmosphere of the verses from v. say, up to v.17.

There is denunciation and punishment, here is chastisement, and care for His own.

They may have to go through hardships, they may have to do thise things, and yet

if they do, if they are truly waiting for Hlm they can know that it is part of His

pupose for them, and they should rejoice in it. There is no excuse for'." well, I
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don't like to say in such strong Language, in a way, them is no excuse, because we

don't want to condemn others for faults which we may not have, and we may have

other faults that they haven't, but in God's sight, let us say, there is no excuse for

the Christian getting ulcers. In God's sight there is no reason for it. Now we all

have our faults, and I don't condemn a man who does, I probably have great faults

that he doesn't have, but whet I mean is, that we fully avail ourselves of the bless.

tags that God provides for His children, if we are waiting, expectantly for Him, if

we are looking to Him, we should be able to learn to do His work with our utmost

energy and ability, but to leave the results officially in His hands, that we do not

have the nervous tension that produces ulcers. Of course,, I have tar more respect

for the man that gets out and does something, accomplishes something and gets

ulcers as a result, than for the man that lies undezs a tree and does nothing. I have

far more, but I mean that the Christian should be able to do the work to the very

utmost of his energy, and then when he has disappointments when things o wrong,

when he is just not sure how it is going to turn out, when this particular on. he has

worked so haM with, just doesn't seem to get anywhere or turns against him and does

what he didn't expect, to just lean on the arms of the Lord and leave the result with

Him, and not be himself scathed by it, it is a high ideal and an ideal which none of

us fully reach, but In God's sight, I say, there is no need for the Christian to suffer

from nervousness. Of cows., the worst thing is the laziness that does nothing, that

certainly is far worse than having the nervous tension, but what I mean is the Lad

wants us to realize that when the bread of affliction comes, U the water of affliction

comes, well, those these who are His, it is part of His purpose for them, and He had

a blessing for us in it. He has * meaning far us in it, and the meaning might not even

not be for us, He might have a meaning of having us glorify Him by having the bread

of affliction, and the water of affliction. Whereby we would suffer as job did not

as a punishment to job, not as a chastisement to Job, but as a moms of showing
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forth God's wonderful grace, and showing how job took It, how job retained (his

loyalty to God through It all, even though he didn't understand everything. God

never exptain everything. At the end of job, we see how great and how good God

is, who are you to question His Will. But we are told when job starts t there

was a real reason In the spiritual world for it, that something very definite was

accomplished for God's will by job's undergoing this misery. But job wasn't told,

it says the great WWWfor jobWW was, not to have everything explained to him, but

to be able to welt upon the Lord, and know that he could fully trust the Lord, and

the Lord was able to (4 11.2)

So this verse here, when we start, turn to presentation of God's wonderful

gracious goodness to His people in v.18 end 19. then to have 20 stuck In with

the bread of adversity and the water of afflicticzt, seems at first sight as if he is

oscillating. After looking at the judgment upon sin in vv.8l7, as If now-which

Gdd uses for His own purposes of goodness-'that n He* after two verses of

graciousness, oscillating back again. Of course, that's not the case. This is a

description of His gracious good purposes to His people. That before the covenant

of the time when the marvelous material blessings are to be given, that are suggested

in v19 and described rather fully in vv.23u'26, that before that happened, for the

one *o is waiting upon the Lord, there may be a period of severe testing, a period

of chastisement, a period of training that is very difficult while It is going on, but

that God promises that the on. who in truly waiting upon Him, will not have his

creatures removed into a corner, but that He will have the word al1able, his eyes

will see (5 3/4) H" will have the full word of God available,

which God is preparing, was preparing through Isaiah, had been through others before,

that the word will be available to Min , to get the message that God wants to give,

end to see that whatever the material situation, that God provides for them. There

is the spiritual blessing of the nearness of God, end the leaning upon Him and the
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feeling the assurance that He is leading. Then, thine ears shall hear a word behind

thee saying. This is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand, and

when ye turn to the left. This doesn't mean He is going to make us into * robot that

He can press a button and we'll turn right, He can press a button and we'll turn left,

H. wants us to learn to use our minds to figure out what way He wants us to go, but

to give the assurance that as we study the wud and learn principles and as we study

situations and figure out how we can glorify Him more fully, that when we ask. a

wrong turn, He will in some way move things about so that in the end we'll be able

to look back and see that we were just the way He wanted, that He will lead us,

en though we hear Him through a voice behind us. He does not give us that clear

sight that He gave some of the prophets of old, at some times, when He said, go to

this place, go here, go exactly there. He wants us to learn to be guided with His

eye. Yes Mr. Abbott? (7 V4) I would say very definitely that vv. 8-17 are pun

ishment upon those who are a rebellious peopl.who are turning apXst the Lord,

saying as in v.10, saying to the seers,, See not; and to the prijiets, Prophesy not unto

us right things, speak unto us meoth things, prophesy deceit.. That Is the

condemna-tionof the attitude also described in chapter 29, of seeking our own counsel Instead

of God's and using Him as a means to help us, instead of desiring to be His servants,

to bring ourseif in line with Him. Thtis definite condemnation in those verses.

I wouldn't say condemnation of the nation, certainly not, but condemnation of the

wicked leaders of the nation, and of all leaders who would follow in the footsteps of

them. Not of all the leader, by any means, but condemnation of those leaders who

follow in this direction, with the assurance, in v.17, that Gods punishment of them

is not like the punishment of the Assyrian, a destruction, but a punishment that

involves carrying on of His purposes, and accompliehMg His blessing, that He will

do His work through us or in spite of us, but He will use us for (8 3/4)

He makes the wrath of wicked men to praise Him, so, you see, it all seems to be
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simply punishment, destruction, vv. 8-17, and then we find it is advancing His great

Purposes even so " And He Willed Abraham for a great purpose of goodness to the

whole world, and that purpose is going to be accomplished. And then of course, when

we get to vv.19 and vv20, 21, I think we're in an entirely different atmosphere, be

cause the ones there are promised definite spirita 1 blessings, You couldn't promise

spiritual blessings to the people in 8-17. They are promised definite spiritual bless

ings, but told that this blessing may be accompanied by matieb hardship, and by

severe chastisement. Mr. ? (9 1/2) The way that I would figure It out

was, that vv. 17,, 18 turn to the unbelieving, or at least the leaders who--I won't say

not believing intellectually, but who are refusing to follow the Lord, tryi to use

Him br their purpose. It is a rebuke to them which looks ahead and sees how God is

going to use this, even though there is punishment, God will use it, and then v.18

refers epecificd ly to His own people, His own people of Israel, with I think inclusion

of His own people who are to be added to the tree, who are not of Israel, of earthly

Israel. I don't think you can tell that, just from this part of Isaiah, but of ursa you

have that definitely taught in 29, so we have, here there is no emphasis oz that

whatever, but there is the inclusion of it in tie liessing. This is the blessing upon

the true Israel of God, upon Gods true people, and His true people are told they

are to week no more in 19, but this "weep no more" Is the culmination and then in 20

I think we look back before the culmination, which is in the very distant future, and

it says, if before that time, you have chastisement, you have material suffering,

if you are one of those JL .ti described in the end of v.18, who are waiting for Him,

who are looking to Him an following Him, then you may know that the misfortune

is not a punishment but a chastisement. You may know that He in blessirg you even

if you have adversity, that in the adversity, you can praise Him and you can know

that you will look backward afterward and say, praise the Lord even for that. I

couldn't see it at the time, but! know I was following Him, I know that I was looking
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to Him,
./2 waiting for Him, so even though nothing turned out the way I expected or

wanted, I know it was Hi will. He was guiding and He was leading me, in order to

accomplish His purpose. It is a different atmosphere aLtogether from the previous.

And then having given this 20 to 21, then we have a statement made in v.22 In witch

I think he is looking at this intermediate period which is covered In vv. 19 to the end

of 20 or 20 and 21-he is looking at this intermediate period and at this intermediate

period, he is declaring an attitude which his people are going to take. ft is an attitude

of turning away with vigor from one thing that had been a characteristic and downfall

of Israel in earlier dçys. Time and again they had fallen into idolatry, but he says

you are going to say to the idolaters , Get thee hence, you are going to defile the

covenant with the graven images, you're going to turn utterly away from it, as

something you will have nothing to do with, and of course that's the thing a

person should do toward idolatry, but where he predicts, this is what theke going

to do with It, right in the midst of th. his promises of blessing here, it La a pre

diction I think that has been marvelously fulfilled. !k just like we have the pre

diction to Egypt where Ezekiel says, there bha1l no more be a prince out of the land

of Egypt, and Egypt had had a succession of 26 dynasties and native princes, and

Ezekiel says there is going to be a change, Egypt Is going to be ruled by foreigners,

and for 3000 years they had always had native princes end now for the next 3000

they practitally always had foreigners, and here Israel has fallen In this particular

direction repeatedly in the Old Testament. This is going to be the great characteristic

of the people in the future, their solid stand against idolatry, for which they've been

known through these last 2000 years. It is a characteristic of all of God's true

people, but it Is a characteristic which again makes a wonderful evidence of God's

authorship of It as you see it in His physical people, the people of Israel, you see

how they have carried this out. I'm afraid you don't see it very well carried out in

the Roman C atholid and Greek Orthodox Church, this particular phase, that is. If
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you take the teachings of their leaders, there is no idolatry. But if you take the view

of their common people, it is pretty hard to distinguish from idolatry, their attitude

toward a lot of their images and ikons, but is is an error that Judaism renounced, and

turned away fiom with vigor, as this verse describes, and has continued that attitude,

right up to the present day...

29. (3/4)

" . .end this of Idolatry and complete turning away from it as given in

%e
v14

lanuag
of

the continuation of the graciousness, the picture of the specific

material blessings which he promised, with the emphasis an agricultural blesg ngs,

and these blessings ère mentiönedin. vv.24 and 25, and there Is a promise of a very

great fertility of the land, a very groat material increase. Your cattle will feed in

large pastures. A series 01 promises which could perhaps be taken in a rather

general way of the fact that though God's people suffer adversity, yet over the long

period of time, they enjoy material blezs and wherever a people is true to God

you find that over a period of time the material blessings come. You find that the

materiel (1 3/4) level raises. It could be taken in that rather general way, vv. 23 and

24, and perhaps 25. I incline personally to feel that instead of taking it that way,

thM it is a specific promise o millennial blessing, given in agricultural terms. I

Incline to feel that it is looking forward b that which ooass after the waiting, that He

may be gracious, that it is what is described in v.19, thou shalt weep no more.

The marvelous time of millennial blessing, which is often in the Bible described in

agricultural terms, that with the abundant rain given and the increase of the earth,

fat and plenteous, the cattle feeding in large pastures, the oxen and the young

asses that the ground would have plenty of good provender, and a picture of

great material blessings, I would think probably the millennial blessing at the end of

the present age, and I think of that view as rather strengthened by v.25, because

otherwise 25 Is a rather hard verse to fit in here. It has got one or two suggestions
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that fit perfectly with that interpretation. Otherwise it is a little hard to explain

just what does 25 mean? "And there shall be an every high mountain, and on every

high hill, rivers and streams of Waters," well that's plain enough, great agricultural

blessing. The desert will blossom as the rose. Wonderful. But look at the last of

the versa. When will all this be? In the day of the great slaughter,, when the towers"I

fall. Well, if they're promised to have such wonderful blessing, how does the great

slaughter have to do with it? What dose f& Ung of the towers have to do with it.

That is a real problem in that verse. Just what are (you going to do with those?

Well, the simplest explanation I know of is to take it that in the terrible days in

the end of this age, the day of the outpouring of God's wrath, the day of the great

flood, the day when the towers fill, tin t that will be followed by the great millennial

period of blessing, such as the earth has never seen. It seems to that that

Interpretation gives a real mason for these references here, and I haven't thought

of any othè that fits with the interpretation that seems to me to run through the

passage as a whole.

And of course when you look at the next verse, you have figures which are

used elsewhere in the Scripture, for the time of millennial blessing, the Urn. when

the Lard binds up the ginds up the breach of his people, and heals the stroke of

their wound. This time, when the light of the moon will be as the light of the sun,

end the light of the sun will be sevenfold, as the light of seven days. You take

it too literally, it is a ghastly picture, such a blinding light as that you couldn't

stand, it would wreck you completely. If you take it as a picture of the light that

God has so tremendously increased that there is no darkness at all, there is just

light and joy and an end to all suffering, surely 26 is along with the previous four

verses, a promise of God's marvelous blessing, to His people, which is at the end

of this present age, to which we look forward, that God is waiting that He may

accomplish His great purpose. First, He is waiting that He may fulfil the atonement
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which is the necessary foundation for them all, then lie is waiting that He may

carry out His purposes of grace, to bring inthe complete outworking of what is won

by the atonement in the millennial age. I don't think there is much, is there, of

problem in specific statements in these verses otherwise? Than what we've looked at?

I feel that if you get what the general purpose of it is, what it is leading to, and

what it is dealing with, that just about.ML words fit quite nicely into place, and

I don't see any great problems with taking it this way. Mr. Miller? (6) I would

say so. I would think that it is the day of the Lord which begins with the great

promise, or which comes after the great promise. (etu.) Yes, certainly not a 24-hour

day. It is a period. I would say the period which begins with the great promise.

The period which is characterized by peace, by complete lack of (6 1/2)

but which begins with the great flood, and whent he towers tall, what does that mean?

What towers fall? He isn't here talking about the Babylonian conquest of Jerusalem

taking the people off intoxile, it doesn't fit with that at all.. He is looking forward

to a time when the human means of defense are brought to an end, when they beat

their swords into ploughshares and their spears into pruning books because they are

no further of any use to them, the human means are destroyed to a great extent in the

tribulation, but they are completely abolished as unnecessary when Christ rules

with a rod of iron, but in absolute judtice and mercy all over the world. Otherwise

I just don't see how you fit it together, except they're just a lot of isolated verses.

It seems to me that in this approach you have a connected concerted picture of the

future that all fits together and fits into the teaching of the rest of Scripture. Mr.

Vannoy? Mr. Cohen? (7 1/2) I was saying that we cannot picture, but that It s

a picture, I don't know how literal it is, exactly, but it is the sort of a pictire that

we have given in connection with the millennium, quite a bit. What is the picture

at the end of I-atah 24? There the moon shall be confounded and the sun ashamed,

and the Lord of hosts shall reign. Maybe that is the opposite, I don't know, but at
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least it is a mention of the moon and the sun in connection with the glory of the

millennial age, and the time when there is no darkness at all, when everything is

just shining light. I think that it is a figure which includes within itself the removal

of the curse, and the introduction of great material changes in this world, material

blessing, but exactly what they will be, to put in physical or chemical terms,I doubt

if even our most advanced scientists are in a position properly to do that. I certainly

wouldn't be. I say, just take it in the m t immediate literal sound and it just

sounds terrible, but take it as the figures are given regularly and it fits in to a

figure of something very wonderful. Yes? (8 3/4) That is an interesting suggestion,

connecting it with Joel's the stars falling from }e avon and that sort of thing, but I

don't get out of it, it doesn't seem to me a picture of commotion so much as an

increase. I don't quite feel that it fits with that. It is a change which is pictured

as entirely to the good. We know literally it is a little hard (9 i/4)

(stu.) Yes, it certainly would. But, say, now there is an interesting idea, I hadn't

thought of tat, The usual interpretatibn of 2 Peter Is that the day of the Lord in which

the elements will melt with fervent heat, is a day d a thousand years, a period of a

thousand years, at the end of which comes the melting, because people sty, well,

how could there be any earthly millennium after all this has happened, on the other

hand, Theodore (10) considers On t the promise of--and Harnack said he

was the most learned Biblical scholar of the last ! century, as I recall. 1)l/4)

was a very conservation man, a very godly man, a very great intellect, but Zahn(?)

holds a view of revelation a little different from most interpreters. He holds that

after you have the picture of the millennium then as it goes on and says a new leaven

and a new earth, it is not describing what follows the millennium, but describing the

millennium, that that is the new heaven and the new earth, that it is a regenerated

earth. And if he should be right, then 2 Peter might refer to the removal of the curse

at the beginning of the millennium, to the chang of conditions of this earth, with
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the elements melting with fervent heat, it sounds to me thoughfr' a little more like

destruction rather than regeneration. I don't know. But I know as far as revelation

is concerned Dr. Zahn I thought made a very convincing argument for it (11)

revelation, and I once had a meeting with Dr. Buswell and Dr. Harrison in which I

rather strongly espoused Zahn's view, and they rather disgustedly opposed and

criticized my attitude on the matter. We took it all down on the sai ndacriber,

the evening of discunsion. And I was a little sorry to see them'I quite so emotional

about it, because I felt as if there was a lot to be said for Zahn's view, I thought

he expressed it very well, but I frankly was unable to decide between the two. But

they seemed to feel 3omething was at stake and holdi.g that Rev.21 comes after the

millennium, it isn't a picture of the millennium. Now they may be right, it may come

yet see
after, but I Just can't et how something is so vitally at stake in holding (11 3/4)

I think that Rev. 20 comes after 19 is very important. I think

something is at stake there, because 19 describes the return of Christ end 20 describes

the millennium, and there are those who say 20 describes the intermediate age prior

to the return of Christ, 4' in the end of 19. I don't think you can just say a priori

it can't be, but you examine the evidence and you find that the end of 19 the devil is

cast-'.no, at the end of 19. the beast and the false prophet are cast into the lake

of fire, and then in 20 you have Satan bound for a thousand years and then loosed

for a season and then it says that he was put into the Lake of Fire where the beast

and the false prophet are, which ties it up with 19 and says this comes later, but I

don't think you have any such tie-up between 20 and 21. But I don't feel dogmatic

at all, I would say i incline a little bit toward following Zahn, but even if you do

follow Zahn, to say that 2 Peter is the beginning of the millennium. I am not ready to

say it isn't but I'm Just, a little bit hesitant. Well, you get into a lot of interesting

lines in these connections, but I think the vital thin* is, like in Isaiah here, is to

see what we can tell with certainty just from Isaiah alone, what he is talking about,
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light
then to see whet with he adde4fyou get from clear teaching elsewhere, what can we

say further about what Isaiah predicts, then having done that then we see what added

light can we get from Isaiah, and further details that we can bring in relation to

those other thlgs " But we must proceed very carefully upon it, and l$rsonaUy, I

think getting emotional, as between various views that at. both equally possible

for Chrtatiana
tend

ãSnak. it harder for us to find the truth, rather than to make it

easier for us to find just what the Bible is really saying.

I've often found in classes in the Prophets, in the stwe take up...

30. (V2)




.wonderful promise of the millennium, and I would find my students who cams from

prelMnn1al background rejoiced in the clear evidence I'd find in Isa.2 of the

millennium, and then whet I'd get on to Isa.4, in which it seem to be an entirely

different picture, Isa.2 is a world in which there is peace, there is no more fighting,

there is no mu. war, it is all done away with, they are under their vine and fig tree

out in the op.n,there is nothing to fear. It is a picture of the millennial glory, the

millennial peace, but when you get to cltsr 4 you have a picture of the time when

they 1* vs a ,a.JIL pavilion for protection, they have protection from rain and from

storm, and you have figures that are drawn from Israel coming through the wilderness.

It seems to me that in 4 you have a picture of the pi lgrimage journey of this age, with

God's protecting hand on them. It Is an entirely different picture from what you have

in two, but I found students got very emotional about We, Two is millennial and

four has got to be the millennial too. W 1, the millennium ii clearly taught in

Scripture, but that dosed t mean that every prediction of the future has got to be the

millennium, we can find pictures of other things clearly given in the Bible, but I

have had much re, with my students, difficulty convincing them that four was not

millennial than I ever had convincing them that two is the millennium. If you went

over there to Westminster, you'd have the opposite (2)
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I don't know, even there, though, a great many of their students come from the

same background as our students. But the teaching there is very mth against any

(2 1/4) so they would joyously

accept what end they would g the emotional reaction there

too. It seems to ins we shouldn't go to the Bible to find in it one particular view but

take each passage and see what it is, see what is the e and see how it fit. into

God's plan, a. we find it elsewhere. Well, these verse, then, through 26, seems

to me form a pretty definite unit, and that the progress of thought is quit. easy to

trace. But when we get to 27, we have a sharp change, we have a new section,

behold, msthing is going to happen. What is going to happen? There comes anger,

there comes mdi gnaUon, there come a dividing fire, there comes a sifting of the

nations. Well, you see this picture of 27 and 28, and you immediately say is this

a picture of the d of great slaughter when the towers fail tI Is described in v.25?

I think that .s the immediate natural suggestion, but don't think it is the correct one.

I think that that is one possUlIty when you take 27 end 28 by themselves.

Here is this situation at the end of the age, God has come with fire end

indigna-tionto pour out His wrath upon all that is wicked. Well,, vv.27 and 28 would fit

perfectly with that, but as we go on we may find that something else with which they

fit equally well is what is really pictured. And we must remember, I think, that

Isaiah always keeps his relationship to the background. He is in the immediate

situation, from it he looks forward n4 se.. various aspects of God's plan for the

future, but he never gets too far away from his immediate situatLon, He returns to

it repeatedly. And so the question is, in 27 and 28, to He in some way returning to

His Immediate background, or is He dealing with he end of the age, .he day of the

great slaughter, when to towers fall? Which is He dealing with in 27 and 28?

And I doubt if anybody could prove which He means, from these two verses. The

figures of it, it is a figurative4assage, it is very plain the figure means decisive
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action by the Lord. Action, showing His anger and His indignation. Vigorous action,

it is action which fits the nations, and I miçiit suggest that He talks bbout pouring

out His wrath on LhO nations at the very end of the age, but it could fit with sornetitig

a lot nearer. I just think that the Old English confuses us at the end of v.27, or 28

rather',- where He says that there shall be a bridle in the jaws of the people, causing

them to err. Why would God cause anybody to err? I don't think that is what it

means The Hebrew word meaning to wander or to turn aside, and I don't think it

means to err from that which is right, to do that which is wrong, but it means to

wander from that which they desire to do, to turn them aside from that which they had

intended (5 3/4) causing them to turn aside,

to wander. Wander is the idea of err. To wander. But when we say err, we don't

mean simply wander, we mean wander from the path of righteousness. This means

to wander (6) and I think it means that He put the bridle in the jaws

of the people so that they have no-'Hitler started out, he had his definite purposes,

he knew what he was going to accomplish, it looked as if he was going to do it, but

God put a bridle in His mouth and caused *' him to fail, caused him to make a few

rather bad mistakes, and caused him in the end to wholly and completely fail. nd

I think that is what this no ans here.

But then v.29. in v.29 we have a verse of blessing, but it shows us what I

dirct.d
think we could get out of vv.27 and 28, that the indignation of the Lord there iWnot

against God's people, but against the enemies of God's people, There is a bridle

in the jaws of the people, causing them to err, this is not God's people. You have

God's indignation against the earthly people, early tithe cb.hpter, we have his indig

nation against those vito use His name and do not follow as He desires, but here we

have His own people rejoicing, v.29, greatly rejoicing, coming to the mountain of the I

Lord, to the Holy One of Israel, rejoicing in the outpouring of God's indignation in

vv.27 and 28. Now when do they do that? What i it fitted here beside' It seems
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to me there ar4/ possibilities. It is the end of the age when the towers fall, or

it is coming back to his immediate tuatlon, which has (7 3/4) so

large in previous chapters. And v " 30 again doesn't tell us what it Is.

The Lord will cause his glorious voice to be heard and show the lighting

down of his arm, with the indigaution of his anger, and with the flame of a devouring

ffrwith scattering, and tempest, and hailstones. I*fhis a physical, literal state-

ment of what God is going to do, or is this like the fiDire iz4.27 His tongue as a

devouring Lire. Is it figurative language showing decisive destructive action on the

pert of God against His enemies? The great divine force. Well, v.31 tells us what it

all is For through the voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian be beaten down, which

smote with a rod. And of course you could say the Assyrian was the great enemy of

God, great enemy of God's people, the Assyrian is used a s a figure of speech for

all the enemies of God, in future time, and it can be used that way, but in this context

I don't think it Is, in this context I think it means specifically the Assyrian, because

that's what we have in our previous three chapters. It is the danger that comes from

the Assyrian as a result of Ahaz' clever stheme, they get into this greet terrible

danger from the Assyrian and at the beginning of chapter 29 we had pictured how man

gets into terrible situation because of his clever schemes and forgetfulness of God,

but God by His mighty power enters in and delivers him. So this, it seems to me,

is an exact parallel to that. God will beat down the Assyrian by giving His people

great armaments and tremendous force to accomplish things. He does that at times.

But that s not what this verse says. Through the voice of the Lord will the Assyrian

be beaten down. It is an act of divine power, which puts an endjd to the Assyrian.

And of course you have, in Isaiah's day, you have the Assyrian empire, the greatest

empire on the face of the world, Hitler sd d, that his realm would endure for a

thousand years, and the Assyrian in Canaan certainly looked as if it would last for

a thousand years, it was the solidest, most firmly established thing, ruling with
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cruelty, over most of the known world, and reaching out for other sections, and within

a century after it, they just disappeared completely. Completely ended. And of course

that was prefigured the complete .i d of the Assyrian empire, by the end of Mi.'

Sennecherib's great attack upon Jerusalem, when Sennach.rlb was there with his

tremendous army, onthe Philistine plain, It looked absolutely hopeless, what would

Jerusalem ever do? Once h. took the notion to march up there, he could just take

the city, and that's the end of Jerusalem, but the angel of the Lord smote thousands

of the troops one night, the army melted sway, and Sennach.rib had to head back,

as quickly as he could, head back home, before people would realize quit. how weak

he had bicome, and attack him. So through s voice of the Lord will the Assyrian

be beaten down, which smote with a rod. After our look into the glorious future,

through v.26, we come back to the immediate, and say Ahaz has got his clever

scheme, the nobles are in with him, and this shows the attitude these nobles are

taking, God is going to punish it, but is still going to use it for His purposes,

to make a great beacon on the moutaln, this great ensign, but He still has His

marvelous purposes of grace, He Is waiting that He may be gracious, He is going to

have this marvelous period of material blessing that is coming, but now the Immediate

result of the scheme of the nobles and of Ahaz, which looks hopeless, and God is In

this case Intervening, with His marvelous pr, aid through His voice, He is going

to beat down the Assyrians, which smote ith a rod the Assyrian Comes with His

physical power, which was very great, very (12) But God simply

with His voice puts an end to It (12) The Assyrian

smites with a rod, God simply uses His voice, beats them down,

Yes Mr. Cohen? (12) No, I'm referring to the lead of the nation. Th. ones

who had the banquet in chapter 28. I feel that we are still In that situation, whether

Isaiah is still talking of the banquet, I doubt if they would have let him go on this

long, but that he concludes his message, either verbally to his friends, or in writing,
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or both, he continues the message he started in that situation, going on and dealing

with God's relationship to the leadership of the people, which is at one with Ahaz

in the scheme. I don't think Ahaz was a man like DeGaulle, who they say, you ask

one of his cabinet, what is the policy of the French Government townd such-and-such

a country, and he says, well, I knew half an hour what it was, but I haven't talked

with DeGaulle since, and he detsri*te 5 end they follow, but I don't think Ah*z was

that sort of an unusual able man, he doubtless had his group work with him, pretty

closely. Yes, Mr. Cohen? (13 1/4) No, I don't think this was a specific, I certainly

don't think they were hereditary leaden. There may, eons of them, have been men

who by virtue of their money or their power, had leadership in the nation, some of

them may have had hereditary power and influence, but they were the men who you

might say were Ahax' close associates, they were the leaders of the people, and the

people had to suffer for their attitude, as every nation does. Well, I guess the time

I $ UP and we haven't finished the chapter, but we re mighty near there...

31. (1/2)

... chapter 80 at our last meeting, and we are noticing how in the end of which that

latter part of the chapter, we had a section which, after the graciousness of the Lord,

and His goodness, and what He is going to do for His people in the future, clear

on to the very end of the age, then we had the expression, "the indignation of the

Lord, t' and this indignation of the Lord certainly is not after the wonderful millennial

bleaings described in the previous verses, It is not after, nor at the same Urns,

it must be beam, but is it Immediately before, or is he coming right back to the

problems that are before him in this whole s.atlon, and dealing thus with events

not 3000 or more years later, by saying maybe 20 years later. Well, we couldn't

tell from vv.27 or 28, and then In v.29 we have great joy in what's going to happen,

so itwas definitely tied up In some way with the people of God to whom He is speak

ing. It associates with the great Joy that they are having, and it in not It would seem
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just a general outpouring of God's wrath uponthe world but a definite deliverance

that He is giving these people,, something that very specifically rob tea to them.

And then in v.30 you have a rather general expression of what the Lord is going to do

with His voice, but it is a great tempestuous, tremendous, sudden, exertion of His

power that is going to occur, And In 31 It is tied up to present situations with the

name of the Assyrian. Now of course, as we noticed, the Assyrians could be used,

being the great aggressor of that day, it could be used as a general figure for great

forces in thefuture, ttcould be. Butitisnotproven tobet1tytheuseof

the term Assyrian,, but it certainly is at least suggested, and what you get from it,

a sudden overthrow, which brings great joy to God's people and which is accow.plished

by a tremendous eat of God's power alone, through the voice of the Lord* the Assyrian

is beaten down. The Assyrian is beating with a rod, using human force, hum" effort,

which is superior to anything that 7udmh or Israel could bring against him, but God

is going to use His voice to ovarcan e the greatest human force you can get. It

emat1y fits with Ssnnaaherth's invasion, end God's deliverance. Just exactly fits

with it, fits with the prediction given at the beginning of chapter 29, just precisely,

and we have nothing taught elsewhere in the Scripture which it would necessarily

fit well with for the last days. It does fit exactly with the immediate situation, the

thought that is constantly coming back to his immediate situation, It seems to me that

verx
It is a reasonable Interpretation of h2743.

Then we have the full section, 27"33, summarized in this verse 31, through the

voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian be beatne down, which smote with a rod. And

then the next verse is a rather general verse, which combines the power of the LorC

and the joy of those of the observers who am delivered by it. In every place where the

grounded staff shall pass which the Lord shall lay upon him, the Lord (3 3/4)

His power against the Assyrians,, those who are delivered will be rejoicing with

tabrets end harps, and the joy of those who are delivered, the power of the God who
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delivers them, very fine, except that the last phrase I just don't know what to do

with, -"and in battles of shaking will he ftt with it. One commentator sugge*ts

that the battle of shaking refers to the power of God end the pouring out of His wrath

as being/4a bass of a great orchestra, and so he said, you have the soprano in the

tabreta and the harps and you have the bass in the sound of the aklng that come.

with the Lord's battle. Well, now whether his imagination is running rather freely

on that, I don't know, but I personally ant not prepared to say what this last part of

the verse means. I don't think my ignorance of the meaning of this last part of the

verse in any way casts doubt on the interpretation of the passage as a whole, but

I would like soms f further evidence as to how to put that in, and in battles of

as you can see,
shaking will he fight with it,/the words are such that there could easily be some

other sort of a translation of these wards here, fitting them together"-will he fight

with it, is a very general phrase, but exactly what it means, I don't know.

Perhaps there is some parallel elsewhere in Scripture, perhaps some other use of

one of these wards, perhaps there is something that will make it very clear, perhaps

there Is somsthigg somebody can think of, the explanation of hess wads, that will

throw further light onthe whole situation and fit in with the situation a. we find it in

the rest, but up to the present time have not observed.

Well, then v.33 is an interesting verses For Tophet Is ordained of old. What

La Tophet? Taphet is a place just outside Jerusalem where they used to burn refuse,

and the fires .... flamed up from there, and there was a story that before that, when

the C anaanitss has the place, that they used to pass their babies through the firs

to the god Molech at that place, so that there was the human sacrifice offered

at that place Tophet, and Tophet is used as a figure for *ternal burning, in the

Scriptures. I believe it is the same as the valley of Hinnom, referred to in the New

Testament (6)

and Gehezuta La the Greek form which it has taken. But it says Tophet is ordained of
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old, yea, for the king it is prepared. Now is this the king, or is this melachfr, Is It

really Molech? Is It really the Moloch ho was formerly worshipped there when they

had human sacrifices to Molech, or 1perhaps a play on words, in referring to a

king which has the same consonants as the former god Moloch had.

At any rate, if you rete this to the present situation, the king would seem not

to be the king of Israel surely here, but the king of Assyria, and if the king of Assyria,

that Tophet is prepared for him, well, Sennacherib didn't go there, Sennacherib

went back safely to his own land, lived there *0 years, and then was assassinated

by his sons, so that the only way that it seems to me it c be fit into that situation,

is that it refers to the ultimate destiny, that for this wicked aggressor, God has His

ulti rete purpose, His ultimate plan, he is going to lose out in this world, through

the voice of the Lord will the Assyrian be beaten down, but eventually he is to pay

for his misdeeds, that Tophet is ordained for him, the pile of fire and much wood,

the breath of the Lord, like a stream of brimstone, kindles it, that it is the picture of

the ultimate fate of the king of Assyria, the great wicked aggressor hers described.

Now that seems to me to do justice to the words hare, and to fit into the thought

quite generally, but perhaps there is somsthiq of a jump In bringing it in, we have

not had much similar in other passages to parallel.. So that If any of you corns up with

further evidence to prove this to right, or with an alternative explanation of it, ioh

might fit better, I would be greatly interested. I feel that it is quit. clear from 27.31

and that 32 and 33 seem to fit in with the same general interpretation. But I hardly

it hardly seems to me that 33 can be taken as purely a figurative statement, the king

of Assyria is going to lone out, seems to me that there must be more to it than that.

He is going to lose out, he has a downfall, des*uction for him, *it in these vivid

terms, it seems to me there must be more literal to it than that. And if so, the re

lation, to his ultimate destiny would seem to me to be the most scholarly interpretation.

It is interesting Mt we have this section starting in 29, with the hearth of God,
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they kill sacrifices, the place where the flames are, here we have the breath of the

Lord, like a stream of brimstone kindling, the pile thereof Is fire and much wood,

and you get to the end of chapter 31, and there you read about the Lord whose fire is

in Zion and his furnace in Jerusalem. It is interesting, this stress on this particular

idea, which may to some extent tie it together, but the idea of a picture of eternal

destruction right here, while it seems to me probably to be justified, we don't h*

enough parallel to make me feel certain that it is (9)

Now in chapter 31 it seems to me that we have a definite break between 30 and

31. We've been talking about Assyria, end now we're talking about Egppt. It is not

a tremendous break, we're still in the same area, we're in the same g.nral situation,

we're dealing with the same people, but it seems to me that 3,1 Is to quite an extent

a recapitulation of 30, that we have here a parallel right through 31 to 30, as if the

prophet said, now I've gone through, I've given this great message for the future,

looked to Egypt for help, Egpt doesn't help them, this spirit of always looking to

someone else instead of God for their aid, this spirit Is going to result in destruction

and difficulty for them, but they will remain a great Indication of God's purpose *

great witness to Him, a beacon, an ensign on a hill, but God is not through with them,

He is going to be gracious to them, God's purpose is yet going to be fulfilled In the

world, He has a marvelous millenuilal blessing ahead for all these people, and before

the millennial blessing, He has great spiritual blessing along the way, but n we

come back to the immediate, the danger from Assyria, that is brought in, they're going

to send to % Egypt for hbèp, Egypt will not be able to deliver them, but God is going

to deliver them by His mighty power. Even though they've made these mistakes, God

still has His purpose in Israel, God in going to accomplish His pirpose through us,

if we lit Him, in spite of us, U we don't, so He is going to accomjlish His purpose

here, so He is going to deliver from Assyria. Now we've had those four elements

here in 30, and you might say the prophet stopped and he thin well, now, I've
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given some marvelous glimpses of the future, I look way ahead to the great blessings

God is going to give in the end, will the listeners lose the immediate message that Is

so vital for now? Hdd! better recapitulate the immediate message to be sure they

get that? So he says, all right, let's recapittte the immediate message, without

recapitulating the marveibus gUmpsosØ( the future. So he starts In at the beginning

of 31 and he recapitulates the first part of 30, and in fact he says, in 30, I told them

that If they get help from Egypt, it's going to be terribly expensive, they're going

to hereto send a great deal of stuff to Egypt to get it. Well, I dealt with that

sufficiently, I don't need to stress that again, but I have said that sending to Egypt

is not gobq to help because the Egyptians will not really give them help, they will

sit still and do nothing, and they will, all they spend is going to be worthless, well,

he says I'm going to recapttulate and put a little more stress on the elasant of the

fact, that even if the Egyptians do give them help, the Egyptians are only men, the

men are not gods, they should look to God for their help, not to mere men like the

Egyptians. So he starts in, woe to them that go down to Egypt for help, and pit their

trust in horses, and chariots. I don't think that "stay on" probably conveys the idea

of the present-day meaning of stay on horses. Put their stay, put their trust, it 'a a

parallel to trust (12 1/4) their trust in chariots, stay on horses. It

doesn't mean that they're able to stick on the horse no matter how much they buck, they

won't be thrown off, it means they're putting their trust in a horse, and in modem

English it d just doesn't carry it. I didn't notice that, unfortunately, in going over

our Scofteld, so I didn't make a suggestion to change that word there, but I wish I had

now, because I think stay is certainly here archaic. Trust in horses and in chariots,

and in horsemen, they say these Egyptian horsemen are strong, got lots of chariots,

t hey put their trust in great amounts of human resource Instead o looking to the Holy

One of Israel, seeking the Lord, and He has , the4 this Is the big thought all thit ugh,

itisinth.Holy Oneoflsrael. itisintheLord that youcanflrd help, not in
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.human sources, not to God. He says, yet he also is wise and will bring evil.

Will God bring evil? Is God the author bf evil? What does it mean, God will bring

evil? Does that not contradict our whole teaching about God being a good God?

I think evil here is physical evil, and my personal conviction is that the word, mph,

the Hebrew word that is translated "evil" or "bad" is a word which describes physical

harm or destruction, rather than moral evil. There are other words that describe

moral evil. This word can be applied to moral evil, as we can use that which is

physical as figurative, that which is spiritual, but its primary application I believe

t the
i,%ical. Like when this word is used when Jeremiah brought out the figs to

were
show to people, and it says that he had two bags, one of them delicious,

lovely figs, and the other one were naughty figs, so naughty that you couldn't

stand them, naughty you couldn't eat them. Well, the word naughty there is the Old

English translation of the same word "reph." TheV were evil figs, naughty figs,

but in our present sense, both of them mean moral, and what this means, the figs

aren't moral, aren't morally bad, the figs are simply spoiled, they are an illustration

of that which is morally bad, or an illustration of that which is weak and not good

for much, but it is not in itself moral. And it is like the good cows and the bad cows

t hat Pharaoh saw in his dream, the good healthy fine cows, and the worn-out, good-for

nothing cows. They represent the years of famine and the years of plenty, it is not

moral. So her. it doesn't say God is the author of evil, but it says that God is going

to bring harm, God is going to bring harm, is not not going to call back His word,

the harm is going to come, but God is going to deliver from it, God will arise against

the house of evil doers, and against the help of them that work iniquity. Now he says

the Egyptians are men and not gods, why do you trust the Egy$tians instead of trusting

God? Yes? (2 V2) There is-what is the "he" in the Hebrew? ...them that work

iniquity. It seems to me that it is describing that Wi ich the Lord ' uld do, and that

just before we had Egypt mentioned, we had the Lord mentioned, we haven't had any
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specific Egyptian mentioned. We have God who is one mentioned before, so it would

seem to me that from the viewpoint of grammar there would be a presumption it was

the one mentioned, the Lord, rather than the nation mentioned, Egypt. A presumption

but not a proof, but it would seem to me the proof would be in the content , that the

content describes what the Lord does rather than whet the Egyptian does. It is not

a thing you can dogmatically say, this is n going to talk about the Lord, it doesn't

say the Lord, The "he" you have to decide from context alwe, but in this case the

cont of the verse, rather than the context of the previous verses, would seem to

me to warrant our saying it is the Lord here spoken of. Yes? (3 3/4) Yes, the Lord

had said that you make this scheme with Assyria, to get deliverance from Ephrsim,

and Me Syria, they had made this scheme, God says that the covering Is too narrow

to wrap yourself in, te bed is too short to stretch yourself on, He says this scheme

of yours is not going to work, It in going to backfire, you get rid of the stat.in be

tween and you're in tremendous danger fromAssyria, and they say, vu right, we

will trust in Egypt then, Egypt will deliver us from Assyria. He says, yet God is

wise, God says Hc is going to bring harm, He'll bring it and He won't call back His

word, what He declares is going to stand, he said you're wrong to make this alliance

with Assyria, He is going to see that you get the harm that He has predicted, He will

not call bad His word, but He says, nevertheless He is going to rise against the

house of evildoers, against the help of them that work iniquity. Now you could take

the last part as still referring to Israel, the evildoers were making alliance with

Assyria, God's going to rise against them. I incline to think that it's better to eke

it uupIy since we have it so abundantly taught in the other chapters, near, that it's

going onto the second phase of God's wrath. God is going not to call back His words,

(5) but God is going to deliver

you from it, He is going to rise against the house of evildoers. I appreciate questions

being raised on this thing, we want to examine the evidence carefully, this is not the
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simplest part of the Scripture by any means, but I do think that when we examine it

carefully we find a clear guidepost to show what is being given. Yea? (5 1/2)

Yes, the help would probably be the Egyptians, the house of evildoers, the Assyrians,

and then you think the Egyptians will deliver you, that their help will deliver you,

well, (d will cause that neither one shall. I would incline that way.

Now we continue, v.3: Now the Egyptians are man and not God; their horses-

you've got a lot of horses, tremendous lot,, only he says their horses are flesh and

not spirit. When the Lord shall stretch out his hand, both he that helps shall fall,

and he ft t is holpen shall fall, good Old English, like in Luke 1, the Lord hath

holpen His people Israll. He that is holpen shall fall down, and they all shall fail

together. The Lord says, you're not going to get deliverak ce through £gypt or through

Assyria. He says, this thing of playing off one human deliverance against another,

is in tie end going to fail. We have to break (6 1/2) sometime, break

this alliance, and turn to God, turn to the only source of permanent help. He *at

helps and he that is holpen shall falldwn, and they all shall fail together. For

thus the Lord hath spoken unto me, like as the lion and the young lion roaring on his

prey, (I'm getting oriental, roaring on his ploy) when a multitude of shepherds is

called forth against him, he will not be afraid of their voice, nor abase himself

for the noise of them. What is this aigure of thus far? Well, we wouldn't know.

Is he talking about the Assyrian coming? What is he talkiq about? Well, the end

of the verse twlls us. So all the Lord of hosts come down to fight for mount Zion,

and for the hill thereof. And you might say, are we justified in saying that the end

of v.2, "will arise against the house of the evildoers, mean God arises against the

Assyrians and the Egyptians to deliver? Well, you certainly couldn't draw it

from the end of v.2 alone, but it's a possible interpretation, and it is what is given

clearly, explicit in v.4. So shall the Lord of hosts come down to fight for Mount

Zion, and for the hill thereof. There to a clear statement tint the Lord is going to
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deliver Jerusalem. You can't deliver them by getting help from the Egyptians, that

won't work, your human schemes are going to fail, but you're not going to go under,

because God still has purposes of grace that He is going to work out. He is pre

serving Israel with the intentionj to prare the way for the coning of His Son 1*0

the world, no matter mistaken Israel doe, no matter how they feel, no matter what

tremendous forces come against them, God' purpose is going to be accomplished,

and Israel cannbt be taken captive till God choses Himself for His own purposes to

permit tt to be done. So he says He will delivr"\like a great lion that nothing can atop.

So, he says, no matter how many shepherdsCaItoqether, to do your will,

thinking your plans are gotg to work out, the Lord iatte a great lion, roaring on

His prey, He will come down to fight for mount Zion and for the hill thereof. He

will deliver Jerusalem. He doesn't promise to deliver Judab. He doesn't promise

to deliver Israel. The Assyrian takes Israel captive, then Sennacherib captures all

Judah except Jerusalem. But the Lord dblivers Jerusalem which after all, was the

main large city, the greatest thing, the central stronghold, and meant that when the

Assyrian marched back, the rest of Judah was available to them, and they had nearly

another hundred years before they were taken captive. And then, not by the Assyrian

but by the Babylonian. So that you have your transition from first, the Egyptians

can't protect you, but the Lord will protect you. The transition occurs here between

vv. 3 and 4, but I think you already have, in the last half of 2, the groundwork laid

for what is explicit in 4. And then v " 5 declares again, back in chapter 31 we read

that through the voice of the Lord, the Assyrian will be beaten down. It was through

His voice, not a physical sending an army or something like that, it is through the

voice of the Lord, it is by a superhuman, mysterious, supernatural way, God is going

to do it, and to give another figure to express the same thing. And in v.5 he does not

give a prediction d warfare with airplanes in modern mee, as some have drawn

from this verse, that is not whet he is giving here, any more than back in Isaiah at
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the end of 1". 31 he was predicting the tire shortage during the war, as the Governor

of Teas declared bi a public address. That ii not his purpose here at all. He in

here describing the way he La gc*g to deliver from Sennacherib, and he says that

there will--it will be like birds flying. Well, in those days what could they do about

birds flying. The birds fly up over head and you might be able to hit them with rocks,

or with arrows, but they can fly high enough that you can't teeth them. Th. birds

fly overhead and there is nothing you can do about it. And that's the way Gthd is

going to deliver Jerusalem, going to deliver it by a power beyond your reach, something

which doan't seem to you to be a trementhu s forceful attack of an army, or anyelng

like that, It is the divine intervention by an unusual met ohv. of the

Lord will beat down the Assyrian Witch smote with a rod. Here like birds flying,

the Lord will descend, the Lord covers you might say like birds over (111/4) their

young, over their nest, like the bird flying, that's how, by,.h power that you can't

reach, the Lord accomplishes, and of course the way He accomplishes it, we're

told in chapter 37, through the angel of the Led killing thousands of them, in one

night. Yes? (111/4) The 4th verse, yes, the Lord of hosts will corns down to

fight for mount Zion, and for the hill thereof. That's part of it. (stu.) Well,

that particular picture, the 4th verse,doesn't particularly fit (113/4)

the young lion roaring on his prey, or in the 5th verse, --the 4th verse, the stress

in the 4th, Is on the power, the irresistible power. The young lion roars on his prey,

a nd they call forth a multitude of shepherds against him. He is not afraid of their

voice, he doesn't abets himself for their noise. Itis the picture of people before

they had guns, when a lion would come against them and all they could do is run.

Even if you get a bunch of shepherds. What could they do, without a gun? All

they could do Is run. The lion comes through and they're 4wt ended. And he says

that's the way the Lord comes. It is the irresistible power of God that is pictured in

v.4. But the lion roaring hardly fits with the quietness of it, that fits (12 3/4)
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the birds flying over, is again the Irresistible power, but it is the irresistible power

of a type that could not represent a human army. The quietness, the irresistible

power of God in an unexpected way, but in 4, simply the irresistible power is brought

out, under this vivid picture of the lion. A very different picture from the picture

of the birds' flying....

33. (l/

" . .thsn we have the rest of v.5, the Lord defending them, he will deliver them

In passing over, he will preserve them. The general idea of the passing over, makes

you think perhaps of the Passover In Egypt, how the Lord smote the Egyptians and

He passed over those who were under the blood. Passing over he will deliver them.

Again it fits with the birds flying, defending them in general term4Y1with this

kind of protection, but which would more usually be used with the mars forceful

army-type protection. But it could fit.

So then we have the folly of trusting Eyqpt, bit the fact that God will deliver.

of which o is brought out in the beginning of chapter 30, the other not till

the end of 30, they are both brought out here in these first five verses at chapter 31.

And the second of them, the deliverance from the Assyrian, by the mighty power of

God is kught out very clearly in vv.8 and 9, at the end here, that which Is limited

to the last part of 30 is her. brought out i the early part of 31 but agaln at the end

very clearly, 'Then shall the Assyrian tall with the sword, not a mighty man, and

what is the Hebrew word translated here "mighty mm" Mr. Cohen? (2 1/4)

Yes. He took It right out of his head, he has got this whole Hebrew inemorizd.

Of a mighty man. And the sword sin not of a mean man shall devour man. What is the

mean man, Mr. *ulsy? (2 1/4) Good, he's got it memorized too, very good. 80

we have sash and arah, here. Now how do you get mighty men out of *ash and mean

man out of arah? Well, you know Adam was a moan man, he took the apple his wife

gay, him, instead of refusing it. He was mean, wasn't he? But that's not what
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the English word mean means. Here it means low, here it means one of little power,

but why does (2 3/4) mean of little power? I don't tI**k it is a good

translation. To get the idea sufficiently, though I don't say he verse is at all

mis-representedby the translation, but the word each is a man compared with ,n.

here is a man (3) and the woman go sp.aklng of the man

who they say is not as physicl1y well put together as the woman, women on the whole

live longer than men do, they have perhaps a better physical constitution than men,

but the men has the stronger muscles, he is muscularly strong, and the medical

aspects of it probably weren't known to people in those days, but the difference in

muscles has always been, so that (3 3/4) is not erroneous at all, to call

it a mighty man, but he doesn't say "a mighty man." That would be (3 3/4)

of a mighty man, but here it is just a man. But when you

say an (3 3/4) or an well you mean the same thing.

(3 3/4) Is humanity, it means men regardless of sex, It means humanity,

and you say it is just a parallel, it means no kind of

a man, so if you say, not a mighty man, nor a mean man, you're saying the same

thing, not a big man, nor a little man-not any kind of a man, but the precise meaning

is not in the Hebrew. The Hebrew is just two words for a man, not any kind of a

man. So It seems to me that the King James Version gets the sense of it exactly,

but that it can hardly be called a literal translation, in this particular case. I

doubt if the King James Translators would have taken that much liberty with the text.

My guess is that probably in the Latin or intis Greek translation you would find that

somebody else took the liberty and the King James Wenslators followed them. I don't

know. I think very often that is the case, when you find (4 1/2)

like that. They're following an old tradition, because I don't think ordinarily they

would take that much liberty with it, they tried to be as literal as they could, with

the Hebrew. And in this be took* them both man, any kind of man.
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Not a man, nor a human being, that would be the most literal. Not from a man will

they fall, not from human being will they fall, that would be an exact rendering.

But of course, whit does it mean? The Assyrian won't fall with the sword of a

mighty man, of a man, the sword of a human being won't devour him, but he shall

flee from the sword, there is a Hebrew word (5 1/4) he shall flee for

himself, which doesn't make much reason, why should he have to flee for himself?

Why put in a (5 1/2) there, as some of the manuscripts have, Instead of

which seems to me to have considerable to be said

in its favor, that It's not that he shall flee from the sword, but th*he shill not flee

from the sword. He won't flee from the word of a man, he won't flee, he won't be

destroyed by the sword of humanity, no sword is what will destroy him, but he will

flee. Well, now, if you change he will flee into he won't flee, maybe that Isn't so

good, so perhaps it's better to stick to the him," and say, but he will flee for

himself from the sword, and his youØ'ng men will be oveiwhelmed, that it's not a

human sword that devours the Assians, it is the angel of the Lord who comas down

and kills some thousands in the night, the pestilences the Lord uses destroys the

Assyrian army, and then the king of Assyria, who himself is not destroyed in the

pestilence, knows that with the small group that is left to him, once the Jews find

out whit has happened, he'll be in mortal danger. They would certainly attack and

wreck him, after that, so he'd better get out of there in a hurry, so he flees for

himself from the sword, after his face has been destroyed not by the sword of any

kind of a man, but by God's intervention, and his young men, the young men that

weren't killed with the pestilence, they better flee with him, because there is too

few of them to do anything now. So the Assyrian defeat, not by human power, but by

divine intervention is described repeatedly in t1se various verses. And v.9, he will

pass over to his strong hold for fearsome try to take that as "his rock," literally,

that this means he goes into his own territory, gets to his first fortress, but it seems
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to me it's better to take the rock as standing for his capital city of Nineveh, or for

the power of his empire as a whole, that he gets away from this distant place, to

which he had come In order to destroy Jerusalem, then he heeds beck to what is his

actual domain, of strength, his rock, where it would be pretty hard to get at him.

And for fear, In of his small number of men he had left, he heads back to his

strong hold, and his princes are afraid of the ensign-interesting to bring in the

banner here, Hebrew word is (7 3/4) literally banner, they are afraid

of the ensign, afraid of this sign, this indication of a supernatural power which has

protected Israel, makes Israel an ensign, a sign that it is God's instrument for His

purpose. H. is afraid of the ensign, says the Lord,whose fire is in Zion, and his

furnace in Jerusalem. We had the fire, we had the furnace, at the end of v.33. I

don't se. that this is a parallel to that at all. This refers beck to the beginning of

29, the heartict God, this place in Jerusalem is where all these tensions (8 1/2)

but the greatest force of the day comes there end vows to destroy Jerusalem,

but God delivers Jerusalem by His own power. It is the place where His mighty

purposes ore worked out, it is Pus hearth, the place where there is fire and his furnace

not fire and furnace in the sense used in 33 of the previous chapter, of the destruction

but of the tensions, the greet changing forces. Reminds of 1959 when I got into

Berlin, and I Immediately went to the Free University in (9) to see U

I was only going to be there four days--I could hear some good lectures. And I

found that the lectures tie t day in the University didn't interest me particularly, but

they had, that evening " in the Institute for Political Science " which was further

down town, they had advertised out at the UnIverty, a lecture that evening, on

Berlin (9 1/2) Berlin, Burning Point of Europe, so i went to

the lecture that night and I was so sleepy, having been all the night before on the plarn

-- It was all I could do to keep my eyes open, but I heard a lecture, a 40-minute,

50-minute talk on all these crises that are coming together in Berlin, the tensions of
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the different countries of Europe, all showing themselves there. !1, Don't think they

even dreamed that two years later the wall would be put straight across the middle

of the city, but you could feel the tension there, Berlin is the (10)

point 6 the present situation because the tension. are coming together there, and

khowing themselves there, and Jerusalem was the place where the tension between

the power of God and the power of evil is displayed and the people turning against

God and not carrying out His purpose, but God intervened with His mighty power,

showing to all he world that His purposes will be accomplished, and so we have

chapter 31 ending with this note which began 29, so èlthough we ae a unit that

runs from chapter 28 to the end of 35, within that unit, you might say w* have a

subordinate unit, a unit which tune from 29, 30, and 31, which is dealing very

specifically with this situation, the outworking of the scheme they mad., to bring

in Assyria into their situation, outworking in terrible danger for them, but in God's

deliverance to them, and looking ahead on to the distant future, am we had in chapter

29 when he shows his turning to the Gentiles, he shows the wild olive branch a

being grafted in to the olive tree, and in chapter 30, It shows the Israelites being

the beacon on the hill, the emblem, the ensign to show, to witness to God's power,

and he goes on there to look forward to the ultimate graciousness is to show to the

Israelites and to all of these people, and he in 31 had this one verse, in v.22, which

shows that forceful action in which the people from the exile on an, going to turn

utterly away from idolatry and say to the idol., "Get thee hence, 11 and so now in

31 we notice the beginning and the ending, but we skip two verses, and these two

verses represent the whole middle half or two-thirds of chapter 30. In that middle

ILL
half and two-thirds of 30 he looks forward*' to looks to the period just

before the millennium, and he showed the removal of idolatry among the Israelites

from the exile on. Well, here, he just devotes two verses to that whole long section,

and deals with that which is most immediate, he says turn ye unto him from whom
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the children of Israel have deeply revolted. For in that day ' in other words, for

a day is coming whea'.very man will cast away his idols of silver and his idols of

gold, which your own hands have made unto you for a sin. he turning away from

idolatry, which is described in 31 and characteristic of Israel all through this age,

this is the one element in that long passage in 30 which he recapitulates here in 31

at this place...

34. (3/4)

" . now after this section that runs from 29 through 31, he continues in four more

chapters of which the last two are rather unified, and perhaps not so difficult to

see what the purpose of them is, the last two. They look way on to the future, but

before these last two On t look way on to the future, we have the two chapters that

come first ahead of those, chapters 32 and 33, and of these two chapters, chapter 32

starts in a most interesting way, so I would like to ask you to look into 32 and 33,

particularly 32, for next time, look into both of them, but hand me in a written piece

of paper by 11 o'clock next Monday morning, a written statement by Monday morning

at 11, and on that writtn paper, you need deal only with chapter 32, but try to get

33 also a good deal in mind so we can probably get to it by Tuesday. But Monday

turn this in written about 32.

And I'd like you to look at these verses of 32, and ask yc urselves this

question, here we are in this book dealing with the nobles, dealing with the leaders,

do we have any direct statement specifically referring tothe political situation of

Isaiah's day? The immediate or a little later in Isaiah's time, in each verse, ask

yourself about each verse. Secondly, if the verse about that, does the verse deal

with God's plans in the very distant future, or does He deal with not quite so

distant? That ii to say, is the passage talking about the EphraimiUc Syro

Ephraimitic alliance, and Tiglath'i1eser's dealing with him, is it talkinq&out their

getting help from Egypt, is it talking about the time of the exile, is it talkingáout
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the first coming of Christ? Is it talking about the period after the first coming of

Christ, or is it talking about the millennium? Do you find clear evidence in the

verse, what particular ti n or situation it is talking àout. That's number 1 about

each verse.

Secondly, who is the verse talking to? Is it talking about God's own, His

true believers, regardless of racial background? Is it talking of people of a certain

racial background regardless of whether they're believers or not? Or what exactly

is the momIng of the particular verse? And thus see if you can't work out what is

the trend of thoight here. Now do that for each verse of 32 for next time. There are

20 verses in that and 24 in the next, so that's a fairly even division. And then study

into 33.

But now in 32, it's interesting how it begins, begins with a very interesting

verse, behold, a king shall reign in righteousness. What have we had about a king

reigning in righteousness yet in our present section, from 28 on? We have had

hothing, have we? We had in 33 of 31 that Tophet is prepared for the king, that's no

king who reigns ln.1*hteousness. Our emphasis has not been on kings from 28 on, we

are dealing with the nobles, we are dealing with thee leaders of the people, not with

the kings, but now we have a promise which wubi certainly seem to remind us of the

promises of Isaiah 7, that Immanuel is coming, God with us, and the Assyrians can't

destroy this land becei se it's Irnmanusl' $ land, and the government will be upon His

8 houlders, Immanuel's. Now is this referring to that or is it just a prediction that

Hezekiah is going to (4 3/4) ? Well, you may vote one way or

the other on that if you want, but I will at least say this, listen to the verse now:

Behold a king shall reign in righteousness and princes shall rule in judgment.

We have 1,234,5,6,7 --I have noted seven passages which have similar promises

in. If you have others to mention why just jot them down on a piece of paper and give

them to me after class, but I have these seven to note. Now we have five mi*utes
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left, I think I can read the seven. Listen to Lhem closely and %h en I get through with

them, tell me whether you think there is anything in this ve that is markedly

different from every one of the seven parallels to which I mow direct your attention.

Hers, I read to you again: Behold a king shall reign in righteousness and princes

shall rule in judgment. There in Jer.23.5 we will read theee words: Behold the

day is caning that the Lord thou wilt raise unto David, bL'dqht.ous branch and

a king ahsll reign and prosper and shall execute judgment and justice in the earth.

I wont take time now, since there is little time to read much of the context, but you

notice how similar it is to 32.1, behold a king shall in righteousness and

princes shall rule in judgment.

Tuento Isa.9.67, andthere inlsa.9.6,7, there isavery fagnlliarverse,

for unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given, and the government shall be upon

his shoulders, his name shall be called wonderful, the mighty God, the everlasting

rather,, the prince of e ace, of the increa of his government and peace there shall

be no end upon the throne of David and upon his kingdom to order and establish it

with judgment and with justice from henceforth even forever. And 11.4, Iea.l1.4:

But with righteousness shall he judge the ppor and reprove with equity for the

meek of the earth, when he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth and with the

breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked And Isa.2.4 and 7 say:

He shall judge *mong the nations, to rebuke many people--you're familiar with

that, of course. Isa2.4.

And Micah 4.4 is the parallel to it, and Ps.1lO.2 is the wonderful promise which

says the Lord shall send the rod of thy strength out of Zion, rule thou in the midst of

thine enemies nd one more:

Isa " a4 " 23. where we read that verge, then the moon shall be confounded and

sun ashamed when the Lord of hosts shall reign in mount Zion and in Jeruadein, and

before His ancient glory. Now we read (break).. ,re parallel to this I believe: behold,
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a king shall reign in righteousness. What is there in our present verse that found

no parallel in the other? Mr. Abbott? Yes, our present verse-am -- all these other

wonderful promises, Immanuel's coming, he is going to reign, the nearest to it is

24, where the Lord of hosts, which is Christ, there, is going to reign in mount Zion,

and before his ancient glory. But there it doesn't say they reigned with him, It says

he reigns before his (8 1/4) glory. But this one says, a king shall reign

in righteousness and princes shall rule in judgment. Why lB re along, in all the

wonderful promises of I, manuel, do we have the princes here' Because, while the

great outstanding thing is that Christ is going to reign, and that's so important,

everything pales into insignificance in comparison with it, yet this section here, from

chapter 24.35 is dealing not with Alias, and the king, the house of David, but

primarily with the leaders of the people, primarily with the nobles, with those who

were associated with the wicked plan, and he is telling us that there will be leaders

of God's people who will be entirely true to Him, and they are to have rich blessing,

they are to rule with Christ, and of course we're told in Revelation 24.6 how they

shall rise again, those who are his and they shall reign wit ørist, a thousand years.

It is a truth which is brought out Iter, clearly brought out in Revelatio;, but it is

a truth which is so secondary in comparison with the far greater truth of His reigning,

that ordinarily you don't even read sources, but in this one place it is brought out

because here that is the emphasis of our passage, it is on the leaders of the people,

rather than on the king specifically. I thought that was a very interesting point

which I only noticed this noon, which I never thought of before, so I looked up all

these verses, found it works out, but I think it is q uite valid, if ny of you thinks

it isn't, please write out a statement why, and give it to me next time...

(break in record from 10 to 111/4)

...passage now that we were starting last time to look at. We are not at all,as if

we had a chapter absolutely detached to try to interpret. We have many clues, or
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much help for its interpretation given by the context which has preceded it. We have

no reason to feel that there is any sharp break between this 32nd chapter and the

chapters before. We have no reason to think such a thing, we have every reason to

think that it will continue in relation to what precedes. As we have already noticed,

v.1 seems to fit exactly with the whole context of the preceding. Of coarse, it is

the first bringing in of the idea of the king. We have been dealing with the

people, with the leaders of the people, rather than with the king, but in the

parallel section, in Isa. 742 the king is what is in the foreground. and the general

idea about the king there is the general idea about the leades of the people here,

so v.1 is very natural in relation to what precedes, as being you might say, a resume

of what you find in chapter 7, the whole some situation referred to the king, but of

course, not starting with the king. Because there is this other verse which deals

with...

35. (1/2)

".. which deals with the matter of the leaders, princes shall rule. We have no

(3/4) of princes anywhere that I recall sepwkwe in chapters 7-12. There

it is the king alone who is in mind. Well, we've been thinking of the nobility, bf

the leaders, of the ruling class, up to the present point, and we continue speaking

of them, princes will rule in judgment, not like these here, but we have the king also

brought in. So that v.1 of 32 would seem to fit very nicely with what precedes, and

as we go on in 32 we have every reason to think it is connected with what precedes,

and if it is, then we think of what are the possibilities? One possibility is that the

prophet might at any time turn his attention away from ideas of the future, to an

immediate address to his n contemporaries. That is always a possibility in prophecy

He is talking to the people there, he might say something directly to them. That in

one possibility, another possibility is he may sp.akt' with very definite reference to

the historical situation, which)( had been discussed rather idly, he may reVetto it,
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he may deal with it specifically, though it has already been discussed quite fully.

But then in dealing with the historical situation he has looked on beyond this, and

seen things that are going to happen in the dtdtant future, which are logically related

to the more immediate situation, and haling already stopped at that, It would not be

at all unnatural if he was to continue looking on into the future. It will be quite

unusual for a prophet to start with that, a prophet does not often in the Bible simply

start in and say now I'm going to tell you what's oing to happen 2000 years fromnow.

That is not the usual approach, the usual approach is dealing with immediate

situations, with rebuke for sin, or with blessing upon people if they will follow the

Lord, some way of dealing directly with their situation, and then bringing added

argument from glimpses of the future, or added explanations of God's attitude from

something in the future, and thus we have had already in our section, we've looked

forward inthe immediate sittion to the coming of Fennacherib, and God's delivering

them from Sennacherib. We've looked on to he leaders fleeing and then being re

duced to being a beacon on the top of a mountain, we've looked at that, we've looked

at the
callingof the Gentiles , to the continuation of the spiritual blessing of the Lord,

but with the transfer of the center of emphasis from these Jewish leaders who are

proving unworthy to a new group of spiritual leaders. Now what follows may then at

any time, be may take any one of these different aspects for his starting point, or

his poi t -e may do it. It is altogether possible to introduce some other

entirely new idea, but we will, require very definite proof if we do. Otherwise it will

be rather natural if we are continuing the same discourse, to expect it to fit th% with

one of the main emphases already recognized. So we looked at v.1 last time, and

noticed that in v.1 we have something which would seem to look to the distant future.

Some commentators say this is a prediction of Hezekiah, and it is true that Hezekiah

was a great improvement over Ahaz, he was indeed a rigMous king, but in the context,

the context would seem to look for something much greater, much more important than
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Hezekiah, It would seem to look these great wonderful promises

of the more distant future that he i stressing, and if you take it in Its fullest mean

ing, certainly that must be what is involved here. The Immanuel spoken of in 7-12

He is going to reign in righteousness, and princes shall rule in judgment. If that

is what you're speaking of then this looks forward to the very end of the present

age, looks forward to the millennial period when e will indeed reign in righteousness.

So there you have two possibilities regarding this, first a specific looking to Hezeklah

which we cannot completely rule out. But either that or the ddirlte promise of

Immanuel who with his princes shall rule in righteousness. Wln we look at v.2,

and v.2 seems to tie up with v.1, 1 think that a certain question may be raised, is

v.2 speaking about the same time as v.1, or is it speaking d the same individual, but

at a different time? That would be a possibfly. And it's rather difficult to see how

the first two would refer to Hezekiah. If Hezekiah rules in righteousness and his

princes rule in judgment, well, this fine, it is excellent to have as good a king

as you have in Hezekiah, but are you justified in using such language as in v.2?

Well, if you read what the lUng James translators said about the great wonderful

sun that rose on the land of England when King James came to be there, great king and

all that, the preface that is in many of our books, you will think that they could have

written this about Hezekiah, but I incline to think that most of the Biblical writers

are a little more chaste in their language, a little more sober in their expression, a

little more true to historic fact than the fulsome dedicatory epistle which the KinV

James translators felt they had to do in order to continue the favor of that slobblAh

pedant who asked them to do the work.

So I cannot feel that this v.2 is Hezekiah. A man who is a hiding place from

the wind, a covert from the tempest, rivers of water in a dry place, shadow of a great

rock in a weary land. It seems to me this must be the true tmrnanuel that is here spoke

of. And if this is the We Immanuel, that would fit very clearly, very definitely,
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with the first being Immanuel rather than being Hezekieh. But if this is Immanuel

you could describe the activity of Christ as He reigns in the Millennium In these

figures, but I don't think you'd be apt to do so. This seems to fit with tsa.4 more

than with Isa.2. It seems to describe not a ti e when there is not external danger,

as the millennium is described as being, but rather 8 time when there still is external

danger, there is wind, there is tempest, there are dry places, there is a weary land,

but in this there is a shelter, there is a shade, there is a reage, there is a wonderful

opportunity for those Wo put their trust in Him, so my inclination would be to feel

that in v.1, we look tnward to the wonderful consummation in the millennium when

the true son of David reigns in true righteousness in a world from which all danger

has been removed, but then to see that same one who is going to rule in righteousness

during the period before that being a hiding place from wind for those who put their

trust in Hint, being rivers of water kta dry place for those who truly know Him.

So I w*1 incline to think that v.2 is describing Iminanuel's relation to His

people in the time previous to Isis establishing His time of ruling with an iron hand,

over all the earth. And if we take that of v.2, then v.3, the eyes of--it is interesting

how these three verses look at three different things, isn't It? Seem to be related

but it's not a repetitii, there is a lot of repetition in 2, under different figures, but

there are three very distinct ideas in 1, 2, and 3, related but distinct. And the

eyes of them that see shall not be dim, and thej6ars of them that hear shall hearken.

Is that a description of the people in the millennium time, having access directly to

God's truth, or is it a description of those before that time, who shall have greater

access than ever before, because the word will be complete, we have the whole

word of God, and we have the knowledge of so many things that we saw through a

gla4d dimly, through a glass darkly, but now face to face, as Paul says, because

we know how the aid Testament prophecies were fulfilled, and thus we have the

ability to see much more clearly than before. I incline toward this latter which
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would put it with two rather than one, but not strongly. I feel something could be

said both ways. Mr. Gregory? (9 1/2) I'm not sure that it would necessarily have

a directX relationship to either one, because there we had those who were blind and

couldn't see who were enabled to see, and then we had those vth o could see but

refused to see. They were punished for it, but who later ., do see.

Well, here it seems rather to be individuals who want, well, the ears of those

that hear shall hearken. Say, there is an idea. The first one might be those who

couldn't see, the second, those who wouldn't see, Those who see shall not be dim,

they won't be unable to see. And the ears of those that hear will pay attention (10 V4)

it could include both together. Yes? ...feel that there is a

start in that direction in Hez.kiahs time, but I would doubt if v.2 could fit there,

and I would feel as if the others used language that was pretty much beyond. That

you might in Hez&c.iah's day (10 3/4) that you are getting, and then

find that it was a start in that direction, but not actually

I would incline that way. I don't like the word (10 3/4) "double fulfillment"

much. U something is a plural thing, if it is predicted that there will be

occasions of a certain type, then there could be five or six, and there may be, there

are casere something is a type of some, but ordinarily, as far as possible,

I Like to say (11 1/4)

exegetically. Well, the three verses then seem to have quite different ideas in them,

but when you come to four, perhaps four is close to three. Do we perhaps in four have

again a parallel to the two parts of three, the heart of the rash will understand

knowledge, and the tongue of the stammerers shall be ready to speak plainly. Well.

I n not sure whether 3 is inability, changed to ability, or whether to some extent

unwillingly changed to wiUkgly. I can't tell for sure, but I incline to think that this

is inability instead of unwillingly, in this verse. But then we start a section which

seems to nn together, vv.5'B seem to be fairly continuous, it is closely related to
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what precedes, but it seems to n that you have several different ideas before, now

you have pretty much one thing you discuss from 5-8, and the 6th verse, as translated

in he English, is a bit baffling. The 5th is quite clear, the vile person shall no more

be called liberal, nor the churl said to be bountiful.

36. (1/2)

" atitude of today, the statement that no more will black be called white, things

will be seen as w1 t they are. That don't think is yet fulfilled, it may have been

fulfilled to a slight extent, in times of revival, like Hezekiahs time, but when he

sae, no more, Lo cease this double talk for a brief period and it comes back again

as long as sin is widely rampant, and today it is worse than it ever was. Karl Berth

believes in the bodily resurrection of Christ, not the spiritual resurrection, no, no,

he believes in the physical bodily resurrection of Christ, but of course , he says,

what became of those mporal elements (1 3/4)

Well, that certainly is double talk, to say a thing and then you take it back, or like

when Karl Barth says another time, he says, I believe in the resurrection of Christ,

and I believe in the second coming of C hris t, but he says, the resuirection is not

something that happened 2000 years ago and the 2nd coming isn't something that is

going to happen in the future, they are both the same thing and they're both right

now. When he says that, he better say I don't believe in them. May be he believes

in them and interprets them in such a way that it is entttely different from what any

reasonable reading of the Biblical narrative or of the creeds of the church would ever

suggest. That is double talk (2) but here

it says, this is going to decline when this is brought to an end. So here I would inclth

to think that you have a fulfillment over a period. But you have a people come to

know the Lord, you have a turning away from this type of thing. You are beginning

to see things in black and white instead of just a variegated gray. Beginning to call

tithgs by their right names, beginning to turn aw;y from sin and call it sin, and then
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of course in the millennium you have things are clear and sharp

Mr. Gregory " you had a question? .. . comes to interpretation, I think that

Alexander has a tendency to a certain vagueness, putting things together unnecessarily

I believe he is determined not to find any millennium anywhere, end that enters irtp

the (3) gives him a certain vagueness, and a certain figurative

ization that often, I think, leads him astray, but he was a good student of Hebrew,

and very evangelical, and he read all the standard German commentators of his ddy

and he refers to many of their views, so he has a great deal of

but on that particular point, I find him to be bad, because often he explains things

away in what I would call a spiritual (3 V4) Yes? lust how

much premtllennialism (3 V2) I don't know, but certainly

nothing like as much as but he does have very much of

a spiritualizing attitude, which I don't like. But I do like his evangelical attitude,

and I like his careful scho(a ny work, so I find it a very useful work up to a ptt,

but I think he often misses some of the most important points. But on this particular

matter of the stammering, he has, says, nothing tout the words that would be helpful

here. H. says, some interpreters suppose this last metaphor relates to scoffers of

religion, who were elsewhere represented as stammering and derision of the prophet's

admonition, but it seems more natural to understand the bodily defects here mentioned

as denoting others of intellectu1 and spiritual nature, neglecting ignorance of

spiritual matters. The minds of man shall begin to be directed to religious things

and delivered from ignorance and error in relation to it. Well, that doesn't add anythin

of importance (4 V2) But looking op the Hebrew

word add checking on its use in other places and so on, one might get some definite

further insight on the verse. Yes? Mr. Gregory? (4 1/2) I think putting yourself

bade in Isaiah's day, when he gay, it, and reading this, I think that is a very

excellent suggestion that you made. A person in Ahaz' a day might say, this looks to
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MG meet likely what is going to happen, that what will happen will be that there will

be a godly king succeed Alias, rather soon, and when he comes, people will chefs.

And when they see then the deliverance that is described in 29, people will turn to

the Lord and the power of the Lord will extend to the M' riens as well. I can see

a very natural way to interpret it at that time, Against interpreting it that way, at

that time, there would come to mind the fact that in chapter 30, he tells how they say

they're going to flee and he says, yes, you will flee, one will chase a thousand,

five will chase all of you, and ou'll become a beacon on a hill, and so on, well, it

suggests that there is going to be a period of reversal, and a period, and then of course

the prediction of the turning to the Gentiles, I don't now Just what that means, but it

does mean at least that there are some pretty dark days ahead for them, and so the

suggestion of these rather dark days and this fleeing and all ft t, which is given,

wouldn't fit very well with the idea that there's going to be under Alias a son, this

wonde4il turning to God that will introduce this grand situation where righteousness

will reign and the king, rightecai s king, will-this will continue from that.

Well, that might raise a question, but all a person could do in that day is to say

I question if this is quite that soon, because we have these other things definitely

promised, or definitely (6 1/2) Therefore, I question it Is that soon

but I hope !m wrong. I hope we'll find it is that way. And then Hezekish comes in

Heeskish is a godly king and has a marvelous passover and stands for the Lord and

does so much that it is so wonderful, but then Isaiah says to Hezeklah who were these

men you made alliance with, you showed everything to? He says, they come from a

far country, from ylon, and Isaiah says, your descendants are going to be carried

off to be eunuchs in the pèlace of the king of Babylon, they're going to take all your

treasures. Well, that sounds as if these wonderful promises are not yet to be ful

filled. And then Hezekiah dies and is succeeded by his son Manasseh, one of the

wickedest kings they ever had, in whose reign the scripture is completely lost, has to
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be rediscovered in the temple by Josiah, and in his days they have heathenism all

through the land, they have that awful period, and the Assyrianj does not turn to

the Lord at all, but Sennach.rib tries to comfort himself for failing to take Jerusalem

by putting up a great big picture in his palace of his capture of Lachish, and makes

a lot of that and tried to forget his defeat, and actuall1kthe reader of Isaiah

would say, my, it would have been nice if this (7 3/4)

yet the Lord says this is going to come, and then we read 7.12 and we see those

marvelous things said about the Messiah, about Imminuel, and we say, well,

Hezekiah was a wonderful man and a great king, but he fell far short of what was

predicted about the Messiah then, and this must be (8 1/4)

So I think inthénd we would come to the conclusion, I think, by the reign of

Msnasseh we would be in a position to come to the conclusion, that it could not be

Hezekiah. Though I think in advance that would be the hope that It would be Hezekiah.

The hope would be that Hezekiah would be Immanuel, but he proves to be a very

wonderful man but hardly comparable with Immanuel " So that we are looking forward

then to something that is way off, I believe we are looking to the millennium and that

which was shortly before the millennium, and yes, Mr. Abbot? (8 3/4) I would say

that v.1 is definitely the millennium, I would say that v.2 is the millennial king,

as he is in relation to his own during the whole period before the millennium, after

! is known, that !k is the hidingo the wind. He is the shadow of a great rock

in a weary land, or during all the periods ever since He has been known at all. And

then in v.3 that we have the wonderful blessing that can come to all who believe on

Him, up to the time of the millennium, and that will be available to a far greater

number during the millennium, and then in v.4 I would incline to think the same t)ng,

that all those who come to Christ can find themselves able to speak much more plainly

than they could before, but that it will get its fullest expression when He in actually

here. And then 5, we hope, I wotki say, that wherever groups really turn to the Lord,
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and follow Him you find an increase in their truthfulness in speaking, and a decline

in the attitude of double talk, you find, but# we don't have it fully in force in

any group prior to the millennium, but we have a tremendous ste in that direction,

and it is most interesting, I have been reading some of the literature of England

during the last century, when they were under the effect of the great revivals of the

18th century, an) so-called Zctorian Age is the time when the great increase in

Christian character, and In Christian faith, and Christian living throughout England

had affected the general standard, so that a century ago, you find In England an

attitude toward truth and duty and these things, that is hard to parallel almost any

where. You find a will1ngnes, a risk, a national, everything, for the sake of what

they consider to be right, what they consider to be true, even on the part of those

who have no faith. But I think that it is in them a by-product and a result of the

tremendous spread of Christian character and Christian teaching that had come as a

result of the revivals of the previous century, which continued on indirectly.

So I bell eve that It Is true that wherever you have real Christians, doubletalk

is tremus1y cut down, truthfulness and true appraisal become grely increased.

But of course it doesn't reach its real full expression until you (111/2)

but it's interesting to have here that prediction of that effect of the divine teaching

upon the life, of making people no longer call a churl, a liberal, and no longer use

this double talk, though all fallible human beings do it to some e*snt. But it is one

of the results of true godly pespIey teaching to cut It down and eventually do away

with it altogether, But then you come to v.6. and v.6 for anyone who knows a little

bit about Hebrew, Is a very simple verse but for anybody who tnows nothing about

Hebrew, v.6 would be a tough problem. Look at these wond.rtL promises of the

future in v.5, the vile person shall no more be called liberal, nor the churl said to

be bountiful. No, what is going to happen? Isn't this wonderful, the vile person is go

Ing to speak villainy, end his It is going to work iniquity. Isn't that a marvelous
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promise?...

37. (3/4)

.the imperfect in Hebrew Is not a future, the imperfect of Hebrew may be used as

ctdIpSffic'entlKaif
the

future, and in ure t for an ordinary conjugation, that is perhaps the

simplest way of giving it in English. But that doesn't mean that It is £4he future,

that it lmperfect, and the imperfect can be used to indicate an event in future

time, but another very common use of imperfect is what I would call a (11/4)

Now you spoke of (1 V4) the present. Now in English, very few people I've

ever met know anything about English grammar, because our grammar is usually

simply based on Latin, it is difficult to get. We take a form and we say that's

English present, but it f isn't. I Sit. We say that's present but that isn't present.

Present Is I am sitting. I sit Is frequentative. You meet somebody who is walking

away from here. You say where do you go to school. He says, I go to Faith

Seminary, and he is walking out the gate. It is not a present but a Isquentative.

It is a statement of his customs, his habits, a frequentative.

So this is not a statement of something that is going to be in the future, not

a statement/they are oin* at this present time. But something which it is their

habit to do, and so what we miscall our English present, which is really English

frequentative, is the exact (2 1/4)

He says that this Is going to be changed, he says that the vii. person speak

villany, his heart works)' iniquity, his heart practices hypocrisy, uttdrs error against

the Lord, he causes the drink of the thirsty to fall, these are the things which the

vile person doss. In other words, a person whose heart is vile performs vile actions,

and a person whose heart is good performs good actions. Just a$ he Lord said, He

said that it is out of the heart that the mouth speaks, and it is the mater of the type

of Person and by having a wicked person start in to act in a kind apparently helpful

manner, merely enable s him to put on a pretense that makes him all the more
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dangerous. You have to change t he heart, not

He says that vhisedecajUul and desperately wicked and turned against

the Lord, that is what that person is and the only way to remedy It Is to make a

thorough-going change of the heart, not merely an external change of manner. He

says that there is the churl, there's. the wicked person, and the wicked imrson does

wickedly, and it is the heart *At counti, and the actions follow the hart, and

you've got to make a change in the person, not merely a change in the actions.

So, after these three brief verses, suggestions of previous things, 1, 2, and then 3,4

together, of wonderful results of Immenuel's coming, now we have a stress on His

relationship to the heart of the people, that the person is put in the category in which

he belongs, he is not justrefarnmd slightly, he must be completely changed. The

instruments of the churl are evil, he deviseth wicked device, to destroy the poor

with lying words, but the liberal devises right things, and by right things, liberal

things, he stands. There are the two categories, and the Lord can change (4 3/4)

from one category to the other, but it takes a thorough-going change and

is about
not just a little change of actions. Yes, Mr. Gregory? (5) The word liberal, IWI

modem
Inglish there in. From m.et*g unbellating to meaning

gerirous, kindly, advanced, it means all kinds of things. It is an unfortunate phase

because it just simply has tremendous breadth of meaning, and it is used very dog-

matically by different people in different connections. (stu.) I don't think this

refers to (5 1/2) I think this is referring to people who are

affected by (5 3/4)

(stu) Yes, of course, it is true that he represents the good character to the ultimate,

and to that extent the word could doubtless describe him, but I don't think in this

verse it is talking about him, I think it is talking about those who are here described.

But MlLberalu is a rather unfortunate translation but of course in King lames' day they

probable didn't know how many different ways the word would come to be used later.
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Well, then vv. 1-3 I don't think we have very cificult time getting the general

sense of it fairly well in mind, there are particular details that could profit with further

investigation, but as to the general thought I would incline to think that one to eight

might be considered as a wonderful conblusion to what precedes, suppose that this

were the end of chapter 31, you have these wonderful promises In previous chapters,

you have the destruction of Sennacherib, and then you have God's wonderful purpose

in the end, and you could think of it as a conclusion to 31. In v.9, there is a para

graph mark in my bible. Do you think that a paragraph mark is justified at this point?

Mr. Abbott? (7 1/4) Why? You have pretty condemnation also in vv. 5, 6., and 7,

don't you? Yes,, well, why can't this be? (stu) Yes, v.9. (stu) Whom is he

speaking to In v.1? In general, yes. Whom is he speaking to in v.9? Well, £

think you can be more specific than that, can't you say Jewesses? He makes a

change of grammatical gender, and that is a rather marked thing, Isn't it? He has

been talking in a general way In the third person, and all of a sudden he changes to

second. He has been talking, his emphasis has been on men, of course it includes

everybody, he is not specifically speaking of man, but it is in the masculine, there

has been no specific feminine at all, I don't think in all we've looked at lately. Now,

all of a sudden he addresses women, and he speaks right to them, we've had very

little direct speech until now. Till you get back to where he says you will flee,

and Indeed you shall flee, there Is that, but since that there has been very little

direct speech. Now all of a sudden, after talking about (9 V4)

he starts speaking to some of them directly. He denounces the church in those the*

verses, but now he addresses somebody. So there is quite a change of manner.

Now you can have as marked change as that in the middle of one discourse, but it's

not ordinarily. When you get as marked change in manner, it is .eat least a para

graph, and perhaps a greater.

And now he has been talking hers about wonderful things that are going to happen
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when we get to the millennium, or during the period before the millennium, but now

who Is he talking to? Dolyou have any reason to think he is not talking to his

contemporaries? Does he now, after this wonderful picture of the future he has

given, does he now come right back and talk to people rlgh(hen and there? Well,

if so, there is quite a med change. So we have-all you have pointed out is true,

but I just (10 1/4) Is a tUe more obvious and should perhaps be

that there is all this evidence of quite a definite break, that a paragraph

division Is certainly in order, I would incline to think maybe even a chapter. It is

quite an important break. But so then now, he addresses some people, and how

long does he keep on with No second person address? How tar does it go? Mr.

GoUn? (10 3/4) 14? Whet ii in the second person in 14? (stu) V.14, you say?

My Bible has only a eemicolbt. That is a matter of interpretation, but (stu) Yes, yes

Mr. Gregory? (stu) He started talking in the banquet hell. Whether he got kicked

out and then wrote out the rest of his message he wasn't able to give, or whether he

continued and gave it to people out on the street in front, I don't know. gut I think

that It's the urn. continuous discourse (111/2) (stir) So that could

fit very well with his not having just been kicked out, still being right there. Very

interesting, very good. Yes? (12 1/4) (break in record, starting again at 13)

...yes, you would define the thing as a little too long to have been delivered there

Yes, It's hard to tell, if they were getting pretty drunk, they might (stu)- It is here

to tell. At least, I think In thought it is one discourse, whether he was able to give

it all at once or whether he finished up later in writing, or whether he gave it out in the

front, or whether he gave it In one side of the *lace. Or what he did. It is one

continuous discourse for a definite specific situation, and dealing ' th all its various

facts. (stu.) The suggestion, just as he said before, that these tables have 1 (13 3/4)

He said when they said line on line, jot on jot, he said

it is just possible that something there gave the proper...
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39. (3/4)

..let's see, we were on 31, no, it was 32 we were on, wasn't it? And we noticed

the beginning of 32, and we noticed the first verse of the millennium, I believe,

second verse, Christ before the millennium, I believe. I don't see how it could fit

the millennium. Third and fourth verse, the wisdom through C hrist that those have

who trust in Him. Fifth to eighth verses, the clear views we get through Him of right

and wrong. No longer calllgg white black and black white, and then 9th verse, he

reverts to the present situation, talks to the--for a time turns his attention away from

the lead and looks at the rank and file of the people, these women that are at ease,

and speaks to them, rebukes them for their Indifference, which is the same thing he

had rebuked the leaders for, and says how they are going to lose their present

prosper-ity,,and going to sorrow for It as they look back upon It, but looking forward through

the age ahead, when the indifference and worldliness of the people, is punished by

the Lord, and it then goes on to look at details of this, the sxtlic condition, thorns

and briars in 13, I don't think we-yo, we spoke a little byond that, didn't we? To

v.9 only? Yes, then when the graduates met later we looked a little beyond. But

in this class we looked to v.9, and we noticed what I just spoke of the character of

the people in general, vv.9'U. He speaks specifically to the women, but it seems

to me that he is here using the women as representatives of the people as a whole,

aside from the leaders. Doesn't that strike you as reasonable? I don't think it is

women as compared with men, so much, as it is the fact that the women were typical

of the people who were not the leaders, and the wives at the leaders would be In'

chided who were not taking an interest in the vital progress of the nation, but they

were simply enjoying the finery and the luxury that they d as Wives of the leaders,

end then to some extent representing the mess of the people who were indifferent to

the great things of the kingdom of God and interested only in their own personal

pleasures, or misfortunes. So he addresses them from v.9 on, and simply speaks
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of the character, the carelessness principally, in vv.94l, but the end of 10 speaks

will
a little bit of the oming loss of prosperity, where he says that the vintage fa1)

the ingathering will not come, and then in v.12, they are going to lament for the

lose of the prosperity, the produce of the cows, the animals, the pleasant fields,

and the fruitful. Or it in sometimes taken as being that they will feedupon the View

breasts for the pleasant fields and the fruitful vines, the Hebrew could be translated

either way there, and it is pretty hard to tell which is the real meaning in that case.

It comes back to the same thing though. I think that is very Important in examinging

Biblical interpretation, is to notice how sometimes there are slight differences in the

interpretaon of words, which actually make tremendous differences in the meaning of

a passage. And other times there are tremendous differences (4 3/4)

in the meaning of words, and yet you find sometimes that tremendous differences in

the translation of a phrase of a verse will nevertheless end up with , exactly the

same thing as far as the meaning of the passage is concerned. Now! think it is

very Important to, well, to see exactly what we can get out of a verse, or a passage,

whet Is there that is sure? And don't try to be any surer then you can be. A word in

any language, words have various possibilities of meaning. Now of course when you

are going to present your final results Øou have to do it with definiteness, if you

are just presenting your doubts and your uncertainties, you get nowhere. but find

the things that are definite and present them, and see what the things are, where

there is an ambiguity of word, an ambiguity of expression, you find this in every

language, just determine where it Is, and then when you determine (5 1/2)

instead of spending too much trying to decide which of two meanings, if it isn't

clear fairly soon, which of the two it is, then see what the results will be, end very

often you find that whichever of the two you take, the passage means exactly the

same thing, whether the verse reiterates what was two verses before, or whether it

gives In advance what is two verses /after, if the Interpretation is between the two,
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it makes no difference to the meaning of the passage, which it is. So then there is

no need of spending a lot of time. But if you find that there are two possible inter-

pretations one of It ich makes a tremendous difference in the meaning of the passage

then it's worth a good bit of time to decide between the two. And of course in such a

case you want to look at other passages, to see whether you can rule one of the two

out, whether you can prove that it is well authenticated by a parallel somewh also.

Now, I think Miss L.dçe had a question? (6 1/2) In chapter 12, you say? Yes,

I would think so, quite definitely. Chapter 3, verse 16 to the end of the chapter has thi

prophet's rebuke against the worldly women of his time who were thinking only of

worldly adornment and human pleasure, and he gives God's judgment upon these

people in very strong language,, in vv.16-26, ending up with the exile which is coming

as a rebuke against them. Now that is a general thing in this portion of Isaiah

which is a rather general introduction to the whole book, and ties up with this whole

situation, but not very much with any one immediate historical situation. Now over

here, we have the same message substantially, but it Is tied up specifically with

the particular situation, where the leaders of the people are doing this way, and

he is criticizing them for it, and then he applies it to the women, at that time. The

in essage Is substantially the same of the two, but there is a little difference in

approach because of the content. So naturally in studying either one of them it is

very helpful to bring the others into comparison. Then *' In vv. 13 and 14, we have

the prediction of exile: Upon the land of my peo1e thaU come up thorns and briers,

yea, upon all the hs of joy in the joyous city. Because the palaces shall be for

saken; the multitude of the city shall be left; the forts and towers ahil be for dens for

ever, ajoyofwild asses, ature of flocks.

Now when he says shall be for dens forever, it immediately gives you the

suggestion that he is here describing a permanent situation. But the word forever

translated "forever" here (8 1,/2 the Is a parallel
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to and these words are not specifically eternal, they do not mean endleu.

I saw a long book written by a man once who based his whole teaching of eternal

punishment in the book on this word (9) Now this isn't olam but this is

a definite parallel to it. He bases his whole book on this, his *ole teaching

of eternal punishment, that there is no other word for endlessness, therefore this must

be. Well, that doesn't prove it. Because actually, how often in daily life do you bave

need for a word for endlessness ' Itsa a philosophical content, which there may be

a good philosophical word for it that will express it exactly, but it may not do you

much good in speaking to a group of common people like people who are not highly

educated to use a word that will mean nothing to them. You have to use words that

have a meaning in their vocabulary, and there may not even be such a philosophic

term in a particular language, it's a philosophic Idea. You never say that child is

going to keep on going brever. You never say we're going to build this house, it

is going to last forever, or if you do " you don't mean endlessly. If you do, you're

using a hyperbole. But the specific idea of endlessness is not in these words (10 V4)

olam and a we can prove by the fact that they are used for that which

occurred long, long ago, but yet in historic times, we have instances of that. So

that these two words, I feel, we can quite safely nay are words Un t indicate a long,

long period of time. You would not use them for anything tour lifetime. It is like

the picture of the railroad track if you stand at the end of a straight track and you see

it going on ahd on and on, until the two rails W seem to meet, way off in the distance,

so distant you can't really see it, but you just know it goes on, you don't see an end

to it. That's the idea of these words. That does not deny endlessness at all, it

just means that those n rticular words do not have, 'and the fact that they will say

that something goes on forever, and ever, shows that there is something longer than

just forever. It is stressed, for way on as far as you can see, and that much more,

it is way off. But the specific idea of endlessness, though I think it is definitely
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taught in Scripture, is not contained in a specific word. Consequently when this says

they will be dens forever, it does not mean this land is going to become--that is, as

fan as the word is concerned, it does not mean this land is going to become jua

ruin and it's going to stay that way, end there will never, never, never be any change

to it, but it--neither does it mean that the thing is going to be conquered and going

to be left a ruin and then ten years later somebody is going to come and rebuild it.

It means something that lasts on for a long, long time. So when he says that these

will be made dens or ever, he is suggesting a condition which is going to last for

4
a long time. The Lord is looking to, I would say, the end of the Davtdtc kingdom

as it then existed. He is looking to the end of nationsi Israel settled on the land as

a theocracy, as a kingdom, monarchy, whoaØ kings were the descendants of the

one appointed of the Lord, as it then existed. There is going to be a long time of

ruination. Now do we think of this ruination then as ending at the return from exile,

when the little group came back and started in struggling to rebuild, is that the end

of this, or does this refer to a period which is going to continue on...

40. (1/2)

.after the little group comes back, there is a very considerable return but there is

not a rebuilding in the former sense, there is a continuation of the period which you

might call the times of the Gentiles. The period of a different sort of general

organization in the world, a period which is characterized bo a great extent by ruins

and by wandering.

Well, I merely suggest those as possibilities in relation to ,his word 'for ever"

here, because I feel that the picture here is not Isaiaheaying, h going to tell you

history in advance, I'm going to give you a lot of specific details about the future,

but he is giving certain details definitely, like Sennacherib' s deliverance, but then he

is giving them the broad picture of God's future plan as it is going to work out.

And here we find that this condition is occurting now, and going to continue until
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something happens, and possibly it's going to continue

that is to say, there is God's plan all through it, and He punishes indifference, He

punishes turning away from His will, failing to follow His definite purposes. He

punishes all this, but i all is a rt of His plan in preparing the way for bringing the

great salvation to the whole world. past as we had back in v.18 of chapter 30, where

He tells about their fleeing and becoming like an ensign on a hill, therefore will the

Lord wait t#' that He may be gracious unto you. All this has a place in God's plan

for the world, and so now He says in v.15 this happens until the spirit be poured upon

us from on high, and the wilderness be a fruitful field and the fruitful field be counted

for a forest. And here you have the same figure that you had back in chapter 29.

The wilderness becomes a fruitful field, the fruitfu1/ field becomes like a forest.

In other words there is going to be the outpouring of the spirit, there Is going to be

the change in the leadership of God's people, the former large gro*.p that were their

leaders being grafted out of the tree, and in the main leadership being brought in

from what was formerly a wild olive tree. And so this change is going to take place,

lobied
described in chapter 2 9,, th4re entirely with a matter of God's ribuke, but here

with the idea of real blessing. Because connected with it is the spirit being poured

out upon us from on high. And then v.16 says what is going to happen and our qua stior

is does v.1,6 descttbe what happens at the same time as 15, or does 16 look beyond

it to a later time? Then judgment shall dwell in the wilderness, and righteousness

shall abide in i fruitful field. I don't think ranain in quite the word. Remain suggests

it is there and it's going to stay there. I don't think that's what it means. I think

it means to be there continuously rather than the idea of staying there after having

been there. Judgment will dwell in the wilderness. There is the outpouring of God's

mercy among the Gentiles, as we had suggested in the prs&,us verse, but righteous

ness will abide in the fruitful field, as that looks to the regathering, the regrafting of

the olive tree natural branches back in to the olive tree. I would incline to think
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that it does, though I'm not sure I could be dogmatic about it. Mr. Abbott? (4 V4)

A very good point. It is a matter of the interrelation of figures. You have the

specific physical literal land of Israel, described beck there in 14 which becomes

barren. That is the specific literal prediction in vv. 9-14, made particularly clear in

14. Then wbön we get into 15, there would be the possibility of interpretation, that

it is the seine thing talked about, as in 14, that it is the country that has become

a wilderness again becomes a fruitful field, that would be a possibility,, and in fact

I would incline to think that that would be the most likely possibility, if we had

only this chapter to interpret, but we do have in the verse, not merely the wilderness

becoming a fruitful field, but we have the fruitful field becoming a forest, end what

is the fruitful field? U you only take this chapter into account. If Israel has become

a wilderness and becomes a fruttfu1eld, what now is the fruitful field? Does it

moan the next step is this that becomes fruitful, again becomes a forest? Oil does

it mean something else? We don't have anything inthis chapter to interpret it by.

But if we look back to chapter 29 we find there that this precise figure was used

back in 29 and that there it was used in v.17, is it not yet a very little while and

Lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field, and a fruitful field shall be esteemed as

a forest, and there in the context it becomes quite apparent that what is here de

scribed, one side at least, has yet been described in the previous two or three verses

in literal language, and there it sessw means the Gentiles , the outside, becoming

a fruitful field, and it means Israel being grafted out of the olive tree for a time.

That is perfectly plan, I think, in 29.17. and the identical figures are here used with

that, the parallel, the contrast, and everything. And if you take it in that sense,

then in v.15 here, you do not have a reference to an agricultural situation in the physi

cal land of Israel, but rather a figure used to compare w Israel which even if In exile

is thought of as God's vineyard, God's fruitful field, which as Jesus described, it

was let out to husbandinen, the husbendmen refused to bring krth the fruits of it, and
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they drove away the owner and even killed his son, so if that figure used in 29 and

in the gospels, if that is the figure here, then we're no longer talking of agricultural

Iaael, but we are speaking of Israel in contrast with you might say Gentiles. And

of course not Gentiles on the whole, but a portion of them, that this condition lasts

up to, it doesn't say stop at, but lasts up to the time, end longer too, up to the time

when the Gentiles are brought into the kingdom, and Israel itself ceases to be the

center of God's revelation but becomes outside of the main line of God's revelation.

Yes? (8) Yea, very good. The upon us" is the introduction of a first person which

we have nowhere also in the chapter. And of course the changes of person occur in

the Bible in a way that is rather foreign t our usage, we are apt to be more consistent

with our persona, but we do have changes between third and second and first person.

In a way, in the Bible, It is sometimes rather confusing, o it is possibI?'is is

just a change of person without a specific reason for it. But I incline to think that

even if we can't find the reason, there is some sort of a reason in scripture, and in

this case the reasol)óoema to me to be easier to find than it is in some others.

That is, in this case, I feel that Isaiah is speaking here as one of the people of God,

and here he speaks to the nobles, he speaks about you wicked leaders, and then he p'

speaks about the nations as a whole, they, the nations, if the city. But here, he

spekku of "us' as he does in another place, where he says behold, in chapter 8, wasn't

it,, or nine, eight: behold I and the son whom the Lord has given me. We are (9 Va)

He is speaking of the godly people, and here he doesn't mean that

he is looking forward now to the time when the whole nation has the spirit poured out

upon them. Not in this verse looking to the time when a nation is born in a day, when

the whole nation is converted at one time, at the very end of the present age, but he

is looking to the time when the godly in the nation, symbolized by him and his

disciples, receive a very special outpouring 0ft of God, an?( outpouring

which, however, does not as they might expect continue to stretch out until the whole
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nation is one with Christ, but reaches out over a substantial number from the nation,

but then to their surprise reaches out to the Gentiles, and brings in great numbers

of Gentiles until eventually the church is In it majority Gentile, rather than low,

and has the problem to explain, how could this happen, and he explains it with

God having grafted out the natural branch, for a time, it says they will eventually

be grafted back in again. So it would seem to me that the am Is a little touch which

suggests, the spirit is poured out, not upon you wicked, no, not upon you women

that are at ease, not upon them, the nation as a whole, but upon us the godly lu the

nation, eventually becoming the 1.s godly regardless of physical background.

(10 3/4) 1 wouldn't say the reason, I would say a reason. I would say that the figure

here of the land, the figure of a fruitful field, the wilderness, might conceivably be

used in several different ways, even in the same chapter, but that here we have not

merely one figure, we have two figures, we have the fruitful field, and the wilderness

contrasted, and the statement med. of the interchange between them. And that is

quits an unusual concept, something which you don't often find, and therefore it

I found it here and fi r&d the same thing over in Esekisi, I wouldt't say Ezekiel

proves what this must mean, but I'd say it rather strongly suggests an Lnt.rpretattonj(

to see if it won't fit. And when we find this unusual combination, and the suggestion

of the interchange of the two, with the same figure, with not just one thing, but with

the two different things, and the interchange between them, expressed right in our

same main section of the book, the same discourse, a little before. I would think that

we were just about compelled to think that here it has the same meaning...

41. ( 3/4)

say that this is the same thing OM exactly a. 29.17. (stu.) Yes, I would say so.

That is to say, in 29.17 you have Lebanon becoming a fruitful field, and a fruitful

field becoming a wilderness. (3/4) Becoming a forest. Here you have

a wilderness becoming a fruitful f, dnd a fruitful field becoming a w* forest.
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It is identical in three of the four things mentioned. The other one, one case says

L banon, one case says wilderness, and I would incline to think when we looked at

Lebanon, that Lebanon was a figure for that which is outside the land. It is that

which is unfruitful as far as producing ordinary ps or flowers, but Lebanon there

was the figure of the powerful thing that is outside the land, there they were thinking

of it from the viewpoint cf power, here the thing was from the viewpoint simply of

wildness, not producing. But the other three being identical and Lebanon the land

outside the fruitful field, being very close in Idea to what you mean by the wilderness,

it seems to me that we are Justified in (1 3/4)

And particularly as the thing described in 29 exactly fits the context too. Yes?

(13/4) No, I'm not awe I would specifically say pentecost. I would include pentecost

I would say that it describes the coming of the Holy Brlt for service upon the people

of God, right through he early days of the church because there Is such an emphasis

on the turning to the Gentiles, which didn't happen for maybe five or tin years after

that, so that woudl' certainly I think have to be included in it, though I think it would

definitely include pentecost also. It would be the beginning of the time of the special

outpouring of God's wonderful grace which comes following His death and resurrection.

But not confined to one day or one month, but to the period in which they were turning

to the Gentiles. Probably a picture of say the first 30 years. (stu. 3) I think here

that it refers to the time just before the millennium because I don't think there is

any interchange there, I think 16 might. 15 I think is the time of the turning to the

Gentiles, Identical with 29.17, but 16 might very well be the millennium or just before.

I would think that entirely possible. I incline to feel that, because it here, after

you've had the two interchange, then you have the blessing on both of them, end

that's the way chapter 29 ends with renewed blessng upon the fruitful field, so I

Incline to think that 16 is the millennium or just before, but I don't feel it likely that

16 Is, because I don't think there is anything comparable to turning to the Gentiles,
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that I know of, in prediction, just before the millennium, that is, rather, the bringing

the grad, beck to Israel, just before the millennium.

And then in v.17 we have a picture which I don't think refers to the millennium.

I think it refers to the whole period when the spirit is poured out upon us the whole

period when Isaiah's followers, the godly people, are living in close relation with

the Lord, the Lard is blessing them. Avon though there is agricultural lack of prospertt

even though there may be persecution and suffering, and misery in many ways, yet

that there is a work of God within the heart, a work of righteousness shall be peace

and the effect of righteousness quietness and assurance forever. It is blessing, peace

within the heart. That I think to 17, I think that Is the present rather than the

millenn-ium.Now 18, I would incline to think is looking forward beyond that to the millennium,

because It speaks of the peaceable habitation, sure dwellings, and quiet resting places

I incline to think that blessing there is on the habitation rather than on peace in the

heart, if so, then in 15 you see the present age, 16 y look forward to the millennium,

17 the present age, 18 looking forward, and 19 beck here again. Well, whether you

oscillate that much, quite, I don't know. I don't think it's Impossible that 18 can,

like I?, refer to the present time. U you think of the habitation, the sure dwellings,

and the quiet resting £,laces, more as a figure of the situation in the heart, rather

than of the external situation, I am a little loth to do that because we do have

definite promises of a time when the external situationvlll be one that will be free

from all external danger and that of course Is the millennium.

But v.18 of course is mither now or the millennium or coring both, but 19 I

think is quite definitely the present time. That is to say, in 18, we seem to have

absence of external danger, well in 19 we have external danger. In 19 we have

catastrophe, we have difficulty, we have trouble, it hails coming down on the forest

and laying low the city. There is trouble, there is difficulty, whic) the Lord says,

in the world ye shall have trlbktion, but be of good deer, I have overcome the world.
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We can expect tribuItton if we belong to Him. In some periods it is very slight,

in other periods it is very great. But all that live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer

persecution, you can expect that. If the world thinks well of us and has nothing

to say against us, we better begin to question whether we are really serving the

Lard effectively. Salvation Armywent out and preached the gospel Christ and

was stoned and persecuted, and mistreated, but they stuck to the gospel and did a

tremendous work, and then they got to ih.r(hey were putting their emphasis on

social service, brotherliness, instead of on the gospel, and today as far as I can

see, they're pretty largely just a social service organization, as far as I know, every

body speaks well of them, all the modernists get behind them and give them gifts

to help do some good social service. That's good as far as it goes, but it is not

dthg the work of Christ for which they were started, and it is certainly a farce to

call it a salvation army if they're not putting their stress on salvation. And in ,his

present age, we are not promised freedom from difficulty but we're going to have

Jesus said, there will be wars and rumors of wars and there will be trouble for all

of us. It may be His will that we personally don't have to go through them and it

may be His will that we have to go through a great deal of it, that Is something that

cannot be predicted in the individual case, but it is characteristic of the present

age to have trouble, difficulty, persecution, end wars. And consequently v.19 seems

to me to be a description again of the continuing situation of the present age, ALL

We had it back in ll.'14, there was trouble, there was misery, there was persecution,

weU, we have seen wonderful spiritual blessings but we have a continuation of the

condition to make us realize that we have no continuing city here, that our citizenship

is in heaven, and remains so until heaven Is brought her. in the millennium, and v.20

Impresses me as the most wonderful statement about the period mainly described in the

previous verse, a wonderful practical exhortation dealing with that period. Now there

are two ways it could be taken. One is in the strictly literal sense. Her. we have
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had up in the verses above the land becomes infertile, the place, dens for ever, a

joy of wild asses, you're agriculturally badly off but my, those who don't put up

w1t this, those Wi o get out and plant a good field anyway and do their best, wherever

there is any little bit of water they begin to plant a garden and they try to produce

things and they send out the ox and the ass. Well, that's good advice from a

practical worldly viewpoint, but hardly seems to me to be what Isai*hs talking about.

So it impresses me we are justified in taking v.20, the figure Ow rather than the

literal statement. Of course, we have many figures in the bible, if you take it all

figure you have nothing but nonsense. You cannot translate anything, it to all figure.

But you have figures scattered here and there, in most any writing that amounts to

anything. You have to decide whether a thing is figurative or literal, And I incline

to think that v.20 is figurative. And tint v.20 is saying in this time when the hail

comes down on the forest, and the city is devastated, and demolished and laid low,

in this time when there is great blessing of peace in the heart, calmness of mind as

we put our trust in the Lord, who has saved us, in this period, well, if we sit back

end say oh what a blessing we've got in the Lord, Isn't it grand, let's just praise

him and be happy, and sit here and hope we'll survive, we're not satisfying Him at

all. He wants us, though in this period, to get out and do something for Him. He

wants us to saw be Ml waters, He wants us to send out the ox end the ass, H.

wants us to use every reasonable means we can have to get the precious seed out.

T0 get the message out, to reach others with the blessing that He has given us. It

is quite figurative but it seems to me that it is a very natural reasonable figure and

that it fits into the thought of the context perfectly and that It fits exactly into the

situation of the present day when that is the primary task that God gives His people,

is to sow the precious seed to bring out the truth, and this being the age I believe

that is discussed in the previous verses I feel that tint is what this verse is talking

about. Now the average commentary will have a nice little discussion perhaps on
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the difference between the ox and the ass in agricultural work, a discussion perhaps

of what kind of water this means, but when it comes to getting tnto\whet the verse

is talking about and how it Isrelatea to the other verses, I £IM that most

commentaries ignore it, don't give you anything that is really helpful,
~d

I don't

want to imagine something, try to read in whet isn't there, but it seems Q\me that

we are justified in considering that there Is a continuous discotme wth a oàtinuous

thought, and we must try to find it. And we try to see if the figures eid the litral

statements and the expressions will fit into a continuous presentation. \And I believe

it does. And I believe that we have a chapter here of tremendous bless". for us

today, If we read it with the whole context in mind the whole situation., Mr. Abbott?

(12 1/4) ..,

42. (1/2)

" these figures, these statements, could be used to express that meaning tuite

well, but I think they have a different wording for this. Blessed are they t*-. send

forth thither the feet of the ox and the ass. Why say blessed are they that do his if

what ymean is, you mean well they are (3/4) fortunate. How lucky to live ix a land

when you've got plenty to eat, lots of place. forqour men to pasture. Ordinarily

when you say blessed, you're not meaning It that way, you're meaning this is the

way you ought to be, this is the way you'll get blessed. (11/4)

Take the beatitudes. Are the beatitudes a statement, my, aren't these *ople

fortunate that have these good qualities? Or is it a statement that if you want to I$,e

God's blessing, try to develop these. It would impress me that that is the reel

meaning of blessing there. So I would incline to think the Interpretation I have given

I. the one that fits in the context, rather than another, but anybody who is going to

interpret the whole Bible from some biewpoint has got to fit in the different sections

from his viewpoint, and if a person says, as some do, there is nothing in the Old

Testament about the church age, well, some of these verses, I think you have got a
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difficult job to make any sensible interpretation out of them if there is nothing in

them about the church age. And I don't know what right we have to adopt te principle

like that, there is nothing about the Church Age. Who says there isn't? Did Jesus

Christ say when you read the Old Testament, remember there is nothing in it about the

Church Age? Well, of course I will immediately say well then I won't look for it there.

But I don't know any time He ever said that. He opened up the Scriptures to them

and showed them things concerning Himself. And Peter says that the prophets

prophesied of the sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow. Did they mean

that would follow during the next ten days and then duMg the period 2000 years later?

Skipping over wt i. between? Well, if they did, I mean, they could, but until

we say that thatts whet they mean, we should have a definite statement to that extent

in Scripture. Or somebody can say there is nothing in the Old Testament about the

Church Age because he has gone through he Old Testament and examined every verse

and found there is nothing. He can say it on that basis, but if he is saying it on that

basis then I have a right to look at the verses end see if I come to the same conclusiozi

And I find a number of passages in the Old Testament which seem to me to be very

clear descriptions of our present situation. And for that matter, when they had the

great council in Jerusalem, on the matter of circumsision, the thing that decided it

was James says, to this agree the words of the prophets, and he quoted from (3 1/4)

Amos, and (3 1/2) the teaching as to whether they needed to be

circuacisad. Well he certainly doesn't sound as if they thought, well, the Old

Testament has nothing to say about our present age, it is only talking about the future,

and the past. It seems to me we have no right to lay down a.dogmatic generalizations

which we think we have to follow. We have a right to make observations and if we

observe in many cases, thenwe have the right to see whether youcan consistently

carry this through. But we have no right to say you must (4)

until you find that that is what it means. So that we were going yesterday and today
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to look at chapter 32 and 33, I asked you to study both of them for these two days,

and en we have one more week to do 34 and 35. So that doesn't leave us much

time today for 33, even if I'd been able to get here on the very minute class was

supposed to start, we still wouldn't have a great deal of time left for chapter 33.

But I have not yet reached the point where I feel nearly as sure about the interpretation

of 33 as I do about 32 I feel quite sure about just about .v.rthng In 32 now. 33

I do not at all feel that I am in an unknown world where I don't know what it's talking

about, certainly not, but neither do I feel quite so sure. 1 think there are some very

clear things, now if I had each me of you interpret two verses and/you discussed It

for 20 minutes in each case, we won't get through this hour. I'd like to do that.

We did quite a bit of that yesterday with 32 and I think it was very profitable, but

I think in view of the end of the year coming so soon, we'd better just glance at a

few outstanding things, quickly, now.

It starts: Woe to thee that spoilsst, and thou wast not spoiled, and dealest

treacherously and they dealt not treacherously with theet Who Is he talking to there?

Well, don't you think that's the Assyrian again, who else do you think it's apt to be?

It seems to me tie t if it is, the archbishop made a very correct chaer dividio here.

Because it is a paragraph " it is not a main division, but It is a break in thought from

his looking forward to this period ahead, after the exile starts, a period that runs until

the spirit be poured out upon us from an high, and on through that time. He now comes

back to the present and says God is going to punish the Assyrian for his sin. Then

we have the first person again, 0 Lord, be gracious unto us, we have waited for thee.

Be thouj their arm every morning, our salvation also In the time of trouble. Here we

have the godly seeing the situation with the coming in of the Assyrian, coming becaus¬

Ahas and the nobles have called upon him to come end deliver them. They have taken

council but not of God, they have found their own clever scheme as a means of solving
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their problem, but the Lord says this is bringing misery to the nation, but Isaiah says

we have waited for him. The nobles have not put their trust in God, they have not

waited for Him, but Isaiah says there are a lot of us that have, We are putting our

trust in God. We know4k we are pert of the nation and are implicated with the nation,

and are going to suffer with the nation, but 0 Lord, be gracini s to us, we have waited

for thee. Be our salvation in the time of trouble. I don't with to speak about the

"their arm every morning" right now, maybe you can give it a little thought. It is

a little strange for "their" in that.

Now At the time of the tumult the people fled, at the lifting up of thyself

the nations were scattered, and your spoil shall be gathered like the gathering of

the caterplller. Is this still description of the Assyrian, or is it looking fxward a

long distance? Well, our time s very short today, let's look on, we have exile,

the highways lie waste, the wayfaring man ceases, the earth mourns, and so on.

Then we have back to the condition of the people now, v.13. 14 the sinners in Zion

are afraid, difficulty is coming, that the Lord sends. But Own In vi? we have again

a change to God's wonderful blessing. Thin. eyes shall see the king in his beauty.

We've only had one reference to the k*g before, her. is another one. That is, unless

this is the Assyrian king, which I don't think it Is. Thin. eyes shall see the king in Ith

beauty, they shall behold the land that is very far off. Some people say this means

they are going to see the Assyrian king and be taken off into exile vary far off. But

I don't think so, I think it is the coming of the blessing fromthe Lord, they see the king

in his beauty, and they behold that whichis now very far off, but which is coming.

y heart shall meditate terror. What does meditate mean? I think here it

means shall recollect terror, shall look back on the terror after it's over, because

v.19 is thou shalt not see a fierce people, a stammering tongue that thou canst not

understand. This is surely after the Assyrian and Babylonian difficulp is over, and

when they don't see it any more. Previously we were told they would se. it, now
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we are told they will not see it. It's looking beyond it, and /ycumight say well the

"not" doesn't belong in 19, it'll fit exactly without the "not" in the declarelbn of the

difficulties that are coming, but look at 20: Look to Zion, the city of our

solemnities: thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that

shall not be taken down, not one of the stakes thereof shall ever be removed, e'

neither shall any of the cords thereof be broken. Surely that is the now Jerusalem.

That is looking beyond so I think the "not" Is correct in the previous verse, and that

to meditate means to recall rather than look forwmt to. There the glorious Lard will be

to us a place of brad rivers, and streams, the Lord is our judge, the Lord is our

lawgiver. We did have great difficulty though: Thy tackling. are loosed, they

could not well strengthen their mast, --those things have been gone through, but now

there is joy afterward.

Well, our time is bbout up, next time, we have only two more meetings with

this group. We have only one more With the graduates. We have chapters 33, 34,

and 35, and I suggest you look at 35 first, and my guess is that you can quickly

reach a conclusion about the main things in 35, and hag done so, in pet' view of

the shortness of time, let's not spend more time on 35. Lot's look back then to 34,

see what you can do with it, and then I hope that some at least of the graduates

will have time to look at 33 and do some good work on it, for next time.

May 7, 196Z record *1(1/2)

... that we are dealing with this semester. It had been thought that possibly we'd

finish this section up and still have time to spend some more time on the historical

section. But we didn't get that far, some of the sections of it took more time than I

had figures on, but I think it was wise to put that time on. So= of those sections

particularly between chapters 29 and 31 have so much in them that is very clear when

you examine them carefully, and not obviously, until you do that it was well worth

the time, but now we're sort of rushed getting through these three chapters. Mr.
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Grauley? Take a couple of minutes on it. Yea, oh the development, I see. Didnt

get the general survey of thw whole book from that viewpoint. Yes. Oh, surely,

well, we could say a word abbut that. The book of Isaiah as you look at it, chapters

36-39 are different from most everything else. They are historical while others have

comparatively few verses that are narrative, or history. Most of the rest of the

material is prophecy in the sense of discourse, and consequently they made a division

of the book, there is no question of that. There are three natural divisions of the

book, 1-35, 36-39, and 40-66. No question of that. 36-39 is a unified section.

Then when you take the last part of the book, it starts immediately in with the vision

beyond the exile, so it seems quite reasonable to take it that from 40 on the primary

outlook is on the distant things of his day, that is, a hundred years or more after

his time. And I think of it that after the great prophecies of the first part of the book,

that he saw the nation going on in wickedness and sin, the godly following Isaiah

becuae the
knew that his predictions of exile, must come toass, there was no escape 4PtPve

nation a. a whole was heading on in the direction it was going, and therefore that

the last 27 chapters are given to the godly of the nation, those who dissociate them

selves from the present situation, but who were nevertheless against their will

implicated in it. While the first part of the book is primarily addressed to Isaiah's

own day. That I think is the main division into three parts and I find among the three

a great unity of approach, of expression, of manner, but a difference as to the

objective. First 35 being written right at this time, and the last 27 being projecting

forward tothe time of the exile. And all of it of course, first and last, having many

glimpses into the distant future. Then it seems to me that the first part naturally

divides into the sections we have been looking at this term. The book of Immanuel,

6-12, and the condition of the nobles, under the same situation as the book of Intmenuel

looks at the king-28-35, which leads, in before the first of those, 2.4, general

prophecy, aid between the two of them 13-27, which deals with the, starts in with
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various particular foreign nations, and ends up with a great apocalyptic discourse

looking at the future of the world as a whole with particular emphasis on the

foreign nations,, That's the first part. The last part of the book, we looked last

semester at 40.65, the beginning of 56, which is looking forward definitely to the

suffering Saviour. And then atthe middle of 56 he comes back eith&)¬he immediate

present, or to the condition of sinful Israel returning from exile. And deals from

there on again with judgment and blessing interspersed, as he has in the first part

of the book, and that (4 1/2) until he reaches his great climax in

his visions of the millennium and the ultimate glory and the ultimate destruction of

wickedness in chaDters 55-66.

Now that's just a very rapid survey of the unity of the book as a whd., which

seems to me to be very clear, once you look even slightly below the surface. Did

you have something further in mind or does that cover youp4uestion. (4 3/4)

...of course who divide Isaiah up into 40 different writers. Where do you get men

of this genius, opthis great ability, (4 3/4)

It is much more reasonable to think of on. greet writer, looking at different situations.

It's like saying that Shekespear's plays were written by 20 different Writers. Where

are the men that would have the ability to writ. Shakespeare's plays? I don't think

anybody holds that view about Shakespeare. There are those who hold Shakespeare

did not write them, somebody wise did, but they pretty well hold to this one person.

One person has the great genius shown in Shakespeare, and Isaiah Is unique, in his

style, in his imagination, in his outlook, he has a native genius far above that of any

other of the prophetic writers. The general critical attitude is, many different Writers,

at many different times. Now of course if you divide it up and have all sorts of little

sections, you can have all sorts of separate poems arid there is no unity whatever,

but one. you recognize the great unity there is In these particular sectl,lEcns you've

looked at, it is only reasonable to consider the possibility that there is a similar
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unity in the book as a whole. So the critics who deny the unity of the book as a whole

also deny it to these sections, and once you start dividing things up, a verse here

and a verse there, and a section here and a section there, why you can make anything

mean anything. You don't get meaning out of it but you've looked at It to try to find

in it meaning you ready think you know. There was a man teaching in a Christian

college Et o one time told somebody there, he said, I look at things entirely different

from Dr. MacRae, he looks at it as a unity, united progress, I look at it as a series

of separate poems. Well, (6 1/2) from the training he took at

an ungodly university for his advanced work, but once you do that you don't get much

meaning to it (6 I/2), it's just a lot of Isolated different things. But Isaiah has so

ces
of wonderful unity, that it' a not much of a jump to eqect to find it

in the book as a whole, and where you can't see it to figure that you simply need to

study more, that it is there. And of allthe sections of Isaiah, one of the most difficult

to see the precise meaning is perhaps the very section we're looking at now. I wish

--I mean what we're just going to. not we've had. I think what we've had is quite

clear, but we still have left of this section, these three chapters, are chapters which

at first sight do not yield a great deal of specific meaning. They are chi pters which

are worthy of a good bit more study before you are ready to be nearly as sure of what

their precise meaning is as the chapters that we have bean looking at, and consequent

ly to look at them in any decent sort of way, we really need three or four weeks

rather than a few days. But we can see a few major things in them which will be

very much worth while. The 33rd chapter,
33J4)5rwhile

just a t a casual reading

they seem to be unrelated, yet, with just a little examination there seems to be quite

a unity among the three, even if we're not sure of the precise details. You have a

good many notes that are stressed in one of them and continued on into others of these

three. You have
two main themes in these three chapters. One theme 4 Is the

theme of punishment upon God's enemies. And here we're not thinking, as in some
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earlier chapters, of God's dealing with His people who should be true to Him,

should be closely following Him, but of the external enemy who is attacking them,

those vt o are entirely hostile to God, end of God'd overthrow and punishment of them.

theme
That is one of the big themes in these three chapters. The other bigthawis God's

ultimate blessing to His own people. These are the two great themes. And we find

that each of these themes occupies approximately half of chapter 33, and then the

chapter 34 is given over almost entirely to the first of the themes and chapterlinost

entirely to the second of the themes. So that we can see a unity In the three chapters

with a theme stressed atrongly for half of the chapter, first chapter and all of the

second, and then another theme stressed strongly for the second half of the first

chapter and all of the third. Now exactly what is this theme which is stressed, in

the half a chapter and then the second chapter. That's a little harder to determine

than just what the theme that is stressed in the last half of it and also the third.

In fact, I would say, quite a bit harder. At first sight, it does not appear difficult,

because you look at chapter 33 once, you have a clear break between 33.1 and 33.20.

There is no question that thathe right place for a chapter division. Chapter 32 ends

that section where we look forward through the period between the first and second

coming of the Lord, and saw the .iritüa$ bLessing upon God's people, spiritual

blessing but nd necessarily physical blessing, but blessing upon them, those who

sow beside all waters. And use every means possible to get the precious seed out.

But then in 33 we turn to a different direction altogether Woe to the* that spoilest,

and thou wast not spoiled, and dealest treacherously, and they dealt not treacherously,

with thee! When thou shalt cease to spoil, thou shalt be spoiled, and when thou shalt

make an end to deal treacherously, they sha1lI' deal treacherously with thee " Who

is he there speaking to? We]], inview of what we have had in the previous five

chapters, 28-31, there shouldn't be much difficulty in deciding who be is speaking to

here. This is quite evidently spoken to the Assyrian aggressor, and here then we woulc
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seem to be back in the major emphasis of our whole section. Ahaz and the nobles

by their clever scheme bring h the Assyrian aggressor, as a terrible danger against

the land. They have brought this on to the land, God is going to punish the land

through it, it is there, but yet God is going, for a time, to deliver them from It, and

of course eventually to give a complete deliverance, but for a time now he gives them

a deliverance from the Assyrian aggressor, he is going to marvelously deliver Jerusalem
that in v.1

and so there is no question, I thin,/we are speaking to Sennacherib, whether

individually or his representatives. Woe to thee that spoIst, and thou w*st not

spoiled, the Assyrians are not coming against people who have injured them, they

are coming against those who simply are there and they want to take (12)

or more, they are aggressors in the full sense of the word. Thou that spoilest without

cost, thou wast not spoiled and dealest treacherously but not with the exause that

somebody else dealt treacherously with you first, but the Assyrian force is reaching

out and are conquering more and more territory. $ That dealeat treacherously and they

dealt not treacherously with thee. When thou shalt seek to spoil, thou shalt be

spoiled. That is to say, you r spoiling is going to come to an end,, but that' a not

all, you will be spoiled yourself, and when thou shalt make an end to dealing

treacherously, they shall deal treacherously with thee. Does this look simply to

Sennacherib' s attempt to conquer, and his failure, became God intervened, or does

t look forward to the end of the As nan empire when the empire was overcome by

its enemies, the Babylonians and the Medes attacked it, and utterly destroyed

Nineveh,, and completely ended the Assyrian empire. Probably it looks at least

beyond the immediate situation, seems to cover more thanichenIb's failure to

take Jerusalem. Then we have a word of prayer, in contrast: 0 Lord, be graus to

us, we have waited for thee, be thou their arm every morning, our salvation also in

he time of trouble. I don't know just what to do with 'their arm." "Be thou their arm

every morning ." Does it mean the arm of the defender? Just what does it mean,
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I don't know. But except for the "their" the verse is very simple, very clear, In the

face of this great Assyriacknger, the Lord is called to for help. But then we have a

continuation of God's victory over the Assyrians. At the noise of the tumult the people

fled; at the lifting up of thyself the nations were scattered. God overthrows the army

of Sennacherib, greet numbers die in the night, in the morning Sennacberth sees the

situation, there is nothing he can do but flee back to his own land. Not at the coming

of an Israelite army, =be or help from Egypt but at the lifting up of the Lord, at the

lifting up of thyself the nations were scattered. And your spoil shall be gathered like

the gathering of the caterpiller, as the running to and fro of locusts shell he run upon ti,

them. Here was the Assyrian who had come in to the lend expecting to take great

booty, with birn, has to leave with barely enough force to defend himself safely on his

return and probably a great amount of material had simply to be left. Jern1nds you of

the story of the Assyrian army that attacked Israel in the days of Elijah when God

caused theAssyrians to hear about...

*2 (1/2)

... then 5 and 6 leave the stress and just for a brief instance they look at the Israelites

who are delivered. The Lord is exalted; for he dwelleth on high: he hath filled Zion

with judgment and righteousness. And wisdom and knowledge shall be the stability

wko Is h
of thy times, a ;uuvlfr talking to now? Is he talking to Hezektah, is he pointing

out how Hezekiah is going to have peace now that he is delivered Assyrian?

Of course Hezekiah was told, that his things were going to be carried off by he king

of Babylon and his descendants are going to be eunuchs in the palace of the king of

Babylon. Hezekiah says well it is good there will be peace in my time. It was

not a selfish idea like the king of France who said, after us,the deluge. Let's enjoy

ourselves while we can, we know the revolution is bound to come, but at least let's

hope it won't come in our day. I don't think Hezekiah had that spirit at all. But he

regognizes the truth of God's prediction, that the punishment is coming, but rejoices
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that God revebled that it is not at least coming in his day. So here he has stability

in e rest of his day, and the fear of the Lord was indeed Hezeklah's strength.

Now v.7, the verse alone is easy to understand but just when it applies to

is not so easy. Behold, their valiant ones shall cry without: the ambassadors of

peace snail weep bitterly. The ambassadors of peace shall weep bitterly is a picture

of those who are pleading for peace, those who are in terrible anguish and misery

because they annot get the peace for which they are pleading. The ambassadors

shail wee* bitterly, the ambassadors who are seeking peace. Their valiant ones

shall cry without. It is the--but just to what time does it refer? Does it refer to

the sita n before God delivers from Sennacherib, pointing out again what are going

to be the results of Ahaz' scheme, leadinae Assyrian army coming right into the

land, end causing this misery. Aha sent his ambassadors to Tlglath'pileser, with

great amount of booty in order to get him to come and deliver him from Israel andSyrla,

but the time is going to come when you will have to send ambassadors for peace to

the Assyrian trying to get mercy and then you won't be able to get it, and you will

weep bitterly. It may describe exactly the situation as Sennacherib was coming, or

just before he came. I don't know whether that is really what is pictured here or not

but it certainly would fit that very excellently. It is either that or it is something to

do with the downfall c the Assyrian empire later on, and which of the two, maybe some

of you could come up with an indication, an observant indication of (3 3/4)

At the moment I incline toward thinking that it looks back at what was given in

the earlier part of the chapter, back at the situation which is brought into the land,

and certainly it would fit with that to read v.8, *bat happened when the Assyrian came

into the land. Highways lie waste, the wayfaring man ceaseth, he hath broken the

covenant, he hath desplted the cities, he regards no man. Certainly that was the

condition in Israel for three or four years when Sennacherib's armies were there,

nobody could venture far from Jerusalem, the other ciies had been taken, captured by
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the Assyrians. The wayfaring man had to cease, there was no safety, no possibility

of getting any distance from Jerusalem. The earth mourns and languishes, Lebanon i

ashamed and hewadown, Sharon I like a wilderness, Bashan and Carmel shake off blii

their fruitl. Here is certainly described what happened at the time of Sennach.rib.

Th. countries of tie north were quite in the hands of the Assyrian kings, the are. to

the west was, Lebanon is to the north, Sharon is the west, Bashan is to the east,

northeast, and Garmsl again is,%%e north. And all this is in the hands of theAsayrian.

Yes? (5 1/4) Explain a little further what you mean now. (stu) I don't know whether

that would be possible or not. The ambassadors of peace, the people that AMa has

sent up to Assyria to get Assyria to come and produce peace for AMa, through over

coming the enemies they are facing, they asgoing later to weep as they see the result

of this act. That is not impossible,, it is a bit involved. I incline to think the simpler

interpretation is the ambassadors of peace ox e those whan Hezekiah has sent to try to

keep Sannecherib from coming. I incline more in that direction. Of course, we have

no mention of the (6 1/4) but I would imagine. What you said

would be certainly a fulfillment of Isaiah's whole picture, the mistake of making this

alliance and the results that were going tocDme from it, but it seems a little too

elipUc to express all that in just a few words, I would incline to thing. Mr. Golin

(6 1/2) 2 Kings 18.37 shows a situation where Aheg/ men who want peace are

weeping bitterly, but the trouble is, I think that the ambassadors, oh-I would think

of the messengers of peace are those who go to try to get peace, whereas these men

are the men who are in Jerusalem when Rabshakeh comes to them, and say., make

peace and be subject to me then. I'll take Hezekiah and do what I feel like with him.

Makes them all kinds of promises, and whether it could fit that--they don't quite

seem like the messengers of peace the*e the messengers to H.zekiah of misery,

rather than of peace. Mr. Cohen? (7 1/4) Now there is an interesting thing.

Sennacherib in his writing claims that it was after he went away that Hezekiah sent
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him this money. The Bible presents it that he sent it in advance. Well we certainly

would believe the Bible rather than Sennacherib, but taking itas the Bible says, that

would fit with the idea of that being ambassadors peace, sending tribute,

and they would weep bitterly, because he takes the tribute and gives them nothing,

going to take all the rest. And then later on when he can't get the rest, he tries to

make it look in his annals as if this, as if after all Hezekiah succumbed to this extent,

saying--but the Bible does explain he was sending that before the attack. That is

certainly a suggestion that he actually did send messengers of peace. You see the

difficulty, Mr. Golin, with the other? They don't seem to be people he sent as

messengers, but people who received the message. And I don't think you coLki call

Rabshakeh a messenger of peace. He was a messenger of surrender, calling on them

for surrender, and these men told Hezekiah about the terrible things to expect. They

were indeed weeping bitterly, I think there is no doubt of that. Someone else? Mr.

Miller? (8 1/2) 8 and 9 would seem to me to describe the condition of the land during

the period when 8.nnacherib is already there. That is, I would Incline to think that

en the ambassadors of peace weep bitterly, it means because they can't get the

peace they're trying to, except on conditions that of course (9)
(

(stu) Tiglath-pileser. (stu) Yes, but I don't knowthat the highway is laid waste at

that time. I would incline to think that that is, a picture of after Bennacherib' s army

actually comes to the land. As far as our evidence goes. At any rate, I think it is

referring to that period, to the times of Isaiah, rather than of future time. It does seem

to be describing what happened here in the land, and consequently most likely we have

the chapter beginning with verses 1-6, a --the story of the defeat of the Assyrians,

and then we start again with 7 with the situation before he is defeated. We look at that

which is before, from 7 on, that seems to be rather definite. All of our suggestions fit

with that. Mr. Gregory? (10 1/2) I incline to think that between 6 and 7 there is a

new paragraph, that 6 looks forward to the defeat of Sennacherib, and to the stability
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of the times of Hezskiah, and so you have the stability of thy times," and then perhaps

Hezeidah is referred to in the 3rd verse, 'the fear of the Lord is his treasure." But

then when you start 7 you're starting a new paragraph. And here you're looking, I

believe, back at the situation before Sennacherib was dmated,, when Sennacherib was

just going to come, and then when (11) 4huo, you are referring to the

leaders of Israel, "their valiant on..." You are back to your immediate dealing with

these leaders of Israel. "Their valiant ones," their ambassadors, the ones they have

sent. You're not just thinking of the king, but before you think, not of Ahaz, but of

Hezekiah, and the blessing God gives him. That seems to be most likely.

Well, if we then are justified in saying that the, that we have a paragraph, 1-6,

th rest of
looking to th destruction of Sennacherib's host, and God's blessing to/Hezekiah's

reign, and then looking back to the period before Sennacherib's Ad starting

with v.7, with that which brings up to it, and then v.8 would seem to be mostly de

scription of the situation, while Sennacherib's host is there, he despised the cities, he

sees these various cities of Judah, and he regards no man, he says, lest anything get

in his way of accompUng his aggressive purposes, and nobody dares to go out and

travel, the highways lie waste, the wayfaring man .aseth, the land moume and

languishes, and he has not only taken in the cities of Judah, but he has taken the

country to the north, Lebanon, and Cannel, and the country to the west, Sharon, and

the country to the east, Bashan, all this area round about he has taken, only Jerusalem

remains, so v.9, you have the situation when Sennacherib is there. The country is

desolate, afflicted, tormented,, looks as if the next thing is to take Jerusalem,

everything else in the whole area is under Sennacherib' $ thumb. When this situation

comes to pass, God says in v.10: Now will I rise, says the Lord now will be exalted;

now will I lift up myself, --and then he addresses Sennacherib and his people. He

says " you shall conceive chaff, you shall bring forth stubble, your plan of taking

Jerusalem is j not going to amount to anything. You are going to fail utterly in it.
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Your breath, as fire, shall devour you. Just what does that mean? Your breath as

iv fire shall devour Does it mean that you are not going to be destroyed by

the army, by an army from % Israel coming to attack, or by an army from Egypt con*ig

up to give deliverance. It is not a human force. Your breath, as fire, will devour

you. Would it perhpa fit with the idea of the pestilence ef' the Lord sends when the

m an are fevetish, and their breath is hot, and a figure of speech showing people dying

with no visible cause, you might say, almost, dying from their own breath. Their

breath as fire shall devour them. The falling of the people, we're told the anget of

the Lord slew them in the night, but here is another aspect of it, the method of their

destruction. It is not a human attack, it is a pestilence sent by the Lord...

17 (V2)

...a number of destructions of Edom at various times, but Petra, this situation, I

think, was after most of the destructions. It was largely during the Roman period,

and the reason was that there were great caravans which came up from Arabia, bringing

spices, and Petra was a wasteland on the way, a place going through a long area with

here wap a wasteland,
little of accommodationci or food, water, and a a on,/so it made possible a great

caravan city, and then when the caravan trade was cut off, it destroyed the possibility

of continuing. That is, my impression was that Petra was not destroyed through an

attack, but rather through a drawing up of its economic (1 1/2)

But Petra itself, while it is in the land of Edom, I think it was a section of it

which became very important after the Old Testament times, rather thin

Well, some other suggestions. (1 3/4) The phrase "the day of the Lord" like

many a phrase in Scripture, many people tend to say, must be a specific technical

term, which always means exactly the same thing. Now the fact of the matter 1* that

even such a term as faith does not always mean the same thing in Scripture. BuWhat

lames says about faith and win t $aul says about faith flatly contradict each other.

Paul says, Abraham was saved by faith alone, without works. And James says,
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Abraham was saved by his works, not by faith alone. They contradict each other

flatly. But when you read the context, you see that they are using faith in different

senses, and if you take what each means by faith " there is absolutely no contradiction

they mean exactly the same thing. When Paul says faith, he means a living faith,

no amount of works will ever save anybody but a faith that doesn't produce workd is

\
not a true faith. And James by saying (2 3/4) means a declaration

that you believe something which doesn't showitseif in your life, which is therefore

just an empty (3) or declaraon, faith without works is dead, it

isn't faith at all. So that there is absolutely no cntradiction but there is not the use

of a word as a technical term, precisely defined and used always in the same sentence.

And that's one thing in the scripture, you can't find a word, some people say, here is

the law refers to Christ. You find this word (3 1/4) , how it is used first, that gathers

how It's used all through the scripture. Well, it's not true. The words are words of

their day, and the words may come to be used in such a way that later (3 1/2)

Now the Day of the Lord I would say is undoubtedly in its early uses, used

simply as a general term for the idea of any time when sitiaions are completely beyond

the control of human forces. We are facing a great earthquake, a great invasion of

locusts which we cannot meet, wkich just devours us, and eats us up, destroys

everything we have. A situation from a power far greater than our own, something

which we cannot do anything about, actually. We are in the Lord's hands. It is the

day of the Lord. That is the origixa 1 use of the term, but then the term is used to

look forward to a special day of the Lord, a special day when God's power will be so

manifest that it wtl be particularly obvious that man can do nothing of himself, because

the power that is there displayed is so much beyond him. So the term comes to be

used quite a good many times to refer to those great world-shaking events which come

immediately before the reUn of Christ. It says the day of the Lord, in Thessalonians,
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I believe, but the better texts have ,the day of Christ." And there the term would

seem to refer to the day of Christ in the sense of Christ's reign. They say that the

Day of Christ is already here, that is, the Thessalonians thought Christ had already

come, and they had lost out, they weren't in his kingdom. Paul says that that won't

come until the rapture comes first and then the declaration of the man of sin, and

these events come before the actual reign of Christ, but the Day of the Lord seems to

be the period which of all times is a Day of the Lord, the one which conies just before

His return. Yes? (5 1/2) Yes, well, it seems to me it's the Day of Christ there, (stu)

Well, of course, now you see there there is a real problem. In 2 Thessalonjans there

-1 Thessaloniana tells us very, very clearly about the rapture, coming at tike when

no men knows when it's coming, and the Lord intervenes in His marvelous and

gives us ;he resurrection body. Then in 2 Thessalontans, we find that the people are

greatly disturbed. In chapter 2 " we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord

Jesus Christ, that you be not soon shaken in mind, as Lt'the day of Christ is right

here. T1 word "at hand" is the word used in the papyri to indicate the present tense,

the present. It doesn't mean it's coming soon, it is ans it's already here, let no man

deceive you. Christ isn't here reigning and you've .ost out and you're not in His

kingdom. No, because that day can't come, except what happen? Well, our English

says there come a falling away first. So that won't come until there comes an

apostasy, and the revelation of the man of sin. Here are the two great things which

must happen. And then v.8, then shall tM v&cked be revealed. Well, first he that

letteth will be taken out of ths way, and then the wicked one revealed whom the Lord

will consume with the breath of his mouth, and destroy with the brightness of his

coming. All these things have to happen before he returns. WeL Pail says to the

Thessalonians, don't you worry as if the Day of Christ was already here, it won't

come till there is an apostasy. What kind of a sign is that? Already when Paul went

to Thessalonia there was an apostasy. There had been failings away already, and
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there are other worse ones through the years. So if he means you folks don't think

that the day of Christ is right here now, Christ is here, because He can't come tilt

first the apostasy comes. Well, what good is that for them? There have been

apostasies already, and it wasn't long after they had terrible apostasy, so the

apostasy is no'-Jesus said repeatedly, be ready for in such an hour as ye think not,

the Son of Man cometh. You be ready right now, He didn't say you wait till the apostas

comes and then start getting ready. So it's not a good sign. That's a problem. The

Greek word is apostasia, but it's not a good sign, end if he says, don't worry because

befa e the Lord comes the men of sin is revealed and first there has got to be a falling

away, see, it makes a tremendous problem. But this word 'apoetael.a" Dr. Schu1er

English found, a few years ego, that in the-that (8 1/4)

Greek dictionary gives as one of the meanings for apostasia, it gives departure."

So . English suggested, does this mean, this will not come except the departure

come? The departure come. And then after the departure the man of sin is revealed

and so on, and then he says, just below, that you know who Is withholding, onlyhho

now letteth will let till he be taken out of the way. That would be the departure too

as the Holy Spirit acting through the Church, the Holy Spirit is everywhere, you can't

take the Holy Spirit away, but you can take away the action of the Holy Spirit thrc

the Church, 1. by taking the true Church away, so he that lets will let till he be taken

out of the way, and then after the Church is taken out of the way, will the wicked one

be revealed. Well, now that rests upon that word apostasia, there meaning departure.

Well, now, I looked it up. Dr. English wrote six people, of whom I was one, and

asked us what we thought of that interpretation, and three of them simply looked up in

their ordinary dictionaries or commentaries, and said, no, nothing to it. Three of

them, But I was one of those who didn't do that, tried to get into the source and

examine the real facts. I found that the noun apostasia is derived from the verb (9 1/4)

arid the verb is the regular word to depart. It says the angels took
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Peter out of prison and then they departed from him. Not they fell away from him,

they departed. It is the regu r word for depart, the herb. Now the noun then means

some kin6 of a departure. Here it is translated as a falling away. Well, the noun

apostasia is used in the Greek, in Greek, quite a bit to mean a change of allegiance

from one country to another, something like that. Not so much a falling away as a

rebellion perhaps, it is used also/z" ertain (10) the distance, the de

parture of one for the other. But this specific meaning, physical departure, I was not

able to find wt'" but one case of it, but that one seemed to be a pretty definite case,

that was in a commentary on Aristotle, and in this commentary on Aristotle, it referred

to a piece of paper which is wet and thenwhich after a little while becomes hard and

crisp instead of being soft, and it says that this is caused by the apostasla of the

water. And It would seem very definitely that what he is saying is the departure of the

water from the paper causes that which was flexible and loose to become hard and

crisp. So there is only one case that I found, but it is a clear case, and (11)

think it is a clear enough case that they gave that as a definite meaning of

the word. And if you take the word in that sense here, it makes the whole passage

understandable, while otherwise the passage seems to contradict the next verses, and

seems to contraduct 1 Thessalonians, and leaves you with a sign for the Lord's coming

that is not usable as a sign, because there have been so many apostasies. Some far

greater than others, and some far less, but there have been some very, very great

(111/2)

So I wrote an article expressing this view on the rapture, but when our Scofield

committee met I advised putting it into the text and there were not sufficient to nd

with me, so it will na be in the new edition of the Scofleld Bible, if I recall correctly.

But it seems to me that there is much evidence In favor of it, and it makes sense out

of the passage. Otherse ',-1 you're left with a tough problem, how to place this

with other passages. Yes? (12) No, I would just say till the departure, till the
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departure comes, end if somebody wants to say, until comes, but it

isn't a falling away, it is the apostasia, the word "the" is there, see. Until-except

there come first the departure and that man o sin be revealed, and then you read down

a little further, and It says that the mystery of iniquity does already work, only he

who now hinders will hinder till he be taken out of the way, and then shall that wicked

one be revealed, end above it says, until the departure and the man of sin is revealed.

So the two are exactly parallel, so it seems to me that taking It in its strictly literal

sense, the departure, it is reasonable to say, that means departure of the saints from

the earth, which is what-I have no doubt that that Is what is meant by, he who now

lets will let till he is taken out of the way. I know nothing else that can mean. #'

euz V.rkuyl says it is the end of the Roman Empire, which I think is certainly

nonsense, but that's what he says in the footnote of his Berkeley Version. But ...

It makes a perfect parallel here by taking the word in its literal sense, but the word

isn't normally used in the literal sense. But if you translate it departure somebody can

take it, the word departure, in a f,. figurative sense just as well as falling away,

but a falling away can't represent the rapture. Departure gives exactly what the word

is and leaves the possibility of interpreting It in a wy to bring unity to the passage

instead of contradiction. (stu.l3 1/2) Yes, well I feel that at any rate, what he's

telling them Is, don't you worry about these things, you'll be gone, when they happen.

It won't come in when you don't know anything about it. If you really believe in Christ

you'll be gone when this appears. So you keep your eyes on (13 3/4)

and don't worry about that. That wouki be my interprion
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